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Abstract 

Western medicine was utilized as an instrument of empire in colonies established by 

conquest, occupation, and settlement and was practiced on American Indians between 1797 

and 1871. This was medicine in the agents, knowledge and processes of western physicians, 

western medical "advances" and western medical practices that became part and parcel of 

the disease experiences of Native Americans and developing federal health care policies. 

Western medicine, in the form of imperial medicine, was political, economical, military and 

racial in nature and served to legitimize a federal presence in north American Indian 

communities. 

Physicians, missionaries, politicians, traders and the United States army employed 

western medicine to exacerbate expansion of the United States and the '^civilization" of the 

Amencan Indian. Practitioners of secular western medicine presumed that biomedicine was 

superior to all other forms of medicine as they attempted to eradicate Native American 

health care practices. Proponents of western medicine controlled access to western medical 

benefits, denigrated American Indian women, and misinterpreted American Indian responses 

to epidemic diseases. The diseases most often carried into Indian Country during western 

expansion were smallpox, cholera, syphilis and gonorrhea. Federal vaccination efforts, 

medical benefits treaties, traders' and the military's efforts to contend with these diseases 

played a central role in the development of the Imperial medical model. Native Americans 

accepted western medical practices when they were found effective or refused those 

considered untimely, or inappropriate as they cared for themselves and each other. 
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Introduction 

There is little doubt that American Indians suffered and died in tremendous numbers 

from the various diseases of contact and colonization. The magnitude of these disasters has 

been well documented by demographers, cultural anthropologists, medical anthropologists, 

medical historians, ethnographers, geographers, historians and many others. All of them 

have been concerned with either one disease, or combinations of diseases, over a particular 

time and space. Single communities, untold numbers of individuals, the inhabitants of 

particular geographic areas, or the people of an entire continent, have been studied in depth. 

Regardless of positions relative to demographics, retention of collections and other 

interests, demographic collapse due to the diseases of contact is no longer a matter of serious 

conjecture (Crosby, 1972,1986,1992; Dobyns, 1983,1989,1992; Kiple and Beck, 1997; 

Snipp, 1989; Stannard, 1992,1997; Thornton, 1987, Trimble, 1986,1992,1994; Verano & 

Ubelaker, 1992). While demographic collapse seems to have been so well documented, a 

long list of related topics nevertheless await discussion. Of prime importance is the question 

of how diseases, politics, western medicine and colonization of American Indians were 

interwoven between 1797 and 1871 as the practice of western medicine was used to 

legitimize a Federal presence in American Indian communities. 

In an attempt to correct this historical deficit, this work discusses development of 

western medicine, diseases of contact, politics, colonization and the increased dependency 

of American Indians in the United States between 1797 to 1871. It describes the use of 

western medicine to further Federal goals during the westem expansion of the United States, 
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and interprets individual decisions, reactions and interactions in the processes which sought 

to make American Indians dependant on the United States. The work also seeks to be 

meaningful to contemporary Native Americans and respectful ofNative American ancestors. 

Reasonable, well documented arguments pertaining to the politics of disease seek to 

eliminate mistakes of the past that continue to influence how Native Americans view their 

own history. While the behaviors of the past cannot be rectified, interpretations of these 

behaviors can be corrected. 

As a foundation for the present study, a literature review revealed that comprehensive 

scholarship was lacking for the period 1797 to 1871. New methodologies, technologies, 

computers, and global library and information sharing networks added a great deal of new 

knowledge to this work. Methods used are presented in the hope that anyone else attempting 

a similar study may find the result useful and stimulating. Technology, the increasing 

availability of archival records, and new methods of researching large collections of 

materials provide scholars the tools that are pertinent to the ever-changing pace of scholarly 

work 

This study is grounded in a global imperial medical model that fits within the colonial 

framework that essentially creates dependency among indigenous peoples. The western, 

biomedical scientific medical model was chosen af^er examination of a number of other 

medical models. The advances of scientific, secular medicine, diseases of contact, and 

treatment of indigenous persons, examined on a global scale, fit the American Indian 

experience. Imperial medicine, defined as the "practice of European [western] medicine... 
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as an instrument of empire in colonies established by conquest, occupation and settlement" 

(Macleod, 1988: x, xx), also defines the American Indian experience. 

American Indians were being colonized as the United States exerted the "aggregate of 

various economic, political, and social policies by which an imperial power maintains or 

extends its control over other areas or peoples." (Webster's, 1981: 447) The United States 

was "governing or being supreme over colonies, dependencies, or many subdivisions" 

(Webster's, 1981:1133) of American Indians. Colonization, and the increasing dependency 

of American Indians on the United States, was confirmed by Commissioners' of Indian 

Affairs reports submitted to Congress between 1848 and 1859. Commissioners W. Medill, 

L. Lea, G. Manypenny, J. W. Denver and A. B. Greenwood applied the terms and tenets of 

"colonization" to American Indians. The commissioners recommended continued policies 

of colonization and confinement as measures of civilization, management, and control of 

American Indians (Denver, 1857: 509, 513; Greenwood, 1859: 529, 530, 535; Lea, 1851: 

309,350; Manypenny, 1853: 379; Medill, 1848,211). 

The global imperial medical model consists of a complex, well defined, set of sectors, 

variables, actors, uses and characteristics. (Table 3.1) As a system of human interactions, 

the imperial medical model is composed of behaviors, actions and reactions that are 

systemic in nature. Therefore, once the model is defined, the narrative of its development 

is woven throughout the balance of the study. Politicization and bureaucratization of 

diseases affecting American Indians are endemic and as such are the focus of my study. The 

main diseases reported to have affected Native Americans between 1797 and 1871, 
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smallpox, cholera, syphilis and gonorrhea, receive the greatest study though other illnesses 

were also reported. Native American reactions to these diseases and American Indian health 

care practices are interwoven throughout the body of the work. 

Federal responses to smallpox epidemics amongAmerican Indians, including Secretary 

of War Lewis Cass's decision to deny vaccination to tribes on the upper Missouri River, are 

clearly detailed. The political and economical nature of various decisions are addressed, as 

are the human costs of these decisions. Lewis Cass clearly intended that American Indians, 

considered as aggressor nations, be denied smallpox vaccination at a time crucial to their 

future survival. 

Power differentials according to the types of diseases affecting American Indians, 

available methods of treatment, and the discriminate application of these treatments are also 

discussed. Power is the primary variable of the imperial medical model, while the actors, 

applications, diseases and treatments are the dependant variables. Politicians had the power 

to establish, or deny, health care programs, to negotiate, ratify or modify treaties containing 

medical benefits, and in some instances, retained discretionary powers to extend, or 

terminate, treaty health care benefits. Politically or socially powerful physicians had the 

power to deliver, or deny. Federal health care services. Physicians also utilized western 

medicine to foster Federal political goals or agendas of civilization, removal, reservations 

and segregation of American Indians, while providing essential reports of the colonized 

''other" to various bureaucratic organizations. Western medicine insured a political, social 

and economic presence that created dependency among American Indian communities. 
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Missionaries, supported by the Civilization Act of 1819, advanced western medicine 

among American Indian communities and determined Federal American Indian health care 

policies. The military, under the direction of the Secretary of War, controlled medical 

services to American Indians until 1849. After 1849, military physicians and surgeons had 

the power to provide, deny, or to request medical or surgical care for American Indians as 

part of Federal expansion into American Indian communities. Traders had the power to 

supply vaccinations and other medical services to American Indians when they felt that 

economic considerations merited such services. 

Epidemic diseases and available treatments highlighted power differentials between 

American Indians and the Federal government, physicians, missionaries, military personnel 

and traders. Between 1798 and 1871, smallpox vaccinations provided the only effective 

medical tool that could be utilized to control any known disease. Smallpox vaccinations 

were used as tools of diplomacy to convince American Indians that the Federal government 

had the power to eliminate the dread disease. Cures for other diseases, such as cholera, were 

not effective, but were provided to situationally dependent American Indians during removal 

processes, treaty negotiations, and diplomatic visits to Washington, DC. Attempted cures 

for syphilis and gonorrhea were also provided to American Indians as part of diplomatic 

processes, treaty processes and after removal and segregation to reservations, where western 

medicine was applied to dependant populations. 

Western medicine was also used to legitimize a Federal presence in American Indian 

communities. Forty five Federal treaties defined, or limited, some type of medical benefits 
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for American Indians. In addition, western medicine was used to accelerate colonial 

economic growth and the development of new settlements, increased traders' abilities to 

exploit the wealth of new territories, and provided protection of indigenous labor forces. 

Imperial medicine was racial, secular, and gender biased in character. (Table 3.2) 

Western biomedicine was considered superior to all other forms of medicine as physicians 

and surgeons considered indigenous medical practices filthy, stupid or barbaric. Physicians 

felt that Native Americans were defective, adapted to certain disease environments, or that 

they were the seeds of their own extinction who could be segregated behind cordonnes 

sanitaire in order to protect non-Native populations. Western biomedicine was also 

experimental as physicians, military personnel, politicians and missionaries participated in 

private, and military, experiments on American Indian remains. 

Imperial medicine was based on secular scientific concepts that excluded the sacred 

from all treatments, medical philosophies, or practices. Doctors and missionaries sought to 

destroy indigenous health care practices because they were grounded in both the sacred and 

the secular. Imperial medicine was also gender biased as American Indian women were 

either ignored, denigrated, or blamed as the carriers of diseases into American Indian 

communities. 

Examples of American Indian death and survival are presented because the large volume 

of extant data provided a rich resource for these studies. Certain examples are presented 

that exceed the early and late limits of the period because they clarify glaring errors in the 

historical record. Early examples presented include Cherokee responses to smallpox in 1738 
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and Dr. William Corbusier's work with the Yavapai at Rio Verde, Arizona Territory (ca. 

1879). These examples highlight Native American reactions to disease and western medical 

practices, and portray the participants as rational human beings. 

Treaties providing medical care benefits for American Indians are identified, examined, 

and presented as a body of data. The treaties cover the period 1826 to 1868 and provide a 

wide array of services that were intended to accelerate the "civilization" of American 

Indians. The medical benefits treaties are analyzed for their similarities and differences, and 

for their roles in the increasing bureaucratization of American Indian policy. In addition, the 

medical benefits treaties enabled western biomedicine to facilitate removal and reservation 

policies and legitimized a continuous federal presence among increasingly dependant 

American Indian tribes. The treaties also limited Federal responsibilities for medical care 

provided to American Indians. 

Missionaries and the development of western medicine are components of the imperial 

medical model and will be discussed in addition to the American Indian experience. 

Politically powerful missionaries, and their activities, illuminate the many facets of their 

relationships with the people they sought to serve. Missionaries were deeply involved in the 

development of American Indian health care policies, American Indian land loss, and 

American Indian treaty making. As some of the first non-Natives to encounter many groups 

of Native Americans, certain missionaries also recognized medical practices that bordered 

on the miraculous. These practices were credited to the influences of Satan when they 

could not be attributed to a Christian god or to western medical practices by the 
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missionaries. Consequently, American Indian health care practices were relegated to the 

realms of the unscientific and were viewed by missionaries as evil. 

Military and civilian physicians, working in American Indian commuruties, left volumes 

of data that clarify their reactions and approaches to American Indians. These records 

indicated that regardless of political affiliations, these men were entirely unprepared to work 

with people using different cultural, religious and medical beliefs. On the whole, western 

medical personnel vigorously attacked Native American medical practitioners, denigrated 

indigenous religious and medical personnel, and vilified American Indian women. They 

were, of course, dedicated to the tenets of western medicine in much the same way that 

western biomedicine denigrates "alternative" medicine today. They sought to replace 

indigenous medicine with biomedicine as the only option open to American Indians. 

Very few physicians or surgeons recorded positive experiences when working in 

American Indian communities. Most physicians were involved in political processes 

affecting Native Americans and many of them used their experiences in Indian communities 

to advance careers, increase bank accounts, or to expand the horizons of their medical 

knowledge. Experience in indigenous communities offered physicians opportunities to 

practice on types of diseases they may not have encountered elsewhere, especially in urban 

or more heavily settled areas of the United States. Some of the physicians also left records 

of adventure, romance and stories of love found, and lost. Their writings reflect a 

perspective of American Indian women as thinking, functional beings capable of making 

rational decisions. The stories of these women, who were more than equal to the task of 
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marrying non-Native, men draw the study to its close. 

The history of imperial medicine and American Indians is a story of politicians, and 

physicians, federal policies, the military, Christian missionaries, economics, diseases and 

American Indians. Imperial medicine was practiced on American Indians as a tool to 

legitimize a Federal presence among increasingly dependant American Indian communities. 

Western biomedicine, at the heart of the imperial medical model was also used to enable 

Federal policies, was racial, gender biased, denigrated indigenous health care practices and 

religions, and was a critical part of the developing Federal American Indian dependency 

paradigm. The history of imperial medicine in the United States is also a history of 

American Indians and their responses to the practices of western medicine, the diseases of 

contact, and indigenous health care practices and beliefs. 
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Chapter 1 

The Literature of Native American Disease, Demography and Collapse 

Regardless of scholarship relevant to the subject of North American post-contact 

population decline due to disease, one goal of this study is to develop a relevant, coherent 

discussion on the subject. This discussion must be meaningful to contemporary Native 

Americans, be respectful of Native American ancestors, and should provide a coherent 

"whole" as opposed to series of fragmented histories. The discussion must advance "truth" 

in political and academic agendas and posit reasonable, educated arguments for public 

consumption. In spite of, or because of, scholastic efforts to date, many Native Americans 

have been made to think that they are genetically inferior to the colonizers of the Americas. 

Native Americans have also been made to feel that somehow, they were responsible for their 

ancestors' responses to the diseases of contact and colonization (Harry, 2000). 

Before construction of a more meaningful dialogue, however, examination of the last 

century of scholarship is required. We must try to answer some of the following questions. 

How has this scholarship added to the colonization of disease? How, or why, has this same 

body of research shaped constructs of disease environments in both pre- and post-contact 

periods? Why have scholars participated in this century of scholastic change and what 

agendas have they followed or purported? When and where has scholarship changed, 

responded to change, or manufactured change regarding depopulation and demographic 

collapse in North America? Who have been the main players and what have they gained, 

or what will they gain, as the result of their labors? The following review of the literature 
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produced between 1898 and 1998 provides the answers to many of these questions. The 

review also forms a basis for construction of a new dialogue relative to American Indians 

and the diseases of contact. 

One of the central concerns of scholarship has been to answer the question: how many 

people lived in North America at the time of contact and was the continent actually a 

wilderness? Between 1898 and 1966, ethnographers and demographers strove to establish 

pre-contact populations in North America. The early efforts were based on James Mooney's 

extremely low population estimates of 1.153 million people at contact. (Snipp, 7-10) Low 

population estimates by Sapper, MacLeod, Willcox, Kroeber, Rosenblatt and Aschmann 

remained in vogue until the late-1960's. (Snipp, 10-20; Ubelaker, 169-175) Low population 

estimates were politically acceptable because they provided colonial apologists and scholars 

of European colonization with convenient assumptions for theories of discovery and 

conquest. Between 1898 and 1966, theories of demographic collapse due to diseases of 

contact became critical to the indigenous de-population discussion. 

Between 1920 and 1950, historians also began to discuss the role of diseases in the 

demographic collapse of Native North America in order to better understand the roles of 

disease and demographic collapse. In 1928, J J. Heagerty published Four Centuries of 

medical history in Canada in which he mentioned diseases experienced by various Canadian 

tribes. Samuel Cole Williams, in 1930, published an edited version of Adair's history of the 

American Indians that included Adair's recollections of disease episodes among the Creeks, 

Cherokees and other eastern tribes during the eighteenth century. Shortly after Haegerty and 
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Williams, (1932) historian Grant Foreman was the first to include a discussion of the effects 

of disease and Indian removal on Native Americans. In 1945, E. W. and A. E. Steam 

published their seminal chronology of epidemic smallpox among Native Americans. In 

addition to the historians, ethnographers David I. Bushnell, Jr. (1922), Edwin T. Denig 

(1930) and Alfred W. Bowers (1950) recounted the devastating effects of smallpox in their 

Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara histories. In 1947 Col. Frank D. Ashbum, United States Army 

Medical Corps, published The ranks of death, a medical history of the conquest of America. 

Ashbum provided a fairly well documented military medical history that included references 

to Algonquins and Iroquois and the diseases of early colonial contact. Less than critical in 

his views of Native American disease experiences, Ashbum did bring the question of the 

globalization of disease into the history of colonization. 

Scholarly concems relative to Native American disease experiences have not always 

progressed along lines that were relevant to Native American disease experiences. Certain 

scholars were neither generous nor accepting of Native American cultural responses to 

epidemics. In 1947, historian Bemard DeVoto condenmed Mandan suicides to the dust bin 

of romantic history by portraying Mandan smallpox suicides as the symbolic deaths of 

barbarism. (285) Unable to envision the decimation of an entire society within a short period 

of time as a reason for suicide, DeVoto damned a generation of Mandan warriors in the 

grand tradition of Wagnerian opera. DeVoto equated Mandan suicides with the "Teutonic 

death-lusts" of Wagnerian warriors who entered Valhalla (the heaven of the gods) through 

either violent death or by suicide. Never mind that comparatively few Mandan warriors 
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actually did commit suicide or that most of the suicides had lost families, peer groups or 

entire clan groups. Gotterdammerung, not reality, was apparently DeVoto's forte. 

Following in DeVoto's footsteps, John Duffy (1951) produced a fairly decent eastern-

shore Native American smallpox chronology. Duffy, having declared himself a supporter 

of Manifest Destiny, justified the suffering of Native Americans relative to the difficulties 

they had caused settler Americans. (233-250) Despite this interpretive bias, Duffy's work has 

been dredged up and uncritically included in a recent Columbian Anniversary volume of 

essays sponsored by the Johns Hopkins University History [Department that promotes a 

view of global colonization without guilt. (Kiple & Beck, 1997) 

The diseases that were an inherent part of the colonization of North America were not 

always a problem for non-Indians. Obviously, reductions in Indian populations due to 

diseases often aided colonizers in their quest for Indian lands. As Leslie Scott remarked in 

1929, it was "a source of thanksgiving that the destruction of the Indians of the pacific 

northwest by diseases spared the pioneer settlers the horrors of a strong and malignant foe." 

(161) The events Scott referred to were the Indian wars in the Pacific northwest that 

followed a series of treaties in 1854-1855 that deprived Indians of most of their lands located 

in Washington and Oregon Territory. Prior to those treaties most of the tribes involved had 

been severely affected by smallpox and Scott's article seems to reflect the general attitude 

of the day. As George Gibbs (1-40), surveyor for the Stevens' Treaty Councils and 

Commissions reported in 1854, smallpox suffered by the tnbes of the Pacific northwest 

played an important part in pre-council preparations. Governor Stevens and other treaty 
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commissioners realized that they were dealing with reduced numbers of American Indians. 

Population reductions, regardless of the numbers of people involved, aided rather than 

deterred colonization of North American Indian tribes. 

Absent from the early scholarship of colonization are references to the roles that 

physicians played in the colonization of Native North Americans. In fact, not until the late 

I970's did historians begin to define the role of imperial medicine and medical doctors in 

the conquest of indigenous societies, particularly in Africa. (Fanon, 1978; Marcovich, 1988; 

Marks & Anderson, 1988; Lyons, 1988) Research conducted in South Africa, the Belgian 

Congo and French Algeria led to critical reassessments of biomedicine's role in colonial 

enterprises. Like missionaries and diplomats throughout the world, colonial physicians have 

been previously portrayed as trying to make the best of a bad bargain. Now the colonial 

physician's presence was also seen to have served to legitimize the colonial presence. There 

were, however, no similar reassessments in North America. 

Scholars continued to develop other themes relative to Native American diseases. Rene 

Dubos (19S9) worried about ecological evolution and the supposed lack of evolutionary 

progress in Native American immunities. Richard Dunlop (1962) trumpeted the bio-medical 

conquest of the American west. Ethnographies were published by those who assigned their 

own interpretations to Native Americans' responses to epidemic diseases. Most common 

among these misinterpretations were Native American suicides in response to epidemic 

smallpox and the use of sweat-baths or ceremonies as treatments for smallpox. (Denig, 

1930; Jackson, 1962; Luttig; 1964) 
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Late in the 1960's, demographer Henry Dobyns moved research in a new direction by 

increasing pre-Columbian population estimates in North America. While Sherboume Cook 

and Noble Borah were slowly increasing population counts, Dobyns maintained that North 

American population counts were twenty to twenty-five times higher than originally 

calculated. He used these population shifts to establish the battle between high counters and 

low counters and those who refuted Dobyns and those who supported him. There were also 

those who welcomed Dobyns' work with a sense of relief as Dobyns departed from Mooney's 

statistically flawed data and proceeded in advance of the more conservative U.C. Berkeley 

scholars Sauer, Cook, and Borah. The scholastic debate was renewed when Dobyns raised 

North American pre-contact population estimates from Mooney's 1.153 million to 9.8 

million people. (Snipp, 7-11) 

Within the next decades, archeologists, demographers, physical anthropologists, 

archaeologists and any number of scholars such as Harold Driver, Douglas Ubelaker, 

William Denevan, Russell Thornton, and Matthew Snipp developed and utilized new 

technologies and methods in response to Dobyns' challenge. Though no one agreed, by 1981 

pre-contact populations in North America were thought to have ranged from 1.8-5 to 13 

million people. In 1984, Henry Dobyns revised his North American pre-contact population 

estimates to 18 million people. (1984) This revised estimate generated an increasingly 

sophisticated body of demographic work. Though actual population figures will never be 

possible, study of the diseases of contact and their continued effects has been added to the 

lexicon of Native American histories dealing with this issue. 
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Questions that arose on the cusp of the population numbers debate were not entirely 

limited to numbers. At the heart of the new population debate were the political purposes 

for which the counts were used. Low population counts justified colonization of North 

America and the doctrine of "Discovery" and high population estimates added to the 

residual guilt of European invasion. (Deloria, 82) Discovery was only legitimate when 

"discovered" lands were unoccupied. The residual guilt ofEuropean invasion was assuaged 

by high population counts when indigenous people became the original invaders of the 

continent via the Bering Strait land bridge. (Deloria, 83) 

The study of disease and demographic collapse has not been limited to anthropologists 

and demographers, nor in all fairness, were all studies conducted in response to Henry 

Dobyns. Medical historians, cultural anthropologists, medical anthropologists, and scholars 

from other disciplines built a body of work concentrating on diseases, demographic collapse 

and Native Americans. 1960's activism and the battle over population numbers led to 

increased scholarship on diseases and the Americas. During the 1970's, critical scholarship 

made serious contributions to the growing body of work that examined the increased 

relationships of global colonialism, cultural ecology, and the population histories of the 

Americas. Historian Alfi^ed W. Crosby (1972) led the parade of scholars with his critical 

work. The Columbian exchange: Biological and cultural consequences of 1492, which 

added cultural ecology to the scholarly mix. James L. Ratcliff (1973) credited population 

reductions to disease, culture contact and economic change. In 1976, William H. McNeill 

published Plagues and peoples, his widely read discussion of the global spread of infectious 
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diseases. 

These works were still problematic when McNeill addressed the much cited 1837 

epidemic smallpox experience of the Mandans because he fell into deficit theories of 

demographic collapse. (181, 182) Citing George Catlin as his primary source, McNeill 

declared that the Mandans became extinct af^er 1837. Regardless of the fact that Catlin had 

not been near the Mandans after 1832 and ignoring the Mandan people still in existence, 

McNeill added other dimensions to the theories of demographic collapse. McNeill, 

reflecting Durkheim's theory of anomie popular in sociology at the time, maintained that 

general demoralization and surrender of the will to live during epidemic diseases was 

responsible for serious declines in Native American populations. (182) McNeill also 

attributed a general failure to tend newborns and inordinate numbers of suicides to Native 

Americans as contributors to their own demographic collapse. (182) 

Studies of diseases, global colonialism and the use of western biomedical practices 

were furthered at the close of the 1970's when critical scholar Frantz Fanon reviewed French 

imperial medical policies in Algeria. Relative to other global colonial models, Fanon flatly 

stated that colonizers characterized indigenous peoples and their medical practices as 

pejorative, valueless, and as absolute negatives. ( 229-251) 

Although the scholarship of the 1980's continued as a decade of research, new findings, 

and serious scholarship focused on pre-contact populations, little of the work was tied to 

colonialism and medicine. In 1988, however, the World Health Organization, published their 

work that aimounced the global eradication of smallpox (Fenner, Henderson, Arita, Jezek 
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and Ladnyi), ending a decade of''smallpox" scholarship developed among demographers, 

historians, archeologists, and medical anthropologists. Donald Hopkins had traced smallpox 

globally and Alfred W. Crosby had educated us with Ecological imperialism: The biological 

expansion of Europe; 900-1900. Michael Trimble (1986) had developed a disease ecology 

model for the spread of smallpox. Globally, other scholars (Cliff & Haggett,1987; Reff, 

1989) continued to dispute Dobyns and supplied new information about the introduction of 

smallpox to the United States and other parts of the western hemisphere. Henry Dobyns, 

accompanied by Michael Swaggerty (1983), continued toward a better understanding of pre-

and post-contact experiences through use of advancing computer and medical technologies 

and increased access to, and capacities of information data bases. Critical scholars David 

Arnold, Roy Macleod and Milton Lewis (1988) closed the decade with two anthologies 

featuring a variety of scholars focused on development of global imperial medical policies. 

They and Malcom Nicolson, I. J. Catanach, R. Lange, Maryinez Lyons, Ann Marcovich, 

Shula Marks and Neil Anderson examined a broad range of topics relative to colonialism 

and disease. Their foci included medical stereotypes and their influences on imperial 

medical policies. Development of scientific biomedicine as part of colonial imperial medical 

policies was studied as were roles played by the military, economics, politics, and race and 

the effects of imposed imperial medical policies. Articles included deficit based criticisms 

of scientific medical policies which held that indigenous persons, as victims of disease, 

were responsible for their own sufferings. In addition, indigenous persons were held to be 

responsible for their submissions to disease, their seemingly inadequate social and medical 
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responses to diseases, and the spread of diseases into European communities. For the first 

time, scholars applied western victimization theories to marginal groups and the applications 

of western biomedicine. 

In 1989, anthropologist and ethnohistorian Russell Thornton dared to label a critical 

work on disease and demographic collapse in the Americas, American Indian holocaust and 

survival: A population history since 1492. Thornton advanced the idea of diseases as 

holocaust in preparation for the five hundredth anniversary of the Columbian expeditions. 

In effect, the language of demographic collapse had become inflanmiatory. Also reflected 

was a movement away from deficit theories of demographic collapse in North America 

toward theories of the social and political realities of diseases and colonization. 

The 1990's exploded with scholarly reactions to the five hundredth anniversary of the 

Columbian voyages and reassessed the ensuing diseases of conquest. Colonial apologists 

continued a long tradition of defending Spanish medical policies in the New World. 

(Buno,1986; Domper, 1998; Rigau-Perez, 1989; Thompson, 1993) Among the apologists, 

John S. Leiby was so enthused over the Royal Indian Hospital that he may not have realized 

that he was apologizing for Spanish colonial policies. Leiby documented medical services, 

policies, and public health concerns leading to the Royal Indian Hospital and its long history 

in Mexico City. He also informed that Indian communities had been taxed to pay for the 

hospital. As part of Leiby's legitimization of the Spanish colonial presence, he did advise 

that the Spanish Crown had, at various times, donated small grants to the Royal Indian 

Hospital, regardless of the fact that the hospital had one of the highest mortality rates in 
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Mexico City. (573-581) 

Premier among other works were a series of scholarly anthologies published by 

institutions of political and academic power whose agendas and theories each anthology 

sought to support. These theories and assumptions include Social Darwinist genetic 

predispositions to infectious disease, Bering Strait theories of population and diseases in the 

western hemisphere, and the subsequent protection of skeletal collections in the wake of the 

Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act. (1999) Many of these works also 

sought to disprove pre-historic American "Utopian" theories and to prove that shared neo-

colonial frontiers reflected kinder, gentler forms of colonialism. 

Proponents of genetic deficit theories include Ann Carmichael and Arthur Silverstein 

who credited a genetic predisposition to increased mortalities from avinilent strains of 

smallpox in the Old World to strains of smallpox that became virulent in the New World. 

(147-168) Ecological environmental models of differences were also maintained by John W. 

Verano who held that individual cultural and genetic make-ups of Andeans were 

permanently transformed as the result of European contact. (16) Alfred W. Crosby flatly 

refuted genetic theories as antiquated remnants of Social Darwinist thinking that were no 

longer relevant to scholarship, though he did not refute environmental models of differences. 

(1992,175) 

Bering Strait theories relative to the population and disease experience of the Americas 

were also part of the 1990's rush to colonial justification and scholarship. In 1991, Linda 

Van Blerkom posited that Native Americans had suffered so horribly because Europeans 



and the western hemisphere had had no contact with each other for at least 12,000 years. 

(198) As a consequence, neither Native Americans nor their animals, were familiar with the 

diseases of the European continent. Van Blerkom offered no physical, archeological or any 

evidence other than logic as proof of this theory. 

Another Bering Strait theorist posited that the thousands of years of isolation after the 

closing of the Bering land bridge may have protected New World aboriginal populations 

from venereal syphilis. According to Mary L. Powell, treponematoses indigenous to the 

New World [i.e. yaws] may have been isolated from a common Euro-Asian ancestor that 

mutated to become venereal syphilis after contact. (50) As with other Bering Strait theories 

of disease in the Americas, no evidence in support of her argument was provided. 

Paleopathologist Donald J. Ortner reflected one of the sub-rosa agendas of the 

Smithsonian Institution archaeologist in his volume. Disease and demography in the 

Americas. The volume is a monument to institutional reaction against the Native American 

Graves Protection and Repatriation Act and the "problem of reburial." (13) The power of 

the Smithsonian is evident as authors lobby against return of American Indian skeletal 

collections. Jane Buikstra, in "Diet and disease in late prehistory" ftirthered the Smithsonian 

agenda with her defense of continued accessibility to dental collections. (89-98) In her 

attempt to prove pre-historic era com based diets deficient, Buikstra promoted two sub-

agendas. One, that continued access to dental collections is necessary for on-going scientific 

investigation, and second, that pre-historic people who suffered diminished capacities to 

survive diseases of contact, blunt the sharp edges of the diseases of contact argument 
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Douglas W. Owsley, Shelley R. Saunders, Peter G. Ramsden and D. Ann Herring also 

presented articles in Disease, demography in the Americas defending access to skeletal 

collections for scholarly research. (76-93; 117-122) All of these articles also contain deficit 

theory based arguments in which pre-historic people were proven deficient in their 

capacities to withstand introduced diseases. In other words. North America was no disease-

fi'ee Utopia and the consequences of conquest, contact, and colonization should be 

maximized accordingly. The question then becomes, who did claim the western hemisphere 

was a Utopian paradise? Certainly not Native Americans who had already developed 

sophisticated and complex responses to pre-contact illnesses and medical conditions. 

The decade of the 1990's did not creep to a close with a whimper but marched toward 

the new millennia with a bang with publication of an anthology titled Biological 

consequences of European expansion, 1450-1800. (Kiple & Beck) Part of a proposed thirty 

one volume set of works dedicated to the "European Impact on World History, 1450-1800" 

the volume reflects a serious effort to diffuse the medical histories of global colonialism. 

General Editor, A. J. R. Russell-Wood, History [)epartment, Johns Hopkins University, 

advised that he sought revisionist histories without blame, and those that transcend 

nationalism, (xi-xxii) According to Russell-Wood, in the case of Native American de

population, "tragedy became the necessary outcome of human interactions across biological 

boundaries." (xxii) One has the impression from the other titles in the thirty-one volume 

series, that Eurocentricism and colonial j ustification are at the heart of the series. Regardless 

of this predisposition to colonial justification, many of the articles contained in the volume 
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are informative of many different aspects of the biological response to European intrusion 

and are well worth reading. There is the sense, however, that diffusion of the indigenous 

disease experience may be the underlying agenda of the volume. Philip D. Curtin posits 

mechanistic theories as justification for colonization when he states that "Land for the taking 

... land with no people, has no value." (133-159) And, once again, John Duffy raised the 

specter of depopulation of early eastern coast Native Americans and the beneficial effects 

of epidemic smallpox to colonists and settlers as Manifest Destiny reared its ugly head. (233-

250) 

One of the strengths of the Biological consequences of European expansions 1450-1800 

is work relative to the secondary effects of diseases of contact. Regardless of the context 

in which the articles are offered, Noble Cook's work on malnutrition, measles, and typhus 

(37-70) and Sherburne F. Cook's work relative to scientific methods of quantification and 

the steps to evaluating diseases are well worth reading. (251-274) It is essential to read the 

reprint of David Stannard's 1990 article, "Disease and infertility: A new look at the 

demographic collapse of Native populations in the wake of western contact" because he 

significantly increases understanding of the long-term effects of various epidemic diseases 

on demographic collapse and on human beings. (297-322) Stannard's contributions relative 

to gonorrhea, syphilis, tuberculosis, influenza, measles, mumps, chicken pox and smallpox 

are important to a better understanding of the Native American disease experience. The 

same is true of the Rutmans' article, "Of agues and fevers: malaria in the early Chesapeake." 

(203-250) Content matter of these materials is solid, but it is the manner in which they are 
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offered that offends many students of global colonialism. The idea that Native American 

disease experiences should be diffused through lenses that soften the impact of colonization 

remains the problem. Of course, my assessment is in accord with scholars Helen Jaskoski 

(136-157) and Annette Koiodney (1 -18), in spite of their suggestions that American Indians 

join the new multicultural firontier, give up their "Grand Obsessions" and move on. I agree 

with Jaskoski and Koiodney when they maintain that there was no paradigmatic first contact 

for American Indians and that there can be "no over-arching story." There was no first 

contact for Native Americans, per se, but a series of disastrous contacts that continued over 

hundreds of years. What Jaskoski and Koiodney seem to advise, that I do not agree with, is 

that we put aside studies of these contacts and their disastrous effects and give up our studies 

of diseases and their effects on American Indian populations. 

Last, but certainly not the least, Sheldon Watts left the decade of Columbus on a note 

of critical scholarship. (1997) Regardless of the fact that Watts is another proponent of 

unsubstantiated Bering Strait theories, he brings a multi-dimensional discussion to the 

disease and demography picture. Watts identifies Social Darwinism and the development 

of tropical medicine as "instruments of empire." ( xii) He also brings development theory 

into the discussion of the late colonial era (1880's - 1930's) and identifies the unintended 

costs of imperialism and development as the establishment of global disease networks, (xi) 

Some of these unintended costs included reductions in indigenous labor forces and the 

development of colonial health care practices and policies that protected the colonizer from 

the diseases of colonization. Other unintended costs included, on occasion, the protection 
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of the colonized from the diseases of the colonizer. 

In conclusion, scholarship has supported the colonization of disease by assigning pre-

contact population estimates that have been responsive to political or academic agendas. 

Scholars have denigrated Native American deaths during disease episodes by assigning them 

to spurious romantic concepts such as the death of barbarism, or the pursuit of nationalist 

goals of Manifest Destiny. Scholarship has shaped constructs of pre- and post-contact 

disease environments by producing works that either enlighten, mis-interpret, ignore or seek 

"kinder, gentler" versions of colonial histories. Scholars have participated in a century of 

change to advance knowledge of pre- and post-contact Native Americans as responses to 

each other, as political agendas or agendas of ecological evolution, or evolutionary deficit 

based theories relative to Native Americans. Critical scholars have also questioned the 

biomedical conquest of the western hemisphere. 

Scholarship has changed over a series of decades. Between 1898 and the 1930's, 

scholarship centered around re-establishing pre-contact population counts and the study of 

diseases and demographic collapse. Between the 1930's and the I960's, historians, cultural 

anthropologists, medical anthropologists and others built a body of work that served as a 

foundation for critical scholars. Critical scholars of the 1970's and the 1980's urged students 

of medical history to examine scientific medical models that facilitated global colonization. 

Theories of imperial medicine and colonization were identified as deficit based, while 

colonizing entities advanced the idea that indigenous people carried the seeds of their own 

destruction. Regardless of critical scholarship, powerful institutions and the scholars 
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connected with them took advantage of the Columbian anniversary with movements toward 

softer, less critical Eurocentric theories of colonization. Scholars have, over the long term, 

ignored the effects of physicians and imperial medical models on North American 

indigenous populations. 
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Chapter 2 

Methods 

The essay that began this archival study was a comprehensive review of the literature 

regarding Native Americans and the diseases of contact. Demographically, the study focused 

on indigenous populations who inhabited the geo-political parameters of the contemporary 

contiguous United States. Resource materials relative to the broader demographic 

populations of the western hemisphere were, however, included in order to provide a greater 

understanding of diseases, disease environments, and the human reactions to these diseases. 

Scholarly works from within American Indian studies were examined for contemporary 

references to diseases and how Native Americans may have viewed diseases, treatments, or 

the political implications and ramifications of the diseases. These references were also 

examined for references to theological implications of diseases and health care practices, 

and for insights into how contemporary American Indian conununities may continue to refer 

to the diseases of contact. 

Anthropological records and ethnohistorical documents were examined to supply 

information about the cultural parameters within which particular groups experienced 

diseases. Demographic materials were accessed to afford an over-view of the types of 

diseases affecting American Indians between 1797 and 1871. Demographic materials were 

also used to identify the variable factors that influenced mortality rates, survival, or 

population recovery after disease epidemics. American histories were studied to provide 

perceptions of disease experiences in American Indian conununities and, if possible, to 
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develop disease time-lines and profiles, in addition to those provided by demographers to 

add depth to the study. Historical materials were also examined for roles that non-Natives 

played, or felt that they had played, in the observance, spread, or treatment of diseases in 

American Indian communities. Materials from the humanities and sociology were examined 

for evidence of how diseases affected American Indian as communities, and of how disease 

experiences and interpretations may have been influenced by differing societal, religious or 

philosophical agendas. Articles published by political scientists were used to provide 

information relative to the bureaucratic processes that affected American Indian disease 

experiences. Military medical records were reviewed in an effort to further define political 

responses to epidemics, and to identify or define military doctors' responses to diseases 

affecting American Indians. 

Medical histories were studied to identify the types of educations doctors received, and 

the types of treatments that were administered to American Indians. Physicians' and 

surgeons' journals were explored for indications of how western biomedical practitioners 

viewed their terms of service, their practices in American Indian communities, and their 

motives for practicing in American Indian communities. These records were also examined 

for evidence of doctors' world views, their reactions to American Indian world views and 

cultural practices that differed from their own, and how they viewed the practices, and 

practitioners, of non-western medicine. All study materials were reviewed, annotated, 

abstracted, and imported into an EndNote bibliography data base where concepts, ideas, 

reactions, numbers, demographic data and responses were identified by keywords for further 
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retrieval. 

All abstracts developed throughout the study contain the following categories; citation, 

thesis, notes regarding content relevant to the study, theories, methods, key individuals, key 

words, resources cited applicable to the study, page numbers of relevant information, and 

author's remarks and analysis. The main variables 1 sought were data that identified diseases 

experienced by groups of American Indians and when they had experienced these diseases, 

and references, if any, to Native American reactions to the diseases. Dependant variables 

were geographical locations or changes of locations, relationships to non-Native populations, 

who and what measures were involved in treating the diseases, who or what controlled 

access to treatments of diseases, and if the treatments were reliant upon political or social 

connections to the Federal government or Federal programs, missionaries, military 

physicians, or traders. Other dependant variables were indicators of ecological or physical 

stresses during disease epidemics, influences of Natives, and non-Natives on the spread of 

diseases to American Indian communities, and how these reactions influenced mortalities, 

survival, and recovery from diseases. 

When sorted by date, title, subject, disease, individual or by tribe or group, the EndNote 

data base revealed that the United States had been involved in Native American health care 

between 1797 and 1871. The breadth and depth of this involvement, however, was not 

explained, nor had there been any cohesive attempts to explain the predominant diseases of 

contact and their influences on the development of Federal Indian health care policies. 

Neither had an attempt been made to incorporate into the developing Federal narrative the 
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many misperceptions held by non-Natives regarding Native Americans' reactions to disease 

or health care practices. 

This study is framed between 1797 and 1871 because the last known inoculation, using 

live smallpox matter, of an American Indian occurred in 1797. After 1798, smallpox 

vaccines developed from cow-pox materials, provided the means for safe vaccinations that 

were offered to American Indians by 1802. After 1802, American Indians continued to 

receive sporadic medical services ft^om the United States that were legitimized by the Indian 

Vaccination Act of 1832, and various treaties containing medical benefits that were ratified 

between 1826 and 1868. 1871 was chosen as the terminus of the study because that year was 

the quasi-official end of the treaty making era. 

In an attempt to identify federal responses to epidemic diseases among American 

Indians, and how they varied over time, place, and provision of services, the next phase of 

my study was begun by reading, annotating, abstracting and identifying Federal treaties with 

American Indian nations that contain any type of medical benefits. Indian Affairs: Treaties, 

[Kappler, vol. 2] and The Public Statutes of the United States [vols. 1-5] were read for the 

period under study, 1797-1871. Treaties were examined to identify what benefits, if any had 

been provided in a specific treaty. Medical benefits were identified by type of benefit 

provided, period of time for which the benefits were provided, where the benefits were to 

be provided, who would pay for the benefits, if the benefits involved establishment of 

hospitals, residences for physicians, pay for physicians, and if any of benefits offered were 

tied to ancillary portions of treaties. Forty five medical benefits treaties were identified. 
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annotated, abstracted, coded and added to the EndNote data base. They were also entered 

into a Quatro-pro, Windows 98 data base to afford spreadsheet manipulation of data. 

Common categories of coding were developed by open coding; Indian nation and location, 

date of treaty ratification, purpose of the treaty, who funded the medical benefits provided, 

length of service or period of performance of medical services, types of services provided, 

and references to any specific individuals relative to medical benefits. Axial coding sought 

to identify categories of information relative to their context within the general Federal 

narrative. Causal conditions were also noted during this process. (Strauss & Corbin, 99-108) 

In addition, once the medical benefits treaties had been identified, treaties were mapped on 

a topographical map of the contiguous United States that provided a visual overview of the 

treaties. The mapping process was also used to tie medical benefits treaties to epidemic 

diseases affecting Native Americans. 

Documents relating to ratified and unratified treaties, 1802-1869, microfilm 1822, reels 

1-10 (National Archives and Records Administration) were also examined for primary 

materials relative to each medical benefits treaty. Copies, notes, and abstracts were filed in 

loose leaf binders by treaty. Literature reviews, archival reviews, and utilization of other 

materials relative to each treaty were performed and relevant documents were abstracted and 

entered into EndNote library data bases, and filed in each treaty notebook. 

Congressional Information Service, United States Serial Set Indexes (1975) were 

examined for the years of the study. Information relative to medical benefits treaties. Federal 

processes relative to Native American health care, and reports, hearings, or memorials 
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relative to the study were identified, cited, and added to the EndNote data base. United 

States Congressional Serial Set microfiche were then accessed, read, annotated, abstracted, 

copied, and coded if, or when, appropriate. All data were filed with appropriate treaties or 

in subject indexes by individual, disease, or other subjects indicated by coding. 

Other federal records were examined for the period of the study for contextual 

information. For Commissioner of Indian Affairs reports The new American state papers: 

Indian affairs (v. 2) and Microcard Editions, Indianhead Co. (microfiche 1925) were 

reviewed. Content analyses of indexes to Commissioners' reports were coded by categories 

most common to the indexes. All materials relevant to physicians, physicians' reports, and 

medical treatments contained in the reports were identified, copied, aimotated, abstracted, 

coded and entered into the EndNote library. Physicians' and surgeons' reports were coded 

by disease, contents most mentioned, concepts, ideas, reactions to Native Americans, 

references to Native American health care practices, or references to federal goals or 

policies. Letters sent, Office of Indian Affairs, I824-188I (microfilm 465) and Letters 

received. Office of Indian Affairs. 1824-1881 (microfilm 234), the Doolittle Report (1867), 

and Senate Document 512; Indian Removal (1835, vols. 1-5) were examined chronologically 

by subject, keyword, key individuals, references to treaties, diseases and federal intervention 

in Native American health care. These responses were open coded for content, then axially 

coded according to event, individual responses, networks, or relationships. 

Annals of Congress, Records ofthe debates ofCongress, 1834-1856 and the Register of 

debates of Congress, 1828-1832 were examined chronologically, by key individuals, and 
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Federal programs or legislation. They were also examined by disease or remarks relative to 

diseases among Native Americans. Materials relative to the study were copied, abstracted, 

categorized as described and entered into the EndNote data base. Hard copies of all 

materials have been filed with proper subject or in treaty loose-leaf notebooks. Upper 

Missouri Agency, Letters received. Office of Indian Affairs; and The medical histories of 

posts, descriptive commentaries, (National Archives and Records Administration; M 903) 

were examined for materials relevant to tribes, key individuals, key events, diseases, and 

physicians involved with federal health care for Native Americans. All materials gathered 

from these resources were abstracted, annotated, coded and entered into the EndNote library 

data base. 

Manuscripts, diaries, letters, journals or other primary resource materials produced by 

military or civilian physicians involved with Native American health care between 1797 and 

1871 were located by keyword searches of the electronic library systems of the University 

of Arizona, the University of California, Arizona State University, Northern Arizona 

University and the Library of Congress. (Note; Other university on-line systems were 

accessed when the university was located within the geographical sphere of the study.) 

Primary materials were also located through citation analysis of secondary materials, 

bibliography materials relative to medical collections provided by the National Library of 

Medicine (Bethesda, Md.), located through inter-library loan, Internet access to the Library 

of Congress, records of the Surgeon General's Office, or data bases and indexes of state 

historical society materials. Materials held outside of the University of Arizona were either 
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imported through inter-library loan, or arrangements were made to purchase copies from 

holding institutions. Archives and manuscripts held at the National Library of Medicine, the 

National Military History Institute, the New York Historical Society, the National Archives 

and Records Services, and the University of Arizona Special Collections were accessed. 

Manuscripts held at various libraries were accessed, copied, or supplied through inter-library 

loan. 

Collections accessed included the Gallatin papers: Smallpox among the Indians, Box 

65, held at the New York Historical Society, \.he Association of Indian Rights Papers, 1868-

1968 held at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, the Journal of Captain William Trent 

held in the archives of the Western Reserve Historical Society, the Historical map of early 

Colorado, in the Colorado-Henkle Collection, the William Beaumont Papers, M. S. Film 3-

1P, held at the National Library of Medicine, and the Correspondence and diary. Fort 

Leavenworth to Fort Union, N.M. of Jonathan Lettennan also held at the National Library 

of Medicine. Other manuscripts and papers accessed included the John Wesley Turner 

Papers, Box 2 and File L-4 and the W. T. Parker memorial titled Heroes and real soldiers 

all who served on the Little Big Horn in 1876 and in every Indian War held at the United 

States Army Military History Institute. The Collections of Winfield Scott, M. S. 015 were 

also accessed in Special Collections at the University of Arizona Main Library, Tucson, 

Arizona. 

First person articles and memorials were also accessed as part of the research. These 

included the following articles held at the National Library ofMedicine, Bethesda, Md. John 
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Morgan, A vindication of his public character in the station of director-general of the 

military hospitals and physician in chiefofthe American army, anno 1776, John D. Hunter, 

Observations on the diseases incident to certain of the North American Indian tribes, 

Jonathan Letherman [i.e. Letterman], Sketch ofthe Navajo tribes of Indians, territory of New 

Mexico, Harvey E. Brown, The medical department ofthe United States Army from 1775 to 

1873, A. W. Daniels, The diseases of the Dakota Indians, R. H. McKay, Little Pills; an Army 

story by R. H. McKay, formerly acting assistant surgeon. United States Army, John M. 

Armstrong, Edward Purcell, first physician in Minnesota, and Joseph Gardner Andrews, A 

surgeon's mate at Fort Defiance; the journal ofJoseph Gardner Andrews for the year 1795. 

First person articles, or memorials, accessed at the United States Army Military History 

Institute in Carlisle, PA included the following materials. Indian campaign of 1832: 

Narrative of the expedition against the Sauk and Fox Indians (author unknown), E. 

Andrews, Military surgery among the Apache Indians, Nathan S. Jarvis, An Army surgeon's 

notes of frontier service. Reveille: The call to a new life; centennial memorial at Fort 

Snelling (author unknown), G. M. K. Kober, Personal recollections of old medical officers: 

Brevet Brigadier General Joseph Jefferson Burr Wright, R. S. Lams and J. R. Kean, 

Recollections of some old Army medical officers, M. L. Crimmins, Recollections of old 

medical officers: The fighting doctor. Brigadier General B. J. D. Irwin, A J. D. Irwin, The 

days gone by: The Apache Pass fight, Robert Karolevitz, Doctors of the old west: A pictorial 

history of medicine on the frontier and Thomas T. Ellis, Leaves from the diary of an Army 

surgeon, or incidents of field camp and hospital life. 
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When necessary, research fees were paid to archivists at holding institutions; these rarely 

exceeded $30.00 and allowed access to many primary documents held, or published, by 

surgeons who had worked with Native Americans during the period of the study. Many of 

the surgeon's reports and documents were published in a variety of professional and medical 

journals that were accessed through the University of Arizona Inter-library loan services. 

Materials imported through inter-library loan included diaries, journals, military orders, and 

personal reminiscences and experiences of members of the United States military medical 

corps, or physicians hired by the Indian Office. Certain primary materials that exceeded the 

1871 limitation were included because history does not operate within an absolute time 

frame and these works made major contributions to the study. 

Inter-library loan librarians at the University of Arizona also made arrangements for over 

400 rolls of National Archives and Records Administration materials to be imported to the 

University of Arizona library for the study. National Archives and Records Administration 

records accessed included those from Record Group 75, Records of the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs, Record Group 95, Records of the Adjutant General's Officel812 - 1889, Record 

Group 107, Confidential and unofficial letters sent by the Secretary of War, 1800 -1860, and 

Record Group 112, Records of the Office of the Surgeon General. Since these rolls are so 

numerous, they are not listed individually in this section but are cited in each reference 

throughout the main body of the document. A research grant was also obtained from the 

American Philosophical Society, Philips Fund that permitted freld research in manuscript 

collections held in Bethesda, Md., Washington, D.C., and at Carlisle Barracks, Pa. 
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CD-ROM data bases and card-index data bases held at the University of Arizona 

were also accessed to provide primary resource materials. Topic analysis was performed on 

the publications contained in the Index to American periodicals, 1741-1870 held by the 

University of Arizona. This analysis was divided into three phases; 1741 -1799; 1800-1850; 

and 1851-1871. Key-word searches of the data base were made by categories appearing in 

the study. Key-words included: Indians (the common misnomer used to identify American 

Indians during the period of the study), American Indians, diseases and Indians, names of 

individuals involved with Native Americans (Benjamin Rush, M.D., Thomas Jefferson, 

Miami Chief Little Turtle, and others), small-pox and Indians; cholera and Indians; 

conditions, manners, and customs of Indians; vaccination and Indians, and the names of 

tribes involved in the study. In addition to topic analysis, all materials relevant to Native 

Americans, their diseases and health care practices, and federal involvement or interest in 

Native American health care were copied, annotated, abstracted, open and axially coded and 

entered into the EndNote data base. The same keywords and the same periods of study were 

used to examine the Early American Imprints series (microfilm 3499), however, topic 

analysis was not performed on these records. Records were accessed, aimotated, abstracted, 

coded and entered into the EndNote data base. 

Reports of the Bureau of American Ethnology were also accessed; index volumes were 

examined by keyword (tribal name, disease, etc. as other key-word searches have been 

performed). These records were then located, annotated, abstracted, coded, entered into the 

EndNote data base and included in further coding performed on all materials. 
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At this point in the study, the EndNote data base contained over four thousand references 

and was divided into two data bases. These data bases are identified as dissertationenl and 

treaty, enl. Di vision of the data base allowed greater ease of data manipulation and advanced 

coding of all materials. Open coding of all materials was completed before they were 

entered into the data bases. Further coded (axially), the materials have been reassembled to 

indicate broader strategies, federal goals, causal conditions, intervening conditions, central 

ideas, events, happenings or interactions peculiar to the context. (Strauss and Corbin, 1990: 

96-142) Also, all materials when entered into the EndNote data base were identified by 

keywords: primary, government documents (primary resources but further identified for ease 

of reference), or secondary. An additional keyword dissertation was included to specify 

which items were to be included in the dissertation references. 

Basic categories of information developed include; Federal smallpox vaccination 

programs; United States Army physicians and surgeons; medical benefits treaty physicians, 

surgeons and services; diseases; economics; experiments; expeditions; germ warfare; 

genetics; missionaries; land; Native American medical practices and practitioners; Native 

American women; medical benefits treaties and tribes; and missionaries. 

All categories of information were further coded to include key individuals, conditions, 

contexts, action/interactions, strategies, causal conditions, phenomenon, and context 

pertaining to these specific phenomenon, intervening conditions and the consequences of 

actions and interactions. (Strauss & Corbin, 96-97) 

Once the data had been assembled, coded, and analyzed, a search for an appropriate 
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political-medical model was begun. A review of the literatiire relevant to global medical 

policies indicated that many types of work were being published relative to colonialism, 

colonial power, and the use of western, or bio-medicine as a tool of empire. These works 

included extensive reviews of Spanish colonial medical policies and Jennerian smallpox 

vaccination (Buno, Castillo y Domper, Rigau-Perez, Smith). They also included reviews of 

colonial and tropical medicine practiced by the British in Africa and the French in Algeria 

(Bretelle-Establet, Buckley, Fanon, Lorcin, Lyons, Marcovich, Warboys). Other works 

discussed colonial medicine and the New Zealand Maori (Nicoison), the British imperial 

medical model as practiced in India (Catanach) and colonial medicine and sleeping sickness 

in the Belgian Congo (Lyons). Articles relevant to the practice of imperial medicine by the 

United States were related to Walter Reed and the heroic conquest of yellow fever and the 

development of the Panama Canal (Bell). No materials, however, were being published 

relative to imperial medicine and the American Indian as practiced between 1797 and 1871. 

The search for an acceptable theory also covered a wide range of medical theories in 

addition to the above mentioned models. Other theories examined included Shyrock's 

rationalist, empiricist, romanticist and humanitarian theories (1947), Nicolson's Victorian 

medical model (1988) and Warboys three models of colonization and malnutrition (1988). 

In addition, Rene Dubos's ecological equilibrium model (1959), Kleinman's illness and 

behavior model (1988), and western bio-medical models were examined by Conrad, Neve, 

Nutton, Porter and Wear (1995). These proposed medical models encompassed Hippocratic, 

Methodism, Arab-Islamic, Learned, and Clinical theories of medicine in addition to 
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Darwinism, Calvinism, the Enlightenment and societal evolutionary medical models, none 

of which were suitable for the data collected. Two other medical models examined were 

also not suited to the data collected; Hahn's medical anthropological model (199S) and 

Warner's (1997) rationalism and individualistic models. 

In the end, the model best suited to the study was the imperial medical model that has 

been developed in response to global colonialism and the study of politics and the diseases 

of colonization. This model identifies the political, economical and military sectors within 

which politicians, physicians, missionaries and traders functioned as they developed the 

practices of western biomedicine in American Indian communities. The model also defines 

the uses and racial characteristics of western biomedicine that are specific to imperial 

medicine. The primary political goal of imperial medicine was the use of western 

biomedicine to legitimize and support Federal political goals during westward expansion of 

the United States. Physicians, missionaries, politicians and traders exercised the powers to 

introduce new stages in western medical practices into American Indian communities and 

determined who, when, and what types of medical services would be extended to American 

Indians. 

Western biomedicine was also used to facilitate colonial economic growth, increased 

settlement and exploitation of the wealth in American Indian territories. T raders determined 

who received western biomedical treatments and when and where the treatments were 

provided, as western medicine was used to facilitate economic development of the 

expanding Umted States. 
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The United States military played a crucial role in the development of imperial medicine 

and the American Indian. The military, including the Secretary of War and Army physicians 

and surgeons serving in American Indian territories, held the power to control, deny, or limit 

access to medical services for American Indians. The exercise of these powers was 

dependant upon individual preferences and the situational application of medical treatments. 

At the heart of the military involvement with American Indian health care was the power 

exerted by the Secretary of War until 1849. Prior to 1849, the Secretary of War had the 

power to grant, deny, limit or otherwise control medical services supplied to American 

Indians. After 1849, when the Indian Bureau was moved to the Department of Interior, 

military doctors still determined which American Indians received medical or surgical 

benefits because they constituted the primary Federal medical presence among the tribes. 

Though military physicians' principal goals were protection and treatment of military 

service-personnel and their families, military physicians often interacted extensively with 

American Indians. Military physicians and surgeons were also utilized to carry out large 

medical programs for American Indians, including mandatory vaccinations during removal 

processes, and the provision of services offered to American Indians under the Indian 

Vaccination Act of 1832. 

Imperial medicine was characterized by race and the presumption that western 

biomedicine was superior to all other forms of medicine. Inherent to the model was the 

denigration of indigenous health care practices and efforts to eradicate those practices fi'om 

indigenous societies. Imperial medicine was experimental, secular and gender biased, and 
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Native people were considered defective, adapted to disease environments, responsible for 

their own extinction, subject to removal or segregation behind Cordonnes Saniiaire, and 

were referred to as "filthy" "stupid" or "barbarous" by western medical practitioners. 

Western biomedicine was also used by practitioners to define the "civilized," according to 

their state of health and sanitation. Imperial medicine was also based on the tenets that 

indigenous persons may have accepted western medical practices in a few instances where 

the practices were considered culturally relevant. In reality, American Indians accepted 

effective medical practices, such as smallpox vaccinations, and made them their own when 

they were considered effective treatments. 

The practices of western biomedicine (i. e., imperial medicine) were developed as 

American Indians were subjected to the ultimate powers of western medicine and the 

Federal government during epidemic diseases, western expansion of the United States, 

Indian removal, segregation on reservations or when the practitioners of western 

biomedicine held the only effective methods of disease control. The ultimate variable of the 

imperial medical model was power and how that power was used to legitimize a Federal 

presence in dependant American Indian communities. Oevelopment and defimtion of the 

imperial medical model is outlined and discussed in chapter 3 of this work. 

Chapters 4 through 11 discuss the findings firom the data and reflect the categories of 

information developed throughout the research processes and the systemic nature of the 

imperial medical model. Included in these chapters are maps that have been developed to 

reflect medical benefits treaty tribes, dates of treaties, and locations. Maps have also been 
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developed that trace the spread of smallpox, cholera and venereal diseases throughout 

American Indian communities. A scanner and blank United States maps were used to create 

the maps that trace the temporal and spatial spread of smallpox, cholera and venereal 

diseases among the various Indian tribes of North America. All of these materials are 

incorporated into appropriate chapters. 

References have been included with each chapter and an over-all chronology of 

characters is included as an appendix to the work. The dissertation has been prepared in this 

manner to facilitate ease in reading and for turning the manuscript into a book, and the use 

of standard A.P.A. format has been utilized for the same reason. 
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Chapter 3 

Apocalypse and the global imperial medical model 

The American colonization of Indians involved death by conquest, war, starvation, and 

disease. (Dobyns, 1983; Kiple&Beck, 1997;Stannard, 1992; Thornton, 1987). The United 

States rode into American Indian communities on the white horse of Conquest, the red horse 

of Warfare, the black horse of Starvation, and the pale horse of Death and Pestilence. (Bible, 

Rev. 6; 1-8; Penchant, 1) The pale horse carried an additional burden to American Indians; 

the tenets and practices of western imperial medicine. 

Imperial medicine, defined as the "practice of European medicine [i. e., western 

biomedicine]... as an instrument of empire in colonies established by conquest, occupation, 

and settlement" (Macleod, x, xx) was practiced on American Indians after 1797. This was 

medicine in the agents, knowledge and processes of western physicians, western medical 

"advances" and western medical practices. Each of these factors became part and parcel of 

the disease experiences ofNative Americans and developing federal American Indian health 

care policies. What had not been recogmzed as an imperial medical model prior to 1797, 

and what would later be recognized as a global model of imperial medicine, had been 

implemented in American Indian communities by 1871. 

The Global Imperial Medical Model: (Table 3.1) 

Consisting of a complicated set of sectors, actors, uses and characteristics, the heart of 

the imperial medical model lies in an unquestioned belief in the absolute superiority and 

power of scientific biomedicine. (Macleod, x, xx) Another value central to the model 
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presumes that indigenous persons were somehow genetically or situationally deficient. 

Indigenous people were, therefore, considered responsible for their own responses to the 

illnesses and diseases of contact. (Hahn, 58; Macleod, xx, xii) Diseases affecting colonized 

peoples were of little concern to colonizing entities until the diseases affected the ambitions 

or expansionist agendas of the colonizers. The imperial medical model developed over time 

and in many places and included colonized peoples in Algeria and Africa, French-colonial 

China, India, and the United States. 

The imperial medical model is comprised of three basic sectors whose actors controlled 

the application of western biomedicine to American Indian communities. These included 

the political sector, economic sector and the military sector and the politicians, politically 

and socially powerful physicians and surgeons, military officials and doctors, missionaries, 

and traders who exercised the powers of western biomedicine over American Indian 

communities. The model is also characterized by the particular uses of western medicine and 

the racial presumptions inherent to the practitioners of western biomedicine. (Macleod, x, 

xx) The imperial medical model is systemic in nature and is often applied to situationally 

dependant indigenous populations, regardless that the applied medical practices are 

ineffective, or successful to varying degrees depending on the types of diseases involved. 

(Arnold 1988; Macleod, 1988) 

The primary variable of the model is power and who exercises it; influential politicians, 

physicians, missionaries, military personnel and traders imposed western biomedicine on 

indigenous communities for a variety of reasons. Politicians determined the types of 
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medical programs offered to American Indians, and allocated the monies to support those 

programs. Politically and socially powerful physicians, who of^en served as the points of 

colonial contact in indigenous communities, had the power to communicate colonial 

directives and to deliver, or to deny, medical services. Epidemic diseases also highlighted 

the power differentials between the colonizer and the colonized, as western biomedicine 

was also used as tool of diplomacy. Smallpox vaccinations, developed after 1798, were an 

especially powerful diplomatic tool because they provided colonizing entities with the only 

medical tool that had the power to prevent a dread disease. Physicians and surgeons also 

supplied the reports and information about the colonized "others" required by colonizing 

entities as they advanced into indigenous territories. Missionaries, while spreading 

Christianity to indigenous communities, sought to replace indigenous health care practices 

with those of western medicine as part of federal "civilization" programs. 

Western medicine also served to legitimize a colonial presence among indigenous 

communities when western medical innovations, such as smallpox vaccinations, served as 

a useful new stage in colonial development. Traders opted to protect, or treat indigenous 

populations for diseases in order to facilitate expansion of trade, colonial growth, 

development of new settlements and the exploitation of the wealth of occupied territories. 

Western biomedicine was also used to protect indigenous labor populations who were 

required to build the political economy of empire as epidemic diseases were carried through 

port cities developed during the expansion of trade and settlement into American Indian 

communities. 
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The mihtary, including the Secretary of War, often controlled most aspects of imperial 

medicine and had the power to provide or deny medical services to indigenous persons. 

Military physicians and surgeons, regardless of the fact that their primary duties involved 

the protection, health, and care of military populations had the options to provide, or to deny, 

health care to indigenous communities. Military physicians were also involved in federal 

medical programs, such as the Indian Vaccination Act of 1832 and Indian removal, that 

transcended indigenous civil rights. 

Racial characteristics of the imperial medical model are based on the underlying 

presumption that western biomedicine is considered superior to all other forms of medical 

and health care practices. The practice of imperial medicine was also experimental, secular, 

gender biased and egocentric, and presumed that indigenous persons accepted western 

medical practices only when they were deemed culturally relevant. Western doctors 

considered Native people defective, adapted to particular disease environments, the seeds 

of their own extinctions, and that segregation of indigenous peoples behind cordonnes 

sanitaire was acceptable in order to protect colonizing populations. 

In order to build a comprehensive global imperial medical model that is applicable to 

American Indians, the sectors of the model will be discussed as separate entities whose 

actors, uses, characteristics and presumptions are defined in this chapter. (Table 3.1) Since 

each part of the model may be articulated situationally, examples and applications of the 

imperial medical model to American Indians will be discussed in successive chapters as a 

systemic entity. 
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Table 3.1: Imperial Medical Model 

Sectors, Actors, Uses and Characteristics 
POLITICAL SECTOR 

Politicians; 
• Legislate, fund health care 
• Negotiate, ratify medical benefits 

treaties 
• Discretionary power to extend or limit 

medical benefits 
Physicians, politically powerful: 
• Used as point of colonial contact 
• Use to deliver medical benefits 
• Used to "know" and report colonized 

"others" 
Missionary Medicine; 
• Operated under the auspices of the 

Federal govenunent. Civilization Act 
1819 

• Promoted Federal goals of 
"civilization" 

Epidemics highlighted power differentials 
as western biomedicine was used; 
• Diplomatic Device; smallpox 

vaccinations, new and powerful tool 
that gave the Federal govenunent the 
power to prevent smallpox, a dreaded 
disease in American Indian 
conununities 

• Legitimize a Federal presence 
• No-fee hospitals advanced colonial 

purposes 

ECONOMIC SECTOR 
Traders supplied western medical 
services to Indigenous peoples as 
conquered diseases were used to 
increase the possibilities of; 
• Colonial Economic Growth 
• New Settlements 
• Exploit Wealth of occupied 

territories 
• Diseases hampered available 

workforces 
Political Economy of Empire; 
• Facilitated through port cities 
• Diseases carried to Indigenous 

communities through port cities 

MILITARY SECTOR 
Military often controlled all aspects of 
Imperial Medicine; 
• Limited or denied access to medical 

services 
Military Physicians, provided or denied 
services to Indigenous peoples; 
• Primary duties to protect lives and 

bodies of own troops 
• The "neutral" role of physicians may 

include treating political adversaries 
Physicians waged War on Diseases; 
• May transcend Indigenous civil 

rights 

RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Scientific Medicine superior to all other 
Medical systems; 
• Indigenous practices denigrated 
• Experimental 
• Secular 
• Gender Biased 
• Indigenous syncretize culturally 

relevant practices 
Western physicians considered Native 
People; 
• Defective, Adapted to disease 

environment. Seeds of their own 
extinction. Filthy, Stupid, Barbarous 

• Segregated, Cordonne Sanitaire 
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Political sector, actors, uses and characteristics; 

In ail sectors of the imperial medical model, human beings played roles ancillary to 

diseases as they exercised the various powers of western biomedicine over indigenous 

communities and the extension of health care benefits to those communities. Politicians and 

physicians played critical roles in the political sector. In the United States, politicians in 

Congress legislated American Indian health care programs and allocated the monies for 

those programs. Politicians also negotiated the 45 medical benefits treaties that were 

ratified by the United States Senate between 1826 and 1868. In some cases, as discussed in 

chapter 9, the President of the United Sates or the Secretary of Interior retained discretionary 

authority to terminate or to extend medical care benefits provided by treaties. 

Physicians and surgeons, often politically powerful individuals in their own rights, also 

served as the main point of contact between the colonizer and the colonized. The doctors 

also often controlled the social or political institutions that dealt with indigenous persons. 

Physicians supported state and ruling class concerns through regulatory statutes in colonial 

South Africa while in colonial Victoria, physicians controlled both social institutions and 

the press. Doctors also served as representatives to colonial parliaments, members of 

legislative councils and speakers of the Victoria legislative assembly. (Dyson, 197; Marks 

& Anderson, 257,259, Paul, 272). Colonial physicians were also the points of contact with 

colonized people when communications broke down or ruling class concerns were 

predominate. (Marks & Anderson, 257,259) 

During the period of this study, physicians in the United States held politically powerful 
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positions that directly affected American Indian policy making. After 1797, Dr. Benjamin 

Rush, Dr. Edward Gantt, and other powerful physicians were involved with Native American 

health care. Dr. Rush had been a member of the Continental Congress who signed the 

Declaration of Independence and Dr. Gantt was the Chaplain to Congress. Dr. Rush 

inoculated Miami Chief Little T urtle for smallpox in 1797. (Rush, 1948) Dr. Gantt, in 1802, 

re-vaccinated Little T urtle, and a group of Miami and Shawnee delegates to Washington, DC 

using Edward Jenner's newly developed cow-pox vaccines. (Black Hoof, 1802, p. 149-153; 

Halsey, 1936; Waterhouse, 1802, p. 355) Governor William Henry Harrison (Indiana 

Territory) had studied medicine and was responsible for vaccination of American Indians 

being sent to Washington, DC by members of the Lewis and Clark expedition. (Thrapp, 622) 

In 1832, Dr. John Robb, as Acting Secretary of War, set Indian health care policies by 

authorizing Indian agents to hire agency physicians at their own discretion. (1832, Aug. 8) 

In addition, between 1832 and 1871, medical benefits treaty physicians and military 

physicians were powerful federal influences among American Indian tribes. 

Colonial politicians did not, however, always support development of health care 

facilities for colonized people. (Nicolson, 95). As in other colonial arenas, not all United 

States politicians supported an extension of health care benefits to American Indians. The 

Congressional debates that developed over smallpox vaccination for American Indians in 

1832 were vicious attacks by southern politicians on Native Americans. A solid block of 

southern politicians vehemently opposed extending any type of smallpox vaccination relief 

to any Native Americans. This attitude was to prevail among some Americans for many 
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years. (Scott, 142-161) 

Epidemic diseases also served to highlight power relationships in colonial societies. 

(Dyson, 197) The best example of this power differential in the United States was the Indian 

Vaccination Act (1832, May 5). Members of Congress, af^er long and heated debates, 

enacted a law to provide smallpox vaccination for frontier American Indian groups who 

were afflicted with smallpox. Notable in all of the materials relative to the Indian 

Vaccination Act is the lack of Native American input into any of the processes. (1832, 

Register of the debates: 1832, Vaccination report) There were no medical benefits treaties 

in effect at the time of the Vaccination Act, which further limited the rights of American 

Indians to make their own choices regarding smallpox vaccinations. 

Imperial medicine, embodied in the practices of western biomedicine, was also used as 

a tool of diplomacy in what Ann Marcovich termed "the seduction of the colonized." (1988, 

175) According to Marcovich, French physicians in Algeria and Indochina served as covert 

diplomats of colonization. (1988; 175) Franz Fanon and Reynoldo Ileto further identified 

colonial medicine and its practitioners as vehicles for "imperialist propaganda" in French 

Algeria and the American Philippines. (Fanon, 229; Ileto, 139). 

By 1802, President Thomas Jefferson was using smallpox vaccination as a tool of 

diplomacy with American Indians. After Dr. Gantt, the Chaplain of Congress, vaccinated 

Miami and Shawnee delegations to Washington, E)C in 1802, extra supplies of vaccine 

materials were given to the Native American participants. Instructions supplied to the 

participants requested that the materials by used judiciously on their fellow tribesmen as the 
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federal government sought to impress American Indians with their ability to control the 

dread disease. (Halsey, 1936; Black Hoof, 149-153; Waterhouse, 355) By the next year, 

Jefferson had also incorporated smallpox vaccine for Native Americans as a "good-will" 

gesture into the Lewis and Clark expedition. In addition, Jefferson authorized smallpox 

vaccination for Native Americans sent east as diplomats by the Lewis and Clark expedition, 

a practice that was expanded over the years to include provision of all types of health care 

for Native American emissaries to Washington, IX). (Viola, 152-167) Following the Lewis 

and Clark expedition, other federal expeditions into the western United States carried 

smallpox vaccine materials as a diplomatic tool with which to impress American Indians. 

Physicians as diplomats to American Indians received another boost in 1822 (rom the 

Rev. Samuel Morse when he advised Secretary of War John C. Calhoun (91) that physicians 

placed among American Indian tribes would serve as emissaries of what Fanon (229) and 

Ileto (139) later identified as "imperialist propaganda." Dr. Morse felt that people who were 

healthier would be more appreciative of a United States presence and would, therefore, more 

readily accept an accelerated form of "civilization." (91) 

As for communications between physicians and Native Americans, few physicians spoke 

or understood American Indian languages. Endemic to the model is the fact that physicians 

were not prepared to understand American Indian customs or cultures. One of the best 

examples is that of a Dr. M. Martin who was assigned to vaccinate western tribes under the 

Indian Vaccination Act of 1832. In his final report. Dr. Martin admitted that his limited 

knowledge of the people who he had been sent to work with seriously impaired his ability 
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to communicate his mission to them. The doctor also advised that his lack of cultural 

knowledge and his difficulties with communication had limited the success of his 

vaccination mission. (1832, Nov. 2) 

Another political use of western biomedicine involved the reports filed by western 

medical practitioners that became conduits of information about indigenous populations. 

Physicians' reports provided colonizing entities vital information about colonized "others" 

to Indian agents. Superintendents of Indian Affairs, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, the 

Secretary of War, and to the Surgeon General's Office. (Buckley, 187-200) The volumes 

of information produced by treaty and military physicians utilized in this study stand as 

proofs of this reporting. American Indians were subjected to almost continual disclosure by 

treaty, military and missionary physicians. Physicians filed reports that were presented to 

Congress, incorporated into removal era records and that influenced federal American Indian 

policy surveys such as the Doolittle Report (1867). All of these reports influenced the 

development of American Indian health care policies. 

In the United States, physicians, of whom Dr. Benjamin Rush is one of the best 

examples, were part of an international effort to report colonized "others" long before 1797. 

On February 4, 1774, Rush delivered a paper to the American Philosophical Society titled 

"An inquiry into the natural history of medicine among the Indians of north America and a 

comparative view of their diseases and remedies with those of civilized nations." (1974,1) 

Dr. Rush's paper was based on his limited experiences with American Indians and materials 

gathered from others who had lived or traveled among American Indians. Rush's sources of 
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information included the French Baron de LaHontan's article, "New Voyages in North 

America" (1703) and Pierre F. Z. de Charlivoix's "History and general description of New 

France" (1744). (1974, 13). Rush also relied heavily on personal communications with 

physicians who had actually lived among the Indians. (1974, 13) 

Reports focused on Native Americans gained momentum after 1797 as contacts with 

American Indians increased during the westward expansion of the United States. Some of 

these reports were systematic, such as the questionnaire developed by Dr. Rush that was 

used by the members of the Lewis and Clark expedition in 1803. Explorers were to question 

Native Americans about a wide variety of subjects having to do with their health and health 

care practices. Other questions were directed at American Indian women, including 

common ages of menarche and menopause, childbirth and child care practices. Information 

relative to a wide variety of health care practices was to be tabulated and was returned to Dr. 

Rush for inclusion in the records of the American Philosophical Society. 

Reporting on American Indians between 1800 and 18S0 resulted in an increase of 

published articles about Native Americans, f 1989. Index to American Periodicals) What 

began with a few hundred articles published between 1749 and 1800 exploded into over 

4,400 entries for the period 1800 to 1850. (1989, Index to American Periodicals) Subjects 

ranged from American Indian morals to Indian removal, medicine to medicine dances, 

maimers, warfare and diseases. Also examined were American Indian govenunents, 

suspected or feared alliances with France or England, American Indian civilization programs 

and missionary reports. American Indian treaties were discussed in detail in the popular 
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press while other preferred subjects included American Indian resistance to federal 

incursions and missionaries, visits to American cities, and whatever else was concerned with 

contemporary political agendas. One favored category included the "uncivilized state, 

condition, characteristics, and moral conditions of the Indians." (1989, Index to American 

Periodicals) Reports from doctors were few in number compared to the balance of the 

materials printed about American Indians, though these reports increased over time. 

In effect, very little regarding Native Americans was not reported in popular, religious 

and government presses as physicians, surgeons and scientists also published materials 

relative to American Indian health, customs and diseases in professional or popular journals. 

An early article published by Andrew Oliver and Israel Manduit in the American Museum 

or Universal Magazine (1789, January) described the smallpox epidemic that struck 

American Indian conmiunities at Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard during the previous 

century. (636) After describing the terrible effects of the disease, the authors reported that 

more persons of mixed blood survived the epidemic than did those of "full-blood'' ancestry. 

(636) The article appears to have been the result of hearsay evidence, rather than any type 

of systematic observation or research because no sources were cited. Another article of 

interest was published by an unknown author in 1797 (January 2) advising that American 

Indians treated toothaches with decoctions of white poplar bark (60) 

In 1798, an article by Richard McCausland in the American Museum or Umversal 

Mapayinewas concerned with the social customs of American Indians, especially those that 

recognized "great women" in American Indian conununities. (17-19) The author, though 
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recognizing the important positions that many American Indian women enjoyed in their 

communities, seemed a bit surprised by this knowledge in his commentary. In 1834, an 

unknown author reported in the Mechanics Magazine and Journal of the Mechanics' 

Institutes (297-298) that he had scientifically dis-proven Dr. Benjamin Rush's earlier 

presumption (1789, March) that consumption (tuberculosis) was not present in American 

Indian communities. The author stated that during a visit to the "New York Indians" he had 

met, and examined, American Indians who did, in fact, suffer from the disease. (297-298) 

Another unknown author (1804, The Philadelphia Medical and Physical JoumaH was 

concerned with the medical customs and manners of American Indian medical practices that 

seemed, to him, to have been grounded in dance and magic.( 133,147) In 1822, Dr. John D. 

Hunter filed a report in The New York Medical and Physical Journal concerning the diseases 

and medical practices of American Indian women located west of the Mississippi River. 

(306-314) Of special interest to Dr. Hunter were the uses American Indian women made of 

steam baths to relieve menstrual cramps and excessive menstrual bleeding. Dr. Hunter had 

not, however, examined any of the women but reported information he had gleaned from 

physicians living in the St. Louis area. 

In the 1838 edition of The Boston Medical and Surgical Journal an editorial titled 

"Medical Intelligence; Horrible ravages of smallpox among the Indians" noted the spread 

of smallpox through American Indian communities on the upper Missouri River the previous 

year. (18) The editorial seemed to commiserate with the American Indians' suffering and 

suggested that timely vaccinations may have been indicated to stop the epidemic. (18) 
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Articles published by doctors and scientists during the early years of this study indicate 

many of the concerns common to the practice of imperial medicine. Remedies for medical 

problems were reviewed, though the practices, such as the remedies for toothaches, were not 

recommended for general consumption. Physicians and scientists displayed a fascination 

with American Indians as the "others" that included discussing race as a contributing factor 

to disease survival. Doctors displayed a general scientific concern with the survival of 

American Indians, though they displayed a type of skeptical fascination with the sacred or 

"magical" aspects of American Indian health care practices. Women were not completely 

ignored by the early scholars, however, their positions within communities and their medical 

practices were viewed with a deal of uncertainty that reflected the gender bias common to 

the practitioners of western biomedicine. The general tone of the articles which is 

exacerbated by the types of publications they appeared in, also presumes that doctors felt 

that they had a legitimate, and legitimizing, interest in American Indian health care practices 

and in American Indian communities. 

Missionaries were also involved in the development of imperial medicine as part of the 

political processes of colonization. Raebum Lange maintains that though medical 

missionaries in the Cook Islands were not active politically in the pre-colonial period, they 

did carry messages of Christianity and the superiority of western medicine as cultural 

innovations into indigenous communities. (61, 62) In the United States, however, 

missionaries were actively involved as political participants, in the colonization and disease 

experiences of Native Americans and were engaged in the dissemination of western 
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biomedical practices into American Indian communities. 

The Reverend Jedidiah Morse was commissioned by the President to make 

recommendations on all aspects of Native Americans' experience within the expanding 

United States. Morse's report (1822) included a general survey of smallpox and 

recommended federally funded smallpox vaccination for American Indians. The Reverend 

Isaac McCoy, employed by both the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign 

Missions and the federal government, involved himself in politics, Indian removal and the 

survey of removal lands. In addition, McCoy intruded into federal Indian policy making 

with his opinions on smallpox vaccination and considered smallpox epidemics opportunities 

that allowed the United States increased access to American Indians and their lands. 

Missionaries dedicated to developing western medical practices as cultural and political 

innovations were active throughout Native America for many years. Many of these 

missionaries, such as the Reverend McCoy were employed by the American Board of 

Commissioners for Foreign Missions that was partially funded by the federal government. 

Other missionaries, such as Reverend Morse, were funded and directed by the President of 

the United States. 

One of the most important political implications of imperial medicine is the idea that 

western medical services provided to colonized peoples served to legitimize a colonial 

presence. (Manderson, 91-112) Western medicine was utilized to legitimize the British 

presence in Malaya from 1786-1941. (Manderson, 91-112) Medical benefits offered to 

American Indian tribes also served to legitimize a federal presence among treaty tribes 
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between 1832 and 1868. Medical benefits treaties served as dual forms of legitimization of 

an American presence in American Indian communities. The provision of health care 

services provided a moral or ethical legitimization of the American presence among Indian 

nations while the treaties provided legal or political legitimization of the same presence. 

According to imperial medical scholar David Arnold, development of effective small

pox vaccination began a new and critical stage of global imperial medicine in India. (1988: 

52) Development ofEdward Jennet's effective smallpox vaccination in 1798 did herald a 

new stage of western biomedicine because colonizing entities could curtail development of 

a catastrophic disease among indigenous persons under colomal rule, often through the use 

of forced smallpox vaccinations. (52) American Indian removal populations were forced to 

accept smallpox prior to removal under the Indian Vaccination Act of 1832 (Cass, 1832, 

May 10) while vaccinations under the same act, were applied to other American Indian 

populations located within western territories in order to facilitate westward expansion. 

Vaccinations also became the heroic measures physicians practiced when faced with 

shrinking numbers of American Indians due to warfare, smallpox, dislocation and the 

American Civil War. (Coffin, 1863, Sept. 25,1864, Aug. 25; Ketcham, 1864, Sept. 15) 

Development of no-fee hospitals for colonized indigenous persons were instituted as 

part of imperial medical policies for a variety of reasons. (Lange, 67) British imperial 

policies in the Cook Islands made indigenous no-fee hospital services available to non-

Natives for a fee, as a pan of racial amalgamation programs. Such programs were intended 

to expose indigenous peoples to Europeans and their customs. Hospitals were to extend the 
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benefits of "civilization" to indigenous persons via western medicine while its doctors were 

considered weapons in colonial campaigns to weaken or undermine indigenous cultures. 

(Lange, 67; Nicolson, 78,78; Ranger, 9-10) In the United States, medical benefits treaties 

established a similar series of no-fee hospitals and medical treatments for Native Americans 

for a variety of reasons, the main purpose being to advance the "civilization" of the 

American Indian. 

Economic sector, actors, uses, and characteristics: 

Disease, economics and colonization existed in a symbiotic relationship in which 

defeated diseases meant increased colonial economic growth, increased possibilities for 

new settlements, and increased abilities to extract the wealth and raw materials of colonized 

regions. (Marcovich, 107-109) A steady supply of poorly paid indigenous labor was 

necessary to keep profits flowing to mother-countries such as France and England, that could 

not afford indigenous work forces that were handicapped by disease. (Brown, 252; Satre, 1 -

20) Diseases also interrupted the regional trade networks by which goods flowed through 

colonized territories. (Majme, 219) 

Disease, economics and colonization of the American Indian also enjoyed this symbiotic 

relationship in the United States. Smallpox vaccinations of American Indians covered under 

the Indian Vaccination Act (1832, May 5) were directed to those groups being removed 

across western American frontiers or were targeted at those groups who were going to be in 

contact along new American frontiers. Vaccination was also afforded American Indians who 

were perceived to be economically important, such as the various groups of the Sioux who 
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lived in the lower Missouri River valley. Americans moving westward across developing 

frontiers would be protected from smallpox, as would be Native Americans involved in trade 

with the United States. 

The federal vaccination program did not extend to tribes no longer considered 

economically viable to the United States. In 1837 epidemic smallpox struck American 

Indian tribes inhabiting an area of the upper Missouri River that was already considered 

somewhat of an economic and trade "backwater." (Ewers, 31; Meyer, 85) American Indians 

in this area who had not been vaccinated in 1832, such as the Mandans, Arikaras, Hidatsas, 

Assiniboins and Blackfeet, died in far greater numbers than those who had been vaccinated 

by the United States. Smallpox also reduced American Indian labor forces in areas that were 

considered economically viable and in those areas, traders vaccinated American Indian 

populations. 

Another feature of the global imperial medical model was the importance of interior 

development through port cities, and the role those cities played in controlling trade and the 

spread of disease into American Indian communities. (Mayne, 219) In the United States, 

St. Louis, Missouri served as the port city through which western trade was developed for 

most of the years up to 1871. St. Louis also served as the hub of western Indian affairs that 

controlled Indian agencies, trade, smallpox vaccinations and the movements of American 

Indians. Other port cities that limited or provided access to American Indian territories (i.e., 

the American "interior") that influenced trade, warfare, and the American Indian disease 

experience were Chicago, New Orleans, and Detroit. 
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Military sector, actors, uses and characteristics: 

Military participation in global colonization is endemic to any discussion of a colonial 

model, however, military participation is especially meaningful to the global imperial 

medical model. Colonizing military forces were often authorized to control all aspects of 

western medical practices affecting indigenous peoples. Military physicians were given the 

power to enact and enforce colonial medical policies and to limit or deny access to medical 

services as they literally carried the powers of the colonizing entities with them. (Catanach, 

153; Fanon, 229) In the United States, the Secretary of War controlled the Indian 

Department until 1849, including the administration and exercise of American Indian health 

care policies. The Secretary controlled access to federal smallpox vaccinations for Native 

Americans and he controlled and licensed physicians, researchers, medical missionaries, or 

private citizens who desired access to American Indian tribes. The Secretary also controlled 

Indian agencies and medical policies regarding American Indian communities within their 

districts. 

After the Indian Bureau had been moved to the Department of the Interior in 1849, the 

Secretary of War no longer played such an important role in the control of American Indian 

health care, though military physicians did retain their contacts with Native Americans. As 

American troops moved west, so did military doctors who were actively involved in the 

practice of western medicine in American Indian communities. These physicians sought to 

build careers or medical practices, broaden their experiences with diseases and conditions 

not encountered elsewhere or to generate additional income. Some military physicians 
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sought adventure or combat experience against American Indians, activities not normally 

available to staff officers, while a few military doctors even sought, and found romance with 

American Indian women. 

Military physicians were, however, primarily employed in somewhat "neutral" roles that 

involved the protection of the "lives and bodies of their own troops." (Levy, 287-292) 

Military physicians did treat injured Native Americans, including injured American Indian 

scouts and American Indian adversaries. At times, military physicians treated other injured 

American Indians, including captured women and children. Regardless of the "neutral" 

positions that Levy maintains physicians held during the War of 1812, the Mexican War and 

the Indian Wars, military physicians did make active command decisions regarding 

American Indians. Years after the Apache Pass fight in Arizona Territory, Brigadier General, 

U.S.A. Retired, J. D. Irwin, M.D. admitted that it was himself, and not Lieutenant Bascom, 

who had insisted that Chiricahua Apache prisoners be put to death. (Irwin, 1933) 

American military physicians also participated in medical experiments involving 

American Indian corpses. For example, Acting Assistant Surgeon W. H. Corbusier supplied 

four American Indian crania to the Army Medical Museum for their gun-shot wound studies. 

(Corbusier, 278, 287, 288) It is also highly probable that Apache Indian Scout Sgt. Oead 

Shot Riley's body was exhumed by a hospital orderly for the same purposes. (Mazzanovich, 

201,202) 

Military physicians and surgeons, in their war against diseases affecting colonial troops 

and citizens, were also in positions of authority that transcended indigenous civil rights. 
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(Ileto, 134) As in Manila during the cholera epidemics of 1900-1910, the American military 

made sweeping decisions regarding American Indians. Perhaps one of the worst abuses of 

this power of these was the military enforcement of the segregation and concentration of 

American Indians into camps awaiting forced removal. On the order of the Secretary of War, 

thousands of American Indians held in these camps were vaccinated for smallpox, which 

may have been against their will, as vaccinations were carried out by both military and 

civilian physicians. To many of those held in captivity, deep scratches, the common method 

of vaccination, would have been considered a severe form of punishment. Regardless of 

intent, and the threat of the spread of diseases in the removal camps, military physicians and 

surgeons did wield a power that ignored civil or individual rights. 

The military also had the power to suborn civilian authorities in colonized areas during 

instances of epidemic diseases or plague. (Catanach, 151) Not only did this happen in India, 

but in the United States where military power over Native Americans was often nearly 

unabridged, as happened during Indian removal when military power could be called forth 

by civilian authorities. Military authority suborned civilian authority during Indian removal 

whenever diseases affected American Indians during that process. In addition, the presence 

of epidemic smallpox in American Indian communities customarily brought a military 

enforcement of smallpox vaccination or other measures presumed to be effective against the 

spread of the disease. United States military physicians held a predominate medical position 

among American Indian communities until the enactment of medical benefits treaties (1826-

1868) that supplied physicians and medical services to American Indian communities. 
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Racial characteristics and uses; 

The very heart of the global imperial medical model centers within the belief that 

scientific medicine is unquestionably superior to all other forms of health care. (Marcovich, 

109-112) Another core assumption is that man, as a purely biological entity, is part of a 

system in which nature can be dominated by science. (Marcovich, 109-112) Indigenous 

contributions to medicine and health care were, as a consequence, viewed as absolute 

negatives, and were thus discussed only in "pejorative" terms. (Fanon, 229) This denigration 

of indigenous medical practices and privileging of scientific, western medical practices or 

practitioners led to the condemnation of indigenous systems of healing as superstition and 

evidence of cultural backwardness. (Ileto, 129-134) In addition, global imperial medicine 

was experimental (Marcovich, 109), secular (Arnold, 52,98) and gender biased (Bretelle-

Establet, 194-197). Western medicine fostered the use of American Indian remains as part 

of experimental projects, did not allow for involvement of the sacred in curing and healing 

beliefs and processes, and either ignored, or denigrated the involvement of American Indian 

women in any of the disease and healing processes. 

Premier among the scientific experiments was the medical acceptance of Samuel G. 

Morton's crania experiments, while many scientists, authors, physicians and surgeons and 

authors commented on the types of dances, songs, and other acts practiced by American 

Indians. Part of the gender bias peculiar to the western medical model as applied to 

American Indians includes the almost complete exclusion of American Indian women from 

the published records. 
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The imperial medical model also considered Native peoples genetically or situationally 

deficient, adapted to a particular "disease" environment. As such. Native people were 

viewed as carrying the "seeds of their own extinction" (Marcovich, 109-112) or were viewed 

as "cultural culprits" responsible for the spread of diseases (Sullivan, 288) who could be 

segregated, removed or kept away from colonizing settlements behind a cordome samtaire. 

(Lyons, 252) Practitioners of imperial medicine commonly refened to Native people and 

their health care practices or beliefs with terms such as "stupidity," "criminal carelessness," 

"filthy Native ways," or "barbarous." (Sullivan, 291-294) Treaty doctors and military 

physicians' reports relating to American Indians and their health care practices, and 

practitioners, are replete with the same racial slurs. 

Native people were rarely taught western medical practices, or in the cases where they 

were, references to these instances were used to justify colonization and colonial practices. 

(Fanon, 230) Indigenous people did, however, syncretize western medical practices with 

their own medical practices when treatments were deemed culturally relevant. (Fanon, 248) 

Such was the case of smallpox vaccination in many parts of India where inoculation with 

live smallpox materials had been a common practice prior to the development of 

vaccination. In the United States, American Indians not only accepted vaccinations when 

they were culturally relevant, but when they were proven to be effective medical tools. This 

was the case of the both Mandan Indians in 1837 and various bands of the Sioux in 1839. 

American Indians, like all sensible human beings, incorporated new methods and 

treatments into their own medical practices. When people realized the new methods worked 
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and contributed to their survival they accepted them and made them their own, though 

history has remained almost silent on this subject. Mandan Indians successfully practiced 

vaccination during the smallpox epidemic of 1837 and various groups of Sioux were already 

vaccinating themselves when government physicians reached them in 1839. Mandan Indians 

also participated in experimental smallpox treatments during the epidemic of 1837, and 

American Indians in Arizona incorporated quinine as treatment for malaria into their 

medical practices. Yavapais at Camp Verde accepted medical treatments from Dr. Corbusier 

because he recognized the importance of indigenous practices while he worked with Native 

practitioners and not against them. 

Western medicine applied to American Indians between 1797 and 1871 was certainly 

considered superior to any indigenous practices. Congressional records, physicians' reports 

and Indian agents' reported indigenous health care practices and beliefs in only the most 

derogatory of terms. Indigenous health care beliefs and practices were attacked by western 

physicians from the moment they entered American Indian conmiunities. These opinions 

were repeated by Indian agents, federal officials and made their way into Congressional 

records, committees, and reports, affecting future policy. 

The imperial medical model was also heavily experimental. Some of the worst of the 

experiments practiced on American Indians were crania studies performed by Dr. Samuel 

G. Morton and other physicians. These men collected untold numbers of American Indian 

skulls, spending years trying to prove that American Indians were inferior to other races 

based on their head sizes and shapes. In addition, the Army Medical Museum collected 
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American Indian crania, and cadavers, for studies relative to wounds. Indian agents, treaty 

and removal personnel, military and civilian physicians, independent physicians and medical 

missionaries spent many grizzly years gathering and processing American Indian skulls. 

The idea that American Indian healing and health care practices were religious 

superstition, rather than scientific in nature, and that man was not a separate distinctive 

being treatable as an isolate in a strictly biological universe, was a point of contention 

between American Indians and western physicians. Dr. Benjamin Rush renounced the 

"enchanted" nature of American Indian medical practices in 1774, becoming the progenitor 

of a practice that continued for the next century. The idea of the sacred as an integral part 

of healing and curing processes, and how this was expressed by American Indian 

practitioners, was discredited by nearly all physicians. Two of the exceptions were Dr. M. 

Martin and Dr. Corbusier. Dr. Martin, hired to vaccinate along the upper Missouri River 

under the Indian Vaccination Act of 1832, respected indigenous practices, though he did not 

understand them, when working as a federal vaccination physician. Dr. Corbusier, a military 

physician stationed at Camp Verde, Arizona Territory actually integrated his health care 

practices with those of the Yavapai. Dr. Corbusier participated in various medicine 

ceremonies (ca. 1875), acknowledged the benefits of indigenous health care practices, and 

realized that his role in the Yavapai community was ancillary to that of the Yavapai 

practitioners. 

Florence Bretelle-Establet identified gender differences and biases in imperial medicine 

as it was practiced by the French in Indochina and China (1999). Bretelle-Establet found that 
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indigenous women in Indochina and China did not voluntarily participate in western 

medicine, and that records or allusions to these women were often silent, or that they had 

been ignored historically. American physicians and surgeons were similarly gender biased 

as American Indian women were blamed for the spread of venereal diseases, their 

movements were restricted and their civil rights ignored because of this supposed 

contamination. American Indian women were constantly attacked in physicians' and 

surgeons' reports. Congressional reports and special Congressional studies such as the 

Doolittle Report. 

Physicians filed reports on every aspect of American Indian life, some of which was 

based on observation and some of which was based on the preconceived ideas of the 

physicians. Reports relating to the women tended to be the most erroneous because they 

were generated, in the main, without actual examination of a patient. The general 

physicians' presumption was that American Indian women were harlots and that polygamous 

marriage was a form of prostitution. Women, labeled as prostitutes, were then tagged as the 

purveyors of venereal and other diseases. Women who did not display the visual signs of 

venereal diseases were considered somehow inherently immune. 

Indian Agents, treaty commission personnel and military physicians all expressed similar 

attitudes about American Indian women, and these attitudes show how little biomedicine 

knew about women and reproduction. The military physician at Fort Sumner, New Mexico 

(ca. 1866) accused Navajo women of committing infanticide when they failed to reproduce 

during the hell of starvation, filth and degradation of captivity. Treaty commission 
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personnel labeled women harlots when Delaware and Shawnee men requested treatment for 

syphilis. The American Army refused to confine military personnel who were spreading 

diseases into American Indian communities, opting to restrict American Indian women and 

their movements instead. 

The idea of genetic or situational deficiency was also replete though it should be 

remembered that "genetics" between 1797 and 1871 consisted of the idea that American 

Indians were somehow inherently responsible for their own demise and that people of 

mixed-blood or fiiil-blood heritage had differing immunities to diseases. There was no real 

idea of genetics in medicine at this time and the ideas of genetics focused on evolution or 

preordination and on the ideas of race and class. It was also commonly expressed that if 

American Indians would not have been in a certain place at a certain time, they would not 

have suffered the diseases of contact. 

It was also thought that American Indians, especially during Indian removal, would 

spread diseases to non-Native communities. Consequently, the removal process itself created 

moving cordonnes sanitaire behind which American Indians were segregated. As a result, 

smallpox vaccination was ordered, and administered to American Indians by the federal 

government. Treatments for cholera, measles, influenza, malaria, and the many other 

diseases of removal were also ordered as American Indians were moved farther west into 

deeper isolation. Sick Indians were isolated from non-Indians during removal processes, as 

part of quarantine and medical practices popular at the time. In some communities entire 

removal detachments were denied treatment because contact with the refugees was 
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considered unhealthy and dangerous. 

Though not part of this study, it should be mentioned that American Indians did become 

western medical practitioners in the years immediately following 1871. It has taken many 

years, however, for their efforts to be acknowledged by the community at large. Physicians 

such as Santee Sioux Dr. Charles Eastman, Yavapai Dr. Carlos Montezuma, Santee Sioux 

Dr. George Frazier and Omaha Dr. Susan LaFlesch Picotte have only recently been 

recognized for their medical work in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. They 

are still, unfortunately, often referred to as good examples of American Indians who 

accepted western practices and ideologies. (Angus, C. & Jones T., 162; Clark, 271; 

Lindquist, 8S) Both Dr. Eastman and Dr. LaFlesche Picotte also continue to be identified 

by their ties to non-Native spouses (Clark, 271), mixed-blood families or non-Native 

connections. (Angus, C., & Jones, T., 162) 

Summary: 

Between 1797 and 1871, the sectors, actors, uses and characteristics of global imperial 

medicine were developed and practiced on American Indians in the United States. As the 

federal government advanced into situationaily dependant American Indian communities, 

western medicine was employed by physicians, surgeons, politicians, missionaries and 

traders who functioned within the political, economical and military sectors of the imperial 

medical model. These practitioners and purveyors of western biomedicine used their powers 

or skills to foster development of western biomedicine in American Indian communities, 

while displaying all of the racial characteristics peculiar to the practice of imperial medicine. 
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Though this model of medicine was not identified until a later period, the imperial medical 

model was actually being developed in American Indian communities between 1797 and 

1871. 

Surgeons and physicians were involved in a symbiotic relationship with western 

medicine and diseases as they extended the practices of imperial medicine into American 

Indian communities. Diseases of contact exacerbated the spread of western medicine into 

American Indian communities through federal programs, federal treaties, and military 

intervention. Missionaries were also responsible for bringing western medical practices to 

American Indian communities, as everyone involved sought to extend the benefits of 

"civilization" through western medicine to indigenous communities. 

Indigenous medical beliefs, practices and American Indian women were under constant 

pressure with the advent of western physicians into their midst. The heart of the imperial 

medical model lay in legitimizing scientific medicine and colonizing advances into 

American Indian communities. Ethical, moral and legal legitimization, in addition to 

civilization and the assimilation of American Indians were central to the practice and 

development of imperial medicine. Economics, disease and medicine walked hand in hand 

in with the needs of the colonizing American government. Imperial medicine as practiced 

among Native Americans was racist, dem'grated American Indian practices and beliefs, and 

was utterly dedicated to the development of scientific medical practices that were not always 

concerned with the preservation of American Indian lives. 

What Dr. Rush began in 1797 did not end in 1871; however, this seventy four year period 
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firmly established a western medical presence among American Indian communities. These 

years carry the story of American Indians and western medicine through smallpox 

inoculation and vaccination, to Indian removal, western expansion, development of new 

diseases, medical benefits treaties, missionaries, traders, physicians, surgeons and medicine 

men. 
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Chapter 4 

Major diseases of contact, 1797-1871 

Between 1797 and 1871, American Indians suffered from a variety of diseases carried 

to their communities during the westward expansion of the United States. These diseases 

included tuberculosis, dysentery, bowel disorders, malaria, influenza, measles and illnesses 

related to starvation, poverty, war, and enforced geographical or communal changes. A 

majority of the records examined, however, indicate that there were three primary diseases 

of contact affecting American Indians during this time; smallpox, cholera and syphilis. 

(Table 4.1) Government ofHcials, missionaries, military and treaty physicians, Indian 

agents, Indian Superintendents, medical society publications, and personal diaries indicate 

that epidemic smallpox occurred between 1738 (the period immediately preceding this 

study) and 1879 (the period immediately following this study). The same records indicate 

that cholera was the major disease of Indian removal and that by 1795 venereal diseases, 

especially syphilis, had been incorporated into American Indian disease profiles. 

Since the diseases of contact did not occur in a time warp they will be discussed in the 

order of their reporting; smallpox, cholera and syphilis. Clinical symptoms of the diseases 

will be discussed first. In an effort to better understand Native American perceptions of 

these diseases, certain of their experiences are recorded throughout the dialogue. Decisions 

American Indians made in reaction to epidemic diseases and federal Indian policies are also 

included in the discussion. In addition, the presentation includes federal responses relative 
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Table 4.1 American Indian disease profUe 1797-1871 

Disease Type 

Venereal Diseases f . .m \ 

T.B. T • '  - •  .  

i 

Smallpox T 
Respiratory i • 1 

Miscellaneous | i 
Malarial fevers f i 

Influenza i • 
[ 

Eyes T • i 
Dianrhea, Dysentery j I 

Cholera t 1 

^oflnslances 0 

to disease and the politicization of the American Indian disease experience. This discussion 

is by no means the complete story of Native American or federal reactions to disease, 

policy, or to each other. Those stories will continue throughout the study. 

Before going farther, we need to discuss the categorization of certain diseases and 

organisms. "Variola major is characteristically called "smallpox" because, by the early 

sixteenth century, ^hilis was commonly referred to as the "great pox." (Fenner, 

Henderson, Arita, Jezek, & Ladnyi, 26S; Swediaur & Hewson, 270) Both diseases have 

symptomatic sores, or lesions but the deadly little sores of smallpox and the great wasting 

chancres of ̂ rphilis bear little resemblance to each other. Smallpox (i. e., variola) is a viral 

disease that kills people rapidly while the "great pox" remains a bacterial organism (i. e., a 

spirochete; treponema pallidum) that kills or maims people over longer periods of time. 
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(Walker & Johnson, 132) 

"Syphilis" the name of a fictitious shepherd, immortalizes the treponema pallidum 

which is also called "venereal syphilis" in one of the disease's forms. (Fracastoro in Gould) 

"Venereal" rooted in the proper noun "Venus" [the Roman goddess of love] (Rosebury, 6) 

became known as "venereal syphilis," because it is a disease that is spread by "intimate 

person to person contact with the genitals." (Rosebury, 8) 

Other terms with which we need to become familiar relate to smallpox. "Inoculation" 

was the practice of deliberately "introducing material from smallpox patients into the skin 

of susceptible subjects" commonly practiced in the eighteenth century. (Fenner, et al, 217) 

"Vaccination," as a smallpox preventative, refers to introduction into the skin of materials 

produced from fluids extracted from "cowpox lesions." (Jenner in Fenner, et al, 217) The 

term "vaccination" stems from the Latin word for cow, because cattle with cowpox were 

found to protect human beings from smallpox. (1995, Random House) 

Cholera is often referred to as Asiatic cholera because nineteenth century global 

pandemics of cholera originated in India. (Chambers, 18) Common terms for cholera during 

the nineteenth century included le mort de chien and the "blue terror." (Watts, 173) Cholera, 

a bacterial disease, killed people so rapidly and horribly that it was unfavorably compared 

to le mort de chien, or the dog's death. People who fell prey to cholera suffered complete 

dehydration and the collapse of organs and tissues, and literally turned blue prior to death, 

victims of the "blue terror." (Watts, 173) 

SMALLPOX Variola'. 
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Smallpox is a disease caused by the variola virus (a member of the Orthopoxvirus 

family), and is divided into two primary categories, variola major and variola minor, 

according to their differing case-fatality rates. (Fermer, Henderson, Arita, Jezelc, Ladnyi, 

1988; 4) Classified according to prognosis, differential diagnosis and transmissibility, the 

clinical forms of variola {variola major) were recognized long before variola minor (a lesser 

form of the disease) appeared in global populations during the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries. (Fenner, et al, 3) Variola major is characterized by "case-fatality rates 

of 5-25%, and occasionally more"while variola minor is characterized by "case-fatality rates 

of about 1% or less.'" (Fenner, et al, 4) Since variola minor did not appear in the United 

States until after 1896 (Korte, in Fenner, et al, 242) it is not included in this discussion of 

smallpox and American Indians. 

The types of variola major, classified by clirucal types of the disease, are ordinary-type, 

modified-type, variola sine eruptione, flat- type, and hemorrhagic type. Each of these types 

of variola major is discussed after a brief discussion of the pathogenesis of variola major. 

Variola maior: pathofenesis: 

Though smallpox was declared eradicated by the World Health Organization in 1979, 

scientists admit that there is little actual scientific knowledge of how the variola virus 

spreads through the human body. (Fenner, et al, 123) Lacking contemporary scientific 

1 

World Health Organization scientists cite general case-rate fatality figures without 
recourse to population figures per 100, per 1,000, or per 100,000. 
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advances, human post-mortem studies, examination of smallpox cases that may have died 

from other causes, and reliant on cross-studies conducted on mice, monkeys and rabbits, the 

pathogenesis of smallpox remains open to conjecture. (Fenner, et al, 122-123) It is felt that 

the usual mode of entry is through the respiratory tract, but cutaneous transmission of the 

disease during inoculation is possible, and congenital or conjunctival transmissions are also 

possible. (Fenner, etal, 123) 

Little is known, with any degree of certainty, about the variola virus's course through 

the body, though contemporary experiments with mice, monkeys and rabbits proffer 

qualified suggestions of what might happen to the bodily organs as variola virus replicates 

itself in the human body. The liver and spleen may be affected, the kidneys may hemonhage, 

the brain may be affected due to accompanying encephalitis, and bleeding may occur in the 

myocardium and endocardium. Lesions are known to occur on the skin and on the mucous 

membranes of the respiratory and digestive tracts. (Fenner, et al, 149-152) 

Scientists do know that death is due to "viral toxemia, [blood poisoning resulting from 

bacterial toxins in the blood]." (Fenner, et al, 139) Various internal organs examined in fatal 

cases of smallpox exhibited one striking feature; there were no specific lesions anywhere 

"except in the skin and mucous membranes." (Fenner, et al, 139) With the exception of 

hemorrhagic-type smallpox, "the cause of death was obscure, since none of the 'vital organs' 

(brain, lungs, heart, kidneys, liver) seemed to have been severely damaged." (Fenner, et al 

167) Death in very severe cases (confluent ordinary-type, flat-type and hemorrhagic- type) 

"was associated with a high and prolonged viremia and a poor humoral [bodily fluids] 
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antibody response, and probably a defective cellular immune response as well." (Fenner, et 

al, 167) The outcome of the infection was "either death or recovery " (Fenner, et al, 167) 

The most common "sequelae" of variola major are pockmarks that may occur all "over 

the body [but are] most profuse on the face because of the ... sebaceous glands and the 

deeper pitting associated with their involvement." (Fenner, et al, 167) Encephalitis is 

common in about 2% of the cases of variola major, and arthritis and osteomyleitis [bacterial 

infection of the bone marrow] occur, but are usually not recognized until after recovery. 

Blindness occurs in cases that usually involve malnutrition or secondary bacterial infections. 

(Fenner, et al, 167) 

Immunity to variola major is provided in two ways. Survivors of the disease develop 

life-long immunities to it, while those who are vaccinated for the disease must be re-

vaccinated in order to maintain their immunities. 

Clinical types of variola major. 

Five clinical types, and five subtypes, of variola major have been identified by the World 

Health Organization. (Table 4.2) The first clinical type of variola major is ordinary- type 

smallpox and the three sub-types that are recognized in this category consist of confluent, 

semiconfluent, and discrete types. (Table 4.2) The other clinical types of variola major are 

the modified-type, variola sine eruptione, flat-type, and hemorrhagic-type. Hemorrhagic 

variola major is also subdivided into late- and early-types. (Fenner, et al, 4) Each clinical 

type, and subtype, of variola major will be discussed following a description of the case-

fatality rate graph (Table 4.2) and the limits imposed on this study. A discussion of 
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American Indian responses to variola major will also precede the discussion of the clinical 

types of variola major and their symptoms. 

Table 4.2; Variola ma/or case-fatality rates in unvaccinated subjects: 

Table 4.2 is constructed from World Health Organization data recorded for 3,544 cases 

oi variola major that occurred in Madras, India prior to 1972. Data was constructed from 

cases that were treated with antibiotics and with other medical advances not available before 

the twentieth century. Consequently, the graph implies that American Indians, and everyone 

else treated for smallpox before the twentieth century, probably suffered greater case-

Table 4.2 Variola major & Casenrate fatalles In unvaccinated 

Late Hemorrhagic 

^arly Hemorrhagic 
o, 
S Hemorrhagic 
« 
I Flat 

Discrete 
CO 

Si Semiconfluent 

Confluent 

Ordinary 

0 20 40 60 80 100 

Case Fatality Rate 
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236 Cases 

1,492 Cases 

Cases 

3.147 Cases 

Fenner, Henderson, 
Arita, Jezek & Ladnyi, 
1988: S 

fatality rates from the disease. The graph has been constructed to provide a background for 
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the discussion of variola major and serves as an indicator of how lethal variola major is. 

Classified into five clinical types and five clinical sub-types of variola major, the data 

in Table 4.2 indicates that hemorrhagic variola major in all of its types is the most deadly 

form of the disease. Case-fatality rates range from 96.4% for general hemorrhagic-type, to 

100.0% for early hemorrhagic-type and 96.8% for late hemorrhagic type. (Fenner, et al, 5) 

Flat- type variola major is nearly as deadly, with a case-fatality rate of 96.5%, while ordinary 

variola major causes an estimated 30% case- fatality rate in unvaccinated subjects. The 

three sub-types of ordinary variola major (confluent, semiconfluent and discrete) are fatal 

in all unvaccinated persons to varying degrees. Confluent-type variola major case-fatality 

rates are 62 %, semi-confluent case-fatality rates are 37.% and discrete case-fatality rates are 

9.3%. (Table 4.2) 

Case-fatality rates in Table 4.2 are applicable to all victims of smallpox, including 

American Indians. The case-fatality rates are constructed from data that is not limited to any 

group, geographical location or to any race. It should be understood that the data do not 

indicate any particular racial or ethnic groups' response to variola major. 

Three types of variola major, congenital, modified and variola sine eruptione, are not 

discussed in this document Congenital variola major has not been sufficiently researched 

to include the results, and the modified-type of variola major, according to research 

culminating in 1988, caused no case-fatalities. (Fenner, et al, 4, 183) Since instances of 

high case-fatalities among American Indians were common between 1738 and 1879, the 

modified type of variola major is not discussed. Variola sine eruptione required serological 
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confirmation, a technological innovation not available during the nineteenth century, and 

is also excluded from the discussion. 

American Indian responses to variola major. 

Before continuing the discussion of the nightmares associated with smallpox, it should 

be made clear that Native Americans and non-Natives did not experience smallpox in the 

same manner. Neither Europeans, settler-Americans nor American Indians were genetically 

immune to smallpox. Europeans and settler-Americans had immunities acquired over long 

periods of exposure to the disease, childhood experiences with the disease, or from 

vaccinations. (Fenner, et al, 238) According to the World Health Organization, settler-

Americans were not completely immune to the disease either and often became pools of the 

disease that spread to American Indian communities. (Fenner, et al, 238) 

Though settler-Americans and Europeans continued to experience high mortality rates 

at times from smallpox, the American Indian experience with the disease was more 

cataclysmic. American Indians often lived in semi-geographical isolation so that sudden 

exposure to sick settler-Americans spread the disease like wild-fire among them. (Fenner, 

et al, 238) Of course, American Indians were no more genetically predisposed to the deadly 

effects of variola major than anyone else. (Crosby, 1992,175) Neither genetic deficiencies 

(McCaa, 419), lack of genetic diversity (Wilson, 64-69), nor a predominance of blood type 

O (Pearcy, 92) caused American Indians to be especially susceptible to smallpox. There is 

no proof that American Indians were susceptible to smallpox for any reason other than that 

they lacked immunities from previous exposures to the disease or vaccinations. In addition. 
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other conditions affecting American Indians, such as starvation, the presence of other 

diseases in American Indian communities, and the stresses of removal and relocation 

exacerbated the effects of smallpox when it entered a community. These included 

disruptions associated with colonization, dislocation, and participation in colonial wars and 

incursions, all of which compounded the attendant problems associated with smallpox. 

Variola major, the scholarship of the American Indian experience: 

Scholarly interest in the American Indian's experience with smallpox has produced a 

sturming array of work in the last fifty years. Historians, demographers, medical 

anthropologists, ethnographers, medical historians, and many others have produced a body 

of work that provides a solid foundation of knowledge relevant to the spread of smallpox 

through American Indian conununities. The nature of the scholarship has changed over time, 

as political and academic agendas have changed or decreased in importance. Left in the 

wake of these changing agendas is a solid body of scholarship that merits continued study. 

The series of maps featured in Figure 4.1 have been constructed from more than fifty 

resources that trace the paths of smallpox through north American Indian communities. 

Some of these works provide comprehensive histories of the spread of smallpox, especially 

those published by E. Wagner and Allen E. Steam (1945) and Russell F. Thornton (1987) 

who examine the spread of smallpox across the contiguous United States. Michael Trimble 

(1994) and Linea Sundstrom (1997) discussed the spread of the disease to American Indian 

groups located along the Missouri River, and Thomas Pearcy (1990; 1997) scrutinized 

smallpox in New Spain's borderlands. Harris Cole (1994) and Robert Boyd (1996) noted the 
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spread of the disease to American Indian communities located in the Pacific northwest. In 

1993, Francis Brooks spoke of smallpox and its effect on the people of Mexico a year after 

Peter MacLeod (1992) had traced the disease, and its effects on American Indian allies who 

had participated in the Seven Year's War. John Duffy (1951, 1997) published his seminal 

article about the spread of smallpox to American Indians during the American colonial 

period, and in 1963, demographers Sherburne F. Cook and Woodrow Borah detailed the 

effects of the disease on the Spanish conquest of Mexico. An earlier work by Cook (1960) 

traced the demographic collapse of central Mexico betweenl53i and 1610, and in 1987, 

Russell F. Thornton, Jonathan Warren and Tim Miller developed revised depopulation 

estimates of southeastern American Indian groups that included additional information about 

the spread of smallpox. 

In 1983, Henry Dobyns and William R. Swagerty defined the population dynamics of 

diseases on American Indian groups located in the eastern United States and Donald R. 

Hopkins (1983) illustrated the social costs of smallpox to both Europeans and Native 

Americans. Daniel T. Reff (1987) trailed smallpox through groups of American Indians 

living in the American Southwest and in 1988, the World Health Organization (Fenner, et 

al) published the most complete work of its kind that traces the global spread, and 

eradication of smallpox. Helen Jaskoski brought American Indian opinions about smallpox 

to the academic fore in 1996, as did Robert McCaa in 1995 in articles that added new 

dimensions to the smallpox data base. Almost twenty years prior McCaa's article that 

addresses Nahuatl views on smallpox in Mexico, Dr. Robert Moes (1978) published records 
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of early smallpox epidemics and American Indian vaccinations in Alta California. 

Scholarly works regarding smallpox and the American Indian are not limited to those 

mentioned in this discussion. Many other scholars have helped to define and recognize the 

disease paths that crossed, and re-crossed, north America. The maps in Figure 4.1 represent 

a geographical and temporal overview of the spread of smallpox that would have been 

impossible to achieve without the banks of data developed over the years. The maps also 

represent the over-all conclusion that smallpox was a torment that contributed to the 

demographic collapse of the western hemisphere, while trying to avoid the debates about the 

numbers of dead caused by the disease. I accept the fact that the numbers of the dead exceed 

the cmrent technical methods for reconstruction of actual demographic profiles, as I 

appreciate the efforts of so many dedicated scholars. 

Variola major; Ordinary, confluent, semiconfluent and discrete types: 

Ordinary variola major and its three sub-types, confluent, semiconfluent and discrete, 

share an incubation period of 10-14 days. No symptoms of the disease appear during the 

incubation period, and since no viral shedding occurs, the disease is not contagious during 

this time. (Fenner, et al, 5, 183) Once the incubation period ends, however, victims 

experience rising temperatures, "malaise," terrible headaches and backaches; children suffer 

convulsions and adults became delirious. Vomiting, and in a some cases diarrhea, also 

occurs while victims usually appear extremely ill. (Fenner, et al, 5,6) 

American Indian smallpox victims suffered horribly from smallpox and many of their 

sufferings were visible. In 1837, one young Mandan man watching his terribly sick wife. 
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shot and killed her, then killed himself by tearing open his stomach with his knife. (Chardon, 

in Abel, 130) In the young man's words, "When you was young, you were hansome, you are 

now ugly and going to leave me, but no, I will go with you." (Chardon, in Abel, 130) "Ugly" 

in this sense of the word did not apply to a lack of physical beauty but to the suffering and 

physical denigration of a loved one. 

Rashes of raised pustular lesions developed that are confluent (i. e., run together) on 

face and forearms; and that flow or are blended together in the confluent form. 

Semiconfluent vaiola major consists of confluent lesions on the face and discrete rashes on 

the body. Discrete variola major is characterized by lesions that involve normal skin 

between the pustules. (Fenner, et al, 22) Secondary infections often cause temperatures to 

remain elevated, though fevers usually drop when scabbing begins. (Fenner, et al, 22) 

Symptoms are more severe in the confluent type, and the case fatality rate is highest for 

victims of this type of variola major (62%). (Fenner, et al, 22) 

Toward the end of the second week of the illness, corneal ulcerations often occur. 

(Fenner, et al, 47) Mainourishment exacerbates the effect of the ulcerations, and survivors 

are often left blind in one or both eyes. (Fenner, et al, 47) Death usually occurs between the 

tenth and sixteenth day of the illness. (Fenner, et al, 22) 

Variola major; flat type: 

Flat type variola major, nearly always fatal, is evidenced by pustules that remain flat and 

appear black/dark purple and are "soft and velvety to the touch." (Fenner, et al, 31). By the 

seventh or eighth day after onset, lesions appear to be buried in the skin. (Fenner, et al, 31) 
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Lesions also occur as a rash on the tongue, palate, or rectal membranes. Bleeding could, and 

does, occur around the base of all lesions. (Fenner, et al, 31) Respiratory complications 

occur about a week into the illness, including edema of the lungs and pneumonia. A day or 

two before death (between the eighth and twelfth day of the illness), lesions turn gray, and 

mucous membranes slough and this usually includes sloughing of the rectal membranes. 

(Fenner, et al, 32) 

Treatment for all types of smallpox was often drastic. By the seventeenth century, heat 

was a common method of smallpox treatment. Patients burning with fevers were rolled in 

blankets, closed in stifling rooms under piles of bed clothing, placed near roaring fires, or 

were treated with hot steam. (Shurkin, 70-71;Wilson, 64-69) As historian Joel Shurkin 

noted, patients "wanted most to jump in a rain barrel or a stream." (71) Patients were also 

bled, quarantined, or wrapped and clothed in red. Some were treated by practitioners 

gowned in red in rooms hung with red curtains, banners, and furnishings. (Fenner, et al, 219, 

228; Shurkin, 74) Red was considered a curative for smallpox in Japan, China, India, 

Turkey, Europe, and until the 1930's, red light treatments were felt to reduce facial scarring. 

(Fenner, et al, 228) 

American Indian treatments for smallpox differed from those commonly accepted by 

Europeans. Sweat baths, followed by plunges into cold water, were common methods of 

treatment, as were medicine songs and dances, quarantine, and the use of skunks. Cherokees 

(ca. 1738), Otoes, Omahas, Pawnees, Klamaths, Flatheads, and any number of other 

American Indians used sweat baths to combat smallpox, similar to the contemporary 
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treatment of all diseases with fevers. (Adair, 285-287; Davis, 1832; Karolevitz, 15; 

Mooney, 1992, 36) In 1832, Dr. David Davis advised that Otoes, Omahas, and probably 

Pawnees, dug a trench that was filled with cool water in which victims were placed to soak. 

(Davis, 1832) James Adair (1775) and James Mooney (1992) reported that Cherokees were 

treated with sweat baths and cold water, the same methods used by Indians in the Pacific 

northwest. American Indians have long been castigated for the steam-bath and cold water 

plunges by physicians and historians, though in retrospect, these treatments were neither 

better nor worse than other treatments for the disease. Heat was certainly not an uncommon 

treatment, and people with high fevers are still treated with cool water to reduce their 

temperatures. 

American Indians also controlled the spread of smallpox through quarantine, as members 

of the upper Cherokee nation quarantined their own villages in 1760. (Duffy, 247) Skunks 

were also used by Cherokees to isolate and control smallpox during the 1866 smallpwx 

epidemic. Cherokees hung perforated scent bags, or the entire skunk, over cabin doors and 

the meat of the skunk was cooked and eaten, while oil from the skunk was rubbed onto 

sufferers' bodies. (Mooney, 1992; 265,266) Skunks were also credited with smallpox cures 

in Cherokee medical lore (Kirkpatrick & Kirkpatrick, 439) as the skunk, and his odor, were 

protectors from disease. These practices seem extraordinarily sensible when you consider 

that the skunk prevented contact with sick people, stopping the spread of the disease. 

Variola major; hemorrhagic types, early and late: 

Both types of hemorrhagic variola major occurred most often in adults. People bled to 
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death from hemonhages in the skin and mucous membranes, subconjunctival bleeding, and 

from the gums, nose or in the urine, or from other internal hemorrhages. Expectoration of 

blood or bloody mucous occuned and vaginal bleeding in women "occurred at any time." 

(1995, Random House: Fenner, et al, 32) Subconjunctival bleeding [under the "mucous 

membrane that covers the eyeball and lines the inner surface of the eyelid" (1995, Random 

Housed] was common. 

Onset of hemorrhagic variola major was sudden, accompanied by a high fever, severe 

headache, backache and "expression[s] of profound prostration." (Rickets, in Fenner, etal, 

37) Death was usually rapid (on about the sixth day of the illness) and pregnant women 

were unusually susceptible to hemorrhagic variola major. Contemporary research indicates 

that the most probable reason for this susceptibility is "due to their increased corticosteroid 

secretions." (Fenner, et al, 167) Pregnant women have "elevated levels of 17-

dihydroxycorticosteroids, which have an anti-inflammatory effect" that depresses the 

inunune response. (Fenner, et al, 165) 

Most pregnant women suffer spontaneous abortion of their fetuses during the pre-

eruptive fever. Full term babies usually die within days of their birth, while the mothers die 

soon after.(Fenner, et al, 42; Trimble, 1986:25) Women, depending on the type of variola 

major they contract, usually die within a week to sixteen days after onset of the illness while 

men who suffer the disease die at about the same time. Even in the age of antibiotics, 

sophisticated treatment centers and life support systems, pregnant women remain vulnerable 

to smallpox. In 1973, despite World Health Organization efforts, hemonhagic smallpox 
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killed fifty pregnant women in a Tatanagar, India maternity hospital who literally bled to 

death. (Shurkin, 343) 

Variola nutjor  ̂complicatioDs: 

Complications from variola major include those directly attributed to viral activities 

within the body and those due to secondary bacterial infections. (Fenner, et al, 47) 

Respiratory infections such as bronchitis and pneumonitis became so common that by 1988 

they were regarded as part of the "normal disease syndrome." (Fenner, et al, 48) Blindness, 

either total or partial, is common and often depends on the patient's state of malnourishment 

at onset of the disease. (Fenner, et al, 47) Joints and bones are affected by arthritic 

conditions due to inflammation of the joints that occurs on about the fifteenth day of the 

disease. (Fenner, et al, 47,48) Male sterility and spontaneous abortion are both side effects 

of variola major (Trimble, 1986; 25), as are concordant reductions in fertility and birth rates 

among surviving groups that combine to influence population recovery in the wake of 

epidemic smallpox. (Stannard, 275-296) 

Questions continue about the complications and effects of variola major. Researchers 

Leunig and Voth (1998, May) maintain that reductions in height are conmion complications 

of variola major and other complications firom variola major include blindness, facial 

scarring (Fenner, et al, 49), crippling bone and joint deformities, abortion and male 

infertility. Male infertility was a problem on the upper Missouri River after the 1837 

smallpox epidemic when trader Francis Chardon reported that Arikara men were kidnaping 

Mandan women because their women were not becoming pregnant (in Meyer, 232) 
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Chardon also reported that he and the Arikara men were "constantly bulling... [but were] 

not getting [their wives] with calf." (in Meyer, 232) 

Variola major  ̂transmission: 

Variola major is spread via a single virus particle through respiratory discharges, 

droplets, physical contact, salivary contact, possible contacts with dried crusts or scabs, or 

inhalation of sickroom dust. (Trimble, 1986: 13, 15, 46) Viral particles are spread by 

coughing, contact, sputum, or by other direct methods. (Fenner, et al, 48) 

Variola major follows three principle routes of infection through the respiratory tract, 

the alimentary tract, or through the skin. (Dumbell, in Fenner, et al, 183) Other possible 

routes of infection include urinary and genital tracts, and the conjunctiva. (Fenner, et al, 

166, 182, 183) Airborne infections over long distances are rare (Fenner, et al, 193) and 

variola virus in aerosol form does not remain viable much longer than twenty four hours. 

(Henderson, 1999, Feb. 26) Climatic conditions influence transmission of the virus, 

especially those that increase direct contacts due to prolonged bad weather. (Trimble, 1986. 

13, 19, 20) Corpses and their clothing remain heavily contaminated to the point that at 

times, pathologists and mortuary attendants have considered smallpox an occupational 

disease. (Dixon, 1962, in Fenner, et al, 194) How long clothing remains a contaminate is, 

however, in some question. (Trimble, 1986; 13, 15) 

Transmission via scabs taken firom variola major victims is a possibility, but is difficult 

to effect. World Health Organization scientists maintain that preparing the scabs for 

transmission of the disease requires a great deal of concentrated effort and mechanical 
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grinding, and that stability of the virus in scabs lasts a year or less. (Trimble, 13, 15) Scab 

preparation involves grinding and powdering the scabs with a pestle and mortar (or some 

other type of grinding instrument) and transportation of the prepared materials is difficult. 

Historically, scab materials were suspended in fluids, on strings, or by a number of other 

methods that left the delicate materials subject to destruction. Transmission of the virus via 

scabs required effort, and the virus was vulnerable to destruction under the best of 

"scientific" procedures that made it difficult to purposely transmit variola major with scab 

materials. (Fenner, et al, 166) 

Stories regarding transmission of smallpox to American Indians by means of infected 

materials constitute a body of germ warfare legends that either blame the victims for getting 

the disease or deflect blame onto someone else, such as a trader or foreign national. Germ 

warfare stories are also attempts by victims of the disease to understand the catastrophic 

effects of the smallpox epidemics. Most of the events in the stories, when examined, could 

not account for the spread of the disease and reveal that the stories were disseminated in 

support of some other agenda. 

Tales that Colonel Heniy Bouquet and General Jeffrey Amherst intended to spread 

smallpox among American Indians on infected blankets are conunon. (Knollenberg, 489-

494) There is no proof that this actually happened, though if it did, there is little chance that 

the blankets would have remained infectious for very long. One reason this story has been 

popular for so long is that it illuminates social boundaries that exceeded accepted forms of 

behavior. (Mayor, 55) Most American Indians repeat the story in an effort to understand the 
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devastation of the disease and the effects of colonialism, while others repeat the story to 

further their own agendas. Missionary John Dunbar blamed the Loup Pawnees for taking 

Sioux captives and catching the disease from them because Dunbar did not approve of inter

tribal warfare. As Dunbar stated, "thus their victory was extremely dearly bought." (Dunbar, 

in Wedel, 630) Traders were also accused of practicing germ warfare. 

According to missionary Isaac McCoy, a group of Rocky Mountain traders who 

reportedly hated Indians tried to spread smallpox on gif^s of tobacco or on infected clothing 

left for Indians to steal. Indians were supposed to have come into the traders' camp, then 

have fallen victims to the tobacco and the clothing. (McCoy, 441-442) The main problem 

with this story was undoubtedly the trader who told McCoy the story, because he was a 

young man who was no longer welcomed in the traders' camps. 

United States Array Surgeon John D. Wall remarked that Blackfeet Indians were 

supposed to have disinterred an infected blanket from a corpse. As a result, smallpox 

decimated Blackfeet and Bloods, and then spread to the local civilian population. Wall 

thought traders then contracted the disease, after handling buffalo robes taken in trade from 

"the infected Indian camps" (Wall, 1873) as stories of exhumation and the spread of disease 

became a common method ofblaming American Indians for acquiring diseases. Jesuit priest 

Christian Hi-^okcn (1858) related that the Nez Perces tried to spread the disease to their 

adversaries, the Flatheads. The Nez Perces were, supposedly, to have sneaked infected 

clothing into a Flathead camp and to have surreptitiously rubbed "infectious matter on lodge 

doors." (in Bums, 58) Since the Jesuits were opposed to inter-tribal warfare, this story is also 
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questionable. 

Variola major in all of its types is an appalling disease. Though declared eradicated 

from the global disease spectrum by the World Health Organization, no cure has ever been 

developed for smallpox and vaccination remains the only effective prophylactic. (Fenner, 

et al, vii, ix) 

Smallpox and the American Indian. 1507-1879; a brief historv; 

Smallpox is a hellish disease that appeared in its various types in major portions of the 

world for thousands of years. In the western hemisphere, the disease ravaged American 

Indians as a result of European colonization. When viewed geographically, over fairly long 

periods of time, the march of smallpox into American Indian communities was concomitant 

with the development of north America. 

Between 1507 and 1599, smallpox swept through the tribes of Florida, the south, and 

the eastern seaboard. (Figure 4.1: 1507-1599) Over the course of the next two hundred 

years, the disease infected American Indian populations as far west as the Great Lakes areas, 

the middle United States, and the California coast. (Figure 4.1: 1600-1702; 1703-1750; 

1751 -1799) By 1799, epidemic smallpox had invaded American Indian communities in the 

greater part of what we now refer to as the contiguous United States. (Figure 4.1; 1751-1799) 

At various times between 1802 and 1879, epidemic smallpox struck tribes west of the 

Mississippi and Missouri Rivers to become a disease of reservation communities by 1879. 

(Figure 4.1: 1802-1815; 1816-1846; 1847-1879) 

Figure 4.1; American Indian Smallpox maps 
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Figure 4.1: 1847-1879 

CHOLERA: 

The cholera vibrio was not identified as a living, bacterial organism until the late 1880's. 

(Hays, 136; Gillett, 25; Watts, xii) Until then, physicians had no real idea of what caused the 

disease or of how it was spread, and there were no effective cures or reliefs for the disease 

or for its complications. (Gillett, 42,93) In fact, effective treatments for cholera were not 

developed until af^er World War II, when liquid glucose-electrolyte solutions that replicated 

bodily fluids were developed. (Watts, 211) 

Cholera vibrio\ transmission, ca. 1832: 

The cholera v/6r/o bacteria, ca. 1832, was transmitted via infected human feces. Human 

waste contaminated water supplies, which was in turn carried on infected food, transmitted 

by hand to mouth or spread to human beings by anything that came into contact with 

infected excreta. (Gillett, 93; Hays, 136; Watts, 168) 'T/6r;o" bacteria can live several days 

in tanks of water as the organism does well in warm waters and the disease may also be 

spread by carriers who do not realize that they are contagious. (Watts, 171) 
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Contamination of large bodies of water due to the disposal of cholera victims seems to 

be questionable. Sheldon Watts (173) implied that cholera victims disposed of in such 

bodies of water served as contaminates, however, according to Claude dV. de Goyet (2000), 

the dead consigned to large bodies of water would not have been viable sources of 

contagion. Though disposal of cholera victims in the waterways of north America during 

Indian removal was a problem that may have exacerbated the spread of the disease, it is 

probably more important to remember that human feces were the main source of contagion 

and that efforts to control such wastes were not adequate to the task. 

Sudden, terrifying onset and rapid death: 

Death from cholera often occurred within hours of the violent onset of the illness. 

(Hays, 136;Gillett, 93) Symptoms included uncontrollable diarrhea, vomiting, cramps, cold 

skin and extremities, shrunken features and eyes, "an incessant thirst," and general 

restlessness. (Gillett, 42, 93; Hays, 136) Cramping of "every muscle in the body," and 

muscle spasms of the extremities often continued after death. (Watts, 173) Dehydration 

caused tissue collapse, the skin to turn blue, the heart or kidneys to fail and "coagulated 

blood [to cease to] flow." (Hays, 136) The dead were buried, when possible, or thrown into 

the rivers, water-ways and swamps of north America. (Chambers, 113) 

Nineteenth century treatments for cholera included bleeding, purging, calomel ("a 

poisonous mercury powder") and opium, and Mormons practiced immersion of "the cholera 

victim in icy water." (Eng, 88; Gillett, 12) Exercise, elimination of stagnate water and filth, 

quarantine, and a proper diet were also considered essential to avoidance of cholera. (Eng, 
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88) Survivors were often left scarred, crippled, or with speech impediments. (Watts, 173) 

Indian removal documents indicate that American Indians suffered from cholera and 

were treated for the illness with a variety of medications. Medicines commonly used to treat 

cholera included purgatives (i. e., castor oil) and Epsom salts. (Indian removals, v. 1,981; 

V. 5, 109) Choctaw medicine man Col. David Folsom treated sick Choctaw Indians with 

loaf sugar. CIndian removals, v. 5,21; v. 1,988) Other materials provided for the treatment 

of sick Indians included coffee, wine, salt (v. 5, 27), cream of tartar, "sulph. quinine," 

laudanum, essence of peppermint, and "Lee's pills." (Indian removals, v. 1., 988; v. 5,109) 

Treatments of Native Americans for cholera and other diseases of the era, (ca. 1830's-

1840's) do not seem to have differed from those applied to anyone else. What did differ 

were the circumstances surrounding the diseases. American Indians experienced cholera 

during forced removal as refugees without the comforts of home and under conditions of 

extremely poor sanitation. Immigrants and other folks experienced the disease either in their 

homes or while on voluntary migrations to new homes that also included situations of poor 

sanitation. 

Power differentials reflecting individual rights and the effectiveness of proposed 

treatments for cholera were part of the American Indian cholera experience. American 

Indians who were situational ly dependent on the Federal government during forced removal 

were subjected to medical treatments that were required as the result of the removal 

processes. As American Indians were forced to remove west they were exposed to the 

disease that they may otherwise have avoided. Unlike smallpox vaccinations that granted 
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Federal officials a great deal of real power to cure a dread disease, there were no effective 

cures or preventatives for cholera. During removal, American Indians were sick, and 

situationally dependent on the federal government at a time when any meaningful exercise 

of federal power would have stopped removals. Instead, perceived curatives were applied 

to American Indians regardless of their effectiveness, and removal continued in spite of the 

severe disease. 

Westward expansion of the United States, sanitation and the spread of cholera: 

Cholera is a disease of human feces and as we discuss Indian removal or westward 

migration it is wise to recall that we live in an age of chemical sanitation that was unknown 

in the nineteenth century. We have access to portable public toilets in out-of-the way places 

and we expect safe drinking water, but that was not the case a century ago. Though 

improvements in public sanitation were under way in larger cities after 1832, large 

population movements were always accompanied by accumulations of human waste 

products. 

European and settler waste disposal practices were not sanitary and were not considerate 

of indigenous populations. Mormon pioneers horrified southern Paiute Indians by relieving 

themselves in the waters of a lake that still bears remnants of a Numic word that translates 

as "excrement" lake. ["Quichapah or Kwichapah Lake"] (Stofifel, Jones & Dobyns, 1994) 

Translate the idea of three hundred and fifty thousand emigrants into human waste and there 

is some idea of how extensively the spread of a disease such as cholera could have affected 

indigenous groups. 
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Cholera and the American Indian; a brief history; 

American Indian removal and cholera struck the United States almost simultaneously. 

The Indian Removal Act was passed in 1830 while cholera was malcing its way from the 

Ganges River Valley of India to the cities and water-ways of north America. (1830, An act 

to provide an exchange of lands, etc.; Chambers, 18-19, 27) By the summer of 1832, the 

disease was savaging travelers in north America while Native Americans were being 

removed west along many of the infected water-ways and through infected port cities. 

(Figure 4.2) Three successive waves of cholera affected north America, and subsequently 

Native Americans in 1832, 1833-1851, and again during the American Civil War. 

Figure 4.2; Native American cholera epidemics 
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Figure 4.2: 1851-1867 

During June of 1832, cholera spread south into the United States via the Erie Canal and 

along the Hudson river to Albany and New York City. From there it spread through New 

Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Pennsylvania and by late July had reached Elizabeth City, 

North Carolina. (Chambers, 45, 78-81, 200) By the first week of August, the disease had 

reached Washington, DC and Baltimore and was moving west via the Cumberland Road and 

the Ohio River. (Chambers, 78,81) Cholera was carried by immigrants, traders, merchants, 

troops and by anyone else traveling the Atlantic seaboard, interior river valleys. Great Lakes, 

or the roads and canals of north America. By July, 1832, General Winfield Scott and his 

troops had carried the disease to American Indians and troops at Fort IDearbom (Chicago). 

(Chambers, 97,98; Irving, 15) 

Over the summer and fall of 1832, cholera continued to spread along all interior river 

valleys. By October the disease was in Cincinnati, St. Louis, Charleston, Louisville, 

Memphis, and New Orleans. (Chambers, 80-81, 102-103, 113) In November when the 

disease peaked in New Orleans, over five thousand people were dead and another five 

hundred were dying every day. (Chambers, 113) By winter the western terminus of the 
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disease was Montana and the following spring the disease had reached the mouth of the 

Yellowstone river. (Chambers, 135) In the course of this westward spread, cholera infected 

American Indians as far west as the Rocky Mountains. (Marks & Beatty, 204) 

By June of 1833, St. Louis had become the center for the spread of the disease as it 

again moved through Ohio and into northeastern Kentucky. Ten American Indian children 

and fifteen African American slaves died of cholera at the Choctaw Academy at Mary svi lie, 

KY as the disease was carried farther south by slaves sold at auction in Natchez. (Chambers, 

120, 155,160; Herring, 1833, Nov. 29) 

Cholera was a steady companion to tribes being removed west of the Mississippi River. 

As both Grant Foreman and Gloria Jahoda have noted, cholera was a deadly comrade of the 

Shawnees, Kickapoos, E)elawares, Piankeshaws, Weas, Peorias, Kaskaskias, Choctaws, 

Senecas, and Cherokees. (Foreman, 1926,101,208,212,238; 1939,36,37,83-84,106-109, 

142,199,252; 1946, 62-63; Jahoda, 88) Government reports indicate that the disease also 

affected Ottawas, various groups of Chickasaws, Pottawatomies, Osages and Cherokees 

already at Fort Gibson. (Abert, 1832; Armstrong, 1832, Sept. 28; 1832, Nov. 8; 1832, Nov. 

21; 1832, Dec. 2; 1833, June 14; 1833, June 20; Gardiner, 1832, Sept. 17; Langham, 1832; 

Philips, 1832; Rains, 1833; Simonton, 1833) (Figure 4.2: 1800-1834) 

Federal personnel were ftdly aware of the dangers that cholera posed to removal groups. 

On completion of removal treaties with the Shawnees, Delawares, Peorias, Kaskaskias, 

Piankeshaws and Weas, William Clark, Nathan Kouns, and Frank Allen warned Secretary 

of War Lewis Cass that cholera would probably strike these groups during removal. (Clark, 
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Kouns, & Allen, 1832) Eight months later, the Marshall's Office for the southern district of 

Alabama also warned Secretary Cass that cholera was raging through that removal area. 

(Crawford, 1833) In neither case did the threat of the deadly disease alter or halt removal 

plans. 

American Indians dealt with disease and removal in a variety of ways as they made the 

best of a bad bargain. Choctaws preparing for removal in 1831 made several decisions that 

gave them some control over their own existence. The Choctaws insisted that one of their 

medicine men. Col. David Folsom, be employed as a federal removal physician. Then, 

realizing that travel by water increased their chances of exposure to cholera, the Choctaws 

insisted on traveling by land. Removal conductors complained that this was too costly but 

complied with Choctaw requests while insisting that Col. Folsom serve as both interpreter 

and physician. Folsom was only paid S2.00 a day when other removal physicians were paid 

between ten and thirty dollars daily. (Armstrong, 1832, Sept. 28; 1832, Nov. 31; Brown, 

1831, Nov. 30; Sen. Doc. 512 (23-1) v. 1,988,1094, 1977,1102) 

In August of 1832, the Lewistown Indians insisted on remaining in their homes in Ohio 

until the following year because they realized that travel during warm months increased their 

chances of contracting cholera. (Gardiner, 1832, August 10) It was common knowledge 

during the I830's that cold weather decreased incidences of cholera. Cherokees being 

removed during 1833 made the same request, insisting that they wait to be transported until 

fall and the end of the "sickly season." (Foreman, 1939,299) 

The Lewistown Indians made other decisions about the health of their community and 
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removal. Having heard that epidemic smallpox was raging along the Mississippi River, they 

insisted on smallpox vaccinations prior to removal. They also insisted that federal physicians 

administer the vaccinations in the comfort of their homes, hoping to reduce the stresses of 

the process. The vaccinations were performed but the vaccine matter had been ruined during 

shipment, leaving the Lewistown Indians unprotected from smallpox when they were finally 

removed. The federal records do not indicate how many of the Lewistown Indians 

contracted smallpox as the result of the vaccine failure. (Gardiner, 1832, June 23) 

Public perceptions of Native Americans being removed during disease epidemics were 

cruel. As conductor J. J. Abert reported, no help was forthcoming from citizens near St. 

Louis for either sick Indians or removal personnel. (Abert, 1832, Nov. 17) Conductor A. 

S. Langham (1832) worried that civilian authorities in Arkansas would not even allow him 

to transport sick Indians through the Territory and a group of wagoners later left the train 

stranded because they feared exposure to the sick Indians. 

Conductor J. J. Abert summed up the disaster of Ottawa removal on Nov. 17, 1832. 

Recovering from a bout of cholera himself, Abert advised General Gibson that he had 

intended to keep the Ottawas traveling, under any circumstances, on a trip that sounded like 

an absolute hell. The Ottawas suffered from deadly illnesses, inadequate provisions, bitter 

cold, wet weather and tribal members who were drinking in order to tolerate the journey. 

Abert's report to General Gibson, in which he stated "Drunk, sober, or sick, we will move 

them along," was fairly indicative of the removal process. (1832) If anything ever sounded 

like a reason for being drunk, Indian removal filled the bill. 
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Between 1833 and 1849, cholera traveled west across the Missouri River, across the 

Rocky Mountains and along the Rio Grand River to the western deserts. (Chambers; 1938: 

180) (Figure 4.2; 1800-1834,1848-1849) The spread of the disease was exacerbated by the 

westward movements of prospectors and immigrants who traveled by stagecoach, railroads 

and steamboats into almost all areas of north America. (Chambers, 194-202) The Army 

carried the disease into Texas as cholera once again swept the interior valleys of Ohio, 

Kentucky and the north via the Cumberland Road, the Great Lakes and the Erie Canal. By 

1849, few areas in North America were free of the disease and late in the season, cholera 

remained in pockets along waterways west of New Orleans and St. Louis. 

By 1850, the disease had reached Santa Fe with immigrants on the Santa Fe trail, and 

Mormon immigrants had carried it west from St. Louis. (Chambers, 235,242-250; Stoffle, 

etal, 1994; Schlissel, 60,69,131,132) By spring of 1853, cholera had moved into the Red 

River country of Minnesota, and was spreading west with the steady stream of immigrants 

along the various trails to the Pacific territories. (Chambers, 254-255, 258; Schlissel, 10, 

23,76,19, 13). (Figure 4.2:1851-1867) 

Between 1849 and the late 1860's, cholera became the scourge of American Indians 

living on the northern and central Plains and of those living along the great migratory trails 

and rivers of North America. (StofFel, et al, 1994; Schlissel, 1982) As immigrant settler-

Americans went west they carried a numberofdiseases with them, though cholera was the 

worst of them for some time. Over eight thousand immigrants died on the Santa Fe trail. Of 

fifty thousand inmugrants on the Oregon trail in 1849 there were so many deaths from 
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cholera, that victims of the disease remained uncounted and were hurriedly buried along the 

trail. (Chambers, 239-241) Lillian Schlissel maintains that between 1841 and 1850 over 

three hundred and fifty thousand emigrants crossed the United States, leaving in their wake 

the ravages of cholera, smallpox and measles. (1982; 23) (Figure 4.2; 1851-1867) 

In spite of the various diseases exported to Indian conmiunities, federal treaty 

commissioners planned and held a series of treaty councils in 1830,1832,1833 and 1850. 

In the case of each proposed treaty council, cholera either forced the government to supply 

medical care to American Indians, or to delay councils because participants refused to attend 

until the threat of the epidemics had passed. 

Cholera took a deadly toil at treaty councils held at Prairie du Chien from July through 

September, 1830. Ailing Sacs, Foxes, Sioux, Winnebagoes, Menominees, Omahas, lowas, 

Otoes, and Missourias were treated by government physicians or in one case, by an African 

American slave. (Indian removals, v. 5, 17, 20, 21, 25-27, 30) Dr. William Beaumont 

charged the government $ 150.00 for medicines and services provided to American Indians 

for fifteen days in July. (Indian removals, v.5, 20) Dr. Richard B. Jones billed $30.00 to 

attend ailing Otoes, Omahas, lowas, Missourias and Sacs, and one Frank Slough was paid 

$6.50 to provide a coffin for an Otoe chief ten days later. (Indian removals, v. 5, 21, 25) 

Indian Agent John Dougherty was also reimbursed for his contribution to American Indian 

health care at the Prairie du Chien councils. Dougherty was paid $30.50 for the services of 

his black slave Jim who had been utilized to "bring ... deputations ... [from Cantonment 

Leavenworth]... attending in them and their sick." (Indian removals, v. 5,26) Jim's services 
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also included accompanying survivors back to Fort Leavenworth. The slave's services were 

paid to Dougherty at the rate of $.50 a day for sixty one days and there were no 

accompanying bills for coffins. (Indian removals, v. 5,26) 

In September, ailing Prairie du Chien treaty council participants, under the care of Major 

Bean, were treated with sugar, coffee, wine and salt and a bed was provided for an ailing 

Otoe chief at a cost of $1.38. (Indian removals, v. 5,27) Medical care was also provided 

for these delegates during their return trip home from the councils. (Indian removals, v. 5, 

30) Ailing Chickasaw and Choctaw council delegates were also under the care of physicians 

while attending treaty councils held during the summer of 1830. (Indian removals, v. 5,308) 

Though the treaty under discussion was not ratified, on August 30 reimbursements were 

paid to Dickerson and Gentry in the amount of $16.50 for treatment of sick delegates. 

Delaware, Shawnee, Kickapoo and Pottawatomie delegates to treaty councils in 

September 1832 were treated for cholera by physicians C. Sworb and Nathan Clowns. 

(Indian removals, v. 5,53) Indications of the length of the treatments and the seriousness 

of the illnesses are implied in the amounts billed to the government. Sworb billed $2.50 to 

"attend one sick Indian" and Clowns sent invoices for $175.00 for "medical services 

provided to Indians attending the treaty." (Indian removals, v. 5; 53) Louison Vassiere, 

following the Kickapoo treaty, was reimbursed $14.50 to attend one Indian sick with cholera 

and repayment for the chiefs burial. (Indian removals, v. 5: 53) 

When compared to earlier medical costs at treaty councils, there is no doubt that council 

grounds were unhealthy places during cholera epidemics. Councils held with the 
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Pottawattomies of Illinois and Michigan in Oct. of 1832 indicate that treaty personnel and 

commissioners were also sick while attending the councils, flndian removals, v. 5: 302) 

Over five hundred dollars in medical expenses was provided for commissioners at Miami 

treaty councils held at the forks of the Wabash River and at treaty grounds on the 

Tippecanoe River. (Indian removals, v. 5: 302-304) 

Medical services provided at treaty councils contribute another insight into American 

Indian acceptance of western, or "scientific" health care. When it was perceived that the 

health care would be effective, people accepted and requested new methods of treatments 

and medications. This was the case with Miami Chief Richardville who requested that Dr. 

Lewis Thompson be hired to treat sick Miamis at councils held in September of 1832. 

(Indian removals, v. 3: 519; v. 4: 107-109) Dr. Thompson, who supplied his own 

medications, spent the next twenty days treating Chief Richardville, interpreter Langlois and 

other sick Miami men, women and children. (Indian removals, v. 4; 108) 

Regardless of illnesses, treaty conmiissioners continued to hold councils, but councils 

planned for the summer of 1850 did not materialize because KJowa and Comanche medicine 

men gave their conmiunities some good advice. (Mooney, 289-290) At the 1849 Mule 

Creek Sundance, Kiowa medicine men prophesied that something terrible was about to 

happen, and it did. Within days many Kiowa and Osage participants died from cholera, at 

what was to become known as the "cramp" Sundance. (Mooney, 289) Realizing that the 

disease resulted from contact with immigrant wagon trains, survivors segregated themselves 

from outside contact and dispersed across the Plains. (Mooney, 289) A year later, one 
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Comanche medicine man gave his community some sound advice when he warned 

Comanches to avoid the treaty councils and contact with white people until after "the grass 

died in the fall." (Mooney, 290) Consequently, the Fort Laramie and Fort Atkinson treaty 

councils were not held until 1851 and 1853. (Mooney, 290) 

Figure 4.3 Kiowa with cholera at the ^Cramp Sundance,**1849.(Mooney, 1898, 289) 

Figure 4.3 represents 1849 in the Calendar History of the 

H ^ Kiowas and profiles the cholera that struck Mule Creek 

V Sundance participants. What has not been noted about this 

I f f j  ^  >41 figure is that the limbs are darkened to represent the blue 

discoloration prior to death, and that they have been 

positioned to represent the cramps of the "'blue terror." 

(Watts, 173) The victim's mouth expresses a cry of intense 

pain, while the open eyes indicate the sufferings of a person who remained conscious as he 

died. 

Honor and disease: 

Some of the tribes most severely affected by settler-Americans and their diseases 

continued to honor treaties even though they allowed infected individuals access through 

their territories. As Commissioner oflndian Affairs Luke Lea reported to Congress in 1853, 

Fort Laramie participant tribes continued to honor their agreements with the United States 

in spite of everything. (1853; 350,366) 

Paths of disease transmission: 
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American Indians were definitely aware of the paths of disease transmission into their 

communities. Swiss artist Rudolph Kurz, employed at various trading posts on the upper 

Missouri River during the summer of 1851, reported that cholera had spread among upper 

Missouri River traders, clerks, trading company employees, Mandans, Arikaras and Hidatsa 

Indians. (Kurz, 48) According to Kurz, Mormon immigrants had carried the disease to St. 

Joseph, Missouri where it had continued to spread up the Missouri River. (Kurz, 48) 

Kurz, who traveled between Forts Clark, Berthold and Union, recorded symptoms, 

incredibly high death counts and Native American reactions to the disease. (Kurz, 48, 80, 

103, 107, 123, 223) Without doubt, American Indians realized that non-Natives had 

brought cholera to their communities as Mandans informed Kurz that they had inherited 

cholera from the "pale faces who so often bring them diseases." (Kurz, 80) The Mandans 

also expressed concerns over Kurz's presence and his artistic activities, neither of which 

were particularly welcome at the time. Arikaras at Fort Union, who had lost over four 

hundred people, also credited the disease to outsiders. (Kurz, 233) Fortunately for Kurz, the 

Arikaras, blaming all white men, killed only one old man in retaliation. (Kurz, 196) Ailing 

Hidatsas at Fort Union also resented Kurz and his artistic intrusions, eventually forcing him 

to leave the area. (Kurz, 81, 123) 

Interestingly, Kurz did not seem to view himself as a threat to Native Americans as he 

traveled from post to post. He helped to bury the dead and continued to draw and paint. 

Neither did he display any interest in why both Mandans and Hidatsas objected to his 

paintings, classifying their objections as "superstitions." (Kurz, 123) In the end, Hidatsa 
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resentments of Kurz and his paintings were so intense that he was forced to leave the area, 

"happy" to have to move along. (Kurz, 123) 

Perceptions of diseases and Indian removal; the Federal voice: 

Cholera was not the only disease affecting American Indians during this era, nor was 

it the only disease perceived to be a part of American Indian removal. Some federal 

bureaucrats regarded diseases as positive influences on Indian removal. Commissioner of 

Indian Affairs Luke Lea advised in his annual report to Congress (1851) that Chippewas of 

the Anse and Vieux Desert bands remained on ceded lands in Wisconsin and Mitmesota, in 

spite of removal treaties and removal processes. (1851, Nov. 27) Estimating that about fifty 

percent of the Chippewas living at Pelican Lake and along the Wisconsin River had already 

left the area. Lea advised that immediate removal of Chippewas living at Vieux Desert was 

impossible. Members of the Viuex Desert bands were currently suffering simultaneous 

epidemics of smallpox and measles, which, according to Lea, impaired immediate removal. 

Lea advised that this, however, would make it "easier to induce" the Chippewas to leave the 

following spring (1851, Nov. 27), suggesting that the effects of the diseases would make it 

easier on federal officials to handle both the Chippewas and the removal. 

Cholera was again spread throughout the southern United States, into Texas and onto 

the Great Plains via Army posts after the Civil War. (Chambers, 280-285) By 1867, the 

disease was widespread as Army troops became its primary victims and carriers to frontier 

military stations in Kansas, Texas and Colorado. (Chambers, 287) By the late 1870's, 

another wave of the disease was spread this time via railroads, waterways, and roads from 
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New Orleans into the upper Mississippi River delta, the Dakotas, Minnesota, and the entire 

interior river valley. 

North America was not, at this time, a particularly healthy environment for anyone. 

(Winslow, Wilson, Douer, Gordon, & Franklin, 58) A crude death rate of 350-450 deaths 

per 100,000 individuals was standard for non-Native Americans. (Wilson, et al, 60) The 

crude death rate for Native Americans is not known, but was probably the same. 

SYPHILIS: 

Two types of syphilis, venereal syphilis and congenital syphilis, caused by the same 

bacterial organism, treponemapallidum, are included in this discussion. Endemic syphilis, 

a third type of the disease is not included for two reasons. Endemic syphilis was neither 

mentioned nor included in any of the reports I examined, and the World Health Organization 

maintains that endemic syphilis was never prevalent in the western hemisphere. (Ferine, 

Hopkins, Niemel, St. John, Causse, & Antal, 13,14) Other categories of diseases presumed 

to be venereal, such as genital herpes ("fever blisters"), scabies (itch mites), or "crabs" (crab 

lice) (Rosebury, 6) are not included because they were not identified in any of the reporis 

studied. 

Venereal syphilis: 

"Venereal" syphilis, the treponema pallidum spirochete, is passed between human 

beings through genital contact. (Rosebury, 5,6) Venereal syphilis occurs in three stages 

consisting of the primary, secondary (constitutional), and tertiary (late). (Ferine, et al, 19-

21) The incubation period is from nine to ninety days after contact at the end of which a 
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lesion appears on the genitals and moderate enlargement of the groin lymph nodes occurs. 

Women may not realize that they have the infection, at this point, because the lesion may 

occur in the vaginal wall or cervix. Most initial lesions, small and painless, appear to heal 

spontaneously within two to six weeks. (Ferine, et al, 19-21) A brief latent period may 

follow before occurrence of secondary stage lesions. (Rosebury, 42) 

Secondary stage lesions may occur within several weeks to six months ai^er the lesion, 

called a chancre, heals. For women, this may be the first visible sign of the infection since 

lesions no longer occur only on the genitals. At this stage, lesions vary greatly in appearance, 

do not itch, are not usually painful, and are accompanied by fever, "malaise" and enlarged 

lymph nodes. (Ferine, et al, 19-21) Left untreated, lesions will again heal spontaneously and 

a latent period of from one to twenty years may follow. On the average, an estimated 25% 

of untreated patients relapse during the first two years after infection. (Ferine, et al, 19-21) 

Tertiary (or late) stage conditions develop in about 30% of untreated cases during the 

post-secondary latent period. (Ferine, et al, 19-21) Frimary and secondary symptoms may 

never have appeared so that late stage symptoms are the first signs of the infection. 

(Rosebury, 77) Symptoms include the appearance of pustules, pain, "eroding, destructive 

gummas" [rubbery, tumor-like lesions], small ulcers on the genitals, skin eruptions, or 

erosions of the palate, vulva, pharynx, and tonsils. (Rosebury, 42). Other symptoms may 

include the eating away of lips, noses, and sexual organs or violent muscle pains. (Rosebury, 

42) "Late"stage lesions are more severe, have greater variety, and may appear anywhere. 

(Rosebury, 77) 
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The most serious symptoms of tertiary or "late" venereal syphilis involve the blood 

vessels, heart, eyes and parts of the central nervous systems. (Ferine, et al, 19-21; Rosebury, 

77) Neuro-syphilis, tabes dorsalis, occurs in two patterns. Symptoms may appear as 

locomotor ataxia [loss of muscle coordination, especially of the extremities] or syphilis of 

the spinal cord, which causes limping or lameness. (Rosebury, 77) The second pattern, a 

general "paresis" produces "dementia paralytic" the paralysis of the insane; "syphilis of 

the brain itself" (Rosebury, 77) It is estimated that 50% of those infected with late stage 

syphilis die as a result of the disease. (Stannard, 311) 

Other effects of venereal syphilis may include blindness, spontaneous abortion, the 

development of congenital syphilis (passed from the mother to the child during gestation) 

and increased instances of female sterility. (Stannard, 312) 

Venereal syphilis; transmission: 

Venereal syphilis is transmitted between human beings through genital contact, in utero, 

and by blood transfusions. (Rosebury, 72) Syphilis was also spread by smallpox inoculation 

or vaccination. (Fenner, et al, 264,265) When smallpox matter used in inoculation or arm-

to-arm vaccination came from persons infected with syphilis, the disease was transmitted 

to the recipient of the inoculation or vaccination. (Fenner, et al, 265) Vaccine matter 

produced from cattle did not transmit syphilis. When cattle infected with cowpox could not 

be located, however, arm-to-arm vaccination "provided a simple means of mainlining a 

source of virus" that could spread syphilis to vaccinated populations. (Fenner, et al, 264) 

It should be noted that alternate methods of vaccination were practiced on American 
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Indians. Though not a focus of this work, the possibilities exist that smallpox vaccination 

did increase the spread of syphilis to vaccinated American Indian communities. As a rule, 

officials provided properly prepared vaccine materials to physicians involved in federal 

Indian vaccination programs. Desperate physicians working with remote American Indian 

populations did, however, run out of prepared vaccine matter. In these cases, physicians 

manufactured their own vaccine matter firom scabs or sores taken from recently vaccinated 

patients. Since transmission of vaccinal syphilis was known to physicians by the early 

1800's, it is presumed that physicians working with American Indians realized the dangers 

and acted accordingly. (Jenner, in Fenner, et al, 264) Physicians did recognize the overt 

signs of syphilis (Davis, 1832, Dec. 3) but may not have realized that the disease was 

affecting individuals who displayed no symptoms during vaccination. 

Congeoital syphilis: 

"Congenital" syphilis is caused when the treponema pallidum crosses into the placenta 

from an infected mothers' bloodstream during gestation. (Gottheil, 175-177; Ferine, et al, 

19) Congenital syphilis may, or may not, be transmitted to the infant and may lead to 

spontaneous abortions, stillborn full term babies, or to children bom with an active case of 

the disease. (Rosebury, 78) Children bom with congenital syphilis already have a 

"generalized" case of the disease, and symptoms may be "secondary or tertiary, or both 

together." (Rosebury, 78-79) Children may be bom with deformed noses ("saddle nose"), 

blind, deaf, have sore mouths and throats, or appear healthy. (Rosebury, 78-79) 

Secondary lesions may appear at birth, or develop within the first six months of the 
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child's life. (Gottheil, 175-177) Lesions may appear on the hands and feet and other 

blemishes and papules may develop on the child. Bone affectations and star shaped scars 

may appear, as may symptoms affecting the brain and other internal organs. In 1901, before 

the advent of penicillin and modem antibiotics, an estimated 95.5% of syphilitic children 

died if left untreated, and 10%ofthose treated also succumbed to the disease. (Gottheil, 19) 

Symptoms of late congenital syphilis in those who survived to an estimated age of thirty 

were most commonly indicated by some type of physical deformity. These included 

protruding brows, creased faces (i.e., "hot cross buns"), abnormalities of the upper Jaw, 

"saddle nose" and "saber shin" (the bones of the tibia arch forward). (Rosebury, 79) 

Treatment; 

For aUnost four hundred years, (1530 to 1910) mercury was considered the primary 

form of treatment for syphilis. (Foumier, 69; Rosebury, 46) Mercury was administered 

orally, applied topically, fumigated (absorbed through the skin and lungs) or by any number 

of other methods. (Foumier, 71; Rosebury, 213) Mercury in pill form was the anti-syphilitic 

that accompanied members of the Lewis and Clark expedition to the west coast (1803-1806). 

(Stokstad, 1999, January) Other scientific treatments for syphilis included sarsaparilla,"... 

soap wart... hyssop, maijoram, lobeial syphilitica, opium, turpentine ... cascara amarga," 

purgatives, mineral waters, gold, silver, platinum, nitric acid, anunoma, carbolic acid, 

creosote and iodide of potassium. (Foumier, 46-47) Of the fumigant treatments, "formerly 

much in vogue," was the "sudorific use" (i.e., sweat baths) of sassafras, sarsaparilla, and 

guaiacum. (Foumier, 47) Sheldon Watts has also found that mercury was either rubbed on 
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as a salve or ingested and then the patient was placed in a steam bath or covered with heavy 

blankets. (134) 

Despite this diversity, mercury and iodides were considered the only effective 

medications. (Foumier, 48) Mercury may have actually relieved some of the symptoms of 

the disease, but it was not a cure. (Rosebury, 212) By 1910, treatments for syphilis changed 

with the development of organic arsenical compounds (arsphenamines) but successful 

treatment of syphilis became possible only after development of penicillin in 1940. 

(Rosebury, 212-214) 

American Indians developed treatments and changed communal practices when 

experiencing diseases such as syphilis. Pima Indians used ephedra as a curative (Russell, 

80) and Zuni cures included pinon needle drinks and thistles. (Stevenson, 44, 57, 58,60) 

Infanticide was practiced by American Indian women (ca. 1849) when children were bom 

with congenital syphilis. (Denig, 186) This practice was neither limited to Native 

Americans, however, nor was it always unreasonable. As my great-grandmother, a very 

kindly old Swedish lady told me, it had once been common practice for mid-wives to gently 

smother terribly deformed or terminally ill babies at birth. Since my great-grandmother gave 

birth to nine children at home under the care of mid-wives, I find little reason to doubt her. 

In 1849, Crow women must have experienced the same distress when giving birth to 

deformed syphilitic children who they knew would not thrive. 

Avoidance of persons infected with syphilis as marriage partners was also practiced 

by the Crows (ca. 1849). (Denig, 186) Given what we know today about venereal diseases 
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and safe sex, the Crow practices were prudent. Edwin Denig, the trader who lived at Fort 

Union, recorded both the instances of infanticide and the avoidance of marital partners in 

journals kept at the post in 1849. (186) Married to two American Indian women, it seems 

reasonable that they would have spoken to [)enigof current cultural practices. (Kurz, 101) 

Venereal diseases and the American Indian: a brief history; 

Discussion of the diseases associated with human sexuality during the period of this 

study was limited by contemporary societal constraints. This brief history of venereal 

diseases affecting American Indian communities was gleaned from one hundred sixty 

articles, the majority of which (142) were published in government reports. Other materials 

examined include the personal diaries of surgeons, or articles presented in scientific and 

professional medical journals. Six additional reports were published in the popular press, 

and twelve reports published in reliable secondary sources comprise the balance of the 

reports examined. Of all reports examined, 46 indicated that venereal diseases were 

affecting American Indian communities. Eighteen reports specifically mentioned syphilis, 

fourteen mentioned gonorrhea, and the balance indicated "venereal diseases." (Table 4.1). 

Since only the two diseases, syphilis or gonorrhea were mentioned, it is presumed that this 

dual relationship included the plural "venereal diseases." This seems to be a safe assumption 

since it mirrors Stannard's findings that syphilis and gonorrhea co-existed in post-contact 

Hawaiian populations. (309) Gonorrhea and syphilis are mapped together because they were, 

for the most part, reported together, and it is presumed that syphilis, reported more often, 

was the dominant disease. (Figure 4.4) The symptoms of syphilis and gonorrhea are 
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discussed separately for reader clarification. 

Since the great majority of the reports examined were government documents selected 

for presentation to Congress, it is presumed that they reflected political or philosophical 

agendas. For the moment, however, reports are viewed as indicators of diseases being 

experienced by American Indian communities. No post-experiential diagnosis is intended 

or implied; the majority of the reports identified syphilis as the primary venereal disease 

being discussed. 

Early findings (Figure 4.4) indicate that American Indian commumties along the upper 

Missouri River were dealing with venereal diseases prior to the Lewis and Clark expedition. 

(MacKay, v. 2,494; Truteau, v. 1,258,300) Traders MacKay and Truteau mentioned that 

between 1794 and 1797, venereal diseases were present among the Panis [Pawnee], 

Mandane [Mandan], Ricaras [Arikaras], Big Bellies [Gros Ventres], Ottoes, Mahas, 

[Omahas], Poncas, Sioux of the "Great Bend and of the Plains" and the Corbeau [Crow]. The 

Nicholas Biddle version of the Lewis and Clark diaries indicates that by 1806, expedition 

members had reported venereal diseases among Mandans, Arikaras, Minatarees (Hidatsa), 

Shoshonees and Choppunish. (1810, April) The same notes indicate that venereal diseases 

were being experienced by other tribes "quite down the Sea Coast." (Biddle, April) 

By 1806, reports indicate that members of the Lewis and Clark expedition were being 

treated for syphilis as they reached Oregon. (Stokstad, 1999) The problem of syphilis must 

have been extant or anticipated by expedition members since anti-syphiliticmedications had 
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been included in expedition medical stores by Dr. Benjamin Rush. (Stokstad, 1999) It does 

not appear, however, that Dr. Benjamin Rush presumed American Indians on the expedition 

route were infected with venereal diseases. Included in an extensive list of questions to be 

asked about American Indian health, manners and morals was the question "[is] the Venereal 

disease known among them?" (Clark in Jackson, v. 1, 157) At about the same time. 

Figure 4.4 Survey map; reported venereal diseases 1794-1868 
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American Indians from somewhere "west of the Mississippi River" were being treated in 

Philadelphia for venereal diseases acquired in Washington, DC. (Peale, 1807; Sheehan, 

232) 

The spread of syphilis: 

These findings are indicative of a pattern that continued over the next sixty-plus years; 

Native Americans were contracting venereal diseases from non-Natives. (Figure 4.4) Upper 

Missouri River tribes had traded the treponema pallidum with French and Creole trappers 

(Truteau, 258) and Native Americans along the coastal areas had been associated with the 

British long before meeting Lewis and Clark. By 1806, however. Native Americans had 

most probably exchanged venereal diseases with members of the Lewis and Clark 

expedition. (Ewers, 28; Lewis, 221) For some time, American Indian delegates to 

Washington, DC had acquired venereal diseases from prostitutes [1807, 1867, 1868, and 

1877]. (Peale, 1807; Viola, 155-156) In all of the reported Washington and Philadelphia 

cases the federal government paid for the delegates' medical treatments as part of the 

diplomatic processes. 

Reports indicate that many of the tribes reported to have been suffering from venereal 

diseases in the late eighteenth century were still struggling with the diseases thirty or forty 

years later. These groups included the Crows, Ottoes, Omahas, Pawnees and Mandans. 

(Davis, 1832; Denig, 186) The records also indicate that certain of these tribes were 

transmitting venereal diseases among themselves as the Mandans informed Maximilian 

VonWied (ca. 1833) that they had acquired venereal diseases from the Crows. (359) 
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From the early I850's through the 1860's, reports continued to indicate broad 

geographical and cultural dissemination of venereal diseases among American Indians. In 

1854 and 1855 Comanches and Sioux were reported suffering from venereal diseases. 

(Daniels, 1855, Sept. 21; Parker, 77) By the early 1860's, treaty physicians in Oregon and 

among Chippewa bands at Gull Lake, Leech Lake, Lake Superior, and the Pillager 

Chippewas reported that these groups suffered very high incidences of syphilis and 

gonorrhea. (Bayley, 1863, July 31; Lynde, 1859,Sept. 15; 1860,Oct. 1; Miller, 1861, July 

14; Townsend, 1861, Sept. 23, 1864, Oct. 1; Smith, 1860, Sept. 20) Sadly, most reports 

indicate that affected tribes were also burdened with a variety of fevers [malaria], "scrofula" 

[tuberculosis], smallpox, dysentery, pneumonia, dianhoea, influenza, or pleurisy. 

Reports filed in 1864 indicated that venereal diseases seemed to have been stabilizing 

among certain groups of Chippewas. (Townsend, 1864, Oct. 1) (Figure 4.4) Reports filed 

the following year, however, recorded that over five thousand Civil War refugee Indians 

were suffering from a variety of afflictions. Housed in refugee camps in Kansas and other 

border areas, thousands of people struggled with inadequate food, poor housing, a lack of 

adequate clothing and a variety of illnesses. According to federal physicians, these illnesses 

included syphilis, gonorrhea, pneumonia, [malarial] fevers, typhoid fevers, rheumatism, 

scorbutus [scurvy], smallpox, and ophthalmia. (CofSn, 1863, Sept. 25; Ketcham, 1863, 

Sept 15) (Figure 4.4) The winter of 1863 was especially deadly for refugee Shawnees, 

Creeks, Cherokees, Chickasaws, Euchees, Kickapoos, Cayugas, Senecas, Delawares, 

Wichitas, Tonkawas, and Seminoles whose lives exacerbated underlying medical conditions. 
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Venereal diseases, epidemic smallpox and the plight of the refugee Indians caused the 

Directing Physician for Southern Refugees to file one of the most melancholy reports 

contained in the federal record. (Coffin, 1864, August 25) In Dr. Coffin's words, 

"... intense physical suffering was endured by all, and fatal organic lesions resulted 

to many. Many died immediately, while others dragged out a miserable existence 

for a few weeks or months and expired, remedial agents exerting but a very slight 

influence in many cases ... so many were sinking from the causes just mentioned." 

(1864, August 25) 

Dr. Coffin also reported that refugees suffered from dislocation, the general malaise inherent 

to refugee camp life, and a constant fear of violence. 

It seems fitting that in 1866, the military physician in charge of the Indian hospital at 

Fort Sumner, NM filed a report somewhat similar to Dr. Coffin's. The supportive federal 

presence among Indians who had fled Confederate aggression served as a diplomatic tool 

that was noted in the Congressional record. Dr. Hillary's report from New Mexico served 

to legitimize an aggressive federal presence among captive American Indians. In either case, 

it was politically efficacious to offer medical care to American Indians and it was important 

to have that fact recorded in the Congressional record. 

Federal medical facilities: 

Dr. Hillaiy reported in a manner similar to Dr. Coffin that Indian hospital facilities were 

"only fit to keep pigs in," that other facilities were filthy, and that medicines were in short 

Supply. He also reported that Navajo prisoners suffered syphilis, diseases of the bone. 
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inflammation of the eyes, skin diseases and correspondent reductions in birth rates. (Hillary, 

1866) Unlike Dr. Coffin, however. Dr. Hillary seemed to make no connections between the 

appalling living conditions captured Navajos were forced to endure and the diseases such 

conditions occasioned. 

Venereal diseases and American Indian women: 

Three of the reports that mentioned venereal diseases or implied a lack of venereal 

disease among American Indians all expressed a sense of surprise at the state of affairs. 

Included in the rather puzzled reports were the Papagos [Tohono O'Odham] located south 

of Tucson, Shoshonis and Bannocks located near Ft. Bridger, UT, and Oglala and Brule 

Sioux located near Fort Laramie, WY. (Durand, 1869, June; Scully, 74-75; Waters, 1868) 

Dr. Durrand attributed the lack of venereal diseases among the Papagos to three things; 

chastity, a comparative lack of syphilis and gonorrhea in Tucson, and the fact that soldiers 

stationed at Camp Lowell had not contracted the diseases locally. (1869, June) Dr. Waters 

felt that Shoshoni and Bannock women must have had natural immunities to venereal 

diseases "considering the number of [women] that gather here every spring." (1868, Sept. 

11) Finally, Dr. Scully considered that Oglala and Brule women were highly valued for their 

chastity, implying that they, therefore, did not suffer from venereal diseases. All three men 

seemed to have presumed that American Indian women were always sexually active with 

non-Native men. The women, therefore, were expected to be the carriers of venereal 

diseases. 

GONORRHEA: 
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Gonorrhea, a common communal partner of syphilis, is caused by a parasitic bacteria, 

the gonococcus that is transmitted by direct contact with an infected human being. 

Symptoms of gonorrhea include "acute infection of the urethra or the vagina ... which tends 

to become chronic ... and to spread especially to ... fallopian tubes, joints and the heart." 

(Rosebury, 7) A non-venereal (congenital) form of gonorrhea affects the eyes of babies 

who contract the disease from the wall of the infected mother's vagina during birth. 

(Rosebury, 7) Chancres of the soft tissues develop as "acute painful destructive ulcer[s] of 

the genitals followed by buboes or swollen lymph nodes in the inguinal (crotch) area." 

(Rosebury, 183-184; Swediaur& Hewson, 4) 

Gonorrhea usually begins three to five days after contact, appearing in women as 

vaginitis and in men as urethritis. Men feel the urge to urinate frequently, but experience 

burning pain and pus and "can only void a few scalding drops." (Swediaur & Hewson, S) 

Women may notice no symptoms, or may also have pain and the same type of discharge. 

(Rosebury, 20-21) The infection in women often infects both the rectum and the fallopian 

tubes. (Rosebury, 183) 

Gonorrhea "in itself is not a killer" though the effects on fertility and birth rates are 

disastrous. Since no studies were conducted prior to the anti-biotic period, it is only possible 

to estimate that untreated instances of gonorrheal infections in women may have caused 

sterility rates of 60-70%. (Stannard, 309) Other dangers to women include ectopic 

pregnancies and spontaneous abortions while damage to children bom infected with 

gonorrhea, if they survive, include septicemia, arthritis, and congenital blindness. (Stannard, 
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309) 

Gonorrheal infections in men cause blockages of the urethra, prostatis [inflanmiation of 

the prostrate gland] or epididymitis [infection of the sperm ducts]. Fifty to eighty percent 

of males infected with epididymitis become sterile. In addition, gonorrhea lowers rates of 

fecundity because the infections make coitus "extremely painful" for either sex. (Stannard, 

310) Other common complications from gonorrheal infections include arthritis or 

endocarditis [inflammation of the serous membrane that lines the cavities of the heart]. 

(1995; Random House: Rosebury, 183) 

Prior to the introduction of antibiotics, treatments with mercury were common and 

caused a "rapid reduction in gonorrheal discharges." (Baker & Armelagos, 15-16) Other 

treatments included mixtures of lime water and oxygenated muriate of mercury or "acetite 

of lead with watery extract of opium and camphor." (Swediaur& Hewson, 58) Silvernitrate 

was used to prevent blindness in newborns while catheterization of the male urethra was 

often required to allow the passage of urine. (Rosebury, 297) When gangrene set into the 

penis as a result of gonorrheal or syphilitic infections, amputation of the affected organ was 

considered an alternative mods of treatment. (Swediaur & Hewson, 114-118) 

Coping with gonorrhea: 

American Indians also developed treatments and methods for coping with gonorrhea. 

Maximilian vonWied noted (1833) that Mandans treated venereal diseases [in this case 

gonorrhea] by sitting over heated pots. vonWied also recorded that the buboes (swellings 

of the lymph glands) were usually cut open lengthwise, and that the patient then ran a few 
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miles, (v. 23, 359-360) Members of Indigenous medical communities sought to rid their 

patients of symptomatic discharges and swellings, a practice that was also common to non-

Native medical communities. The methods may have differed, but the desired results were 

the same. 

Cherokees suffering gonorrhea during the first removal after the treaty of New Echota 

apparently had little hope of treating the disease during the removal processes. They suffered 

gonorrhea simultaneously with colds, influenza, pleurisy, fevers, and other problems. 

(Lillybridge, in Foreman, 1932,276) 

Smallpox, cholera, syphilis and gonorrhea; the end of the discussion: 

Smallpox, cholera, syphilis and gonorrhea left waves of devastation in their paths 

through American Indian communities. The horrors of smallpox and cholera brought 

immeasurable and unremitting pain, spontaneous abortion and almost instant death. Men, 

women and children died with little hope of remission, and those who did survive either 

disease were often scarred, crippled, blind or otherwise physically impaired. Syphilis was 

a slow killer that left physical and mental impairment in its wake, and left communities 

another horror with which to deal. Gonorrhea seldom resulted in death, but like smallpox, 

cholera and syphilis, reduced rates of fecundity, fertility, and live births. 

Children suffered additional horrors brought on by diseases. Newborns who did survive 

usually did not live long and during smallpox epidemics babies were aborted or died within 

days of their mothers. Other children were blind, crippled or experienced the longer lasting 

effects of congenital syphilis, including paralysis, insanity and bone defomuties. The 
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practice of infanticide became necessary when severely deformed infants were bom, a 

convention that was utilized by bom Native American women and non-Native women. 

One commonality among all of these diseases involves the extent of suffering 

experienced by the sick and their families. Various strains of smallpox killed uncountable 

numbers of American Indians, and every person who died from the disease suffered horribly. 

Smallpox victims experienced great pain, high fevers, bleeding in the eyes and from almost 

every bodily orifice, including the vagina and the rectum, the sloughing off of bodily tissues 

and the pain of arthritic Joints. Survivors crippled with arthritic joints developed more 

severe symptoms as time wore on. 

Every person who suffered /e mori de chien, cholera, went through almost unimaginable 

terror and pain. Cholera lef^ its victims in a state of total physical collapse, usually within 

a day after onset of the disease. Uncontrollable diarrhea, vomiting, violent cramping and 

collapsed bodily systems often turned a healthy person into a corpse by evening. While 

syphilitics suffered over longer periods of time, physical and mental impairment were 

standard long term complications among victims. Gonorrhea was often painfiil to the point 

of preventing sexual intercourse, as infertility and sterility caused by gonorrhea, smallpox 

and syphilis seriously impaired American Indian communities' abilities to replace population 

losses. 

Among the many diseases American Indians suffered in the wake of contact during the 

westward development of the United States, smallpox, cholera and syphilis appear to have 

been the most prevalent of the diseases. Mapping of extant records indicates that smallpox 
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was a disease of contact and of the development of north America from about 1S07 to 1879, 

when it became a disease of American Indian reservation populations. Cholera, le mort de 

chien, or the "blue terror" was a disease of contact American Indians suffered as a result of 

American westward development and American Indian removal. Syphilis and its fellow 

traveler gonorrhea, also became diseases suffered by American Indians by 1794. Mapping 

of venereal diseases from extant records indicates that as the United States moved west, 

venereal diseases moved west into American Indian communities. This map also indicates 

that American Indian tribes who had had previous contact with other groups suffered 

venereal diseases before an American presence in their territories. Mapping also indicates 

that after the American presence in westem American Indian communities, venereal diseases 

often spread westward from Washington, DC, the seat of federal power. The federal 

government, as part of the diplomatic and legitimization processes, furnished treatment for 

infected American Indian diplomats. 

Smallpox, cholera, and venereal diseases were part of a greater American Indian disease 

profile that indicates American Indians suffered from a number of other diseases of contact 

during the nineteenth century. These diseases included tuberculosis, respiratory diseases and 

infections, malarial fevers, influenza, diseases and inflammation of the eyes and digestive 

systems. Direct contact with non-Natives was not always necessary for the transfer of these 

diseases into American Indian communities. American Indians properly identified disease 

paths and developed reasonable treatments and communal responses to the incurred 

diseases. 
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American Indians, diseases of contact, and the federal government became locked 

together in the practice of imperial medicine. Doctors with close ties to the federal 

government took great interest in "knowing the other" as early as the Lewis and Clark 

expedition. Gender bias against American Indian women was evident as women were 

presumed to be the carriers of venereal diseases. Civilian and military physicians were 

politically involved with government health care during Indian removal, American Indian 

treaties, the Civil War, development of reservations and westward expeditions. Indian 

removal was a nightmare of disease for American Indians and when situationally dependant 

American Indians became ill, medical practices were applied to them that may, or may not, 

have been effective. Western medical practitioners were preferred by the federal government 

over indigenous practitioners, while indigenous medicines and health care practices were, 

in the main, disregarded by non-Native practitioners. Reservation and military physicians 

bureaucratized federal American Indian health care as they played both sides of the 

diplomatic field, caring for refugee and captive Indian populations. 

United States political and diplomatic purposes were furthered during removal treaty 

negotiations by providing health care for ailing Native American delegates, regardless of 

treaty ratification. American Indians took what actions they could to protect their own health 

during Indian removal, requesting smallpox vaccinations, refusing to remove until healthier 

times or accepting federal health care regardless of its efUcacy. The federal government 

knew the diseases awaiting American Indians during removal, but at no time suggested 

discontinuation of removal because of the diseases. 
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Though American Indian medical beliefs and practices were not reported in treaty 

council documents, American Indian medical practitioners provided their communities 

timely political and community health care advice. This was done in spite of the federal 

disregard for American Indian health displayed during periods of epidemic disease. 

Treaties, when finally enacted, were honored by American Indian participants in spite of 

diseases and other incursions into their communities. Government reports that comprised 

the main body of information in this study, indicate that the federal government and the 

military were practicing imperial medicine on American Indians. 
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Chapter 5 

Jennerian vaccination: Tool of empire 

The discovery of an effective method of smallpox prevention in 1798 began a global 

campaign to eradicate smallpox that also implanted the nuclei of western biomedicine in 

indigenous populations. Smallpox "eradication" narratives constitute form a continuous 

chronicle of medical practices that were used to facilitate global colonial ventures. 

Eradication of smallpox began with Edward Jenner's discovery in 1798, and ended two 

hundred years in which western biomedicine, initiated by smallpox vaccination, was 

practiced on indigenous populations. 

Eradication of smallpox; two hundred years: 

On December 9, 1979, the World Health Organization (WHO) certified that smallpox 

had been ''eradicated from the world." (Fenner, Henderson, Arita, Jezek & Ladnyi, face

plate). Between 1967 and 1979, the WHO smallpox eradication program had cost $97.9 

million, had been conducted in thirty countries (Fenner, et al, 467, 518) and had ended a 

process that had begun almost two hundred years earlier with Edward Jenner. Eradication 

of the disease had been accomplished with money, advanced communications, medical 

technologies, and global cooperation that had their roots in post-Jermerian era advances 

developed between 1800 and 1967. 

Between 1800 and 1832, control and containment of smallpox with Jennerian 

vaccinations formed many of the bases for the development of imperial medicine among 

American Indians. These developments also laid much of the groundwork that would be 
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extended to the WHO eradication programs in the twentieth century. The majority of the 

nations participating in the WHO eradication program were "developing" nations whose 

independence from imperial mother countries had been won recently or within the last half-

century. Of the thirty participant nations, twelve were located in eastern and southern Africa, 

eleven were located in western and central Africa, six were located in "Asia" and one, 

(Brazil), was located in the Americas. (Fenner, et al 518) Many of the former imperialistic 

nations (i. e., "developed"nations) contributed the greatest portion of the $97.9 million 

(Fenner, et al, 464) to defeat the old disease. The United Kingdom, Belgium and Germany 

made fairly "thri%" voluntary contributions to the project while Spain and Portugal, the old 

homelands of the Admiral of the Sea, Christopher Columbus, contributed nothing. (Fenner, 

et al, 464) The health conscious Swedes contributed a whopping $15,689,584.00 million 

(Fenner, et al 464), and the United States contributed the most money to the project, 

$24,974,003.00. In-kind contributions to the WHO eradication project included services and 

supplies valued at over $8,000,000.00 and included services provided by members of Red 

Cross and Red Crescent societies, Kiwanis, Lions, and Rotary clubs. Boy Scouts, Giri Scouts 

and Girl Guides. (Fenner, et al, 459,465) 

The disease that had (probably) besieged Athenians (430 B.C.) (Shurkin, 41) and that 

had spread to China, Korea, western Africa and Egypt, Japan, Siberia, north and south 

America, and Australia (Fenner, et al, 213) by colonizing powers had finally yielded to 

practices not un-like those originally suggested by Edward Jenner. These practices involved 

vaccination of large populations through the simple use of a needle and prepared vaccine 
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matters. The WHO eradication program also resembled the vaccination programs of the mid-

nineteenth century practiced on American Indian communities. WHO vaccines were, 

essentially, up-dated versions of those developed after Edward Jenner and were applied by 

either physicians or persons trained as vaccinators. Though pnvate education programs 

existed, acceptance of smallpox vaccination was a matter of government choice and 

voluntary acceptance of vaccination by individuals was not always a matter of course in 

either the WHO program (Shurkin, 331-353) or in those programs offered to American 

Indians. 

In the twentieth century, plain bifurcated needles (two-pronged) out-performed 

''vaccination guns" and other improved equipment. Vaccinators used needles to puncture 

the skin while driving in a drop of vaccine matter, a technique not much different from 

Jenner's. (Fenner, et al, 571,572) In the post-Jenner era (after 1798) vaccinations included 

arm-to arm transfers of vaccine matter or matter pushed into the skin with a large needle, 

lancet or other sharp instrument. (Fenner, et al, 260-261, 574, 576) Twentieth century 

vaccines eliminated earlier problems associated with Jennerian smallpox vaccination. They 

no longer spread diseases such as syphilis, hepatitis, encephalitis, or secondary infections 

because, after the late 1800's, the idea of germs was understood and new manufacturing 

technologies eliminated the risk of disease transmission. 

Contemporary eradication teams responded directly to smallpox infections by area, 

required community or government cooperation, and in the end, hoped to find people willing 

to participate in the process. If people were not willing to be vaccinated, WHO personnel. 
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backed by government authorization, did occasionally use coercive measures to attain their 

goals. (Shurkin, 319) In areas where variola minor was the common form of the disease, 

eradication personnel resorted to frightening photographs of infected babies or paid rewards 

for reported cases of the disease in order to effect vaccinations. (Shurkin, 339) 

WHO vaccinations were supplied in response to disease outbreaks at government 

request. Isolation of the sick, and vaccination of all contacts within the infected area or 

group served more effectively than did mass vaccinations. WHO vaccinations were also 

planned to coincide with agricultural seasons and grazing areas, rainy seasons, and religious 

festivals. In much the same manner, American Indian vaccinations were timed to coincide 

with annuity distributions or the gathering of people prior to forced removal. WHO 

vaccinations were provided during slack agricultural times or in areas where pastorialists 

were known to graze animals, or came to assist with agricultural harvests. Large religious 

festivals in India and Moslem countries were targeted by WHO doctors in order to access 

the crowds of the faithful. (Fenner, et al, 487) Indigenous medical practices that differed 

from vaccination were not considered viable objections to the vaccination processes by 

either WHO personnel or by those involved with American Indian vaccinations. 

Before the era of vaccinations, protection from smallpox was provided by inoculation 

(i. e., variolation) with live smallpox virus instead of the cross-protection provided by 

Jenner's cowpox vaccinations. Inoculation, which caused a live case of smallpox in 

recipients, was first introduced into north America (ca. 1706) by African slaves, and again 

after 1721 from England. (Fenner, et al, 256,257) The goal of inoculation was to induce a 
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mild case of smallpox that would provide a life-long immunity to the disease, reducing 

death-rates from smallpox to an estimated 0.5% - 2% (from 20% - 30% +) of all infected 

cases. (Fenner, et al, 246) Though smallpox virus was selected from those suffering "mild" 

cases of the disease, inoculation ofren caused a serious side effect by spreading the disease. 

Persons developed a fully infectious case of smallpox after inoculation and were contagious 

to those who had no acquired smallpox immunities. (Fenner, et al, 246) Strict quarantine 

and confinement after inoculation was used to control the spread of the disease though these 

practices were not always successful. 

Various methods of "inoculation" were used, including arm-to aim transfers of smallpox 

matter or inoculation with sharp instruments. "Bedding" unprotected children with those 

suffering from smallpox, and the "buying" of smallpox scabs from persons with "mild" 

cases of the disease were also considered effective ways to induce manageable cases of the 

disease. (Fenner, et al, 253, 254) The Chinese (ca. A.D. 1063) developed intra-nasal 

inoculation (i. e., "insufflation") to provide immunities through development of mild cases 

of smallpox. The powdered viral materials were chosen for their age and disease stage, 

indicating that the Chinese tried induce the mildest possible cases of the disease. 

The first successful attempt to inoculate American Indians with live small-pox matter 

was apparently performed by Portuguese Catholic missionaries in Guatemala, and in 

southern Mexico around the year1780. Reports indicate that nearly seven thousand Indians 

were inoculated near Valladolid, and another sixty to seventy thousand were inoculated in 

southern Mexico. (Fenner, et al, 256; Shurkin, 117) Death rates from inoculations were 
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reported within the 2.5% range of expected deaths near Valladolid, while somewhat higher 

death rates were reported in the other areas. Since deaths from inoculation were related to 

the type of the disease infecting the viral matter donors, it appears that different strains of 

the disease were at work in Valladolid, Oaxaca, and Tehuantepec. 

Successful inoculation of Miami Chief Little Turtle in 1797 marked the transition from 

inoculation with live small-pox matter to cow-pox based vaccinations for American Indians 

in the United States. Prior to Little Turtle's inoculation in 1797, at least three groups of 

American Indians, including Delawares, Shawnees and Miamis were interacting with Army 

surgeon's mate Joseph Gardner Andrews and accepting limited treatments from him. 

Andrews, stationed at Fort Defiance met many of the Delawares, Shawnees, Miamis and 

Potawattomies who were in the area preparatory to treaty conferences being held at 

Greenville, Indiana. 

Andrews' medical services were offered to American Indians on a quasi-diplomatic basis 

that was grounded in social, medical and ideological paradigms which later became common 

to imperial medicine. Miami Chief Little Turtle, and other American Indian leaders, 

maintained social relationships with Andrews and military officers at Fort Defiance. These 

relationships occasionally led to calls on Andrews for medical treatment. Andrews, for 

example, treated two Delaware women with an emetic and one other woman for edema. 

(1795, April, 85) Several months later, Andrews accompanied officers to a Delaware camp 

where he treated an ailing Delaware chief (Andrews, 171)C)thervisits to ailing Indians were 

recorded throughout the sunmier, and by July, Andrews noted that nearly everyone stationed 
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at Fort Defiance was sick with "ague" and "febris intermittens"[nialaria]. (184) Interestingly, 

Andrews' medication of choice for the treatment of malaria was an old American Indian 

medicine, "Cinchona Peruviana" [quimne]. (184) 

By the first of October, having been sick with malaria himself, Andrews no longer 

recorded treatments of American Indians. He did mention, however, that over five hundred 

people were sick [with malaria] at the Greenville treaty grounds, the majority of whom must 

have been American Indians. (247) 

By late fall, Andrew's successes seem to have waned. On Oct. 28, 1795 Andrews 

mentioned that he was upset with an Ensign Frothingham because he had gone to an Indian 

woman for treatment [for malaria]. Much like his medical successors, Andrews felt that his 

treatment of American Indians was acceptable, but that Indian treatments of his men were 

not. (250) For the record, Frothingham apologized to Andrews and admitted that neither set 

of treatments seemed to have helped his condition. Andrews' journal entry ended on a 

satisfactory note, stating that his patient had been restored to his care. (250) 

Chief Little Turtle, who had been a visitor to Fort Defiance and an acquaintance of 

Andrews, was inoculated with live smallpox virus two years later in 1797. (Rush, 240) Dr. 

Benjamin Rush, former representative to the Continental Congress, Physician General of the 

Continental Army, signer of the Declaration of Independence, and fiiend of American 

presidents, inoculated Little Turtle as part of the Miami chiefs diplomatic visit to 

Philadelphia in 1797. (1954, Little Turtle. 8; Rush, 3,131) Five years after his inoculation. 

Chief Little Turtle was also involved in the introduction of imperial medicine to American 
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Indians. Miami Chief Little Turtle, Shawnee Chief Black Hoof, and other members of 

Miami, Delaware and Shawnee delegations to Washington, DC accepted cow-pox related 

vaccinations from President Thomas Jefferson during the winter of 1802. 

The practices of imperial medicine and the American Indian began with Edward Jenner 

and the development of cow-pox related smallpox vaccinations. Cow-pox vaccinations, once 

developed, proved that immunities afforded by cross-infection wth another Orthopoxvirus 

disease offered humans protection from smallpox. (Fenner, et al, 258) Jennerian 

vaccinations also provided an effective diplomatic tool for American politicians because 

unlike "live" viral inoculations, cow-pox vaccination did not spread the disease. Armed with 

this technology, the federal government offered American Indians proof of their power to 

stop the dread disease. 

Edward Jenner's contribution to imperial medicine and the American Indian are rooted 

in another of Nature's cures that provided protection from one disease by use of another 

disease. Though Jennerian vaccinations did begin an era of "scientific" cures, Jenner did not 

manufacture a "new" virus that attacked smallpox. Jenner had the good sense to prove what 

milk-maids, dairy-men and at least six other practitioners [Fewster, 1765; Bose, 1769; Jesty, 

1774, Nash, 1781, Piatt and Jensen, 1791] had suspected before his experiments. (Dixon, 

1-4,6,8,10,30; Baxby, 2,6-7,29) Jenner proved that exposure to the viral matter of cow-

pox protected humans from smallpox. Jenner differed from his predecessors because he 

retained an active interest in the global dissemination of cow-pox related vaccinations. His 

personal interests also influenced the evolution of imperial medicine in Spain, Canada, and 
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the United States because cow-pox related vaccinations were used by colonizing nations to 

further political and economic gains. 

The seeds of imperial medicine; Canada, the Global Model, Spain and the U.S.: 

Canada: 

Edward Jenner influenced vaccination of colonized indigenous populations that inci uded 

the Five Nations of Canada, Native Americans dwelling in Spanish held territories, and 

Native Americans in the United States. Sometime after successful vaccination of the 

"Canadian Indians" (prior to 1804) Jenner supplied an autographed edition of his Address 

of the Roval Jennerian Societv (1803), to members of the Mohawk, Onondaga, Seneca, 

Oneida and Cayouga nations gathered at Fort George. (Jenner, in LeFanu, 104-105) 

Responding to requests of missionaries, the military and Canadian civilian Indian 

authorities, Jenner's publication instructed American Indians how to administer smallpox 

vaccinations. This response to the Five Nations, by Jenner, appeared to reflect appreciation 

for earlier vaccinations supplied Native populations at St. Frances. (LeFanu, 104) 

The day (Nov. 8, 1807) Jenner's gift was presented to chiefs of the Five Nations 

assembled at Fort George, Upper Canada, they returned a letter of their appreciation to 

Jenner. Included with the letter was an impressive belt and string of wampum of the type 

used to solenmize treaties. (LeFanu, 106) Also included in the letter was confirmation that 

Canadian authorities were providing a physician (i. e., a "man of skill") to treat Five 

Nations' members when "sick and wounded." (LeFanu, 106) It could be argued that these 

vaccinations of Native Americans constituted the seeds of an imperial medical model 
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implanted in Canada. Priests, physicians, and military and civilian authorities were involved, 

as were members of Indian nations who could, arguably, have been considered British 

military allies. 

The global vaccinatioo model: 

A brief examination of the acceptance of smallpox vaccinations in the wake of Jenner's 

efforts indicates two things. First, that many governments were prepared to offer and enforce 

mass vaccinations of domestic and military populations. Second, that imperial nations found 

vaccination of colonial populations efficacious. Between 1800 and 1825, domestic 

populations in England, France, Bavaria, Hanover, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Russia, and 

Turkey had been vaccinated by various state and federal institutions. (1913, History of 

Inoculation. 190; 1807, Christian Observer. 387; Hopkins, 79,81, 86; Marks & Beatty, 31) 

An estimated two million Italians had been vaccinated by 1814 when the head of the Roman 

Catholic Church had declared vaccination a "precious discovery." (Hopkins, 81, 83) 

Personnel in the British army and navy were vaccinated in 1800, and the French military 

forces were vaccinated in 180S. The United States army was vaccinated in 1812 and again 

in 1825, in conjunction with the United States navy, after outbreaks of smallpox in both 

branches of the service. (1801, Jan. - June, Connecticut Magazine: Hopkins, 79, 275; 

Weeks, 137) Compulsory vaccinations were established in Sweden (1816), Hanover (1821) 

and the United States in 18l3,thoughtheCitizen's Vaccination Act of 1813 was rescinded 

in 1822. (1813, Public Statutes, v. 4, 514; Furman, 42; Hopkins, 86; Weeks, 138) The 

Citizen's Vaccination Act was rescinded because independent or individual state sponsored 
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vaccinations had replaced the need for a federal vaccination program in the United States. 

(Furman, 42; Weeks, 138) 

Between 1800 and 1807, colonials residing in Spanish territories, including the far 

western colonies in the Pacific and the Phillippines had been vaccinated. (Dunlop, 31-S2; 

Smith, 40-54) In 1805, Russian leaders arranged for vaccination of indigenous peoples 

located along their Chinese border, while colonial populations in Constantinople and 

Solonica were vaccinated by 1807. (1803, November, Boston Weekly: Marks & Beatty, 31; 

McNeill, 225) By 1809, Brazilian colonial populations had also been vaccinated. (1809, 

Christian Observer. 122) 

Spain; 

Jenner's discoveries certainly influenced development of imperial medicine practiced 

after 1803 in Spanish colonial possessions. By January, 1800 Jenner's treatise, and threads 

encrusted with "cow-pox virus," had been sent to Spanish monarch Carlos n. (Smith, 13) 

Historian Joel Shurkin (199) maintains that Carlos, having recently lost a daughter to 

smallpox, developed an interest in dissemination of Jennerian vaccination throughout his 

empire. Somewhat in contrast to this, historian Michael Smith, in his well-documented 

account of the Spanish colonial vaccination expeditions, maintains that the king placed 

vaccination of the Spanish provinces in the hands of the Council of the Indies. (13) Either 

way, by November 30,1803 when Dr. Francisco Xavier de Balmis left Spain to vaccinate 

in the provinces ofNew Spain, (Smith, 49) all imperial medical model sectors were in place. 

Authorization and direction of the "Real expedicion maritama de la vacuna" was in the 
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hands of the Council of the Indies, (Smith, 13) the political organization charged with 

administration of Spanish crown possessions. The governor of the Council of the Indies, the 

Marques de Bajamar, justified the expedition on the basis of economics, stating that 

smallpox was killing between 30% and 50% of Spanish colonial populations. This situation, 

according to de Bajamar, reduced tributes and commerce, degraded agricultural and mine 

productions, and caused a steep decline in income to the royal treasury. (Smith, 14) 

The governor of the Indies had originally authorized use of two Spanish Armada ships, 

to involve the military in the vaccination expeditions. Expedition doctors were ordered to 

treat colonials residing in the Spanish provinces and to train both medical and lay 

practitioners in the arts of vaccination, vaccine production and protection and transportation 

of vaccines. Expedition personnel were to utilize Spanish colonial infrastructures and 

municipal (political) resources to fund and expand vaccination 'programs. (Smith, 13,14,49, 

62) 

The Council of the Indies, in a report issued by Dr. Jose Phelipe de Flores, Feb. 28,1803, 

also recommended that the Catholic church be used to legitimize vaccination programs. 

(Smith, 14) Dr. de Flores, physician of the King's Chamber, also laid out the proposed 

vaccination expeditions for the Council of the Indies. (Smith, 13) De Flores advised that 

infant baptisms tied to vaccinations, special services and prayers by the Pope, in addition to 

other church activities would "endow vaccination with a religious quality." (Smith, 14) 

Spanish vaccination expeditions were also racist because vaccination of indigenous 

persons was not intended; the expeditions were designed to vaccinate colonial settler 
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populations. Of more than 150,000 people vaccinated in the early Spanish expeditions, few 

Indians were vaccinated and over-all, indigenous medical practices were denigrated. (Smith, 

49,54,62) The one exception to the Spanish vaccination expeditions concerned vaccinations 

of Indians in what is now the state of Oaxaca. Thanks to the efforts of the local municipal 

vaccination board, established in Oaxaca in Nov., 1804, Indians living in the Mixteca and 

Zapotec regions were vaccinated as a humanitarian measure. (Smith, 40-41) According to 

historian Michael Smith, a local attorney financed the expedition to the Mixteca and Zapotec 

regions, where by the end of 1806, an estimated 16,983 Indians had been vaccinated. (Smith, 

41) Smith also found that Native curanderos accepted training in the arts of vaccination in 

Guatemala and in Ciudad Real de Chiapas where they vaccinated people, while another 784 

indigenous persons accepted vaccinations from a Spanish priest. (53) Overall, the majority 

of the expedition records indicate that any considered resistance to vaccination by Indians 

was viewed as "stupid or ignorant" (Smith, 54) a position that colonial historians such as 

Angela Thompson, continue to advocate relative to American Indian health care practices 

(441) 

Smallpox vaccination initiated the seeds of imperial medicine in Spanish colonial 

provinces almost as an afterthought. Vaccine matter, propagated in the arms of children to 

reduce or eliminate the spread of vaccinal syphilis, (Smith, 17) was carried throughout the 

Spamsh empire. Balmis, after leaving Spanish possessions, also vaccinated British colonial 

populations in Macao, Canton and St. Helena. (Moes, 23-24) 

The United States: 
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Cow-pox vaccinations were also involved in the development of imperial medicine in 

the United States. Practices begun by President Thomas Jefferson in 1802 culminated in a 

full-blown imperial medical model that was in place by 1831. The incipient form that 

occurred during 1802 - 1831 consisted of contributions by powerful physicians, the 

American military and influential religious leaders. 

The process began with President Thomas Jefferson, who as both scientist and President 

corresponded with Edward Jenner through Dr. Benjamin Waterhouse. (December 1,1801). 

(LeFanu, 104) Dr. Waterhouse received a supply of cow-pox matter from Jenner that was 

given to Thomas Jefferson to test on two hundred of his slaves, family members, and friends. 

(Baron, 385-389; Halsey, 5; Moes, 14) 

Jefferson supplied vaccine materials that he had propagated in these people to the 

Chaplain of Congress Reverend Dr. Edward Gantt shortly after Jan. 17, 1802. (Halsey, 5; 

Waterhouse, 37,38) Upon receiving JeflFerson's instructions and the vaccine materials, Gantt 

vaccinated Miami Chief Little Turtle and a group of Miami men who were in Washington, 

DC for conferences regarding the treaty of Greenville. (Waterhouse, 38) As part of the 

diplomatic processes, Jefferson had an extra supply of vaccine materials, along with written 

vaccination instructions, delivered to Little Turtle, advising him to administer them to other 

Miamis. (Waterhouse, 38) A few days later, on Feb. 5, members of a Shawnee and Delaware 

delegation to Washington, led by Shawnee Chief Black Hoof, were also vaccinated at 

Jefferson's request as part of his continued diplomatic efforts with American Indians. At 

his meeting with Secretary of War Henry Dearborn, Black Hoof expressed his gratitude to 
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Jefferson for the vaccinations. (Black Hoof, 1802) 

Powerful politicians and physicians, including the Chaplain of Congress and Secretary 

of War Henry Dearborn, a "physician turned soldier" (Prucha, 206), were involved in the 

first vaccinations of American Indians. Though vaccine matters had been produced as part 

of the president's experiments, there are no indications that vaccinations supplied by 

Jefferson to the Indians were considered on-going experiments. 

Vaccinations as Tools of Diplomacy: 

The Lewis and Clark expedition was the next federal vehicle utilized for development 

of imperial medicine among American Indian communities. On June 20, 1803, Thomas 

Jefferson instructed Meriwether Lewis to carry "kine-pox matter" (i. e., cow-pox matter) 

to American Indians as a matter of diplomacy. (Jefferson, in Jackson, v. 1,64) By the time 

the westward-bound expedition reached Cincinnati, the vaccine matter had been destroyed 

and Meriwether Lewis had requested replacement materials. Nothing, however, indicates 

that replacement vaccine matters were forthcoming. (Lewis, in Jackson, v. 1, 126) 

According to the records of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, diplomatic purposes were 

important components of the expedition. As a result, influential American Indian chiefs, on 

Jefferson's instructions, were to be sent to Washington, DC for a variety of reasons that 

included impressing upon them the military might and industrial power of the United States. 

(Jefferson, in Jackson, v. 1,64) As Lewis and Clark sent American Indian delegates back 

to Washington, £)C, however, the problem of smallpox and the unprotected Indians arose 

in Indiana. 
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On May 27,1805, William Henry Harrison, Governor of Indiana Territory advised 

Secretary of War Henry Dearborn of the danger to American Indians because of epidemic 

smallpox currently affecting the Kentucky area. Harrison (a former medical school student) 

notified Dearborn, that all American Indians should be vaccinated in Vincennes prior to 

sending them east. (Harrison, in Jackson, v. 1, 246) Nothing indicates that cancellation of 

the dangerous visits was considered as American Indians were sent east af^er vaccinations. 

Regardless of the clearly recognized medical dangers to American Indian delegates, the tide 

of Indian visits was expected to smooth American Indian objections to a new federal 

presence. Smallpox vaccinations of American Indians were used to enable westward 

expansion of the United States in the wake of the Louisiana Purchase. 

Knowing the **other:'* 

In addition to vaccinations, doctors wanted to know more about American Indians and 

used the Lewis and Clark expedition to expedite their curiosities. In retrospect, it is difficult 

to imagine any of the expedition members confronting complete strangers with the questions 

Dr. Benjamin Rush had suggested be asked of American Indians. For all practical purposes, 

the questions reflected Dr. Rush's long-term interest in American Indian medical practices 

and their comparisons to the "civilized" practices of western medicine. (Rush, 1774) 

Speaking in 1774, Rush reflected that American Indians were still at the "savage" stage of 

development, as he described the diseases, births and treatment of children, diet, the 

customs of women, and customs common to both men and women. (2) 

In 1775, (2) Dr. Rush had represented American Indian women as stereotypical savage 
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females, dominated by males and subjected to labor that "[gave] a firmness to their bodies, 

bordering upon the masculine" and his questions for the Lewis and Clark Expedition reflect 

his continuing interest in this subject. (3) Rush had earlier stated that Indian women began 

their menses at about age 18, generally stopped before their 40"* birthdays, and that the 

menses consisted of small quantities "at regular intervals." (4) American Indian women were 

reputed to have married at age 20, that their marriages were of^en faithful and that divorce 

was easy. The late age of marriage, according to Rush, more properly prepared American 

Indian women for the rigors of childbirth. (4) It was also disclosed that Indian women nursed 

their children for a period of two years, during which time they improved the quality of their 

milk by refusing the embraces of their husbands. (3) Most of Rush's information was based 

on materials gleaned from authors who had reportedly spent "time among the Indians." 

(Pratt, in Rush, 1) Included among the reports that Rush relied on were those produced by 

Pierre Francis Xavier de Charlivoix (1744), Baron de Lahontan (1683), and a Dr. Edward 

Hand (ca. 1777) who had "observed Indians first hand" at Fort Pitt. (Pratt, in Rush, 1) It 

appears from the questions given to William Clark that Dr. Rush had retained his earlier 

interests and had hoped to up-date his "savage and Noble Redman" research. 

Three things are clear from Dr. Rush's requests of Lewis and Clark. First, that the Lewis 

and Clark materials marked a continuation of the information necessary for "knowing" and 

understanding the colonized "other." Second, it is also clear that Dr. Rush planned to up-date 

his earlier theses. Last, it is clear that Dr. Rush and other physicians also remained involved 

in the colonization of American Indians and the westward expansion of the United States. 
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Smallpox vaccinatioos; cornerstones of the imperial medical model: 

Smallpox vaccinations continued to be important comer-stones in the development of 

the American Indian imperial medical model. In 1806, Cherokee chiefs hired a non-Native 

physician to administer smallpox vaccinations in the Cherokee nation. (Howard, 73) 

According to medical historian R. P. Howard (73), the physician was paid $150.00 for his 

services, arguing that a great many vaccinations had been accepted by the Cherokees. 

Independent vaccination of the Cherokees also indicated that a portion of the Cherokees had 

accepted one western medical practice because it was effective. Similarly, other tribes also 

accepted smallpox vaccinations, as ethnographers Alice Fletcher and Francis LaFlesche 

afHrmed that the first federal vaccinations of the Omahas were provided af^er the treaty of 

Portage de Sioux, July I, 1815.(622) 

By June 10, 1820, another federal diplomatic vaccination effort had ended like that of 

the Lewis and Clark expedition. Vaccine matters carried by the S. H. Long expedition and 

supplied by the War Department, had been ruined in a wrecked keel boat before reaching 

Ohio. (James, 286, 290) Unlike the Lewis and Clark expedition, the War Department had 

targeted only one group, the Pawnees, for diplomatic vaccinations. In both cases the federal 

intent to use vaccinations as diplomatic devices was clear, as was the federal intent when 

they vaccinated the Omahas in 1815 after a treaty council. 

Westward expansion; vaccination as a continued tool of diplomacy: 

Not to be outdone by politicians and physicians, army officers and missionaries also 

recommended the use of smallpox vaccinations to accommodate westward expansion. The 
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Reverend Jedidiah Morse (1822, 91-92), in an effort to convince the War E)epartment that 

American Indians could be civilized through religious education and by physical well being 

improved by physicians and vaccinations, cited United States army colonel W. A. Trimble's 

report of August 7,1818. Submitted four years prior to Morse's report to Secretary of War 

John C. Calhoun, Trimble had already requested federal vaccination of American Indians. 

(Trimble, in Morse, 260) 

Colonel Trimble, providing detailed movements and activities of Comanches over the 

previous year, had suggested vaccination of them in the wake of the devastating smallpox 

epidemic they suffered in 1816. (Trimble, in Morse, 259, 260) Trimble suggested that 

vaccination, "dictated by humanity" could be accomplished fairly cheaply. Trimble was also 

following his primary agenda of reporting to the War Department the migratory and buffalo 

hunting patterns of the Comanches, their normal geographical habitations, trading partners, 

and relationships with Mexico. (Trimble, in Morse, 259-260) 

Reverend Morse's report, commissioned by the President and funded by the federal 

government, was to have produced a new model for federal expenditures covered by the 

Civilization fimd that was established by the United States to facilitate the civilization of 

Indian communities. (1819, March 13; Morse, 11) Consisting of eight volumes (500 pages) 

of reports and suggestions, Morse's basic conclusion regarding health care for Indians 

suggested that physicians be sent to reservation populations as agents of civilization. Morse 

also recommended that smallpox vaccinations be administered under the same rubric of 

civilization though he did not specifically identify target vaccination communities. (Morse, 
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91 )  

Though neither Morse nor Trimble received the requested federal vaccinations for 

American Indians, Morse's report did lay the foundations for various parts of the imperial 

medical model that began to appear in medical benefits treaties after 1832. (Appendix 9.1) 

Thirty five treaties enacted between 1832 and 1868 contained provisions for physicians, 

while seven of the medical benefits treaties specifically provided for smallpox vaccinations. 

(Appendix 9.1) Though no medical benefits were funded by the Civilization firnd, most 

medical benefits were defined in what are commonly referred to as ''civilization'' clauses of 

the treaties. (Appendix 9.1) Interestingly, treaties containing specific medical benefits were 

enacted after John C. Calhoun's tenure as Secretary of War had ended. 

Smallpox and federal vaccinations were also recommended as reasons for federal 

removal of American Indians when Baptist missionary Isaac McCoy petitioned Congress 

for vaccination of American Indians located in the Lake country. (1832, March 23) McCoy 

advised that "Lake" groups already debilitated by smallpox, would more readily accept 

federal "ward-ship" and recommended immediate federal purchase of their lands. (1832, 

March 23) As the federal surveyor of the lands in question, the Reverend McCoy also spoke 

eloquently in another report, of the abundant minerals, ores, forests and river resources the 

American Indians should be willing to trade in return for the vaccinations.(McCoy, 1832) 

Delegates to Washington, DC: 

The health of American Indian delegates to Washington, E)C was also a concern during 

this era of development. Documented by Herman Viola, comprehensive health care services 
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were provided to American Indian delegates through the offices of the Surgeon General until 

1832. (Viola, 154) All types of medical conditions, including smallpox vaccinations, were 

cared for at federal expense. By 1824, the Office of Indian Affairs was allocating $450.00 

annually for medical expenses incurred by Native American delegates. Army physicians 

were paid an estimated $150.00 per year to treat delegates. (Viola, 152) 

The relationship between army physicians and American Indians was not a particularly 

positive one for the delegates and after 1832, private physicians were employed by the 

Office of Indian affairs. (154) According to Viola, problems with delegate medical care, 

funerals, and other issues associated with Washington, DC exacted a heavy toll on delegate 

experiences in Washington. (152-167) The primary medical problems encountered by 

American Indians in Washington, DC seem to have been measles, smallpox, pneumonia and 

venereal diseases. Other problems included personal injuries, alcohol, influenza, and a wide 

range of accidents. 

In summary, the eradication of smallpox, based on post-Jennerian methods and 

discoveries, has focused on former colonized nations. Eradication of the dread disease was 

primarily funded by the governments of former imperial nations while former victims of 

colonization were fi'eed of a disease that had been a global horror for nearly thirty-five 

hundred years. 

Early roots of American Indian health care were grounded in colonial practices of 

inoculation with live smallpox matter that seemed to work as well on American Indians as 

it did on non-Natives. Imperial medicine was influenced by Jennerian vaccination 
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procedures that proved to be effective tools of empire in Canada, the Spanish possessions, 

the United States and in other colonized areas of the world. The imperial medical model was 

developed simultaneously among global populations in the wake of Edward Jenner's 

discoveries. Use of the cow-pox related vaccinations and Jenner's discoveries involved 

various diplomatic, political, military and economic motives that were not often 

humanitarian in nature. Powerful politicians, military leaders, physicians and influential 

religious leaders utilized smallpox vaccinations to develop a model of imperial health care 

that was often racist, exclusionary and denigratory. Smallpox vaccinations, and other health 

care services offered American Indians in the United States, were used to facilitate westward 

expansion. The dangers of various diseases and conditions, however well known to non-

Native politicians, did not stop or delay the processes of federal expansion. Imperial medical 

goals fostered by various reports portrayed American Indians as the stereotypical "others" 

common to colonized societies. 

Smallpox vaccinations were an important cornerstone of developing imperial medical 

policies in the United States. At times, smallpox and vaccinations provided federal 

justification for removal and exacerbated land loss for American Indians. Reports issued in 

1822 remained influential in the development of medical benefits treaties and imperial 

medical policies that would affect American Indians for many decades after their issuance. 

By 1832, the foundations had been laid in the United States for further development of the 

imperial medical model and the American Indian. 
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Chapter 6 

Federal responses to epidemic smallpox among Native Americans 

On May 5, 1832 members of Congress enacted the first piece of federal legislation 

designed to deal with a specific American Indian health problem, epidemic smallpox. 

Commonly known as the "Indian Vaccination Act," it actually served to permit federal 

Indian removal and to enable other federal goals. Though protection of American Indians 

from smallpox was the ostensible goal of the vaccination program, imperial capitalist 

expansion agendas and goals were at its heart. Non-Native politicians controlled the 

processes, and many of these men resented the vaccination program and did their best to 

deny or curtail services offered to American Indians who they viewed as enemies of the 

state. 

The Secretary of War had absolute discretion over the program as leader of the American 

army and as the person who controlled the Office of Indian affairs. The American military 

was utilized throughout the program, as were civilian physicians who often viewed jobs 

offered by the Act as political patronage. 

The programs initiated under the Indian Vaccination Act were funded with an initial 

$12,000.00 appropriation, plus one additional appropriation of SSOOO.OO (1839, March 3) 

that constituted the main federal effort to control smallpox among American Indian tribes 

for almost a decade. Though no additional funds were appropriated under the Vaccination 

Act, there were long lasting effects of the legislation. Vaccination of American Indians 

became a legitimizing device that was used to justify a federal presence among American 
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Indian conununities over the next four decades. Military physicians, treaty physicians and 

Indian agents continued to respond to smallpox with isolated "heroic" vaccination efforts 

as smallpox struck various tribal groups between 1838 and the mid- to late 1860's. 

Systematic preventative vaccination of American Indians for smallpox was never practiced 

before 1871, by which time the horror of smallpox had run its course through nearly every 

Native American community in north America. 

Legislation of AmericaD Indian health care; the Indian Vaccination Act, 1832: 

Legislative processes: 

Prior to the Vaccination Act, (Sept., 1830) Indian agents had been authorized by the 

Secretary of War to hire individual physicians to vaccinate or treat American Indians at their 

agencies. (Randolph, 1830, Sept.23) As smallpox spread across the central Plains between 

1831 and 1832, individual efforts were not sufficient to stop the disease. From October, 

1831 to April, 1832 desperate Indian agents begged regional Superintendents of Indian 

Affairs and Commissioner of Indian Affairs Elbert Herring for help. By March of 1832, 

persistent missionaries echoed the pleas of the agents, and lobbied members of Congress and 

the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in Washington, EXT. (Dougherty, 1831, Oct. 29,1832, 

Feb. 8; Jackson, 1832, March 16; McCoy, 1832, March 23, March 27) 

Germ warfare, victimization and deficit theories: 

The language of the report that the Commissioner of Indian Affairs finally presented to 

Congress deflected the blame for the epidemic onto the Indians themselves. The 

Commissioner's report "Smallpox among the Indians" credited the first epidemics of 
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smallpox among the Chippewas to their associations with the French and British. 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs Herring implied that Chippewa political alliances 

unfavorable to the United States, had placed the Chippewas in a position to bring smallpox 

into their nation. (Herring, 1832, Nov. 22) Herring also claimed that sometime in the mid-

1700's, Chippewas had brought the disease upon themselves by drinking from a forbidden 

keg of liquor that had been wrapped in a flag poisoned with smallpox material. The tale 

involved trade writh foreign nations, alcohol, germ warfare, the spread of the disease by war 

parties and the further introduction of the disease among the Chippewas by French 

voyageurs. (Herring, 1832, Nov. 22) Using the logic and rhetoric of imperial medicine and 

victimization or deficit based theories. Herring had absolved the United States of 

responsibilities for the disease, blaming the victims themselves. 

The Conmiissioner's report requesting vaccinations for American Indians on the 

American frontier, was finally sent to the House Committee on Indian affairs where, by 

April, Congressmen and Senators were forced to deal with the problem of Indian 

vaccinations. Passage of any bill that offered medical aid to American Indians was 

problematic because there were no precedents for such a piece of legislation and these 

services were not provided in any treaties. Congress was also still deeply embroiled in Indian 

Removal processes that did not, at that time, contain any medical provisions for American 

Indians. The proposed vaccination legislation contained a single $12,000.00 appropriation 

that was intended to "prevent the spreading of the smallpox along the Indian frontiers." 

(1832, April 4, H.R. 2384) Southerners in both the House ofRepresentatives and the Senate, 
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vigorously opposed passage of the bill. Some of the politicians opposed the proposed 

legislation in its original form, and some opposed it in its entirety. 

Southern opposition to American Indian vaccinations; 

Southern Congressmen first opposed the bill on fiscal grounds, maintaining that 

$6000.00 would be sufficient since the Indians had already had smallpox. They also 

suggested reducing surgeons' fees to $4.00 per diem (in lieu of the proposed $6.00), or that 

vaccinations be performed by military surgeons which would further reduce federal costs. 

Southern Congressmen also insisted that the Secretary of War should not be given 

discretionary spending authority for the $ 12,000.00. Congressman Wickliffe (KY), who was 

most outspoken against passage of the bill, finally relented in the face of strong opposition 

from northern Congressmen, and the bill was forwarded to the Senate. (1832, April 4, H. 

R. 2384-2386) 

Resistance to the bill in the Senate was mounted by a block of southern Senators 

determined to oppose any relief to American Indians. Senator Buckner (MO), who delayed 

passage of the bill, spoke viciously of not helping enemies; 

"He did not wish to cherish these persons... our natural enemy ...who had marked 

their course by fire and desolation ... [who] had so frequently snatched the infant 

from the nipple of its mothers breast, and dashed its brains out against a tree... those 

who had done so much injury to our own citizens ..." (1832, April 17,18, 

Sen. 791,795) 

Buckner, an obvious proponent of the "savage" stereotype applied to American Indians, 
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also objected that the appropriation would set a precedent for further expenses, and that he 

felt the $12,000.00 and $6.00 per diem fees were excessive. He also worried that the 

Constitution restricted such aid to perceived enemies of the state. (1832, April 17,18, Sen. 

791,795) 

Senators Grundy (TN), Miller (SC), and Mangum (NC) supported Buckner's position. 

Of the ten Senators who voted against the bill, nine were from the states of Alabama, 

Indiana, Missouri, Louisiana, Missouri, North Carolina, Missouri and Virginia. The tenth 

Senator who voted against the bill was fr^om New Jersey. A majority of northern Senators, 

supported the bill and finally passed it on its third reading. Among the thirty one Senators 

who voted for the bill were three southerners and one well known Senator from 

Massachusetts, Daniel Webster. (1832, April 24, Sen. 834) 

No objections to the bill were raised on the basis of treaty rights or obligations because 

there were no medical benefits treaties in effect on May 5,1832 other than the Miami treaty 

that did not provide for vaccinations. (1826). The Miami treaty of 1826, and subsequent 

amendments to that treaty, contained small cash endowments for care of the "poor and 

infirm." (Kappler, 199) 

Objections to the bill on the basis of a lack of funding were rather weak because no one 

mentioned that the proposed $12,000.00 was a small drop in a very large federal bucket. 

The proposed $12,000.00 was more than offset by the 346,986,056 acres of land gained 

from American Indians by 1832. (1839, Feb. 2) Neither was the appropriation itself 

particularly large when compared to Office of Indian affairs requisitions for 1832 that 
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amounted to $958,959.28. (1832, Nov. 29) Politicians must also have recognized the 

possible consequences of removing an additional seventy two thousand unvaccinated people 

into an area raging with smallpox. (1836, March 8,417) Vaccination protection, in effect, 

was simply a matter of good politics that could be used to support federal goals that included 

removal of American Indians from the south. 

The Indian Vaccination Act, May 5,1832: 

The Indian Vaccination Act limited the vaccination program to $12,000.00, set 

vaccinating physicians' pay at $6.00 ]3er day and gave the Secretary of War full authority 

over development and implementation of the program. (1832, May 5, v. 4, 514) The Act 

established no specific demographic parameters, but merely provided that vaccination be 

extended to those tribes on the American "frontier." "Frontier" was not defined, and it was 

left to the Secretary of War to determine which tribes were, or were not, vaccinated and 

when and where they would be vaccinated. American Indian tribes had no input into any 

of the political or decision making processes involved with the bill or implementation of the 

Act. 

By May 10th, Secretary of War Lewis Cass had issued two sets of orders implementing 

the vaccination program. In addition to the general vaccination order, Cass specifically 

ordered Indian agent John Dougherty to limit vaccinations to tribes located in the lower 

Missouri River valley. (1832, May 9) Cass's general vaccination order, was sent to Indian 

agents and Superintendents of reservation or removal tribes and specified vaccination 

processes, determined who was hired to perform the vaccinations, and authorized 
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expenditures. During the course of the next three months, vaccinations were authorized for 

the tribes and groups listed in Table 6.1. (Cass, 1832, May 9; May 10) 

Table 6.1: Indian Vaccination Act appropriations by group; J832 
Missouri River 

Potawattomies & IVfiamis 
Inds. of III. & west of Mississippi Ri\-er 
Choctaws 
Osaees 
Shawnces; Kickapoos; et a) 

Chippcwas; Ottawas 
Cherokecs, west 
Creeks, west 
Menominees 

Seminoles 
Indians of Ohio 

Chippewas of Lk. Superior, et a I 
Creeks, east 

Porter's Agency 
• Vaccine Matter • 

500 1000 1500 2000 
$ Appropriated for \'accination by Agency 

(1832, Nov. 22). Statement D of the Fund for extending the benefits of vaccination to the 
Indian tribes. Report from the Office of Indian affairs. Annual report of the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 1832 f Microfiche 1925: 174). Englewood, CO: 
Microcard Editions, an Indianhead Co. 

Missouri River agency vaccinations were arranged for Otoes, lowas, Omahas, Poncas, 

Yankton, Yanktonai, and Teton Sioux, and members of the Republican, Grand and Loup 

Pawnee bands. (David, 1832; Martin, 1832; Maximilian, 1906) Various groups of American 

Indians were vaccinated in addition to the Indians of Illinois and west of the Mississippi 

River category. These groups included the Sioux at Fort Snelling, Wiimebagoes and 
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Menominees, Sauks and Foxes, Wyandots, Munsees, Shawnees, Ottawas, Chippewas, 

Potawattomies, Senecas of Lewistown, Miamis, Winnebagoes, and Christian Indians. 

Vaccinations authorized under the Act prior to its passage included vaccination of the Great 

and Little Osages, Creeks (twenty eastern towns and those Creeks living near Fort Mitchell), 

Indians living at Fort Leavenworth, and Chippewas and Ottawas residing in Michigan. 

(Herring, 1833, Feb. 1; Allen, 1832), Delawares, Shawnees, some Sioux, Menominees, 

Winnebagoes, and Ottawas of the Miami, and Potawattomies of the St. Joseph. (Herring, 

1832, Dec. 1)' 

Civilian physicians were hired to vaccinate groups at the Missouri River agency, 

Potwattomies and Miamis and the Choctaws, Osages, Shawnees, Kickapoos, Seminoles and 

Creeks (east) and certain tribes in Michigan. (Herring, 1832, Dec. 1) Army surgeons were 

assigned to vaccinate all other tribes. (Table 6.1) Civilian surgeons were to be paid $.06 per 

vaccination, or in cases where travel was involved, $6.00 per day, that was based on a one 

hundred per day rate of administered vaccinations. (Herring, 1833, Feb. 1) In spite of the 

many Congressmen who requested jobs for their favorite physicians, most doctors hired 

under the Act lived in, or near, the vaccination areas. (Herring, 1833, Feb. 1) 

1 

The following Indian Agents or Superintendents were responsible for the groups of 
American Indians identified in Table 6.1. J. M. Street, Indian agent for the Indians of 
Illinois and west of the Mississippi River; L. Taliaferro, Indian agent, Fort Sneiling for 
the Sioux; J. H. Kenzie, Indian agent for the Winnebagoes and Menominees; F. St. Vrain, 
Indian agent for the Sauks and Foxes; George B. Porter, Governor and Superintendent of 
Indian Affairs for Wyandots, Munsees, Shawnees, Ottawas, Chippewas, Potawattomies, 
Senecas of Lewistown, Miamis, Winnebagoes and Christian Indians. 
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Examination of vaccination records and archival materials indicate that civilian surgeons 

were generally from Missouri, Indiana or the southern states and that army surgeons and 

physicians stationed near vaccination tribes had been employed as well. The hiring patterns 

reflect the demographics of the program and allied federal programs affecting American 

Indians. Most of the tribes vaccinated were either in the St. Louis Superintendency, the 

Michigan Superintendency, were located in Kansas or Arkansas, or were removal tribes. 

Removal tribes vaccinated included Ottawas, Chippewas, Winnebagoes, Potawattomies, 

Creeks, Cherokees, Kickapoos, Delawares, Shawnees, Seminoles, Weas, Piankeshaws, 

Peorias, Kaskaskias, Senecas of Ohio, Senecas and Shawnees, Ottawas of Ohio, and Miamis. 

(Table 6.2) f 1833. Statement A: 1833, Feb. 1,1834. Statement: 1836. Census: 1839. March 

3; 1841, Document 14: 1841, Feb. 4; Foreman, 1932, 109-110; Lewis, 1834, Nov. 9; 

Maximilian, 1903, 286; Pilcher, 1838, Sept. 12; Prefontaine, 1838; Schoolcraft & Allen, 

1832) 

The cordonnes sanitaire of Indian removal: 

One effect of smallpox vaccinations ordered for American Indians involved with the 

United States under the auspices of the Indian Removal Act was to create the cordonnes 

sanitaire peculiar to imperial medicine. When Secretary of War Lewis Cass ordered 

vaccinations of removal tribes he created the cordonnes sanitaire that in effect, protected 

non-Natives from the diseases devastating American Indians. Natives were rendered 

"harmless" to non-Native populations among whom they traveled, especially in cities such 

as St. Louis, Natchez, Vicksburg, and Memphis. Segregation west of the Mississippi River 
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further advanced the idea of the cordomes sanitaire where American Indians were to be 

isolated from the balance of the non-Native population of north America. 

Demographics of the Indian Vaccination Act: 

By February 1,1833, the Commissioner oflndian Affairs considered vaccinations under 

the federal program to be complete. Initial disbursements totaling $7,495.50 had been made 

that provided for all groups included in the initial program. (Table 6.1) With the inclusion 

of funds disbursed for prior vaccinations and expenses, $3,807.50 was considered excess 

fimding. Commissioner oflndian Affairs Herring felt that most of this excess funding could 

be used to provide some other type of health care for Indians undergoing removal. 

Table 6.2 Indian Vaccination Act; Vaccinations 1832-1841 

4000 Cherokees 

1^52 Senecas; Shawnees 

6839 Creeks, east 

11347 Michigan 

1925 Shawnees; Kickapoos, ct al; Ottawas of Ohio 

||m2177 Great & Little Osages 

las; Pawnees 

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 
Minimum Total Vaccinations: 38745 

Note Table 6.2; The 11,347 vaccinations listed under Michigan included 2070 Chippewas 
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and Ottawas, (1832); 399 Ottawas and Chippewas; 700 Winnebagoes, Menominees; and 
8238 vaccinations (by census) of tribes living below Lake Superior in the Michigan and 
Wisconsin areas, 1839-1840. 

and suggested removing it from provisions of the Act. (1833, Jan. 31) According to 1833 

federal reports, at least 17,045 American Indians had been vaccinated by February 1,1833. 

(Herring, 1833, Feb. I) The numbers ofvaccinations filed were, however, incomplete at the 

time of the report and would not be reconstructed until removal reports, agency reports, and 

physicians' reports were filed after conclusion of another federal vaccination effort in 1839. 

(Table 6.2) 

Federal vaccination efforts advanced sporadically between 1833 and 1838 although 

vaccination of removal tribes continued throughout the period. Review of Indian removal 

records (Indian removals (Sen. Doc. 512 (22-1), v. 1-5) and the records of the Office of 

Indian Affairs, manuscripts, diaries, and Grant Foreman's works on Indian removal (1926, 

1932,1946) supply a great deal of information about removal era vaccinations. 

Federal funds: 

By the end of 1840, the federal government had committed $17,000.00 to American 

Indian smallpox vaccinations. The first $12,000.00 had been implemented in response to 

epidemic smallpox among American Indian tribes located on the central Plains, and the 

second $5,000.00 had been prompted by the smallpox epidemic of 1837-1838 among 

Missouri River tribes. By 1838, when word of the disastrous epidemic that struck upper 

Missouri River tribes had finally sifted through the federal government, vaccinations under 
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the Act were mostly complete for removal groups. In addition, after 1837 Indian removal 

regulations were modified to include federal provision of physicians and medical care for 

removal groups. (Poinsett, 1837) Future responsibilities for vaccination of removal groups 

were eliminated fi^om provisions under the Indian Vaccination Act. (1832, May 5) 

The first fund (Table 6.1) includes monies apportioned under both the Indian 

Vaccination Act (1832) and the subsequent $5,000.00 vaccination appropriation authorized 

by Congress (1839). The first vaccination funds were allocated to Indian Agencies and 

removal groups and the second fund ($5,000.00) was assigned to the St. Louis 

Superintendency, the Detroit Agency and to the Western Superintendency, which included 

many of the groups already removed. (Lewis, 1841: 88) 

The number of American Indians who received federal smallpox vaccinations: 

Physicians' and Indian Agents' reports indicate that at least 21,036 American Indians had 

been vaccinated by the end of 1838. Vaccinations involved all of the tribes scheduled for 

removal (except 15,000 Choctaws) and 9,471 vaccinations that had been administered but 

were not immediately reported. Census data from tribes remaining "south of lake Superior," 

(1836, March 8) indicated a possible vaccination population of 8,238 in that area. When 

the known vaccinations (21,036 and 9,471) are added to the census data (8,238) from 

Michigan and Wisconsin (where Indian agents and Superintendents concentrated on 

vaccinations) the estimated total of administered vaccinations is 38,745. (Table 6.2) 

Figures from the Western Superintendency were not reported for the second vaccination 

program, so are not included in the vaccination totals. No adjustment is made for under
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reporting because physicians increased estimates in their on-site reports to compensate for 

their lack of record keeping while administering vaccinations. (David, 1832; Martin, 1832; 

Prefontaine, 1838) Vaccinations dispensed by physicians working under treaty stipulations 

that began in 1833, are not included under the Vaccination Act or the subsequent $5,000.00 

appropriation because these costs were covered by the treaties. (Kappler; Chippewas & 

Ottawas, 1833, Sept. 26,1836, March 28; Winnebagoes 1832, Sept. 15) 

The 38,745 individuals vaccinated under the Vaccination Act is presented as the 

minimum number vaccinated, at a total cost of $14,692.50 ($17,000.00 adjusted for 

$3807.50 originally exempted, plus $1,500.00 Commissioner of Indian Affairs Harris 

charged to the original Act Feb. 26, 1838). (Harris to Hitchcock, 1838) It is practically 

impossible to establish reliable total numbers of American Indians vaccinated under the 

Indian Vaccination Act and the subsequent appropriation of 1839 because so many different 

entities were involved in the program. In addition, though the Act mandated that records be 

submitted by vaccinating physicians, physicians and Indian Agents in the field often 

admitted that they had been overwhelmed. Faced with large numbers of persons requesting 

vaccinations, depleted supplies of vaccine matter, and even shorter supplies of time, 

physicians feh it most important to administer as many vaccinations as possible. The doctors 

discontinued the recording processes and addressed their reports once the vaccinations were 

completed. 

Though the absolute number of vaccinations is elusive, certain facts of the Act are clear. 

The $.06 per person was never a realistic cost assessment since vaccination costs, as 
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reported, averaged an estimated $.27 per person. When adjusted to $ 13,192.50 (the lowest 

adjusted total of vaccination appropriations) the lower limit of the flmd, based on the $.27 

per person cost, would have been around 38,745 vaccinations. When based on the adjusted 

higher appropriation level of $14,692.50 the upper limit would have been around 54,416 

administered vaccinations. Considering that under-reporting was common and one Indian 

Agency did not report vaccinations after 1839, the minimum and maximum number of 

vaccinations under the Act can be established as 38,745 - 54,416. 

Precedents for American Indian health care: 

The Indian Vaccination Act did set a precedent for American Indian health care, but 

not the precedent that Congress feared. The Act was not the precursor of large 

appropriations for Indian health services, nor did it commission a standard of regular, 

preventative smallpox vaccination programs among American Indians. Smallpox 

vaccinations, as a result of the Act, became the "heroic" measures conunon to the practice 

of imperial medicine. Vaccinations not only legitimized a colonizing presence among 

American Indians, but were also the one proven "scientific" medical procedure that was 

demonstrably effective. Consequently, when smallpox struck a group or an area, politicians, 

physicians and the military rushed in with vaccination materials as demonstrations of federal 

power. The practice of preventative medicine, including a regular, systematic approach 

to smallpox vaccinations applied over a broad demographic area, was not part of Indian 

health care before 1871. Vaccination programs were always initiated in response to epidemic 

conditions among specific American Indian groups. 
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Political purposes of American Indian vaccinations: 

Vaccination funds were not always used solely to vaccinate American Indians. Henry R. 

Schoolcraft utilized $800.00 of the initial $12,000.00 fund to sponsor a cartographic and 

geological survey of Chippewa country during which vaccination of Chippewas, Ottawas, 

and some of the Sioux near Fort Snelling was a sideline of the project. Schoolcraft's 

"vaccination expedition" involved mapping lakes and rivers, and included metallurgical and 

geological reports written by Dr. Houghton. Dr. Houghton's involvement in the expedition 

as both vaccinator and cartographer was a common practice of the time, as doctors were 

often delegated mapping and geographical duties. 

There were disgruntled reports by Lieutenant Allen who noted that Dr. Houghton did 

perform some vaccinations, but these notes indicate that the vaccinations were secondary 

to the other purposes of the trip. Dr. Houghton's report mentioned no vaccinations, but did 

provide Congress with detailed metallurgical information and maps. (Allen 1832; 

Schoolcraft, 1832, June 6) Once the mapping, political meetings with tribes, and reports of 

metals and ores that comprised the bulk of the expedition had been completed, Schoolcraft 

left the expedition and returned to his agency. The doctor and the lieutenant, somewhat 

disgruntled by Schoolcraft's desertion, eventually found their way out of the northern woods. 

In his final report, Schoolcraft mentioned that an estimated 2,070 people had been 

vaccinated though the bulk of his report was devoted to the maps, surveys, and census data 

obtained on the journey. (Allen, 1832,311) 

Covering up federal decisions: 
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One of the best examples of the outcomes of the Indian Vaccination Act involves federal 

officials and their efforts to cover-up, or justify, some of the problems occasioned by 

application of the Act. As Isaac McCoy, a Baptist missionary who had lobbied for Indian 

vaccinations was to state in 1840, the Vaccination Act (and subsequent $5,000.00 

appropriation) had been applied in a "feeble, unsystematic" manner. (1840, 443,554) Not 

only did the Secretary of War heavily favor vaccination of Indian removal groups and viable 

United States trading partners, he denied vaccination to groups located on the upper 

Missouri River. (Cass, 1832, May 9; Ferch, 4) The effects of Cass's decision were to 

become all too evident after the smallpox epidemic of 1837-1838 when uncountable 

thousands of Mandans, Hidatsas, Arikaras, Crees, Assiniboins and Blackfeet died on the 

upper Missouri River because they were not vaccinated. Once word of the devastation that 

had struck the Mandans and Arikaras reached the Conmiissioner of Indian Affairs and the 

public press, federal agents' efforts to justify their behaviors in the wake of the tragedy 

illustrate McCoy's concerns. 

The summer of 1837 brought epidemic smallpox to the cities of the United States and 

to the un-vaccinated tribes of the upper Missouri River. Timely vaccinations "across the 

Union" averted the type of tragedy that felled the upper Missouri River tribes that summer 

and fall. (1838, Oct. 24) Striking especially hard among groups who had not been 

vaccinated under the federal program (Trimble, 257-264), reports of the staggering 

mortalities suffered by the Mandans, Arikaras, Hidatsas and other northern Missouri River 

tribes were slow reaching in Washington, DC. Six months after the epidemic had ripped 
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its devastation through the Indian communities. Commissioner of Indian Affairs C. A. Harris 

requested a written explanation from William Clark. (Harris in Clark, 1838, Feb. 6) 

Superintendent of Indian affairs (St. Louis) Clark replied that he had not known of the 

epidemic until after it happened, spoke of letters never received, related tales of a Mandan 

sub-agent who rarely, if ever, visited his post, and offered letters in his own support from 

Sioux agent Joshua Pitcher. In effect, Clark offered a string of evidence that relieved him 

of responsibility for any knowledge of the devastating loss of life the previous summer and 

fall. (Clark, 1838, Feb. 6) 

Clark supplied Harris with copies of letters written, but not mailed, the previous June 

and July, and subsequent reports from the Sioux agent Joshua Pilcher that exonerated 

everyone but the absentee Mandan sub-agent. (Pilcher, 1837, June 10, July 1; 1838, Feb. 5, 

Feb. 27, April 7) Clark also advised Harris that he felt Pilcher's suggestion to vaccinate 

Missouri River tribes seemed viable, but that nothing the previous summer could have 

stopped the progress of the disease. Clark reported that he had also conferred with another 

Indian agent in the Missouri River area, John Dougherty, who supported his opinion. Clark 

also counseled that he and Dougherty agreed that vaccination at this time might stop further 

spread of the epidemic. (Clark, 1838, Feb. 6) To Commissioner Harris's credit, within 

twenty days of Clark's letters and explanations, funds and vaccine materials were forwarded 

to St. Louis with instructions to begin another vaccination program. (Harris, 1838, Feb. 26, 

March 6) By March 6, an additional thousand dollars had been added to the vaccination 

fund and was forwarded for Major Pilcher's use for council gifts and vaccine matters 
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necessary to vaccinate Sioux bands located within his agency. (Harris, 1838, March 6) 

In the meantime, Clark had also advised that letters from the absentee Mandan sub-

agent, supposedly dated the previous September were bogus, and that the agent was 

repeating what he had heard in St. Louis. (Clark, 1838, Feb. 6) Apparently, agent William 

N. Fulkerson had not been anywhere near the Mandan Agency since before the start of the 

epidemic. (Clark, 1838, Feb. 21) As a result of the mismanagement, Fulkerson tendered his 

resignation to Clark March 1,1838 and filed a self-serving report that indicated the Mandan 

Agency was of such little importance to the United States that it should be abandoned. 

Fulkerson also recommended better pay for Indian agents and more government funds for 

Indians in the area, if the government chose to continue operations there. (Fulkerson, 1838, 

March 1) In the end Major Pilcher, the Sioux Agent, vaccinated an additional 3000 people 

who were composed primarily of Yankton and Santee band Sioux, plus a few Otoes and 

Omahas in response to Harris's letters, funds, and pleas. (Pilcher, 1838, Sept. 12; 

Prefontaine, 1838) 

By August of 1838 reports citing General Clark and Major Pilcher had appeared in issues 

of the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal and an issue of The Friend. (April 7,1838, v. 

11; May-Aug, 1838, v. 18; Aug. 8,1838, v. 16) These reports once again exonerated Clark 

and Pilcher but neglected mention of Cass's 1832 order that denied vaccination to the upper 

Missouri River tribes. In November, the new Commissioner of Indian Affairs, T. Hartley 

Crawford, reported to Congress that Choctaws, Chickasaws, and other Indians who suffered 

smallpox so horribly in 1838 had been, in the end, largely responsible for their own 
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suffering. (Crawford, 1838, Nov. 25) Denigration of Indian medical practices and life styles 

were prominent features of Crawford's report; "Their general want of medical advice ... 

neglect of precautionary measures... their irregular and exposed modes of living... the[tr] 

wandering disposition[s]" according to Crawford, accounted for the staggering Indian 

smallpox mortalities. (1838, Nov. 2S) 

Influences of vaccinations on Indian removal: 

Vaccinations under the Act, or lack of them, influenced Indian removal groups as well 

as the upper Missouri River tribes. Many of the groups who had been vaccinated prior to 

removal did not have to contend with smallpox along with the other horrors of their 

journeys. When smallpox vaccinations worked, they worked well. When something went 

wrong with the process, however, rarely did anyone realize that the vaccinations had not 

"taken." Such was the case for groups of Seneca and Shawnee from Lewistown, Ohio whose 

chiefs had requested vaccinations prior to removal. Having heard that epidemic smallpox 

was raging among tribes west of the Mississippi River, the Lewistown Indians refused to 

move without vaccination protection. (Gardiner, 1832, June 30) 

Groups of Choctaws and Chickasaws had a different experience. Worried about cholera 

epidemics along removal routes, one group of Choctaws refused vaccination before removal. 

(Armstrong, 1832, Sept. 28) Another group of Choctaws was not vaccinated because the 

doctor hired to perform the operations died of cholera at the Choctaw agency. (Armstrong, 

1833, Nov. 8) Groups of Chickasaws and others who were unprotected from smallpox were 

moved into a country ablaze with smallpox, a fact that was painfully noticeable by late 1838 
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when many of the new immigrants contracted the disease. (Robb, 1832, Sept. 25) The 

smallpox situation was so bad in the new territory that by spring of 1838 the army sent an 

enlisted man to vaccinate the entire Choctaw nation. (Foreman, 1932. 223, note 1) One 

wonders how effective these vaccinations were, however, since historical Grant Foreman 

noted that the epidemic still raged among the western Chickasaws, Choctaws, Creeks, 

Seminoles, Cherokees and troops at Fort Gibson by year end, 1838. Lack of vaccinations, 

ineffective vaccinations and the almost overwhelming numbers of people being removed 

undoubtedly combined to create large unprotected populations in the new nations. 

Cultural influences on vaccination processes: 

Cultural perceptions about smallpox vaccinations may have also influenced Cherokees, 

and other southeastern groups, to reject smallpox vaccinations. At the very least, the idea 

that scratching constituted a form of punishment must have added to the traumas of forced 

removal. (Mooney, 1992: 476) Nineteenth century smallpox vaccinations generally 

consisted of deep scratches or scarification in the dermis (the thick layer of skin underneath 

the epidermis). Vaccinations were administered by a person using a lancet, needle, a 

"vaccinostyle" or some type of knife that consisted of either a single scratch, cut or cross cut 

on a patient's arm into which vaccine material was rubbed. (Fenner, Henderson, Arita, 

Jezek, & Ladnyi, 292-293) As the vaccination site healed, scabs formed and were shed. In 

many cases vaccines (and vaccination instruments) that were heavily contaminated with 

bacteria caused secondary infections. (Fenner, et al, 292) 

Continued federal smallpox vaccinations: 
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Termination of Vaccination Act benefits did not end federal responses to smallpox 

among American Indian groups. Future requests for vaccinations were not always responded 

to, however, as doctors James Robinson and Caroll Thomas found in Santa Fe in 1849. The 

doctors, having requested vaccinations for Pueblos suffering smallpox in the Santa Fe area, 

received no reply to their pleas from James S. Calhoun, Superintendent of Indian affairs in 

New Mexico. (Abel, 89-90) The physicians, as scientists, even suggested that vaccinations 

could serve as important experiments relative to the effects of smallpox vaccinations on 

other closely held populations. The record remains silent on the experimental project while 

it is known that the Pueblos continued to suffer from the disease. 

By 18S1, heroic, legitimizing federal responses to epidemic smallpox among American 

Indian communities continued to be items that Commissioners of Indian Affairs selected for 

inclusions in their annual reports. Like the smallpox reports filed in 1832 and again in 1838, 

Commissioners selected Indian agency reports, or excerpts from those reports that reflected 

federal goals and positions. Accounts of activities were featured that continued to legitimize 

the federal presence among the tribes, that reinforced ideas of race and Indians' "natural" 

susceptibility to diseases, and that denigrated American Indian religious and medical 

practices. 

In 1851, Commissioner of Indian Affairs Luke Lea reported that the United States had 

adopted prompt measures to "prevent the pestilence" [smallpox] from spreading to other 

agency groups from infected Sacs and Foxes. (Lea, Nov. 27) Indian agent Chenault, whose 

repon Lea included in the federal document, held the smallpox epidemic among the Sacs 
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and Foxes to be "one of the severest scourges that ever befell the Indian race." (1851, Sept. 

17) Chenault firmly planted the blame for having the disease on the Indians themselves "as 

the majority of the Indians had exposed themselves to the contagion." This was done 

regardless of the fact that in 1851, no one understood the source of smallpox infections. 

Further vindications of western medical practices were provided by noting that the Indians 

had requested the vaccinations, and that those who adhered to the teachings of an old 

Winnebago prophet who had declined vaccinations, had died in great numbers. (Chenault, 

1851) 

The physician. Dr. Edwin R. Griffith, who Chenault felt "manifested a laudable zeal" 

probably deserved Chenault's praises, having vaccinated and tended an estimated 1,700 Sacs 

and Foxes. (Chenault, 1851) Almost nothing was said, however, about the suffering of the 

victims which must have been horrifying. Other than reporting that the Indians had suffered 

the confluent type of variola major, and that many had fallen ill, Chenault focused his praise 

on federal authorities and actions, including his own as he relegated the anonymous victims 

to the realms of the "unreal." 

Interestingly, the Indian agent was able to distinguish the particular form of the disease 

the Sacs and Foxes had suffered, probably on the notice of the attending physician. Chenault 

noted that the Sacs and Foxes had suffered the confluent type of variola major, a particularly 

virulent form of the disease. Pregnant women would have been especially vulnerable, as 

would have been younger members of the community who had no acquired immunities from 

earlier exposure or from vaccination. The caretakers must have been, as they were in many 
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other American Indian communities, the older generations who did have acquired 

inmiunities. Once again, mothers and grandmothers would have watched their daughters 

abort their babies and entire communities would have been left to mourn their dead. 

Chenault's report also leaves a rather bad taste in the historical record about the role of 

the Winnebago Prophet and the Foxes who declined vaccination. Denigration of indigenous 

medical practices is a common rhetorical strategy of bureaucrats using the imperial medical 

model. Reflection on the types of diseases brought into Indian communities and the role of 

indigenous medical practitioners is, however, required. Before the many diseases of contact, 

including smallpox, indigenous practitioners had methods, practices, ceremonies and cures 

in place that were more than adequate to the task. New diseases brought new problems that 

without sufficient precedents, did not allow indigenous medical practitioners time to 

develop, or learn, appropriate responses. Indigenous practitioners did not have the skills to 

deal with the new diseases, but then, neither did anyone else. Variola major was, and 

remains, an incurable disease, preventable only by vaccination or immunities acquired by 

exposure. 

As the years wore on, westward expansion brought a recurring stream of smallpox to 

tribes located farther west. By the mid- 1850's, treaties had been drawn with various tribal 

groups in Washington and Oregon territories that provided federal vaccination benefits. 

(Appendix 9.1) The majority of the western tribes, however, were not covered by any type 

of medical benefit treaties, and military physicians and surgeons were not always able, or 

available, to handle increased vaccination loads during smallpox epidemics. Between 1858 
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and 1863, in response to requests firom the military and various Indian agents, the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs instigated a new "smallpox solution." The Department of 

the Interior and the Office of Indian Affairs provided American Indians, on request, a 

"special agent for vaccination." 

Special Agents for Vaccination: 

The Special agents (i. e., physicians) were responsible to the Commissioner of Indian 

Affairs and ultimately reported directly to him. In turn, the doctors were often sent to 

military posts where they were instructed by military personnel, Indian agents, or 

Superintendents of Indian Affairs to proceed with vaccinations. Agents, military personnel 

or Superintendents of Indian Affairs, often chose the order of the tribes to be vaccinated, and 

served as local "point men" for the medical missions that were always in response to 

epidemic smallpox in an area or in a certain group of American Indians. The Special agents 

for vaccination were expected to vaccinate and treat any sick Indians requesting their help 

and there were to be no charges to American Indian conmiunities for their services. The 

physicians also served as goodwill ambassadors to tribes, provided detailed reports on tribal 

locations and movements, and in general, put in some long, hard miles in the course of their 

duties. (Clark, 1859, Oct. 25; Dole, 1862, April 26, Dec. 26) 

Physicians who served as Special Agents for Vaccination were initially paid SI,000.00 

per year, which was increased to $1,200.00 per year by 1862 and travel expenses were 

reimbursed in addition to the salary. Physicians drew vaccine matters, medical cases, 

supplies and revolvers directly from Departmental sources and returned surplus materials. 
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including the revolvers, at the end of their tours of duty. Physicians met with the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs to receive their working orders and to make their financial 

arrangements with the Office of Indian Affairs. Then the doctors proceeded west from 

Washington, DC. 

Dr. Joseph C. R. Clark vaccinated tribes in the upper Missouri River agency in 1858 and 

18S9, and was appointed to vaccinate Chcyennes, Arapahoes and other American Indians 

located on the upper and lower Platte River during the summer and fall of 1859. (Clark, 

1859, Oct. 25; Mix, 1858, Sept. 11; 1860, June 25, June 30) Dr. Clark vaccinated 277 men 

and 281 women by October 25, 1859, including Brule and Oglala Sioux, Pawnees, 

Cheyennes, and Arapahoes. (Clark, 1859) During 1861 he also vaccinated American 

Indians in the Utah superintendency. (Dole, 1861, Oct. 31) Dr. Clark traveled to requested 

agencies, lei) his wife in Washington, DC and arranged for her to control his salary and other 

business by Power of Attorney filed with the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Dr. Clark and 

other physicians also posted a $1,000.00 bond with the Department of the Interior to cover 

their performanceswhileemployedby the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. (Mix, 1858, 

March 26) 

In June, 1862 Dr. H. T. Ketcham replaced Dr. Clark as the Special Agent to vaccinate 

Indians. Ketcham was ordered to vaccinate Indians in the southern Superintendency, and 

when his duties were completed there, he was sent to Fort Laramie, WY. (Dole, 1862, June 

26; Dec. 16) The post commandant at Fort Laramie had requested vaccination for soldiers 

stationed at the fort, and had also requested vaccinations for Indians located in the area 
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because of smallpox reported on the overland mail route. (Dole, 1862, Dec. 16) Once 

vaccinations were completed in the Fort Laramie area. Dr. Ketcham was ordered to report 

to the Governor of Colorado Territory for further vaccination assignments. 

Dr. Ketcham reported that he had been sent from Fort Lyon by the military who had 

requested that he vaccinate additional Arapahos, Kiowas, Comanches and Apaches who 

were mostly located, at that time, in western Kansas. (Ketcham, 1863, Oct. 31) Between 

October and December 16, 1863 Ketcham followed the Arkansas River, vaccinating 

Arapahos, Kiowas, Comanches, Apaches, and other unspecified groups camped at various 

places. Dr. Ketcham traveled without an interpreter, during the depths of a western Kansas 

winter, remarking that the snow and intense cold often made it impossible to travel. Both 

Dr. Ketcham and Dr. Clark reported, without fail, that they were met with kindness, respect, 

and a great deal of relief by all American Indian groups who they had been assigned to 

vaccinate. Both doctors reported locations of groups treated and Dr. Ketcham also reported 

to John Evans, Governor of Colorado the locations of the tribes, their peaceful dispositions, 

and the fact that everyone in the area had suffered heavy infections of smallpox. 

By spring, 1864 Dr. Ketcham had vaccinated Arapahos, Cheyennes, Caddoes, Apaches 

and Kiowas located in the area around Fort Lamed, KS. The doctor had not been able to 

reach the Comanches, however, who had been in winter camp about 75 miles south of Fort 

Lamed. (Ketcham, 1863, Oct. 31; 1864, April 4) Ketcham also reported that he had spent 

two weeks vaccinating among the Kiowas, and had been a guest in Satanta's (White Bear's) 

village for four days, where Satanta and "all his people treated me with much friendship." 
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(Ketcham, 1864, April 10) Once the vaccinations were completed, the military then sent 

Dr. Ketcham west to vaccinate Utes, after which he returned to his duties with southern 

refugee Indians in Kansas. (Ketcham, 1864, April 10) 

Dr. Ketcham took his orders from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, who assigned him 

to appropriate military posts. Superintendents of Indian Affairs or to the Governor of 

Colorado Territory for further orders. The Conmiissioner of Indian Affairs remained 

Ketcham's primary employer, and all of his reports were eventually submitted to him. All 

of Dr. Ketcham's reports relative to the tribes in Colorado Territory and Kansas indicated 

the general peaceful nature of the Indians and the fact that they were grateful that the Great 

Father had sent the vaccination relief There were no indications that any of the vaccinated 

tribes had problems with the United States. Dr. Ketcham did, however, warn that a body of 

Kiowas, Comanches and some Cheyennes, "intend to make another raid into Texas in about 

five or six weeks." (Ketcham, 1864, April 10) Ketcham also supplied the Commissioner 

of Indian Affairs information concerning proper etiquette for travel through Indians' 

territories. "They like liberality, and will suffer those to pass through their country ... who 

are generous enough to give them a little provisions ... they will steal the stock of a stingy 

man." (Ketcham, 1864, April 10) 

The Special Agents for vaccination are good examples of individuals who participated 

in imperial medicine. Dr. Ketcham served as a diplomat to tribes that were simultaneously 

being treated for a dread disease at the request of the military and of the Commissioner of 

Indian Affairs, and who were also being threatened with destruction by Governor John Evans 
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of Colorado Territory. (Deloria & DeMallie, 1975: 2) Dr. Ketcham, a civilian, was sent to 

provide medical aid and filed reports that were definitely not military in nature. Ketcham's 

reports were essential to the Governor of Colorado who sought information to control the 

various tribes from Ketcham's reports. Ketcham's reports also indicated the peaceful 

intentions of the tribes toward the United States, regardless of the Governor's stated 

intentions of tribal extermination. The military, powerful civilian politicians, and the 

medical community all interacted with the tribes in accordance with differing agendas that 

may, or may not, have been evident to the physician who vaccinated, reported, observed and 

legitimized a federal presence among the tribes. 

Both Dr. Clark and Dr. Ketcham must have been fairly resilient individuals. The extent 

and conditions of their travels, their willingness to undertake extensive travels and Dr. 

Ketcham's abilities to work without interpreters seem to attest to a certain hardiness and 

possible love of adventure. 

Though Dr. Clark disappeared from the federal scene just before the Civil War, Dr. 

Ketcham remained as Attending Physician to southern refugee Indians. Neither doctor 

appears in Civil War federal army records, but the War did eventually defeat Dr. Ketcham's 

efforts with the refugee Indian service. (1819, March 13). Ketcham finally resigned from 

federal service after being assigned to repatriate refugees returned to the Cherokee Nation 

in 1864. According to Ketcham, the situation around Fort Gibson was so dangerous that 

doctors had no call to be in the country "until such time as they will be enabled to visit their 

patients without being "bushwhacked.'" (Ketcham, 1864, Sept. 15) Ketcham resigned from 
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service in the Office of Indian Affairs Sept. 30, 1864. 

Federal issues and the heart of imperial medicine: 

In the end, federal responses to smallpox among American Indians between 1831 and 

1871 reflect issues that lie at the heart of imperial medicine. Federal vaccination of 

American Indians enabled government agents to legitimize a series of federal programs and 

goals. Powerful Congressmen, Senators and other bureaucrats and physicians controlled 

access to vaccination programs while indigenous peoples had no say in program 

implementation. Military and civilian physicians were active in most aspects of federal 

vaccination programs, as were Indian agents and missionaries. In effect, vaccination 

programs reflect the power of the Indian agent and the social networks enjoyed by Indian 

agents, federal officials and military personnel who often determined who would, or would 

not, receive federally funded smallpox vaccinations. 

In the long term, federal responses to epidemic smallpox constituted the "heroic" efforts 

of imperial nations. Standard preventative vaccination of American Indians was not 

employed between 1797 and 1871. Though exact numbers of American Indians vaccinated 

under the various programs are illusive, there are clear indicators that American Indians 

willingly accepted smallpox vaccinations once they understood that they worked. Cultural 

misconceptions may have influenced certain groups to reject smallpox vaccinations. Federal 

smallpox vaccinations did, however, protect removal communities and the non-Native 

populations through whom they traveled. 

Monies and efforts applied under the various aspects of the Indian Vaccination Act did 
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not always focus solely on the vaccination of American Indians. Physicians served as 

metallurgists, cartographers, diplomats, and informants who maintained a variety of political 

ties outside their normal milieu as suppliers of medical care. 

Indigenous medical practices were denigrated and the federal record includes reports that 

are rampant with victimization and deficit ideas common to imperial medicine. American 

Indians were blamed for contracting smallpox. Reports of germ warfare, political alliances 

and misalliances afforded the federal government the chance to deflect blame for smallpox 

onto American Indian communities. Suggestions of experiments by vaccination were made 

by physicians, however, federal responses to those suggestions are non-existent. It is clear 

that American Indian communities did adjust to new medical practices when they realized 

they were effective. There was a natural delay, however, in the development of new 

medical procedures that was apparently overcome as communities adjusted to the diseases 

of contact. 
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Chapter 7 

The Cass decision: Planned obsolescence 

Regardless of federal intent, the Indian Vaccination Act of 1832 did provide smallpox 

vaccinations for many Native Americans. History, however, requires us to ask the question 

of why Secretary of War Lewis Cass (1832, May 9) chose to exclude the Mandan Indians 

and their northern neighbors from vaccination protection. Various scholars have addressed 

the issue, yet the question remains unanswered. What did provoke Cass to exclude Mandans, 

Hidatsas, Arikaras, Assiniboins, Crees and Blackfeet from the benefits of smallpox 

vaccinations? 

Scholarly concerns: 

Early scholars E. Wagner and Allen E. Steam asserted that Secretary of War Cass 

purposely denied Mandans and Arikaras vaccination protection. When they published their 

seminal work on American Indians and epidemic smallpox in 1945, the Steams printed a 

portion of Lewis Cass's order to Indian agent John Dougherty. (63-64) Inherent to their 

scholarship, and in the order to Dougherty, was the idea that Arikara and Mandan Indians 

had been deliberately denied federal smallpox vaccinations in 1832. In effect, the Steams 

suggested that denial of vaccinations to the tribes of the upper Missouri River region had 

been a political decision that segregated them from Federal concerns. The Steams' 

implications were not seriously re-examined, however, until historian David Ferch began to 

question the Cass decision in 1983. (3-4) 

Ferch (1983) argued that Cass's decision to deny vaccination to upper Missouri River 
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tribes was economically motivated and be held that the $12,000.00 allocated for the Indian 

Vaccination Act was sufficient to have extended the vaccination program to upper Missouri 

River groups. He also maintained that Cass "more likely" (4) realized that the fur trade on 

the upper Missouri River was no longer profitable due to increasing costs and incidences of 

violence. Though not directly addressing the Cass decision, John Ewers (1997) likewise 

supported the idea that by 1831 the "importance of the Mandan villages as a trading center 

had waned." (42) Ewers also supported the idea that by 1831, Missouri River valley groups 

[who were vaccinated], were considered economically preferential to those groups located 

on the upper Missouri river. (42) Though Ewers did not comment on Cass's decision, or on 

smallpox vaccinations, his work supports Perch's concerns that economically, upper 

Missouri River tribes were not considered important trading partners of the United States. 

In 1992, Michael Trimble stated that upper Missouri River tribes had not been 

vaccinated due to unavoidable delays rather than because of economically inspired choices. 

(263) Doctors hired to vaccinate at the Council Bluffs Agency did not reach Fort 

Leavenworth until mid-July, and Indian agent John Dougherty, delayed in St. Louis, did not 

join them until August 2, 1832. (261) According to Trimble, additional delays were also 

caused when one doctor ran out of vaccines and was forced to purchase or develop 

additional vaccine materials. (262-262) Trimble's work infers that starting the project so late 

in the season, coupled with delays caused by the lack of vaccine matter, precluded 

vaccination of American Indian conmiunities located farther north on the Missouri River. 

Though well researched, Trimble's work glossed over three important facts. (1) There 
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were no orders or instructions issued to countermand Cass's original instructions to Indian 

agent Dougherty. (2) Trimble failed to note that Commissioner of Indian Affairs Elbert 

Herring personally rejected Dougherty's subsequent request that the vaccination program 

return to the Missouri River area the following year. (1833, Jan. 1) (3) The federal records 

contain no proof that delays in program processes would have affected the upper Missouri 

River groups because there had been no plans to vaccinate those groups. Trimble substituted 

the idea of unavoidable delays for the unpleasant thought that the Secretary of War had 

purposely excluded the Mandans and their neighbors from vaccination protection. 

The Indian Vaccination Act of 1832; what happened on the upper Missouri River? 

Implementation of the Indian Vaccination Act (1832, May 5) was broad in scope and 

included Indian removal groups and Native Americans living in, or near, affected frontier 

areas. Vaccination also included protection of economically viable trading tribes and those 

groups perceived to be of some political worth to the United States. (Table 6.1) In 

accordance with provisions of the Act, Secretary Cass issued orders to implement 

vaccinations of American Indians within days of the Act's passage. There was no delay on 

Cass's part as orders were issued almost immediately upon passage of the Act. 

On May 10, 1832, Secretary Cass issued a general circular (i. e., order) that extended 

vaccination benefits to thousands of American Indians. All of the vaccinations were to be 

provided to American Indians involved with the United States through treaties of peace, 

friendship, development or protection of trade, of removal, or of reservation. No tribes were 

vaccinated who had been branded as aggressor nations by the United States or who were 
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regarded as beyond the pale of civilization by Mr. Cass. (Cass, 1826, 112) Specifically 

excluded from vaccination were the Mandans, who were defined as having conunitted 

hostilities upon "some of the citizens of the United States" in the preamble to their treaty of 

July 30, 1825. (Kappler, v. 2: 171) Cass's decision also excluded two other tribes branded 

as aggressor nations by treaties, the Hidatsas and Arikaras(Cass, 1832, May 9), both of 

whom were also accused of " unprovoked acts of hostility" against the United States. 

(Kappler, v. 2" 167, 169) American Indians located north of the Mandans, including the 

Assiniboin, the Blackfeet and the Cree were excluded from vaccination because Secretary 

of War Cass considered them beyond the pale of civilization. (Cass, 1826; 112) 

Examination of federal records indicates that no tribes were vaccinated under the Act 

(1832, May 5) that were not pledged to the United States by treaty. (1832, Nov. 22, Stmt. D; 

Kappler, v. 2, 139-289) Removal tribes receiving federal smallpox vaccinations included 

Choctaws, Shawnees, Kickapoos, Cherokees, Creeks, Seminoles, the Indians of Ohio, and 

the Lewistown Senecas. (Table 6.1) Other vaccinated treaty tribes were involved with land 

cessions, reservations, or territorial consolidation. "Consolidation" meaning that extant 

reservations were being reduced in size, and that many of these reservation populations were 

often subjected to removal after 1832 in the wake of settler in-migrations. These groups 

included Potawattomies, Miamis, Indians of Illinois and those located immediately west of 

the Mississippi River, Osages, Chippewas, Ottawas, Menominees, Chippewas of Lake 

Superior, and various other groups of Wyandots, Munsees, Shawnees, Ottawas, 

Winnebagoes and Christian Indians. (Table 6.1) 
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Some American Indians bad received federal smallpox vaccinations prior to passage of 

the Act. These groups included the Chippewas of Lake Superior, Delawares, Shawnee, 

Great and Little Osages, Menominees, Winnebagoes, Ottawas of the Miami and 

Potawattomies. (1832, Nov. 22, Stmt. D; Allen, 1833, Schoolcraft, 1-16) Groups listed as 

the Indians of Illinois and west of the Mississippi River included Sioux at the Taliaferro 

agency, Winnebagoes and Menominees at the Kenzie agency, and Sauks and Foxes at the 

St. Vrain agency. (Table 6.1) Groups vaccinated under "Porter's Agency" [George B. Porter, 

Governor of Michigan] included Wyandots, Munsees, Shawnees, Ottawas, Chippewas, 

Potawattomies, Senecas of Lewistown, Miamis, Winnebagoes and Christian Indians. (Table 

6.1) 

Of the $7,495.50 spent for smallpox vaccinations in 1832, an estimated 25% was 

allocated for the vaccination of American Indian tribes holding treaties with the United 

States that were located within John Dougherty's agency at Council Bluffs. (Table 6.1) 

Within Dougherty's agency, various groups of Pawnees, Omahas, Otoes, lowas, Yankton, 

Yanktonai, and Teton Sioux were vaccinated. (David, 1832; Martin, 1832) All of the tribes 

vaccinated under Mr. Dougherty's jurisdiction had signed treaties favorable to the United 

States. In these documents none of these groups had been labeled an individual aggressor 

nation. In addition, these tribes had been involved in a series of treaties drawn in 1825 by 

commissioner Brigadier General Henry Atkinson and Major Benjamin OTallon that sought 

to establish peace, friendship and exclusive trade relationships between the groups and the 
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United States.' 

Correspondence from the office of the Secretary of War indicates that on May 9, 1832 

Cass ordered Dougherty to exclude Mandan Indians and other upper Missouri River tribes 

from the federal vaccination program. The following day, Cass copied his order to 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs Elbert Herring and to General William Clark, 

Superintendent of Indian affairs in St. Louis, MO. (Herring, 1832, May 10) Cass's order to 

[)ougherty was the only order in the federal record that specifically excluded particular 

groups from federal smallpox vaccinations. The order also circumvented both the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs in Washington, DC and the Superintendent of Indian affairs 

in St. Louis by being directly addressed to the Indian agent in charge of the vaccinations. The 

policy of exclusion thus can be directly attributed to Cass because the normal chain of 

command was from the Secretary of War, to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to the 

Superintendent of Indian Affairs, and from the Superintendent to the specific Indian agents. 

The bulk of Cass's order contains the same information as the general circular [order] 

issued on May 10,1832. (Cass, 1832) The instructions of May 9, however, contain specific 

provisos that are addressed in no other instructions. 

"It is impossible for this department to give you [Dougherty] specific instructions 

respecting the best and most economical mode of affecting the object of the law... 

1 

These treaties included those dated June 22,1825 with the Teton, Yankton and 
Yanktonai (Sioux), July 5, 1825 with the Sioune and Ogiallas (Sioux), July 16, 1825 with 
the Hunkpapas (Sioux), Sept. 26, 1825 with the Otoes and Sept. 30, 1825 with the 
Pawnees. Treaties dated July 15,1830 with the Omahas and the lowas involved land 
cessions and other advantages for the United States. 
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I will state to you, however, my general views, in relation to the Indians upon the 

Missouri River... Under any circumstances, no effort will be made to send a Surgeon 

higher up the Missouri than the Mandans, and I think not higher than the Aricaras." 

(Cass, 1832, May 9) 

Dougherty apparently followed Mr. Cass's instructions. Nothing indicates that federal 

smallpox vaccinations were extended to the Mandans, Arikaras, Hidatsas, or to any tribes 

living to their north, including the Blackfeet, Crees and Assinboins. There is no evidence 

that the United States ever intended to vaccinate these three latter groups, none of whom 

was mentioned in United States treaties until 1851. (Kappler, v. 2, 809, 813) It was 

obviously not United States policy to extend medical aid to any group with whom they were 

not engaged in diplomatic negotiations or from whom they did not want something. 

Federal treaties and 

Of the upper Missouri River tribes, only the Mandans, Arikaras and Hidatsas had treaties 

with the United States in 1832. Though all three groups had entered into peace, fiiendship 

and trading treaties with the United States, each was individually identified by the United 

States as an aggressor nation.^ 

2 

These treaties include those dated July 18, 1825 with the Arikaras, the treaty of July 30, 
1825 with the Belantse-etoa or Minnetsaree [Hidatsas] and the treaty of July 30, 1825 
with the Mandans. Each treaty preamble clearly identifies the subject group as an 
aggressor nation by the United States..(July 18,1825) Treaty with the Arikara: "To put an 
end to an unprovoked hostility on the part of the Ricara Tribe of Indians against the 
United States, and to restore harmony between the parties." (Kappler, v. 2,167) (July 
30,1825) Treaty with the Belantse-et^ or Minnatsaree (Hidatsal: "Whereas acts of 
hostility have been committed, by some restless men of the Belantse-etoa or Minnatsaree 
tribe of Indians, upon some of the citizens of the United States..." (Kappler, v. 2, 169) 
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Other treaties with vaccinated groups addressed inter-tribal warfare and peace and 

fhendship without labeling specific treaty groups as aggressor nations. These included 

treaties with the Teton, Yankton, Yanktonai, Sioune and Oglala Sioux, various groups of 

Chippewas, Sacs and Foxes, Menominees, lowas, Winnebagoes and Ottawas ratified June 

through August, 1825. The majority of the tribes vaccinated in 1832 held treaties that 

included concessions of land, reservation reduction, removal, or that agreed to exclusive 

trade relationships with the United States. None of these groups were identified or 

considered aggressor nations by representatives of the federal government. United States 

Army Brigadier General Henry Atkinson and United States Indian agent. Major Benjamin 

O'Fallon. 

Records indicate that the United States encountered, and usually engendered, problems 

with the Arikara Indians and by consequence their neighbors the Mandans, during periods 

of federal expansion following 1803. Botched diplomatic relations on the upper Missouri 

River began with the Lewis and Clark expedition and the death of an Arikara chief in 

Washington, DC. Failure to deliver a timely message about the death of this man in 1806 

caused much of the early Arikara irritation with the United States. (Jackson, 437; Meyer, 48) 

Over the years a number of other events contributed to the problems experienced by 

(July 30,1825) Treaty with the Mandan: "Whereas acts of hostility have been conmiitted 
by some restless men of the Mandan Tribe of Indians, upon some of the citizens of the 
United States." (Kappler, v. 2, 171) 

No other American Indians included in the Indian vaccination program in 1832 
were labeled in this maimer, including all other tribes located on the Missouri River. 
(Kappler, v. 2, 139-289) 
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Native Americans living on the upper Missouri River. These problems included failed 

American diplomatic and trading expeditions, incursion of American trappers into tribal 

hunting and trapping territories, and American efforts to establish economic and military 

control over the upper Missouri tribes. (Barbour, 1826;Breckenridge, 1955; Calhoun, 1820; 

Chouteau, 1805, 1809; Gaines, 1823, Jessup, 1824; Luttig, 1964) By 1831, the situation in 

the area had deteriorated to the point that trading relations with the Arikaras were 

temporarily terminated. (Pilcher, 1838) 

The Atkinson-OTallon treaties of 1825 branded Arikaras, Mandans and Hidatsas as 

aggressor nations and reflected the federal problems in the area. The problems in turn, 

apparently influenced Cass when he made his decision to exclude upper Missouri River 

tribes from the vaccination program. Personal prejudices based on race also influenced 

Cass's decision, as evidenced in an article that had appeared in the January, 1826 edition of 

the North American Review. Cass, the author of the pro-removal article, noted that he had 

not been an admirer of the upper Missouri River tribes for some time. 'The Indians, in that 

extensive region, are to this day far beyond the operation of any causes, primary or 

secondary, which can be traced to civilised [sic] man ..." (1826, 112). Cass discussed in 

particular the Mandans and the Arikaras, and by inference, all other tribes located along the 

"ascent" (112) of the Missouri River. 

Various federal records also indicate that the prevailing attitudes toward the people of 

the upper Missouri River remained unchanged for some time after Cass's resignation as 

Secretary of War on October 4,1836. (Klunder, 94) Sioux agent and former trader Joshua 
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Pilcher, (Prucha, 155) who often reported to Secretary Cass, and who was well acquainted 

with Indian agent John Dougherty, was no fnend of the Arikaras. Pilcher, a former 

participant in a federal military excursion against the tribe, made his feelings about them 

known to missionary Samuel Allis. According to Allis, Pilcher had told him that he knew 

of "no other way to stop them [Arikaras] than to kill them off" (Allis in Wedell, 701) 

Agent Pilcher also filed a scathing review of the upper Missouri River Indians that was 

published by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1838. In the wake of the disastrous 

smallpox epidemic that killed so many of the upper Missouri River Indians, Pilcher advised 

that the few Mandan survivors who had joined with Ankara survivors, would undoubtedly 

regret the decision. "The Riccaras [Arikaras] have long been notorious for their treachery 

and barbarity ..." (Pilcher, 1838,500). 

Pitcher's comments became another part of the continuing federal record that branded 

the Arikaras [and by inference their fellow survivors, the Mandans] as barbarous. In Pilcher's 

words "within my own recollection, [Arikaras] have murdered and pillaged more of our 

citizens than all... other tribes between the western borders of the ... Missouri and the ... 

Columbia River" (1838, 500). Pilcher also advised that the federal government had no 

business protecting American trading interests on the upper Missouri River. "Government 

has quite enough on our immediate frontier to occupy its forces, without wandering into 

those remote regions to protect the trade." (1838, 501) 

Pilcher also reported in 1838 that trade on the upper Missouri River had drawn to a 

standstill by 1831,afact that historians David Ferch(1983;2-4)andJohnEwers (1997;42) 
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later noted. Pilcher certainly did continue to advise the federal government, even after Cass 

left office, that it would be a waste of the federal dollar to protect trade in the upper 

Missouri River regions. (1838,501) There seems to be little doubt that economic issues did 

influence Cass when he decided to exclude upper Missouri River groups from vaccination. 

Ferch has also noted that the $12,000.00 appropriated to implement the Act seemed to 

have been sufficient to offer vaccinations to upper Missouri River groups. This appears 

especially relevant since the full $12,000.00 appropriation was not all spent on American 

Indians in 1832. Perch's point is also relevant because vaccinations performed prior to the 

Act were included in the costs when vaccination assignments were made by Cass. The 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs likewise admitted that he had no intention of applying any 

available funds to vaccinations among Missouri River groups the following year. (Herring, 

1833, Jan. 1) Trade and federal funds were not however, the primary influences on Cass's 

decision making processes. 

Summary: 

American Indian vaccinations performed along the Missouri River included protection 

of only those groups who held treaties with the federal government that did not brand them 

as aggressor nations. No American Indians included in the federal vaccination program in 

1832 were marked, by treaty, as aggressor nations. 

Cass's orders to Indian agent Dougherty to exclude Mandans, and other upper Missouri 

River groups from the federal vaccination program, were not rescinded by him or by anyone 

else, including the President. Delays could not have been responsible for the lack of 
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vaccinations along the upper Missouri River, because vaccinations had never been intended 

for these groups. To disregard Cass's decision making processes in the federal vaccination 

program glosses over a critical aspect of the federal project. It ignores the responsibilities 

of the Secretary of War for the ensuing loss of lives when epidemic smallpox struck 

unprotected upper Missouri River tribes in 1837-1838. 

The prevailing federal attitude toward the Arikaras, and by extension to their upper 

Missouri River neighbors, influenced Cass when he isolated those groups from vaccination 

protection. Cass was well aware of the treaties branding the Arikaras, Mandans, and 

Hidatsas as aggressor nations. Cass's choices seem to reflect the idea that only nations who 

were not perceived as threats to the United States were entitled to Federal medical aid. 

Cass's decision also reflected his racist attitudes toward the upper Missouri River groups. 

He clearly felt that these groups, including the Arikaras and Mandans, were beyond the 

constraints of "civilized" behaviors and did not merit the attention of the United States. 

Cass's decision to limit vaccination to tribes holding treaties that benefitted the United States 

diplomatically, politically and economically also included American Indians who were 

considered to be a part of "civilized" or "civilizing" societies. 

In the end, Cass's disregard for the upper Missouri River tribes furthered development 

of imperial medicine and the American Indian. As Secretary of War, Mr. Cass represented 

the United States militaiy and concentrated on political and economical measures of 

vaccination that he felt were advantageous to the United States. Cass's decision was also 

based on racist ideologies that held the upper Missouri River groups to be inherently 



unredeemable. 
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Chapter 8 

Studies in death and survival, western medicine, and reactions to American 

Indian medical practices 

Politicians, ethnographers, historians and physicians have long relied on the tenets of 

scientific medical belief systems that were based on the "primacy of matter over spirit." 

(Deloria, 137) These beliefs fueled a stream of misinterpretations of American Indian health 

care practices and beliefs that are outlined, and discussed in this chapter. Native American 

reactions to epidemic diseases, and to western medical practices, are also woven throughout 

the narrative. 

Introductory review: 

Politicians, such as Commissioner of Indian Affairs T. Hartley Crawford, blamed 

American Indian smallpox victims for their own demise. (Crawford, 1838) Ethnographer 

James Mooney (1992) advocated for the replacement of Cherokee medical practitioners by 

western physicians (336) while mis-representing the deaths of an entire Cherokee medicine 

conmiunity. (36) 

Historians used assumptions to influence their interpretations, such as Harvard professor 

Bernard DeVoto (1947) who delved into the traditions of Wagnerian opera to label Mandan 

suicides in 1837 "Teutonic death lusts." (285) Brian Dippie, (1982), who acknowledged that 

he had relied on skewed evidence supplied by George Catlin, purported that American 

Indians had rejected smallpox vaccinations en masse because of "superstition and 

suspicion." (38) Historian Leslie Smith (1929) advanced the idea that epidemic smallpox 
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suffered by American Indians in the Pacific northwest had been an economic blessing for 

non-Native settlers. (161) Smith inferred that the many American Indians who died as the 

result of the epidemics prior to the summer of 1855, afforded American settlers less costly 

access to land in Washington Territory. 

Physicians and surgeons denigrated American Indian medical practices and beliefs, and 

actively tried to eliminate both from American Indian communities. From Benjamin Rush, 

who regarded indigenous "enchantments" as useless (1774, 11), to United States army 

Surgeon R. Glisan (1879) who reported, "it's no easy matter to control such a set of 

superstitious creatures" (99), physicians' intentions were clear. Most physicians meant to 

separate American Indians from indigenous medical practices and practitioners. 

Scientific mis-interpretations have also served to obscure the history of the American 

Indian and the United States. Native narratives of death and survival in the wake of epidemic 

diseases, such as smallpox, differ from those reported by the "scientific" community.. These 

narratives tell of death, sacrifice, and the survival of people who told their descendants about 

their experiences. 

American Indian resistance to smallpox vaccinations after Jetmer's discoveries in 1798, 

was, as we have seen, limited. Though certain groups of American Indians did resist 

vaccination, there was no en masse resistance. Those who accepted vaccination did so when 

they realized it was effective and learned to practice the art of vaccination for themselves. 

Those who resisted vaccinations did so for good reasons, such as the Pawnees who refused 

vaccination from members of the S. H. Long expedition in 1820 because they had recently 
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had the disease. (James, 286) American Indians involved in negotiations with the United 

States regarding removal, land cessions, and preparations for removal, refused federal 

vaccinations in 1832 because their concerns about these issues outweighed their worries 

about smallpox. (Herring, 1833) 

Under extreme duress, some members of American Indian communities did commit 

suicide. These suicides, however, were not "meaningless acts of aggression against oneself 

or others. "(Connors, 5) Nor were they the acts of "self-sacrifice" and "heroism" committed 

for the "spiritual benefit of another person." (Battin, 59-60) Neither were American Indian 

suicides, spurred by epidemic smallpox, egocentrically guided. The majority of smallpox 

related suicides are indicators of the devastating effects of the deadly disease on family, 

community, and society. Some American Indian suicides, such as those of the Cherokee 

medicine community in 1738, were also performed for the "health and survival of the group 

... [and the restoration of a] balance between all creation."(Connors, 6) The number of 

American Indian suicides was fairly small when judged against the magnitude of the 

disasters caused by epidemic diseases. 

As physicians and surgeons were increasingly employed in American Indian 

communities, they mounted an almost continual battle against indigenous medical practices 

and practitioners. Very few doctors granted any degree of validity to indigenous medical 

practices and almost all private, military and treaty physicians considered the sacred 

practices of American Indians "rude," "disgusting,""fantastic incantations," or "silly." 

Smallpox and the legacies of survival: 
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Epidemic smallpox struck American Indian communities west of the Mississippi River 

a stunning blow between 1837 and 1838 that decimated groups that were not vaccinated in 

1832. (Trimble, 1992) Estimated fatalities among unvaccinated groups of Mandans, 

Arikaras, Hidatsas, Assiniboins and Blackfeet numbered a reported 16,000 people. (Pilcher, 

1838, Sept. 12) Indian agent Joshua Pilcher, who had filed this report, estimated that he was 

probably 50% below the number of actual deaths, however, he also advised that an 

additional 1200 Sioux had also died, and warned that the epidemic would probably soon 

reach tribes near the Pacific Ocean. It did reach this area within the next year, affecting 

Blackfeet, Assiniboins, Crees and Crows, among others, on its march toward the sea. 

Smallpox strikes the upper Missouri River again, 1837-1838: 

The Indian Vaccination Act of 1832 reactivated; 

In the midst of blaming the victims for contracting the disease, portions of the 1832 

federal vaccination program were reactivated in 1838. American Indian fatalities were 

blamed for their "general want of medical advice... irregular... exposed modes of living" 

that had made them "certain victims of the scourge." (Crawford, 1838) The reactivated 

program was especially active among Missouri River tribes, focusing on bands located 

within the Sioux Agency. (Pilcher, 1838, Sept. 12) Dr. Joseph R. de Prefontaine, hired by 

Pilcher to vaccinate American Indians located in his agency, began a 2000 mile vaccination 

odyssey by steamboat on March 27,1838. The doctor's journey, that took him 1500 miles 

up the Missouri river, and across country for an unknown numbers of miles, was completed 

by July 9, 1838. While a guest on a fur company's steamboat, the doctor halted during his 
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voyage up the Missouri River, vaccinating different groups of American Indians located 

along the way. de Prefontaine vaccinated an estimated 3000 to 4000 American Indians, 

comprised mainly of Santee, Yankton, Yanktonai, Siouan, Teton and Oglala Sioux and a few 

Otoes and Mahas [Omahas].(Pilcher, 1838, Sept. 12) 

The vaccination expeditions provided both the Indian agent and the doctor with several 

surprises about American Indians and smallpox vaccinations. Pilcher was surprised when 

bands of Yankton and Santee Sioux, assembled for long-awaited annuities, eagerly accepted 

vaccinations and the doctor ran out of vaccine materials. (Pilcher, 1838, Sept. 12) In the 

manner of vaccination physicians employed in 1832, Dr. de Prefontaine was forced to obtain 

vaccine matter from other sources in order to fmish his vaccination duties. (David, 1832; 

Martin, 1832) Again, as in 1832, American Indians accepted vaccinations in numbers that 

surprised both physicians and agents. 

Pilcher also found vaccinations had been exercised, before his appearance, by fur 

company traders at Fort Pierre. In fact, fur company vaccinations were so thorough at Fort 

Piene, and at other remote fiir company posts, that Pilcher was forced to send the doctor 

inland to locate less accessible groups in order to continue vaccinations. (Pilcher, 1838, 

Sept. 12) As Pilcher said in his repori, "there seems to be an entire willingness on the part 

of nearly all the Indians I have seen or heard from, to receive vaccination, and a general 

confidency [sic] in its efficacy." (1838, Sept. 12) What surprised Pilcher even more was the 

fact that "prej udice and superstition formerly anticipated by me, have been sooner overcome 

than I expected." (1838, Sept. 12) Pilcher was even more surprised when he realized that 
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American Indians had learned the art and science of vaccination (from the traders) and were 

vaccinating themselves. (1838, Sept. 12) Joshua Pilcher and Dr. de Prefontaine learned that 

Dr. Martin was correct in his earlier predictions to Indian agent John Dougherty, that 

American Indians would accept vaccination when they understood the beneficial effects of 

the operation. (Martin, 1832) By 1838, American Indians had surpassed even Dr. Martin's 

expectations and were performing their own vaccinations. 

Of course, other American Indians were also practicing vaccinations, or inoculations, 

in their efforts to avoid smallpox. Francis Chardon, (1932) trader at Fort Clark, advised that 

in the absence of vaccine matter, Mandan Indians had successfully inoculated a child with 

live smallpox matter during the 1837 smallpox epidemic. According to Chardon, an Indian 

man had vaccinated his child by ''cutting two small pieces of flesh from his arms, and two 

on the belly ... and then taking a scab from one, that was getting well of the disease, and 

rubbing it on the wounded part... three days after, it took effect, and the child is perfectly 

well." (133) The technique used by the Mandan man was described in A family medical 

companion, a self-help publication available at the trading post. (DeVoto, 288) 

Assiniboin and Mandan women; heroines of the epidemic: 

About thirty American Indian women, living at Fort Union on the upper Missouri River, 

accepted inoculations in lieu of smallpox vaccinations fi'om traders on July 12, 1837. 

(Larpenteur, 132) The Fort Union traders, hoping to protect their fall Indian trade, tried a 

peremptory strike against smallpox without the benefit of cow-pox vaccine matters. Sadly, 

most of the women inoculated with the live materials died, as did many of the non-Native 
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men. (Larpenteur, 133) What was thought to have been a mild case of the disease obtained 

from the vaccine matter donor, must have been one of the virulent types prevalent along the 

Missouri River that summer. The few survivors were horribly scarred, and the disease spread 

to American Indian conimunities in the vicinity of the post. (Larpenteur, 133) Importantly, 

however, this incident speaks to the fact hat the women had apparently had enough faith in 

the process to participate in the inoculations. 

Traders actively protected their economic bases with smallpox vaccination programs and 

a number of other measures. For example, American Fur company officials utilized treaty 

processes to regain some of their losses generated by American Indian smallpox deaths. 

According to historian Evan Jones, the American Fur Company planned to recoup heavy fur 

trade losses due to epidemic smallpox among Sioux, Chippewa and Winnebagos (1836-

1837) through treaty claims and provisions. (1966,177) These costs included special treaty 

provisions that reimbursed traders for losses incurred by individuals, and communities, when 

smallpox struck American Fur Company trading parmers. Jones maintained that these costs 

cut deeply into Native Americans' government payments after 1836 and 1837. (177) 

Other traders also felt the emotional and economic impact of epidemic smallpox 

between 1837 and 1838. By late fall, 1837, trader D. D. Mitchell advised oftlcials of the 

Chouteau Co. that "The suffering of Indians but seldom excites much of my sympathies. 

This situation, however... is so very heart rending... that I have shed tears of bitter anguish 

when I saw them dying around me and calling on the whites to save them." (1837, Nov. 30) 

Mitchell also reported that the Gauches' band of Assiniboins, the "largest and most 
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profitable" had been nearly annihilated, and that a number of destitute women and orphaned 

children remained at the fort. After his expressions of sympathy, Mitchell also suggested 

that the fur company move Sioux, or some other communities, into the recently vacated area 

to "supply the places" (i. e., forts). The scene of such recent human devastation was still fine 

buffalo country. (Mitchell, 1837, Nov. 30) 

Three weeks prior to his letter, Mitchell had received news from Fort McKenzie that 

Blackfeet, Piegans and Bloods had all suffered horribly from smallpox. (Culbertson, 1837, 

Nov. 5) Trader Culbertson assured Mitchell, though, that trade with the Gros Ventres "will 

not be materially injured" because the epidemic had killed mostly young women and 

children. (1837, Nov. 5) 

In spite of their economic foci, traders' journals provide invaluable insight into the 

suffering of epidemic smallpox during the summer of 1837. Variola caused a living hell for 

upper Missouri River American Indian communities that began in 1837, as it had in 1780 

and 1781. (Abel, in Chardon, 138) By 1837, however, one important condition differed 

from the earlier epidemic; persons over 57 or 58 years of age had acquired life-time 

immunities to the disease as children. Those persons who had these immunities became the 

caretakers of the sick and dying. Older women, especially became the caretakers as 

mothers, aunts and grandmothers tended the sick, rescued the orphaned and elderly, and 

mourned the dead. The older Assiniboin women at Fort (Jnion and the Mandan women, in 

their village below Fort Clark, became the heroines of this epidemic. 

These women shared many commonalities during the epidemics, the greatest of which 
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was their age. With few exceptions, the caretakers had all been referred to by traders as older 

women who fit the disease-immune profile. Both Assiniboin and Mandan women faced the 

horrors of smallpox at nearly the same time. The Fort Union epidemic, begun by inoculation 

July 12, 1837 caused the disease to strike a large group of people simultaneously. 

(Larpenteur, 133) The Mandan epidemic began about the same time (Chardon, 138), 

however, it did not strike simultaneously because it had been contracted in the "naturar* 

manner. What began as an onslaught for the women at Fort Union, spread from a few 

individual cases into a deadly attack for the Mandan women. 

Neither Assiniboin nor Mandan populations had been vaccinated for smallpox under 

the Indian Vaccination Act; it took a year after the epidemic at Fort Union and in the 

Mandan villages, for the federal government and traders to extend vaccinations to some of 

the upper Missouri River groups. (Abel, in Chardon, 162) These vaccinations were, however, 

too late to help either the Assiniboins or the Mandans during the worst of the epidemic. 

There were some differences between the older Assiniboin and Mandan women that may 

have been crucial to their survival. The Assiniboin women at Fort Union may have been in 

better physical condition at the beginning of the epidemic than the Mandan women. Buffalo 

were plentiful at Fort Union, and the trader, (Larpenteur, 134-135) spoke of continued 

hunting and plentifiil supplies of buffalo robes being brought to the fort. The Mandans, 

however, were starving by mid-July, (Chardoa, 104, 110, 112, 121-122) after a long, cold 

winter, combined with a cold, rainy spring and cool, cloudy summer that had contributed to 

the failure ofMandan gardens. Buffalo herds had not yet migrated back into Mandan hunting 
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areas (Trimble, 1986, 13, 19) as Mandan hunting and gathering activities were also 

constrained by their old adversaries, the Yanktonai Sioux. Bands of Yanktonai burnt pasture 

grasses near the Mandan village and raided hunting or gathering parties that went beyond 

village parameters. (Chardon, 112, 119; Harris, 1837) 

Care facilities differed for the women as well. Mandan women cared for the sick and 

dying in their earth lodges at the Mandan village. Under normal summer weather conditions, 

the earth lodge dwellings would have been warm and comfortable. Since the weather 

remained cold and rainy, however, the lodges were chilly and damp, not an ideal setting to 

tend to the sick. (Culbertson, 1952,101) In an effort to clear Fort Union of smallpox, traders 

removed sick Assiniboins into a series of deserted buildings outside of the fort. (Larpenteur, 

134) The older women moved into the "Indian hospitals" with the sick, where they remained 

over the winter, the only caretakers of sick Indians during the epidemic. (Larpenteur, 134) 

Variola major was a special horror for pregnant women and their care givers, especially 

since the care givers were the mothers, grand-mothers, aunts, or sisters of the pregnant 

women. The Assiniboin and Mandan women undoubtedly delivered the aborted fetuses 

common to pregnant smallpox victims.(Peters, 96) Then, as the older women continued to 

care for the sick women, the few live babies bom to smallpox victims normally died within 

days of their mothers from either starvation, or acquired cases of the disease. (Fenner, et al, 

42) The older women then continued to care for the few surviving mothers, many of whom 

soon bled to death. (Shurkin, 341) 

As the numbers of dead increased over the summer, fall and winter, the caretakers did 
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the best they could. They struggled as beloved children, young girls, young men, older men, 

husbands, fathers, brothers, and warriors died. It was a gruesome as women suffered 

abortions, and people bled from their eyes, ears, nostrils, gums, mouths, intestines, vaginas, 

rectums and under the skin. Rectal tissues sloughed, and joints and bones developed painful 

arthritic-type deformities that would worsen with age if they survived. (Fenner, et al, 32,47) 

Heads, backs and bodies ached, people vomited, and suffered diarrhea and abdominal pain, 

delirium and convulsions. People also died of secondary complications of the disease, 

including heart failure, and bacterial infections. (Fenner, et al, 37,47,49-50) 

The Mandans lost an estimated 1,500 people (Chardon, 138), while the Assiniboins. 

according to trader Charles Larpenteur (134), lost half of their population by the end of the 

epidemic. By November 30, 1837, trader D. D. Mitchell reported that the epidemic had 

continued throughout the fall at Fort Union, as it had at the Mandan village, while burial 

practices broke down under the weight of the tragedy. After entire families of Mandans were 

destroyed, it became impossible to remove the dead from village areas. (Abel, 128; 

Bushnell, 120) Traders and fiir company employees, disposing of dead Assiniboins at Fort 

Union, initially "dump[ed] them in the bushes." (Larpenteur, 134) By November, however, 

O. D. Mitchell noted from Fort Union that burials must not have taken place because frozen 

ground made it impossible to bury the dead. By the end of the month, cartloads of the dead 

were "confined to a watery grave" in the Missouri River. (Mitchell, 1837, Nov. 30) All of 

the traders reported numerous destitute survivors, including widows, orphans, and a number 

of elderly persons, living near their forts. (Bowers, 26-27; Culbertson, 1837, Nov. 5; 
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Mitchell, 1830, Nov. 30) 

Burial practices continued to break down, and ceremonials changed, but Mandans and 

Assiniboins survived as distinctive societies. By the end of 1837, the social costs of the 

disease were high. Nine of thirteen Mandan clans had disappeared (Meyer, 72), Mandan 

exogamous marital patterns were disrupted (Bowers, 31, Meyer, 73) and lodge ownership 

no longer reverted to the clan in the absence of female relatives. The Mandan lodges had 

been deserted and were later occupied by other tribes moving into the empty villages. 

(Bowers, 26-27) 

The type of smallpox experienced by both the Mandans and Assiniboins in 1837 is not 

known for certain. It is supposed that both groups suffered hemorrhagic or confluent (i. e., 

flat) types of variola major, or that they may even have suffered combinations of the disease. 

(Ewers, in Denig, 71; Trimble, 45) What is known is that survivors were most often left 

terribly scarred, blind in one or both eyes, and crippled; men were often left sterile. 

(Hayden, in Meyer, 232) It is also reported that inordinate numbers of suicides were the 

result of the smallpox epidemics. 

Smallpox and American Indian suicides: 

Over the years, American Indian suicides and smallpox epidemics have become the 

standard grist of academic lore and legend. Two of the groups most often cited, yet most 

often misunderstood relative to smallpox-induced suicide, include the Cherokees in 1738, 

and the Mandans in 1837. Both groups suffered catastrophic smallpox epidemics that 

infected unprotected populations and each lost almost unimaginable numbers of their people 
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to the disease in very short periods of time. 

Fortunately, source materials are available that document the experiences ofboth groups. 

James Adair spent nine years between 1735 and 1744, (3) as a trader among the Chickasaws 

and Cherokees and left a detailed record of information that had been shared with him by 

the Cherokees. Trader Francis Chardon, who lived about a mile from the Mandan villages, 

also left a detailed diary containing information about the 1837-1S38 epidemic that affected 

the Mandans and Arikaras. Adair's published recollections have been available since 1775, 

and Chardon's translated and published diaries have been available since 1932. 

Cherokee suicides: 

According to ethnographer James Mooney, hundreds of Cherokee warriors committed 

suicide in 1738. (36) This is a fiction created by Mooney that was not caused by translation 

problems or any other difficulties because he took his information directly from Adair's 

English language publication. In reality, members of one Cherokee medicine conununity 

committed suicide during the summer of 1738 smallpox epidemic. (Adair, 233) According 

to James Adair, only one warrior from the Cherokee town of Tymafe, committed suicide that 

summer as a result of smallpox. (233-234) 

Adair's version of the Cherokee suicides was clear. 

'"...all the magi and prophetic tribe broke their old confecrated phyficpots, and threw 

away all the other pretended holy things they had for phyfical ufe, imagining they 

had loft their divine power by being polluted, and fhared the fate of their country. A 

great many killed themfelves ... some fhot themfelves, others cut their throats, fome 
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ftabbed themfelves with knives, and others with fharp-pointed canes; many threw 

themfelves with ftillen madnefs [sullen madness] into the fire, and there flowly 

expired, as if they had been utterly divefted of the native power of feeling pain." 

(233) 

Adair informed that as the disease spread, all attempts to cure it by the medicine 

community (i. e., "magi," "prophetic tribe") failed. (232) As smallpox gained a stranglehold 

on the community at large, it also attacked the medicine community who worked together 

in village "town-houses"(Adair, 232) and were in intimate contact with the sick. 

Adair credits the suicides to two ideas; the medicine community was vain about facial 

disfigurements caused by smallpox, and that there was a general feeling of 

disenfranchisement. According to Adair, after seeing their faces in their looking glasses, and 

without hope of "regaining their former beauty" a great many [of the medicine conmiunity] 

"killed themsfelves." (233) The idea of disenf^chisement stems from Adair's comment 

that the medicine community regretted the loss of their "divine power... by being polluted." 

(233) Cherokee oral tradition conunemorates the death of the medicine community, though 

the reasons for the deaths remain open for thoughtful consideration. 

Loss of physical beauty, at a time when so many people were so violently ill, was not a 

probable reason to commit suicide, especially not among the people charged with the 

protection and care of the community. The use of mirrors, which Adair regarded as a vanity, 

and ideas of disenfranchisement, may have meant something entirely different to the 

Cherokees. 
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Common to the suicides are sacred items, sacred elements and the idea of pollution. The 

idea that smallpox had polluted consecrated (i. e., holy) instruments and implements is not 

unusual to Cherokee lore. It may have been that the holy instruments required destruction 

to limit the further spread of pollution. Death by fire may also have been an attempt to 

control pollution. Such deaths may also have been the offer of the self as a sacrifice. Either 

concept was familiar in Cherokee belief systems. The destruction of the implements may 

have been related to the "Ahtawhhungnah" (Woman Gathering Wood) ceremony. This 

ceremony, in which "a new fire was made, involved removal of all uncleaimess and thereby 

all possibility of disease." (Pesantubbe, 6) 

Fire, one of the primary Cherokee deities, was also a symbol of "new life" (Burr, 59) and 

was "a helpful influence and constant remedy... concerning diseases and death." (Gilbert, 

78) Mirrors may have reflected the sun, "she [who] rules the year." (Burr, 55) Perhaps it 

was a desire to see the reflection of the ultimate ftre, the sun, that called the medicine people 

to their looking glasses. 

The idea of human sacrifice and death by fire was also considered the "ultimate 

sublimation"among Natchez and various Meso-American cultures. (Gilbert, 98) Sublimation 

of the self to the divine may have been the reason Cherokee medicine people conmiitted 

suicide by fire. Not knowing why they died, we do know that whether those who committed 

suicide did so with a specific purpose in mind, their suicides involved concentration and 

effort. People not only threw themselves into the fire, but forced themselves to remain there, 

slowly, silently dying. (Adair, 233) Perhaps the medicine persons became one with the sun 
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in an attempt to stop the spread of the disease. 

The Thunderers were another sacred element evident in the Cherokee suicides. The 

powerful Thunderers had sent warmth to the world through their lightening. (Burr, 61) 

Perhaps those who shot themselves were supplicants to thunder and lightening, the sound 

of '"God's great guns." (Cockran, 38) The canes Adair refers to (233) were actually sacred 

staffs, carved of some type of wood that contained special powers. (Park, 3; Mason, 259) 

The wood could have come from trees containing special curing powers including sassafras, 

black gum, flowering dogwood, and cedar trees. (Mason, 3) Committing suicide with any 

type of sacred staff would have been difficult, and would have negated the power of the staff 

and the person. As Edward Park maintained (1995) the staffs may have been symbols of 

"magic powers" held by shamans. (3) Perhaps the "magic powers" had been so heavily 

polluted that they became part of the fmal solution. Some of the medicine people who cut 

their throats, or stabbed themselves with their knives, may also have had special purposes 

in mind. We will never know. 

We do know, however, that with so many people committing suicide at one time, the 

decision to do so was not spurious. Whether the medicine community, or the community at 

large, decided on the deaths of the medicine people remains unknown. It does seem, 

however, that the suicides were an attempt to protect the health of the community. It also 

seems that they were an attempt to re-establish "a balance between all creation."(Connors, 

6) 

The question of why Mooney credited the deaths of the medicine conmiunity to the 
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warriors remains a mystery. Mooney simply added one important line to Adair's version of 

the suicides, but was careful to give Adair credit for the information. (36, footnote 3). 

Mooney's supplement to Adair's information stated, "Hundreds of the warriors committed 

suicide on beholding their frightful disfigurement." (36) 

Mooney (36) was not working with an edited copy of Adair's work because he cited the 

original work and the correct pages. (Adair, 1775, 232-234) Nowhere are mass suicides of 

warriors mentioned by Adair. Adair's discussion, aside from the one warrior who committed 

suicide at Tymafe (233), concerns no one but members of the Cherokee religious 

community. (232-235) 

Mooney may have chosen to ignore the sacrifices of the medicine community because 

of his belief in science. For all of his in-depth involvement with the Cherokees, Mooney was 

against Cherokee medical practices. He denigrated Cherokee medicine persons (328-331), 

and flatly suggested that "appointment of a competent physician to look after the health of 

the Indians would go far to eradicate these false ideas and prevent much sickness and 

suffering." (336) He also disparaged Cherokee dietary practices (330), Cherokee medical 

practitioners (328), and Cherokee "conjuring paraphernalia." (333) It seems that Mooney 

may have fudged his data rather than open his mind. 

Mandan suicides: 

While the suicides of the Cherokee medicine conununity have been misrepresented as 

the destruction of a warrior community, Mandan suicides, in turn, have been attributed to 

failed belief systems. Warrior suicides are also a popular myth of the Mandan experience. 
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According to Bernard DeVoto, Mandans committed suicide "when the savage mind 

understood that it had misconceived the umverse, its theory of reality would not hold. When 

the bases of thought are proved in error, nothing is left but frenzy. A Teutonic death-lust 

overspread the Mandans." (285) 

There is nothing to indicate that the Mandans suffered any loss of faith during the 1837 

smallpox epidemic. In fact, trader Francis Chardon indicated that the Mandans increased 

their reliance on religious ceremonies during the epidemic. (Chardon, 126-130) Chardon, 

who often referred to the ceremonies as "howling," "screaming," or in similar derogatory 

terms, had made no study of Mandan religious customs and his records do not indicate 

which ceremonies were held. He did, however, record that the ceremonies were held and 

that they continued to be held throughout the epidemic. 

George Catlin, who had not been near the Mandans since 1832, apparently synthesized 

a number of reports from upper Missouri River traders in which he too accused the Mandans 

of losing faith. "So slight were their [Mandans'] hopes ...that nearly half of them destroyed 

themselves with their knives ... guns ... dashing their brains out by leaping head-foremost 

from a thirty foot ledge of rocks in front of their village." (Catlin, v. 2,257) 

DeVoto, it appears, must have read Catlin, who in turn, had earlier admitted that he had 

read a number of reports and materials from the upper Missouri area a year after the 

epidemic, (v. 2,257) Catlin must have then reformulated these materials into his Mandan 

suicide tale. Since trader Chardon's diaries were translated and published in 1932, it has 

been apparent that Catlin's over-reporting of Mandan suicides was in error. Considering that 
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over ISOO Mandans died fi'om smallpox within six months, Catlin would have had at least 

750 people committing suicide. No reports from traders or anyone else, indicate any event 

of this magnitude. Members of other groups did commit suicide, but in no mass events such 

as Catlin purported. 

According to Chardon's diaries, only six Mandans actually committed suicide. Of 

these, two killed their spouses or their children before killing themselves. One couple shot 

themselves "rather that outlive all [of their] dead relatives." (Chardon, 129). Another young 

man, agonizing over his suffering wife and the devastation the disease had wrought in her, 

killed her, then killed himself (Chardon, 130) Two young men, who were not identified as 

warriors, shot themselves on August 22,1837. (Chardon, 130) The last suicide/homicide was 

that of a young mother who was sick. Widowed four days earlier when her husband had 

died of smallpox, the woman killed her children, then hung herself (Chardon, 133) 

One other reference to a Mandan suicide during the smallpox epidemic may, or may not, 

have been correct. George Catlin, a year after the event, credited the Mandan Chief Four 

Bears with starving himself to death after the loss of his wives and children, (v. 2, 258) 

Chardon, however, only mentioned that "The 4 Bears (Mandan) has caught the small pox, 

and got crazy and has disappeared from camp... he arrived here in the afremoon." (123) 

Four days later Chardon advised that his fnend. The Four Bears, "died to day, regretted by 

all who Knew him." (124) The Four Bears may, or may not, have committed suicide as the 

only thing Catlin and Chardon agreed on was that The Four Bears had been a powerful 

warrior. 
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The idea that considerable numbers of warriors killed themselves during smallpox 

epidemics was not exclusive to James Mooney. Bemard DeVoto implied that Mandan 

warriors committed suicide by invoking the concept of "Teutomc lust" in the traditions of 

the warriors of Wagnerian myth who were only eligible to enter Valhalla through either 

violent death in battle or by suicide. Catlin repeated the warrior suicide theme, however, 

Chardon's records indicate that only one acknowledged warrior. The Four Bears, may have 

committed suicide. (124) The only other suicides who may have been warriors, could have 

been the two young men who shot themselves (130), or the two men who died with their 

wives. (129) 

Failed belief systems and warrior suicides were not the motivators for Mandan suicides. 

When examined as a group, there were not that many Mandan suicides or attendant 

homicides, when compared to the devastation suffered from smallpox in 1837 and 1838. 

Over 90% of what had been a small, highly integrated community died in absolute horror 

over a six month period. The suicides were not "meaningless acts of aggressions against 

oneself or others" (Connors, 5) nor were the deaths the suicides of martyrs. (Battin, 59-60) 

The Mandan suicides reflect concepts of community, family, and love. As their community 

was wracked with losses, Mandan families, that would have included extensive kin groups 

in addition to nuclear and biological families, were decimated. 

The loss of family and conmiunity were the prevalent reasons for suicide. One couple 

killed themselves because they could not face life without their family. Young men, some 

of whom were losing beloved wives and children, prematurely eased the suffering of their 
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beloved kin by killing their wives and children, then ended their own lives. Wives and 

husbands who could not bear to continue without their mates or families also ended their 

lives. According to Joseph Cash and Gerald Wolff, the situation at the Mandan villages was 

so desperate during the 1837 epidemic, that one young man dug his own grave, laid down 

in it and died. (41) 

There was no general rush to commit suicide among the Mandan Indians during 

epidemic disease episodes. The same was true for other groups, however, over time, and in 

the face of incredible loss of life and suffering fi'om various diseases, individuals did end 

their lives. Trader Edwin Denig (1966) advised that many Assiniboins at Fort Union had 

either committed suicide or died in some "other horrid forms" during the smallpox 

epidemic.(59) Denig mentioned relatively few suicides, but those that he did were heart

breaking. One young man, faced with a scaned and crippled family, must have been 

overwhelmed by their suffering when he sacrificed all of his horses and dogs, then took the 

lives of his wife, children and himself (72) Similarly, trader Culbertson reported from Fort 

McKenzie (1837, Nov. 14) that among the Piegans, people at Pipe Stem Man's camp had 

become desperate. Smallpox had raged for months, and as winter continued, the disease did 

not abate. As the epidemic continued, Piegans who caught the disease were so desperate that 

they threw themselves from the bluffs into the river. (Culbertson, 1837, Nov. 14) This was 

an established pattern, evidenced fifty years earlier (ca. 1785) during a previous smallpox 

epidemic; one young Dakota man sequestered himself in his tipi, sang his death song, and 

shot himself (Mallery, 132) 
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During three waves of influenza, over 150 Crow Indians were killed during the winter 

of 1857. One grieving Crow grandmother hanged herself at the "burial of her grandchild... 

[when she learned] that the boys' father" had also died. (Kurz, 215-216) 

Suicides did continue in conjunction with a series of epidemic diseases in situations 

where no one had any control. The suicides were prompted by the loss of families, kin 

groups and communities and by a general sense of hopelessness; they were not prompted by 

warrior death lusts, or failed belief systems. 

Indigenous medical beliefs under attack: 

Magic and superstition 

Benjamin Rush (1774) was one of the first to denigrate indigenous medical practices, 

and to assign them to the categories of "enchantment" or magic. By 1819, Rush's 

"enchantment" had changed to identification of indigenous medical practitioners as 

magicians and "jugglers." (Nuttal, 98) The term "juggler," rooted in the words "jongleur" 

and "conjuror" (i. e., magician) became the pejorative term for the American Indian 

medicine practitioner. From "juggler" (as magician) it was a short distance to "superstitious" 

and the idea that "superstition" must be replaced by science. 

For most of the nineteenth century, the idea of the "superstitious" was the most common 

element in the denigrating of American Indian medical practices. Eradication of the 

"superstitious," in relation to healing and curing practices, became one of the long-term 

goals of American medicine. In 1792, editors of the American Apollo magazine mocked 

American Indian dances that sought cures (for the sick) from the sun and moon. (140) Dance 
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as "entertainment" rather than as part of a sacred curing ceremony, was a common 

misconception in the public press by 1802. (1802, Voyages from Montreal) Thirty years 

later, explorers and members of the popular press continued the idea of "disenchantment" 

and American Indian healing practices. Maximilian von Wied (1833), during his voyage up 

the Missouri River, credited certain "vegetable" cures, but discredited the drum, rattle, and 

the "intolerable noise caused by those instruments."(v. 23,120) Chippewa medical practices 

were doubly damned as superstitious in the public press in 1847. One article, parts of a serial 

in the Niles National Register on June 2 and August 14, 1847, contained denigratory 

references to Chippewa medical practices, dances, and religious practices. 

As military physicians came into contact with American Indian communities, they 

reported, and lambasted, "superstitious" indigenous practices and practitioners. Dr. Nathan 

Jarvis, Army surgeon at Fort Snelling in 1834, worked to replace the "jongleur's" "charms" 

with scientific cures.(1906, 133) Dr. Jarvis ingratiated himself into American Indian 

medicine communities, then, when possible, substituted his medicines for theirs. Dr. John 

Hamilton, assigned to vaccinate Seminole Indians during their removal from Florida, 

reported to Florida Governor £>uval that overcoming Seminole resistance to smallpox 

vaccinations would, "no doubt ... require time and perseverance [to overcome old 

prejudices]." (1832, July 17) (Dr. Hamilton did not report what was more difficult to 

overcome, Seminole resistance to vaccination or to removal.) Former United States army 

assistant surgeon Jonathan Letterman (i. e., Letherman) reported "superstitious" Navajo 

child-birth practices in his publication to the Smithsonian Institution aimual report (18S6, 
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290) "When [labor is] difficult and prolonged, recourse is had to superstitious observations 

to bring about a successful issue."(Letterman, 290) Ironically, Dr. Letterman lef^ the 

impression that the Navajo "superstitions" must have worked; the "successful issue" he 

referred to had to have been a baby. 

Former United States army surgeon E. Andrews (1873) labeled Apache "incantations" 

"superstitious mummery." (599) Andrews, who became a professor of surgery, cited in 

detail one Apache metliod for treating bullet or arrow wounds with mescal plugs. 

"... doctor first lays on the wound a fresh ash leaf... then places on it a plug of the 

chewed mescal fibers... thrusts the whole into the wound... change[s] it frequently 

...until the danger of hemonhage [is] entirely over... next step is to go deeper... [and 

to] fill the entire track of the arrow or bullet... with a tampon which... remain[s] a 

short time ... the cure [is completed] by the application of herbs externally." (600-

601) 

Then he undermines the efficacy of the intervention by saying that the treatment was to be 

accompanied "with a suitable amount of superstitious mummery." (Andrews, 601) Other 

doctors also seemed supportive of American Indian medicines, though they refused to 

validate the spiritual aspects of healing. 

H. S. Schull, B. S. C. and United States Army assistant surgeon, was against those who 

"cure altogether on the pow-wow plan." (1888,75) Dr. Schull segregated Ogiala and Brule 

medicine men into two categories. Those who used "ordinary cures and treatments" and 

those who practiced the "pow-wow" plan. Medicinal cures that Dr. Schull mentioned in a 
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somewhat approving manner included infusions of herbs, steam baths, and other "ordinary 

remedies." (75) The doctor did not elaborate on the "pow-wow" plan but we can assume that 

it involved dance and chanting. 

Former acting assistant surgeon. United States army R. H. McKay (1918) wrote of his 

time at Fort Sill, Oklahoma that he had had no interest in American Indian medical practices 

or practitioners. (47) McKay thought the medicine dances seemed to be "kind of a wild thing 

... jumping and gyrating." (48) The doctor may have kept his distance from indigenous 

practitioners, but he was impressed after hearing Satank sing his death song at Fort Sill. 

"When old Satank appeared he set up the most weird and doleful sing-song wail I 

ever heard, and his face I thought was not so vicious looking as usual... I asked Mr. 

Jones what it meant... he replied [in a low voice], 'It means he ain't going far'... 

It was his death song that so impressed me as they brought him from the guard 

house" (66) 

Dr. McKay denied the sacred aspects of medicine that were incorporated in song and dance, 

though he did seem to have some understanding of the spiritual nature of a man's death 

song. 

Displacing Native practitioners: 

Biomedicine does not tolerate alternate modes of healing that could be a threat to its 

authority. One mechanism to eliminate competition is to undermine the old system by 

ridiculing Native practitioners as medical benefits treaty physicians were eager to eliminate 

indigenous practitioners from American Indian conmiunities. Dr. A. Coleman, treaty 
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physician on the Winnebago reservation in I860, wanted to transfer Winnebago medical 

beliefs "from the fantastic incantations to those of a well perfected science." (1860, Sept. 

25) Coleman also considered that it would be difHcult to develop this confidence due to the 

Winnebago's "crude state of civilization." Similarly, Dr. C. H. Spinning, treaty physician 

on the Puyallup reservation informed the Commissioner of Indian Affairs that his efforts to 

eliminate "necromancers" were gaining ground. Dr. Spinning also reported that under his 

care, members of the Puyallup community were becoming more "industrious," "cleanly, 

"temperate," and healthier. (1865, 80) Apparently, the doctor felt that hard work, 

cleanliness, and sobriety lead to healthier people who were reliant upon his advice. 

Dr. P. Moffatt, treaty physician at the Hoopa Valley reservation, maintained that 

indigenous practices of the "healing art makes no pretension to curing" venereal diseases 

and scrofula (tuberculosis). (1865, July 1,116) Nevertheless, Dr. Moffatt also disclosed that 

most of the people on the reservation refused to use his services. (116) Dr. W. C. Warren, 

treaty physician at the Grand Ronde Agency, Oregon, reported that "Indian wa-was" were 

still preferred to his "intelligent system of doctoring." (1865, Aug. 10) The doctor also 

reported that he was actively trying to promote scientific medicine, though people refused 

to follow his directions. (1865, Aug. 10) Treaty physician Nathaniel Hudson also had 

concluded that Grand Ronde Indian practitioners and their "superstitions and mode of 

doctoring" were inferior to western medical practices in 1863. (1863, Aug. I) Dr. Hudson 

indicated that he was making no dent in community medical practices, a situation that he 

tried to change the following year. In 1864, Dr. Hudson disclosed that a meeting with the 
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"head men and chiefs" at Grand Ronde had not been too effective. (Hudson, 1864, Aug. 1) 

Dr. Hudson noted that the chiefs and head men had agreed "unanimously" to "endeavor to 

do away entirely with the practice of Native doctoring." (1864, Aug. I) 

Dr. W. C. McCay, treaty physician at Warm Springs, Oregon, reported to the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs that his practice of medicine was an intelligent approach 

to medical care, preferable to the "charms" and "conjuring" of the medicine people. (1865, 

484) The doctor also reported that the more "intelligent ... have given up their old 

superstitions and mode of doctoring." (1865,484) Of course. Dr. McCay also recommended 

a radical cure for syphilis on the reservations; "extinguishment of the Indian right to 

fisheries at The Dalles."( 1865,484) Dr. McCay concluded, using an idiosyncratic logic, that 

termination of treaty rights was necessary because all of the cases [of syphilis] "come from 

that direction." (1865, 484) Dr. McCay not only intended to replace indigenous medical 

practices with those of western medicine, but used his political power to abrogate treaty 

rights. 

Native practitioners did not simply cease practicing because physicians disliked their 

integration of religion with curing. Dr. B. W. Kimball, treaty physician at the Squaksin 

Indian reservation reported two years in a row that he was having problems with 

practitioners of the "rude mode, superstitions and prejudices" of the "culttis potlatching 

medicine." (1860; 1858) One of Dr. McCay's problems was that indigenous practitioners 

were paid for their services like "their more highly civilized contemporaries." (1838, June 

30) 
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Native American medicine men were also accused of malpractice, according to the 

tenets of western biomedicine and Indian agent Lt. Boyle. (1870, Aug. 15) The medicine 

community at the Umatilla Indian Agency, Oregon, was indirectly charged with the 

inordinate number of child-hood deaths at the agency. Lt. Boyle reported that he felt 

parents who preferred the medicine men to the agency physician were guilty of neglecting 

their children. Consequently, the high death rate among American Indian children at the 

agency was credited to the indigenous practitioners. ( Boyle, 1870; Aug. 15) 

Exceptions to the rule; doctors who tried to understand indigenous practices: 

Few doctors involved with American Indian communities tried to understand indigenous 

health care practices. In fact, only a few physicians looked beyond the sights and sounds of 

indigenous medical practices or tried to understand the medical practices as other than 

"superstitious mummery." Dr. William T. Corbusier, Dr. Jonathan Kneeland, Dr. Nathan 

Jarvis and Dr. Thomas Kennard were exceptional doctors who did. None of the four were 

without some prejudice in regard to indigenous practices, each did, however, express ideas 

that were contrary to the popular custom of denigrating indigenous practices or practitioners 

and showed some cross-cultural relativity. 

Dr. Corbusier actually cooperated with medicine people at the Rio Verde Agency 

(Arizona) in an effort to earn their goodwill. (Corbusier, 1968) He also exchanged 

information with Yavapai practitioners, realizing that his position was ancillary to theirs. 

Corbusier trained Yavapai medicine people to administer biomedicines, while relying on 

their practices to aid his cures. (Corbusier, 28-30) Dr. Corbusier was ahead of his time. 
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familiarizing himself with languages and religions to the point that he was invited to 

participate in medicine ceremonies. The doctor realized the other practitioners were 

effective, especially in the psychological realm; 'i did not stop their incantations, but rather 

encouraged them, as they soothed the sick who often slept while they were in progress." (29) 

Fifty years after his experiences at the Rio Verde agency. Dr. Corbusier reviewed many of 

the cures formerly regarded by physicians as "superstitious" and concluded that they were 

still good medicine. (61-62) 

Dr. Jonathan Kneeland (186S) was not the trained naturalist that Dr. Corbusier was. In 

spite of a few social Darwinist tendencies, however, Kneeland did report some fairly 

advanced ideas to the American Medical Association. Kneeland acknowledged that 

Onondaga women (primarily herbalists) were members of medicine communities that 

participated in community healing practices. (256-257) While thinking these were valuable, 

Kneeland could not resist tacking on a charge of "vague quackery" when it came to other 

"mysterious arts" the women practiced. (256) 

Kneeland also informed the American Medical Association that one Onondaga medicine 

chief treated local "whites," as well as Onondagas. (257) The doctor, however, could not 

resist a slight shot at the Onondaga medicine chief, who he thought seemed somewhat 

"pretentious" about his practice. (257) At least Kneeland acknowledged that there were 

female American Indian practitioners, and that not all non-Natives preferred the services of 

the scientific medical community. 

Dr. Nathan Jarvis, (1906) stationed at Fort Snelling, Minnesota in 1834, attended 
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Chippewa medicine feasts as a guest after successful treatment of "one or two of their chiefs 

... besides other cures affected among them." (133) Jarvis shared various of his treatments 

with members of the medicine community, usually in the hope of replacing the indigenous 

practices. (133) Though somewhat condescending in tone, Jarvis was also surprised to report 

that medicine women, as well as medicine men, were members of medical societies in the 

Fort Snelling area. (134) 

Dr. Thomas Kennard (1858) reported indigenous medical practices in the St. Louis 

Medical Journal more thoroughly than many of his contemporaries. While developing an 

"Indians as children of nature" thesis, Kermard discussed some of the practical values of 

various indigenous medical practices. (391) For one. Dr. Kennard acknowledged that 

successful indigenous practices consisted ofboth the sacred and the secular. (391) Admitting 

that "the savage arts" were fairly advanced, (394) Kennard also noted that indigenous 

practitioners were skilled in the areas of anatomy, physiology, and the "remedial powers of 

herbs." (394) Missouri River practitioners were credited with the skilled applications of 

emetics, narcotics, cathartics, diuretics, antispasmodics, tonics, aromatics, sudorifics, 

antiscorbutics, and astringents. (394) In summary, Kennard concluded that the "Indian 

medicine man" was a good care-giver who was skilled in the additional arts of bleeding, 

cupping, scarification, and venesection. (304) 

Conclusion: 

The numerous examples reveal that the racist practices of imperial medicine were 

common to American Indian communities between 1774 and 1888. Politicians, 
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ethnographers, historians, and physicians denigrated and sought to replace American Indian 

medical practices and practitioners with bioimedicine. Common techniques used to 

undermine Native authority were blaming the victim, penning scientifically influenced 

misrepresentations of suicides and sacrifices, and the labeling of indigenous practices as 

superstitious and suspicious. Misrepresentations of suicide were biased and inflated, 

denigrated American Indian communities, and were influenced by scientific thought and 

imaginations. Cherokee medicine people, who may have committed suicide for the good of 

the community, have been misrepresented as members of warrior societies, while Mandans 

have been accused of seeking the symbolic deaths of Wagnerian opera. The Cherokee 

medicine community gave their best in an effort to contend with a serious disease. The 

Mandans, who suffered a similar fate did not lose their faith and committed compassionate 

homicides and suicides when faced with the loss of family, kin-group, and community. 

The biomedical push to eradicate American Indian health care did not work. American 

Indians accepted western medical practices when they were considered viable. Some 

practices, such as smallpox vaccination were denied for good reasons, that were couched 

in sound medical and political backgrounds. When the practices of western medicine were 

understood, however, and accepted as viable, American Indians made the practices their own 

without undermining their own practices. 

The imperial medical model and the American Indian was gender biased. American 

Indian women, usually left out of the historical model, were actually the heroines of the 

smallpox epidemics. American Indian women were also full members of medical societies 
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and practitioners of medicine in their own right. 

Imperial medicine, physicians and surgeons and the American Indian have a long history 

in the United States. Physicians and surgeons have been instrumental in trying to eliminate 

indigenous practices and practitioners from American Indian communities. Military 

physicians, private physicians, and treaty physicians all used access to American Indian 

communities in attempts to destroy, denigrate, and eradicate sacred and secular indigenous 

medical practices. Few physicians and surgeons working in American Indian communities 

deviated from the practices of imperial medicine. The few who did, however, learned that 

indigenous practitioners were skilled in many areas and practiced what would later be 

recognized as "good medicine." 
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Chapter 9 

Medical benefits treaties: Legitimization and limitation of health care benefits for 

Native Americans 

Between 1826 and 1868 forty five treaties containing medical benefits provisions for 

Native Americans were ratified. These treaties legitimized and increased the federal 

presence among American Indian tribes, but they were treaties of removal, reservation or 

restriction that served to defme and limit health and medical care benefits offered to Native 

Americans. Providing services limited to a western medical model, the United States 

originally agreed to fund limited benefits in a majority of the treaties (thirty eight). Under 

the remaining treaties, the costs of health care and provisions were to be deducted from 

tribal armuities or payments. 

Some medical benefits were included in treaties in response to epidemic diseases, 

especially Asiatic cholera or smallpox. Medical benefits treaties were also negotiated as part 

of changing United States policies that used the treaties to diminish reservation sizes, 

compact reservation populations, and to reduce the cost of the reservation systems. It was 

cheaper to provide one hospital at a central point on a consolidated reservation than it was 

to provide many hospitals on larger reservations that served fewer people. 

The medical benefits treaties have one rationale; they were all considered part of a 

professed national goal to "civilize" the American Indian. As the Reverend Jedidiah Morse 

recommended in 1822, the goal could be gained by placing physicians and the "benefits of 

our medical knowledge" among the tribes. (91 >92) Reverend Morse presumed that healthy 
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people who felt well would be more amenable to the "civilizing" influences of the United 

States. 

Though the majority of the medical benefits treaties were implemented in groups of 

services they offered a variety of services including smallpox vaccinations, provision of 

hospitals and housing for doctors, and limited terms of employment for treaty physicians. 

Seven of the treaties may be considered anomalies because they provide specific benefits 

that are either limited in scope, or are attributed to an individual or an event. Two of these 

treaties were also exceptions to federal regulations involving Indian removals that facilitated 

the Indian removal program.' The last medical benefits treaty was ratified in 1868, ending 

a forty five year span of federal "medical benefits" treaty making and shifting policies. 

Medical benefits defined: 

Any treaty that contains some type of health care for American Indians is considered a 

medical benefits treaty. Medical benefits treaties address specific issues such as smallpox 

vaccinations, or they address issues of over>all health care, or care of the "poor and infirm." 

Medical benefits treaties also provide federally ftmded physicians to specific communities 

for a limited amount of time, or they may provide for doctors' services, medications, and no 

living facilities for the doctors. Some treaty physicians were expected to provide their own 

medicines as part of their treaty-based salaries, while other treaties provided for the costs 

I 

One additional treaty, the Fort Berthold Agreement with the Arikaras, Gros Ventres and 
Mandans, contained medical benefits provisions. Since the treaty agreement was not 
ratified, it is not included in this study. (Kappler, v. 2, 795) 
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of medicines or vaccinations in addition to the salaries of the physicians. Medical benefits 

treaties also provided federal funds for the care of the "poor and infirm" or for transportation 

of the sick. 

Demographics, removal and reservation: 

Medical benefits treaties were established with tribes being removed from the 

Mississippi and Missouri River areas, or with those who were being removed to remote 

reservations in the wake of land cessions. (Figure 9.1) Between 1826 and 1842, groups such 

as the Miamis, Winnebagos, Chippewas, Ottawas, and Pottawatomies signed a succession 

of treaties in which large land cessions and reservations were involved. Many of these 

reservations were, in turn, ceded in subsequent treaties (1863-1867). Between 1835 and 

1842, the Cherokees, Sioux, and Sauk and Foxes (of Iowa Territory) signed treaties that 

required their removal from their lands east of the Mississippi River. (Figure 9.1) Removal, 

consolidation and the establishment of reservations continued to be the underlying 

motivations for the medical benefits treaties of the 1850's. The Oto and Missouri (1854) and 

the Omahas (1854) ceded, and vacated, all lands west of the Missouri River, while the 

Miamis sold reservations established in 1838. (Figure 9.1) 



Figure 9.1 Medical Benefits Treaties, 1826 -1868 
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The tribes of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho Territories, plus those of northern California 

were likewise consolidated and placed on reservations with limited land bases away from 

population centers. (Figure 9.1) 

Between 1863 and 1868, medical benefits treaties based on restriction of American 

Indians were provided to tribes of the northern plains, the inland Plateau, Illinois, Wisconsin 

and Dakota Territory - The Medicine Lodge treaties with the Cheyenne and Arapaho, 

Kiowa, and Comanche and the Fort Laramie treaties with the Crow, the northern Cheyenne 

and the Arapaho are excellent examples of documents that called in federally supported 

medical benefits if participants agreed not to leave reserves except to hunt. In 1864 and 186S 

the Klamaths and Snakes agreed to consolidated reserves, and the Sauk and Fox of the 

Mississippi (1867) ceded their unsold reservation to the United States for the same so-called 

"benefits." 

Of the forty five medical benefits treaties, five of those treaties that could be considered 

anomalies did not offer medical benefits of a continuing nature. They were, however. 

Others were with the Sioux (Brule, Miniconjou, et al.), Blackfeet, Arapaho, Crow, 
northern Cheyenne and Arapaho, the eastern bands of Shoshone and Banock (1868) and 
the Wirmebago in the Dakota Territory (1865). Chippewa, Ottawa, Chippewa of the 
Mississippi and Chippewa of the Pillager, Lake Winnibigoshish, Red Lake and Pembina 
bands also developed treaties during this period, and many of these documents ceded old 
reservations, or removed treaty groups to compacted, more populous reservations. 
(Figure 9.1) 
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treaties of reservation or removal. These treaties included the Navajo treaty of 1868, the 

Pawnee "vaccine payback" treaty of 1857, and the three "poor and infirm" Miami treaties 

of 1826, 1838 and 1854. (See Figure 9.1 for all references to treaties.) 

Legitimization of a federal presence in American Indian communities; 

All of the medical benefits treaties, upon ratification, provided the United States with 

a legal foundation for a federal presence in Native American communities. Treaties were 

negotiated by federal officials and once ratified, became the law of the land. Medical 

benefits treaties also provided the United States with ethical, or moral, justification for a 

federal presence in American Indian communities because provision of federal hospitals, 

physicians, or medications served to obscure other less beneficent federal agendas. 

Pre-treaty council reports (Gibbs, 9, 13, 19-20, 34-35) recorded devastating epidemic 

illnesses, and Congressional documents (Indian removals, v. 1-5) revealed the sickness and 

suffering endured during Indian removals. Both indicate the extent to which the federal 

government relied on provision of medical benefits as ethical or moral justifications for a 

federal presence in American Indian communities. Treaty council minutes record how 

goverrmient negotiators shifted the emphasis firom land loss to provision of benefits thai 

were more pleasant to discuss. (Seattle, Patkanam, and Chow-its-Hoot; 1855) During the 

treaty council held at Point Elliott, Washington Territory, D'wamish Chief Seattle was 

forced to remind commissioner Isaac Stevens (1855) that he had failed to include promised 

medical benefits in the D'wamish treaty. Governor Stevens, who had shifted the talks away 

from the land involved, was more than happy to apologize and thanked the Chief for 
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reminding him of his omission. (Stevens, 1855, Jan. 22) The medical benefits provisions 

formed a benevolent cover as the D' wamish represented by Chief Seattle, the Snoqualamies 

represented by Chief Patkanam and the Skagits, represented by Chief Goliath lost nations 

in return for reservations and federal services. (Stevens, 1855, Jan. 22) 

Health and medical care benefits defined and limited: 

Forty of the forty five medical benefits treaties have one thing in common: they provided 

legal justification to introduce western medical physicians and practices into reservation 

communities. The first physicians were introduced under the Winnebago treaty of 1832 to 

serve at Forts Crawford and Winnebago. (7 Stat., 370) Paid $200.00 per year by the federal 

government, the physicians' salaries were set for a period of twenty seven years. 

There was no "set" scale of salaries for treaty physicians as their numbers increased over 

the years. In 1836, physicians for the Ottawas and Chippewas were paid $300.00 per year 

(7 Stat., 491) which included funds for vaccines and medicines in addition to compensation 

for their services. Physicians working with the Chippewas of Saginaw, were to be paid 

$ 100.00 annually by the tribe, with no federal guarantees of salary under the treaty. (7 Stat., 

528) 

Physicians' salaries, often part of tump sums to be paid annually by the federal 

government to tribes, were included in a portion of the lump sum designed to cover non-

Native salaries, including carpenters, millers, agricultural workers and other hired civilians. 

(Chippewa, Ottawa and Pottawatomies, 7 Stat., 431; Sauk and Fox, 7 Stat, 596; Sioux, 7 

Stat., 538; Oto and Missouri, 10 Stat., 1038) Salaries to be paid by tribes often were not 
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specified in treaties and neither were treaty benefit periods. In these cases. Congress, the 

President, or the Secretary of the Interior could choose to discontinue the services at their 

discretion. 

Salaries and physicians' homes: 

By the 1850's physicians' salaries had doubled or tripled from the $200.00 and $300.00 

per year range, and by the 1860's, the Chippewa (of the Mississippi) treaty physician was 

paid $ 1200.00 per year. This treaty also required that the government furnish medicines and 

supplies worth $300.00 per year in addition to the doctor's salary. (16 Stat., 719) By 1867, 

the Sauk and Fox physician was paid $1500.00 per year. (1867,15 Stat., 495) It was during 

this period that treaty provisions began to include federal housing for physicians in 

reservation communities. Prior to this era, treaties did not speak to living arrangements. In 

1867 and 1868, Cheyenne, Arapaho, and Crow treaties required that the government spend 

$3000.00 to build physicians' homes on these reservations. Another doctor's house was to 

be built at the Sauk and Fox reservation for an unspecified amount. (Figure 9.1) The 

exception to the $3,000.00 rule was the $2000.00 limit assigned to the physician's house in 

the eastern band Shoshoni and Banock treaty. (15 Stat., 673) 

Hospitals: 

Treaty provisions that included medical facilities increased over the decades and by the 

1850's, bulk payments and specific treaty provisions included locations and types of 
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hospitals or medical facilities on nine reservations.^ Treaties of confederation and 

consolidation in Washington, Oregon, Idaho and other territories during the ISSO's and 

1860's, required that one hospital be built at a central point of a new reservation to serve 

demographically dispersed populations. Politicians and physicians were aware of the real 

estate apportioned in the treaties as Superintendents' and Indian agents' reports to Congress 

included requests that requisite treaty hospitals be built as soon as possible. (Annual reports, 

Commissionerof Indian Affairs; 1855, 1863, 1864, 1871) 

Provision of benefits: 

According to federal disbursement records, provision of treaty medical benefits was 

usually made in a prompt manner between the late 1830's and the early 1850's. These records 

and the physicians' reports, indicate that after 1855, medical services were provided within 

three to five years after treaty ratification. One good example of the delay in service involves 

the tribes of Washington Territory (ca. 1854 - 1855). When general warfare with many of 

the treaty tribes broke out after the Washington treaties were concluded but not ratified, no 

medical benefits were provided to the tribes until the wars were over and people had agreed 

to remain on reservations. In general, records indicate that physicians were in place on a 

3 

The United States was to build and maintain hospitals at the Rogue River, Oregon 
reservation (1854), the Chastas, Quilsieton, andNahieton band reservation, Ca. (1854), 
the Umpqua and Catapooiah, Oregon reservation (1855), the reservation belonging to the 
Tribes of Middle Oregon (1955), the Klamath, Oregon reservation (1864), the Walla 
Walla, Cayuse, and Umatilla reservation in Oregon (1955), the Yakima reservation in 
Washington (1855), the Nez Perce reservation in Washington Territory(I855) and the 
Flathead reservation in what is now the state of Idaho (1855). 
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majority of the treaty reservations by the mid-1860's and that they continued to be placed on 

more reservations as treaties were negotiated in 1S68. 

Hospitals: 

The condition of existing Indian hospital facilities was also occasionally reported to 

Congress. One of the most famous, [)r. Hillary reported from the United States Army Indian 

hospital at Fort Sumner, NM that the hospital was "fit only for use as a pig sty." (1866: 150, 

151) The doctor also recommended that if a new facility was to be provided, it should be 

built of the best materials and staffed by an extremely competent physician. The subsequent 

Navajo treaty, ratified two years after Dr. Hillary's report, contained neither the 

recommended facility nor provision for a physician. (15 Stat., 667) The Navajo treaty only 

provided federal transportation for Navajos who were unable to walk away firom Fort 

Sumner. 

Interest in the building of federal hospitals by treaty physicians did not especially 

indicate genuine concerns for the health, receptivity, or customs of the constituent tribes. 

Most physicians who requested speedy construction of hospitals, expressed their own needs 

to control medical practices in American Indian communities. Physicians noted that without 

hospitals, they were limited in their control of "filthy Indians" and indicated that they were 

frustrated with a general lack of interest in western biomedicine. Doctors blamed poor diets, 

the lack of proper nursing techniques, and a general "failure to thrive" on indigenous health 

care practices that they felt could be eliminated when patients could be placed in a 

controlled facility. Doctors also felt that hospitals would accelerate acceptance of superior 
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western biomedicine as people in hospitals were exposed to "proper" care, cleanliness and 

controlled diets. (Bayley, 1863; 187; Daniels, 1855; 68; LaForce, 1871; 156; McKay, 1864; 

244) 

Benefits periods: 

Each treaty specified a time frame for medical and other benefits. Benefit provision 

periods differed; five years was the minimum and twenty seven years the maximum. In 

general, the treaties signed during the 1850's in Washington, Oregon, northern California and 

Idaho offered ten, fifteen or twenty year blocks of services. Services generally included 

erection of necessary hospital buildings and facilities at a central point on reservations, 

provision for physicians and medicines, and up keep of facilities for the stated period of 

time. Treaties with the Kiowas and Comanches (15 Stat., 581), Cheyennes and Arapahos (15 

Stat., 593), Brule, Oglalas, Miniconjous, Yanktonai, Hunkpapas, Blackfeet, Cut Heads, Two 

Kettles, Sans Arcs, Santees and Arapahos (15 Stat., 635), and Crows (15 Stat., 649) 

contained a distinctive medical benefit provision that was dependant on the government's 

reserved right to withdraw the benefits fi-om the tribes at any time. The United States agreed 

to furnish these tribes with physicians, farmers, teachers, and other employees on an atmual 

basis, but reserved the rights to the members of the United States Congress, or to the 

Secretary of the Interior, to withdraw the benefits at their discretion. The United States kept 

the option of replacing these "social" services with $ 10,000.00 a year that was to be retained 

on federally directed Amencan Indian education. In efTect, if doctors, teachers, carpenters, 

and a variety of other "social" workers were not deemed to have been utilized effectively 
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on the reservation, education could be substituted for all other services. 

Medical benefits treaties in response to epidemic disease; 

Special medical benefits treaties were also negotiated in reaction to epidemic diseases 

affecting Native Americans, especially Asiatic cholera and smallpox. The first of these 

treaties was the 1832 Winnebago treaty signed at Fort Armstrong, EL (7 Stat., 370). Drawn 

at the conclusion of what historians refer to as the Black Hawk War, this treaty is conmionly 

thought to have contained the first medical benefits, and that it was made in response to 

epidemic smallpox affecting American Indians in 1832.^ (Raup, 4) The treaty is the first to 

contain medical expenses in response to epidemic disease, but that disease was Asiatic 

cholera.. Asiatic cholera influenced the medical benefits provided in this treaty that was 

negotiated at the end of the Black Hawk War because the army brought the disease to troops 

fighting Black Hawk, to American Indians involved in that war, and to treaty council 

grounds at the end of the war.' (Brown, H. E., 149) 

The Black Hawk War; a '^cholera campaign:'* 

By the time the Winnebago and Sauk and Fox treaties were completed in mid-

September, 1832, the United States was in the throes of an epidemic of Asiatic cholera that 

4 

The first treaty containing medical benefits for American Indians is the Miami treaty of 
1826. This treaty provided federal monies to be used for support of the "poor and 
infirm." (Table 9,.l) 

5 

Members of the United States Army commonly referred to the Black Hawk War as the 
"cholera campaign" for some time, according to military historian H. E. Brown (149) 
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had rampaged in all directions from the Washington-Baltimore area during the summer. 

(Chambers: 93-94) As the disease spread it killed, in spite of preventative efforts. It was not 

understood how cholera was transmitted nor was the germ theory of disease yet known. 

Effective cures for Asiatic cholera were not available and preventative vaccines were not 

to be developed for more than sixty years. (Gillett, 1995: 41-43) It was presumed that 

quarantines would reduce continued losses and stop the spread of the disease, but the 

efficacy of quarantine remained unproven. Cholera formed the disease environment that 

provided the context that was at the back of minds of the American treaty negotiators whose 

importance was subsequently transmitted to American Indians. 

Asiatic cholera broke out among troops being transported to Illinois via a steamboat 

traveling the Erie Canal and up the Great Lakes (July, 1832). By July 10, the majority of the 

troops who reached Chicago under the command of Major General Winfield Scott had been 

stricken with the disease. At least 21 men were buried in the waters of Lake Michigan, sick 

men had been left at Forts Gratiot and Detroit, and only 77 sick troopers had arrived with 

General Scott. (Chambers: 93-94; Jackson, in Black Hawk, 20-21). According to historian 

Donald Jackson, similar losses were as severe among the troops being transferred from Fort 

Monroe, VA to Illinois; cholera had killed one of every three men on the trip from Virginia, 

(in Black Hawk; 21) 

Quarantine of the incoming troops was effected at Fort Dearborn [Chicago] in an effort 

to limit the spread of the disease. By July 29, however, the epidemic seemed to have run its 

course and surviving troops were removed to Fort Armstrong, a holding area for Native 
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American prisoners. (Chambers: 93-94) By Aug. 26, the disease appeared at Fort Armstrong 

and within five days 146 men were sick and another 26 men had died. (Chambers: 98) 

On Aug. 27, Black Hawk surrendered and was taken to Fort Crawford (Black Hawk, 140) 

because, in an effort to halt the disease. Native Americans were no longer being brought to 

Fort Armstrong. (Jackson, in Black Hawk: n.l21) On September 5, 1832 General Scott 

ordered 2nd Lt. [Jefferson] Davis to remove the prisoners under his charge to Jefferson 

Barracks, "there to turn over to be strictly confined as hostages the Black Hawk, the Prophet, 

with their sons, the Little Stabbing chief, Winnashilk, his two sons, Nee-shah-a-way (a 

Winnebago chief), the two Pottawatomies, and the Prophets brother." (M.S. 015; Letter 

number 30) 

Nothing was done to protect the prisoners from exposure to the cholera, but a few days 

later, the captain of the steamboat transporting the prisoners to St. Louis did try to quarantine 

them. He denied access to the prisoners to anyone from Fort Armstrong, including General 

Scott who wanted to speak with Black Hawk. (Black Hawk, 141) Unfortunately, the captain's 

efforts to protect the captives met with failure and one week later (September 

16),Washington Irving and the Count de Portales found Black Hawk "emaciated and 

enfeebled by the sufferings he has experienced, and by a touch of cholera." (Irving, 15) 

Black Hawk survived cholera and captivity, though no mention was made of how many 

other prisoners may have succumbed to the disease. 

Treaties with the Winnebagos (7 Stat., 544) and the Sauk and Foxes (7 Stat, 374) were 

negotiated within a week ofeach other at Rock Island, Illinois. (Documents, 1832, Sept. 15: 
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490-502) Federally funded medical benefits were provided for the Winnebagos, while 

nothing was provided for the Sauk and Foxes. Comparison of the treaties indicates that the 

Winnebagos also received a much greater portion of the other measures of "civilization," 

including schools, farmers, agricultural instruments, blacksmiths and thirty days' rations of 

bread and meat upon removal (not to exceed sixty thousand rations in total) than did the 

Sauks and Foxes. (7 Stat., 544; Art. 4,5,6, 7) Unlike the Winnebagos, the Sauk and Foxes 

were branded as aggressors in the preamble to their treaty (7 Stat., 374) and were held to be 

British sympathizers by the military present at the treaty council. (1833, Aug.; Indian 

campaign, 321). The Sauk and Fox treaty contained no medical benefits and the only tools 

of "civilization" they received included "one additional black and gun smith shop, with the 

necessary tools, iron and steel; and ... a yearly allowance ... of forty kegs of tobacco, and 

forty barrels of salt [for thirty years]." (7 Stat., 374; Art. 4) 

Both groups ceded huge territories to the United States. According to treaty 

commissioners General Winfield Scott and Illinois Governor John Reynolds, the United 

States gained an approximate 2.5 million acres from the Winnebagos, and an estimated 2.1 

million acres from the Sauks and Foxes. (Sept. 15, 1832; Documents: 497) According to 

commissioners Scott and Reynolds, "conscience," not property, ''dictated that [the 

Wiimebagos] would be treated with justice and liberality." (Sept. 15,1832, Documents, 497) 

The commissioners maintained that it was the "glory of the United States" that had caused 

them to treat with the Sauks and Foxes in a "spirit of fairness." (Sept. 15,1832, Documents, 

498) This actual ly meant that the Winnebagos were being "rewarded"for their efforts during 
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the Black Hawk War. It also meant that during the treaty negotiations, the Winnebagos had 

been implicitly threatened by the commissioners; behave or receive the same treatment as 

the Sauk and Foxes. Note the negotiation style; "Where are those poor deluded Sacs and 

Foxes now? ... Look at their fate and learn wisdom from it. Their chiefs and war chiefs are 

our prisoners; their women and children rendered miserable." (1832, Nov. 8, Memo, 92) 

The rewards for good behavior included a series of Presidential medals to be awarded 

to the Winnebagos and others who had arranged the surrender of Black Hawk, or for those 

who had been involved in the successful outcome of the military campaign. (Sept. IS, 1832, 

Documents, 495). Scott also offered the Winnebagos an additional reward for capturing 

Black Hawk; twenty horses, one hundred dollars and his "intercession" on their behalf with 

the "Great Father." (Jackson, in Black Hawk, n. 117). 

Scott and Reynolds suggested other "liberal" measures for dealing with the Sauks and 

Foxes. They suggested that the prisoners be held at Jefferson Barracks for at least ten years 

and under article 8 of the treaty, broke up the Sauk and Foxe bands. (1832, Sept., 15, 

Documents, 498; Kappler, 255). On Sept. 5, when General Scott ordered Lieutenant Davis 

to release "the remainder of the Indian prisoners [to remove] and land [them] at some 

convenient point near the mouth of the loway" (1832, Sept. 15; Letter number 30). No 

medical aid was offered for this group, who undoubtedly carried Asiatic cholera with them, 

as had Black Hawk and the others taken to Jefferson Barracks. 

The Sauks and Foxes would not receive medical benefits until their 1842 treaty in which 

they ceded all lands west of the Mississippi River and agreed to move to land along the 
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Missouri River. (7 Stat., 596) Unlike the Winnebagos who had received federally funded 

medical and health care benefits for over thirty years (1832,7 Stat., 370; 1837,7 Stat., 544: 

1865; 14 Stat., 671) the Sauks and Foxes had to pay the bill for their own medical care until 

1867. (15 Stat., 495) With removal of the Sauks and Foxes, the United States fmally agreed 

to a five year proviso in which they supplied a physician's services and a suitable dwelling 

for him. (15 Stat., 495) 

The Winnebago and Sauk and Fox treaties are reflective of two types of medical 

benefits treaties. One type offered medical benefits to populations perceived as "friendly" 

or "controllable" and the other type of treaty withheld benefits from populations considered 

as "aggressors" by the United States. No medical benefits were provided in any treaty that 

branded treaty participants as "hostile" to the United States. As with the Mandans and the 

Arikaras in 1832, who received no medical benefits by ratified treaty, once branded as an 

aggressor group, medical care or health benefits were denied to these American Indians. 

Seven medical benefits treaties were enacted in direct response to epidemic smallpox 

and an additional Pawnee treaty afforded retroactive "vaccination" benefits. Two Chippewa 

treaties enacted in 1836 and 1837, and five treaties in Washington Territory enacted between 

1854 and 1855, contained specific provisions for smallpox vaccinations. The Pawnee treat) 

of 1857 (11 Stats., 729) provided no contemporary vaccination protection or other medical 

services, but repaid the interpreter, Samuel Allis, for vaccinations he had supplied the 

Pawnees during the smallpox epidemic of 1837. In common with the other seven treaties, 

the Pawnee treaty was ratified during a period of devastating smallpox epidemics among 
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American Indians. 

The two Chippewa "vaccination" treaties involved removal to reservations for the 

Chippewas and Ottawas in the west (1836; 7 Stat., 491) and removal of the Saginaw tribe 

of Chippewas to more remote areas within the state of Michigan. (1837; 7 Stat., 528) In 

return, the United States was to fund the benefits at the rate of $300.00 per year for the 

Chippewas and Ottawas, including vaccine matter, medicines, and services of physicians. 

(7 Stat., 491, Art. 4) The Saginaw Chippewa, however, were required to fund their own 

vaccinations and medical benefits from the proceeds of the sale of ceded properties. 

Vaccinations and physicians' services were to last only the five years the Sagniaws were to 

remain on their ceded properties. (7 Stat., 528, Art. 4) 

Physicians and smallpox vaccination, as Henry Schoolcraft was to inform the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1840, had become an excellent diplomatic tool for the 

United States. As such, Schoolcraft suggested that both the doctors and the vaccinations be 

included in more treaties. (Schoolcraft, 1840, 350) Schoolcraft counseled that the 

Chippewas at the Macinac agency had accepted smallpox vaccination, recognized its 

efficacy, and were appreciative of federal efforts to help alleviate the devastatingeffects of 

the disease. (Schoolcraft, 1840:350) The Chippewas, according to Schoolcraft, seemed to 

have learned to trust United States ofBcials relative to smallpox vaccination and had become 

reliant upon its efficacy to avoid the deadly disease. 

Reliance on federal vaccination forms a good basis for understanding another treaty 

provision; that vaccinations and other medical benefits were to remain in effect only so long 
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as the Chippewas or Ottawas did not leave their reservations. (7 Stat., 491, Art. 4) These 

limitations suggest that until treaty tribes did move, vaccination and medical benefits would 

not be forthcoming. The idea was supported by Commissioner of Indian Affairs Luke Lea 

when he suggested that removal of remaining Chippewa treaty bands would be facilitated 

by the simultaneous epidemics of small-pox and measles they were currently suffering. 

(1851:306-307) 

Other intents of these Chippewa treaties aimed to segregate infected populations of 

Native Americans from incoming settlers. The limitation ofbenefits to periods of occupation 

strongly suggests that once the danger of contact had been limited by vaccination or 

removal, the primary concern had been to protect incoming settler populations. This 

limitation also suggests that once settler populations had been protected, vaccination and 

medical care for the Native Americans was no longer of interest to federal officials. The idea 

that removal was forced upon Indians for their own good also seems questioned by this 

logic. As Commissioner of Indian Affairs W. Medill admitted in 1848, the Chippewas and 

Menominees who remained on ceded lands were problematical, not only to themselves, but 

that the "vicinage of the Indians has also been a great disadvantage" [to the settlers]. (1848, 

221) 

Experimental benefits treaties: A shift in American Indian policy; 

The five vaccine benefits treaties enacted in 1854 and 1855 were part of a series of 

twenty "experimental" treaties, according to Commissioners of Indian Affairs Luke Lea, 

Charles E. Mix and George W. Manypenny. (Lea, 1851, Nov. 27; 311; Manypenny, 1856: 
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493; Mix, 1858: 521) These treaties contained provisions for centralized hospitals and 

medical services offered to tribes as "additional considerations" not included in other 

treaties. (Manypermy, 1856, Nov. 22: 493) They were enacted in an attempt to force 

confederation of recipient tribes and to isolate them on reservations, as part of the efforts 

to limit federal costs and investments in American Indian communities. (Mix, 1858: 522) 

Five of these experimental treaties contained specific vaccination provisions and were 

negotiated with the tribes of Washington in the wake of an especially vicious smallpox 

epidemic. (Gibbs: 9, 13, 19-20, 34-35) As part of a preliminary census and investigation 

of anticipated treaty participants prepared by linguist George Gibbs, epidemic smallpox was 

reported to have reduced tribal populations among the Walla Wallas, Yakamas, Klickitats, 

and other tribes of the Columbia River basin. In general, Gibbs disclosed that smallpox had 

made deadly inroads in Native American populations north of the 49th parallel. (1854:19) 

The havoc smallpox caused was well known to treaty commissioners prior to the actual 

treaty councils. For example, when commissioners met to plan their strategies and to outline 

the treaties to be offered in Governor Steven's district, the benefits of "civilization" they 

planned to offer included protection from illness. These benefits included a surgeon, teacher, 

farmer, blacksmith, carpenter, other employees, medicine, support of two hundred children 

at the school, necessary residences, materials, and tools. A total outlay of $20,000.00 the 

first year and $15,000.00 the next year, included a flat fee of $1500.00 per year for the 

surgeon and another $1000.00 per year for medicines. Payable over twenty years, treaty 

benefits were the costs of civilization. Within three years, these expenses were to be 
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criticized by Commissioner of Indian Affairs Lea for having exceeded federal fiscal 

responsibilities. (Lea, 522) 

The weather during the Washington treaty negotiations reflected the climate of western 

Washington; cold, rainy and miserable. Though Governor Isaac Stevens later justified 

provision of medical benefits to the Conunissioner of Indian Affairs because "their diseases 

are the direct result of their intercourse with the whites" his actual intent to provide the 

benefits seems to be questionable. (1854, Dec. 30) At one point, chiefs Seattle, Patkanam 

and Chow-its-hoot were forced to remind Stevens that he had forgotten to include the 

medical benefits in the D'wamish treaty. (1855, Jan. 23,9) 

Native American's accessibility to medical services is another gray-area which makes 

the provision of the medical benefits highly suspect. Limiting the physician, hospital, and 

other benefits to one central area of a proposed consolidated reservation was not problematic 

to Stevens, even if it was to the indigenous population. As he advised the Commissioner of 

Indian Affairs, anyone requiring medical services could easily access these services after a 

two day boat trip across the waters of Puget's Sound. (Stevens, 1854, Dec. 30) Steven's 

failure to recall the promised medical benefits, and his disregard for climate and distance, 

seems to suggest that his main motive was not the actual provision of medical services but 

the acquisition of land. 

The promise of doctors, hospitals, and the benefits of "civilization" to legitimize a 

United States presence is bom out by Steven's continued rhetoric. Though the central focus 

of all of the Washington treaties was to relieve Native Americans of vast tracts of land 
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(Doty, 1854, 2-3), promises couched in paternalistic terms sought to provide justification 

for the transfer. Stevens told the S'Klallams and Skokomish that while the "Great Father" 

sought to pay them for their lands, he also wanted their assurances of peaceful relationships 

with "whites." In turn, the Great Father would educate their "little children" and provide 

them with "a doctor." (Stevens, 1855, Jan. 25) The following day, Stevens repeated the 

benefit offers, and couched them in even more paternalistic rhetoric, while avoiding the 

central problem of land loss. "Does not a father give his children a home? ... send his 

children to school ... give you mechanics and a Doctor to teach and cure you?" (1855, 

January 25) The loss of aboriginal land and homes was glossed over by the benevolent 

promises, as was the idea that the wounds of contact, compromise and conflict could be 

healed by teachers, technology and "superior" knowledge. 

The other "experimental" treaties enacted in 1854 and 1855 included treaties with the 

Oto and Missouri, the Omahas, Yakamas, tribes of the middle and upper plateau, northern 

California, Oregon and Idaho. These treaties condensed and confederated populations onto 

small reservations and provided for medical benefits, physicians, buildings, or other similar 

medical benefits. The "experimental" benefits provided centralized services and were, in 

general, fiinded by the federal government. Benefits were often based upon the premise that 

provisions would be forthcoming only during, or after, removal to reservations. 

Some funding of services in this group of treaties was shifted to the tribes involved or 

was made subject to the discretion of the President In the case of the Walla Wallas, Cayuse, 

and Umatillas a portion of the funding for the "civilization benefits" (including medical 
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benefits) was to be deducted from annual payments made to the tribes. (1855; 12 Stat., 945, 

Art. 3,4) The United States agreed to contribute an additional $50,000.00 during the first 

year after ratification to these groups, to erect promised buildings, including the hospital, 

and to cover salaries of employees for one year. The shift to tribal funding was also evident 

in treaties with the Umpqua and Catapooiahs (10 Stats., 1125; 10 Stat., 1143), the Omahas 

(10 Stat., 1043), and the Oto and Missouris (10 Stat, 1038). By 1858, a shift away from 

federal funding of medical benefits became part of a government shift to a smaller, more 

compact "experimental" system of reservations. 

In November of 1858, Commissioner of Indian Affairs Charles E. Mix reported to 

Congress that the Oregon and California experiment, begun four years earlier, had gone 

awry, the federal government was not saving money, and that it was necessary to further 

reduce reservation sizes. (521-522, 534, 535) Mix maintained that the Oregon reserves 

could not support sufficient cultivation, and that circumscribed reservations would "redeem" 

a large body of land from "Indian title and vagrant occupancy" for use by other. (1858; 535) 

The Oregon reserves included the Rogue River (10 Stat, 1119), Umpqua and Catapooiah 

(10 Stat., 1125), Molala (12 Stat., 981) and the Tribes of middle Oregon (12 Stat., 963). Mix 

reported that his main concerns with the reservations involved their increasingly expensive 

costs to the federal government. 

According to Mix, too many reserves bad been established in California. Consequently, 

Cal ifomia Indians were not becoming self-sufficient and cost-benefits ratios were shrinking. 

(1858; 522) In addition. Mix felt that "too much has been done for [Indians]" covered by the 
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"experimental" treaties, and that too many people had been hired to "control, assist and work 

for the Indians." (522) The presumed heavy initial expenses [typical provisions were for a 

basic $50,000.00 federal contribution the first year of reservation operation] had not 

decreased as anticipated. Since the Catapooiah medical benefits treaty (10 Stat., 1143) was 

included in these treaties, it seems safe to assume that Mix was also aiming his criticisms 

at the medical benefits. Medical benefits supplied between 1858 and 1868 reflect Mix's 

suggestions to reduce federal treaty costs. 

In the decade following 1858, eight medical benefits treaties were enacted with the 

Klamaths, Osages, Kiowas and Comanches, Cheyennes and Arapahos, Crows, northern 

Cheyennes and Arapahos, Snakes, and the eastern band Shoshonis and Banocks. The desire 

to limit costs was apparent in these treaties, for benefits were generally limited to a ten year 

period or left to the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior. (Kiowa and Comanche, 15 

Stat, 581; Cheyenne and Arapaho, 15 Stat., 593; Crow, 15 Stat., 649; northern Cheyenne 

and Arapaho, 15 Stat., 655; Eastern bands Shoshoni and Banock, 15 Stat., 673) There was 

one exception to this funding strategy, however, evidenced in the treaties with the Snakes. 

(14 Stat., 683) and Klamaths (16 Stat., 707) The United States agreed to flmd medical 

services after the two groups agreed to occupy a shared reservation for twenty years. These 

tribes were to share the combined and limited costs of medical benefits that had already 

been provided in an earlier Klamath treaty. (16 Stat, 707, Art. 4; 14 Stat, 683, Art 8) 

Policies to combine reservations and to reduce the costs of benefits were also evident in 

the next era of medical benefits treaties. 
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Restriction, segregation and medical benefits: 

By the late 1860's, new limitations were placed on "experimental" treaty tribes in a 

manner first outlined in the Chippewa and Ottawa treaty of 1836 (7 Stat., 491): Native 

American treaty participants were to remain segregated on reservations. Individuals could 

leave for officially designated purposes, on the permission of the Indian agent. The 

Chippewas' and Ottawas' freedom of movement had earlier been constrained under a 

general proviso that they "remain on their reservations" (7. Stat., 491, Art. 4) and the new 

policy also presumed that no benefits would be provided for anyone leaving the reservation. 

The Kiowas and Comanches (15 Stat., 581, Art. 4,9), Cheyennes and Arapahos (15 Stat., 

593, Art. 4, 9), Crows (15 Stat., 649, Art. 10) Brule, Oglala, Miniconjou, Yanktonai, 

Hunkpapa, Blackfeet, Cut Head, Two Kettle, Sans Arcs, Santees and Arapahos (15 Stat., 

635) also were to remain isolated on reserves, leaving only to hunt. The provision of treaty 

benefits was contingent on the tribes remaining on their reservations. The United States 

agreed to fund these medical benefits treaties, but reserved the right to withdraw the benefits 

in favor of education any time. 

Anomalies and excentions to federal Indian removal regulations: 

Five of the medical benefits treaties signed by the federal government and Indian nations 

were anomalous, when compared to the larger body of treaties. These treaties included three 

Miami treaties containing "poor and infirm" provisions, a "vaccine payback" agreement 

with the Pawnees in 1857, and the Navajo treaty of 1868. Each provides some type of 

medical benefits, but not to the extent of the other treaties. In addition, the Cherokee treaty 
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of New Echota (1835), and the Sioux treaty of 1837 based medical benefits upon removal. 

One final treaty, the Fort Berthold agreement with the Arikara, Gros Ventres and the 

Mandans, contained medical benefits but was never ratifled. (Kappler, v. 2,794) 

Poor and infirm treaties: 

The first American Indian treaty with the federal government that supplied some type 

of medical benefits was the treaty that had been ratified with the Miami nation on October 

23, 1826. (7 Stat., 300, Art. 6) As part of land cessions that awarded the United States 

generous portions of the Miamis' land located within the state of Indiana, $2000.00 per year 

was to be paid to the Miami chiefs for support of the "poor infirm persons of the Miami 

tribe" and "for the education of the youth of said tribe." (7 Stat, 300, Art. 6) Congress 

retained discretionary control of the benefits for the Indians, while the President retained 

discretionary authority for the education portion of the benefit. The Miami leaders requested 

the benefit in exchange for ceding all lands in Indiana north and west of the Wabash and 

Miami Rivers. The chiefs were to control and disseminate the fimds in the normal manner 

of their tribe and treaty commissioners, feeling this was an astute political move, acceded 

to the chiefs' demands. (7 Stat, 569, Art. 15) 

The Miami treaty of 1838 continued the poor and infirm benefit as a federal expense, 

however, only half of the original $2000.00 appropriation was to be paid to the chiefs for 

the support of the poor and infirm. (7 Stat, 569, Art. 15) The benefit had been reduced to 

$1000.00 per year at the pleasure of Congress, after the Miamis ceded their reserves to the 

United States and had been forced to remove farther west. (7 Stat, 569, Art. 1) After the 
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sale of the Miami reservations in 1854, $ 14,223.50 had accumulated in what a revised treaty 

referred to as the "poor, infirm and education fund." (10 Stat., 1093, Art. 12). In the end. 

Congress withheld the fimds and agreed that the $14,223.50 would be paid for education of 

the Miami youth, at the discretion of the President. In the future, benefits for the Miami 

poor and infirm were deducted firom tribal annuities "so long as any of the annuities herein 

provided shall continue." (10 Stat, 1093) 

That same year, (1854) treaty commissioner George Manypenny reduced the federal 

debt by ensuring that the tribes would, in the future, be responsible for their own medical 

benefits funding. Tribes that assumed the costs of their medical benefit were the Omahas 

(10 Stat., 1043), the Otoes, and the Missourias (10 Stat., 1038) In spite of Manypenny's 

fiscal efforts, four years later. Commissioner of Indian Affairs Luke Lea was still 

complaining that the federal government was spending too much money on these treaty 

provisions. (Lea, 1858; 522) 

Federal minimalists, such as treaty commissioners D. N. Cooley and Elijah Sells, 

continued to reduce the federal debt load, by limiting federal health care benefits. In 1865, 

the Osages, identified by Cooley and Sells as "impoverished" and desperate to sell their 

lands, agreed to fiind their own medical services. (14 Stat, 687) As happened to the Miamis, 

when the prospects of additional land sales looked dim to federal representatives, benefits 

were curtailed to those tribes that could not hope to provide for themselves as their 

economies and resource basis were undermined. 

Medical benefits, when they were funded, did not always take the "standard" form of 
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physicians, hospitals, and medicines. Monies for medicine negotiated in the Pawnee treaty 

of 1857 were used to reimburse a treaty interpreter and former Presbyterian lay-missionary, 

Samuel Allis, for charitable services performed among the Pawnee almost twenty years 

earlier. (11 Stat., 729, Art. 10) Similarly, the Navajo treaty ratified on June 1,1868 returned 

the Navajos to part of their reservation homelands after incarceration at Fort Sumner, New 

Mexico. Though the treaty provided for neither hospital nor physicians, it did contain a 

peripheral medical benefit. The United States agreed to pay for subsistence en route to the 

reservation, and to provide "a reasonable amount of transportation for the sick and feeble." 

(11 Stat., 729, Art. 11) 

The anomalous treaties indicate a limited acceptance of federal responsibilities for 

American Indian health care. The Miami "poor and infirm" treaties, the Pawnee "payback" 

treaty, and the Navajo "transportation" treaty provided for specific services with limitations, 

but did acknowledge federal responsibilities. The Pawnee treaty provided a one time 

payment to a non>Native and the Navajo treaty provided a qualified amount of 

transportation subject to changing definitions of "reasonable." 

Two other treaties in the medical benefits group provided exceptions to Indian removal 

regulations that were established by Secretary of War Lewis Cass on May IS, 1830 

(Removal regulations, 364-377). This set of regulations did not contain specific provisions 

for any type of medical care for emigrant Native Americans. The Commissary General of 

Subsistence (U. S. Army), however, was ordered to cany out removals in accordance with 

"laws and treaties and the instructions of the government" (Removal regulations, 364). 
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Contractors were to be hired at specific rates, and emigrants were to receive certain benefits 

during removal processes. Supplies, provisions, transportation, disbursements, record 

keeping, and pay schedules were all laid out in the regulations, however, none included 

physicians or medical services. 

Until 1835, and the Cherokee treaty of New Echota, treaties did not contain provisions 

for medical care for Indians forced to move. Before that time, these expenses had been paid 

as line-item expenses paid to individual Indian agents or to persons hired by federal 

contracts to conduct removal parties. Expense reports, nevertheless, indicate that knowledge 

of the diseases and illnesses suffered during removal was prevalent in the War Oepartment 

and with the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Between 1830 and 1833, reports filed with the 

Secretary of War, the Commissary General of Subsistance, and with various Indian agents 

or Superintendents, noted that illness and death among emigrant Senecas (of Sandusky), the 

Lewistown Indians and the Pottawatomies, indicate that the United States was paying for 

physicians' services on an ad hoc basis. The United States was also paying for the services 

of coffin makers, undertakers, and priests who had dealt with sick and dying Indians during 

removal. (Indian removals, v. 1,692, 397, 1125, 1140, 1151; v. 3,61, 504-505, 541; v. 4, 

65, 111, 112, 113, 117, 118; v. 5, 98, 101, 109) 

By June of 1833 the Secretary of War was also receiving cholera progress reports 

directly from the Marshall's Office of the Southern District in Alabama, located in the heart 

of Creek removal territories. (1833, June 25; Report) Secretary Cass, aware that epidemic 

smallpox could impede Indian removal programs, included provisions for vaccination of 
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removal tribes under the Indian Vaccination Act. (1832, May 5, Stat., 4,514) Before that, 

Indian agents for specific tribes, including the Creeks, contracted independently for 

smallpox vaccination prior to removal. (Foreman, 1932, 1 lOnl 1) By 1835, contracts that 

were unrelated to treaties contained specific provisions for health care of removal tribes. The 

Creek contract provided that the United States furnish one surgeon per emigrating party, a 

benefit that was first provided in the Cherokee treaty of New Echota. (1835, Annual Report, 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 298; (7. Stat, 478) 

The removal physician was to be responsible for treating the sick, the arbitration of 

disputes, the quality of provisions and camping areas, and it was his duty to determine 

invalid status. The physician was also the keeper of the rolls of the dead, recording names 

and dates of death during emigration. (1835, Annual Report, Commissioner of Indian 

Affairs, 298). 

The Cherokee treaty of New Echota (1835; 7 Stat., 478) and the Sioux treaty of 1837 

(7 Stat, 538) were enacted during a period of intense Indian movement, but were outside 

of the established removal regulations for medical care. Medical benefits were provided in 

the treaty of New Echota at the request of the Cherokees who had heard of the illnesses 

experienced by earlier removal groups. The treaty of New Echota is the only southern 

removal treaty containing specific medical benefits (1835; 7 Stat, 478, Art. 8), but these 

benefits mirrored those that would come to be provided by contract"... so as not to endanger 

their health, and that a physician well supplied with medicines shall accompany each 

detachment of emigrants removed by the Government" (7 Stat, 478, Art. 8). 
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The Sioux, whose treaty displaced them from their lands east of the Mississippi River, 

were provided medical benefits as part of a "civilization" proviso. (7 Stat., 538, Art. 10) A 

limited amount of money ($8,250.00) was to be supplied by the United States for twenty 

years to support farmers, blacksmiths, "beneficial objects, "medicines" and a "physician." 

(7 Stat., 538, Art. 10) Actual provision of medicines and the physician to the Sioux seem to 

have been influenced by circumstances affecting Sioux delegates on their journey to 

Washington, DC, where the treaty council was to be held. Indian agent Lawrence Taliaferro 

noted that several members of the Sioux delegation had required help from a doctor in 

Pittsburgh who so impressed the Indian agent that he assigned the doctor to act with treaty 

participants and commissioners to establish treaty provisions. (1894,217-218). Since this 

is the only medical benefits treaty that Joel R. Poinsett was involved in, and Taliaferro does 

not take credit for the benefits provisions, logic suggests that the doctor was probably the 

instigator of the medical benefits proviso. 

One additional anomalous medical benefits treaty, the unratified Fort Berthold 

agreement (1866) between the Arikaras, Gros Ventres, Mandans and the United States 

(Kappler, v. 2; 794), is a fitting end to the treaty discussion. Without ratification, the treaty 

did not become federal law, and the medical benefits finally promised to the subject tribes 

were not provided. Uncharacteristically, the Arikaras were still branded as an aggressor 

group (articles 1, 2, & 5) and the benefits offered were part of the general "civilization" 

clause (article 7). The civilization clause included "necessary and proper medicine, medical 

attendance, care for and support of the aged, sick, and infirm of their number" and the other 
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benefits of civilization including education, agricultural implements and technical supports. 

(Kappler, v. 2; 794) In addition, the proposed benefits could be terminated at the discretion 

of the President of the United States at any time. Forty one years after being branded as 

aggressor nations in the Atkinson-OTallon treaty in 1825, (7 Stat., 259) the Arikaras, and 

by association the Mandans, remained aggressor nations without the provision of medical 

benefits. 

Summary: 

[n conclusion, the demographics of medical benefits treaties reveal that these 

negotiations were part of federal removal and reservation policies. Tribes being removed 

from the Mississippi and Missouri River areas onto remote reservations of^en received 

medical benefits. 

Medical benefits treaties legitimized an increased federal presence among American 

Indian nations. Treaties provided legitimization of federal services as the law of the land. 

Rhetoric, and federal documents, however, reveal the extent to which the United States 

relied on these treaties for ethical and moral legitimization. Medical benefits treaties also 

defined and limited health care benefits, while introducing western medicine into American 

Indian communities. Medical benefits were also part of federal civilization programs that 

were offered to some tribes based on federal differentiations between aggressive and 

cooperative American Indian nations. 

Treaties were enacted in response to epidemic diseases, especially cholera and smallpox. 

The treaties also reveal that exposure to disease did not always mean that federal officials 
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responded to tribal needs. Smallpox vaccination, as part of the treaty processes, was often 

provided to people either segregated on reservations or to those who were being vaccinated 

in order to protect incoming settler populations. Vaccination, and the presence of western 

physicians among American Indians, was used as a perceived diplomatic benefit for the 

United States. 

Medical benefits treaties encoded federal decisions to change Indian health care policies. 

In 1853, health care benefit treaties were considered experimental. As a result they were 

later viewed as excessive federal debt following periods of intense confederation and 

consolidation of tribes on limited reservations. Medical benefits were also used to legitimize 

a federal presence during times of intense land loss for American Indians. The wounds of 

contact, compromise and conflict were to be healed by physicians and the other benefits of 

civilization, however, the federal debt incurred by these costs was always under attack by 

the mid-1850's. A shift away from federal funding was reflected in treaties where tribes 

assumed the costs of medical benefits in spite of economic or fiscal duress. 

Medical benefits treaties contributed to the restriction and segregation of American 

Indians inherent in the reservation system. Some tribes were to receive medical benefits only 

if they remained on their reservations. Other tribes were to be denied benefits if they left 

reserves for any reasons other than to hunt. In retrospect, both restrictions seem rather ironic 

considering that they occurred during an era of purported federal assimilation of American 

Indians. 

Medical benefits treaties provided somewhat standardized benefits, though the first 
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medical benefits treaty was a somewhat abortive prototype that provided limited federal care 

for the poor and infirm. By the end of the treaty making era, the federal government had 

shifted away fi'om funding medical benefits as tribes assumed responsibilities for these 

benefits. Individuals involved in the treaty processes used the medical benefits clauses to 

benefit themselves as missionaries and physicians influenced treaty provisions that could 

directly, or indirectly, benefit themselves. Certain treaties provided benefits outside of the 

federal regulations developed in response to diseases and illnesses suffered by removal 

tribes. Other medical benefits were provided by the federal government under the Indian 

Vaccination Act and by contract that facilitated removal of Native Americans. By the end 

of the treaty making era, one medical benefits treaty remained unratified. This treaty had 

been made with a group of Indian nations that had been perceived as aggressor nations for 

over forty year by the United States. 
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Chapter 10 

Missionaries: Civilization, Satan, medicine, land loss and greed 

Christian missionaries fostered the practice of western medicine in American Indian 

communities in a variety of ways. One goal common to Christian missions was the 

eradication of religious practices held sacred by American Indians. Consequently, American 

Indian health care practices that consist of both the sacred and the mundane, were always 

targets of Christianity. Considered inferior to the secular practices of western medicine, 

American Indian healing systems and methods were denigrated, repudiated, or ignored by 

missionaries. In efforts to proselytize an entire conununity, missionaries often treated 

Natives for a variety of diseases and disorders. These practices, in turn, were used to bolster 

requests for an increased western medical presence in American Indian communities. Few 

missionaries granted Native medical practices any degree of validity while most of their 

remarks concerning these practices indicate little more than a fascination with the 

"macabre." Common to missionaries' perceptions were notions that American Indian health 

care practices were "disgusting," "superstitious," or Satanic. 

Missionaries were often the van-guards ofUnited States expansion into American Indian 

communities. As such, they and the institutions they represented were often present before 

other non-Natives at times when American Indians suffered a variety of epidemic diseases. 

These missionaries were in positions to apply biomedical practices, such as smallpox 

vaccination, that may have influenced Native Americans to accept western medicine as an 

advantage of Christianity. As a result, missionaries utilized doctors and western medicine 
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to make in-roads into American Indian communities. Influential Christian leaders and 

missionaries also exploited American Indian health care to further their own agendas and 

for personal gain. E)evelopment of the Civilization Fund (1819, March 13), American Indian 

removal, and American Indian treaties afforded religious leaders increased access to 

political power that could be used for personal financial gain. Like all other colonial medical 

participants, religious leaders pursued multiple agendas when dealing with American Indian 

health care issues. The destruction of indigenous medical practices was at the heart of every 

decision to enforce Christianity on American Indian tribes as both Protestant and Catholic 

missionaries sought the replacement of American Indian ceremonies with Christian rituals 

and beliefs. (Berkhofer, 63; Goddard, 6) 

Protestant and Catholic approaches to American Indians: 

Protestant organizations approached missions in a variety of ways. Organizations sent 

teams of ministers, missionary families, or itinerant missionaries to American Indian 

communities. Sometimes missionaries were sent in response to tribal requests, at others by 

government requests, or at the request of other missionaries. Presbyterian Marcus Whitman 

chose service among the Cayuse Indians after accompanying the Reverend Samuel Parker 

on his far-western mission scouting expedition (183S-1837). (Boehle, 2) By 1838, Whitman 

had established Waiilatpu, a mission in eastern Washington, and had requested an additional 

220 missionaries and laborers for his station. (Dniry, 1973, v. 2, 58) Five years later. 

Whitman was still requesting reinforcements at Waiilatpu to counteract an "influx ofPapist" 

missionaries into the area. (Whitman, in Drury, 1973, V. 2,58) 
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The "Papists" to whom Whitman referred were Jesuit priests. The Jesuits were, 

according to historian Robert Bums, highly organized into "one combat front of worldwide 

Jesuit missions." (36) Ordered in this semi-militaristic manner (Axtell, 1985, 93), Jesuits 

were to be mobile, devoted to the "greater glory of God" and at the direct disposal of the 

pope. (Bums, 36) Jesuits traveled alone, in pairs, or in groups as they campaigned to convert 

American Indians to the tenets of Roman Catholicism. (Bums, 2) Jesuits were called, or 

sent, to American Indian communities based on perceptions of need, requests from specific 

tribes or at the request of the federal government. (Bums, 2; Deloria, 52) Jesuits also sought 

to create "Reduction" communities among northwestern tribes already served by Whitman 

and other Protestant missionaries, and to extend Spanish mission policies seen in 

southwestem California. (Bums, 41-42) 

Though models of missionary communities varied, one commonality of most missions 

was the utilization of agriculture for conversion. Jesuit encomiendas in north America were 

established afrer the "Paraguay" model of the previous centuries. According to historian 

Richard O'Mara, Spanish encomiendas contained concentrations of indigenous persons who 

were taught "agricultures, useful skills... and the arts." (322) In addition, encomiendas had 

been somewhat independent dominions of the Spanish crown, where Europeans were 

excluded by law. (Bums, 41) Encomiendas "centered around an ambitious church... homes, 

workshops, hospital, school, and farms ... had their own police. Native army ... [and] 

conmiunal economy." (Bums, 41) Christian conversion was, of course, also part of the 

system. Spanish reducions "sheltering over 100,000 people" collapsed, however, after the 
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Jesuits were banished from New Spain in 1767. (O'Mara, 323) 

By 1839, the Paraguay model served as the pattern for Jesuit Reductions established in 

the trans-Mississippi west that had been established by Jesuits. (Bums, 42-45) The Jesuits 

were sent from France, Belgium, Italy and other European countries as emissaries of the 

Roman Catholic church. Between 1840 and 1869 Jesuits, such as Pierre-Jean DeSmet, 

Joseph Joset, and Gregory Mengarini established Reduction-type missions among the 

Flatheads, Kalispels, Okanogans, and Kettles. (Bums, 46) Development of the American 

Reductions was fairly slow, costly, labor intensive and spread slowly in what is now the 

contiguous United States. Reductions were founded on religious conversion and 

development of sedentary agricultural economies. Reduction facilities consisted of chapels, 

cabins for missionaries and Indians, bams, gristmills, or sawmills, and infirmaries. (Bums, 

48-49) There were, apparently, by 1869, eighteen missions or stations with chapels located 

throughout the American northwest and in St. Louis. The eighteen facilities employed a 

minimum of six active priests and a number of lay brothers. (Bums, 46) 

Protestant missions, such as those established by Marcus Whitman among the Cayuse, 

and John Dunbar, among the Pawnees, also combined teaching agriculture and Christianity. 

As Marcus Whitman had informed the A. B. C. F. M., he was ready "to go to any field of 

usefulness at the direction of the A. Board ... as physician, teacher or agriculturalist..." 

(Whitman, June, 1834, in Boehle, 2) Inventories submitted to the American Board of 

Commissioners for Foreign Missions (A. B. C. F. M.) after the deaths of Marcus and 

Narcissa Whitman (1847) indicate the extent of their activities among the Cayuse and Nez 
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Perces. The total dollar amount of the inventory submitted for reimbursement to the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs by the A. B. C. F. M. was $32,669.70. (Drury, 1958,360) 

It included a mill, race and saws; crops, fencing, irrigation equipment, gardens and orchards; 

two large homes and building materials; 73 cords of stove wood; wagons, carriages, carts, 

harnesses, and saddles; wood-working and carpenter tools; 85 cattle, 39 horses, and 31 hogs. 

(Drury, 1958,364-366) 

Agriculture was also a feature of the Pawnee mission. According to Samuel Allis, lay 

missionary and farmer, his main activities for the year 1838 consisted of running his own 

farm. "I feel that I am bound in this way to... lessen my expences [sic]... I have 2-1/2 acres 

of com, half acre of potatoes... good garden... our cattle." (Allis, in Wedel, 720) In addition 

to his garden, Allis remarked that com and other crops were under cultivation for the 

Pawnees. (Allis, in Wedel, 721) Farming at the Pawnee mission was not, however, as 

successful as Mr. Allis would have liked members of the A. B. C. F. M. to believe. By 1845, 

Allis's supervisor reported to the A. B. C. F. M. that many Pawnees were starving and that 

com was being doled out from mission supplies. John Dunbar, the supervising missionary, 

also noted that Samuel Allis was no longer a teacher but that he was employed as a mission 

fanner. (Dunbar, in Wedel, 672-673) 

Motivations for combining farming and conversion efforts seem somewhat convoluted 

considering who actually benefitted from mission farms and reduction policies. Samuel 

Allis was obviously concerned with his own survival. John Dunbar apparently felt mission 

com was just that, mission property to be dispensed at his pleasure. Similarly, Marcus 
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Whitman was not above protecting mission property. According to Whitman's biographer 

Clifford Drury, Whitman injected "strong emetic[s]" that caused vomiting into watermelons 

to keep Indians from stealing them. (1973,210) Evidence from these early missions supports 

Vine Deloria who maintains that the first concern of all missions was the acquisition of 

Indian land and property. Deloria, citing contemporary reservations and properties held by 

various religious groups, maintains that churches, homes, out-buildings, religious 

monuments, and other mission properties were important goals of Christian missions. (22) 

According to Robert Berkhofer, twelve Protestant missionaries were in service in 

American Indian communities at the end of the American revolution (ca. 1787). (1965,1) 

By Jan. 4, 1840, the Baptist Missionary MayaTine recounted that there were thirty nine 

Protestant missions serving fifteen American Indian communities in Indian Territory. (64) 

The index to the Baptist journal indicated that Protestant missionaries were also active in 

twenty six foreign locations, including Afiica, China, Germany, Ceylon, India, Siam, Russia 

and Texas. (1840, Jan. 4,43-44) By 1840, the number of Protestant missions in American 

Indian communities had more than tripled, and Protestant proselytization had covered the 

globe. In 1860, the American Board of Conmiissioners of Foreign Missions (A. B. C. F. M.) 

remarked that they had dispatched 1,250 missionaries around the globe, and that they had 

raised SS.million to support them. (2001, Feb. 23, AmericanV 

I 

Archives of the Catholic Church and of the A. B. C. F. M. indicate the scope of their 
global missions. Records of the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions; Commission for 
Catholic Missions Among the Colored People and the Indians are held at Marquette 
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By 1801, missionaries were active among American Indian communities in New York, 

Pennsylvania, Vermont, Connecticut and other New England locations. (1801, July, 13-14) 

In addition, the Connecticut Evangelical Ma^^ne disclosed that there were positions 

available for traveling missionaries to the Chippewas living south and west of Lake Erie. 

(1801, July, 13) Quakers had been serving Oneidas with agricultural assistance since 1795, 

and in June, 1802, Miami chief Little Turtle asked the yearly meeting of Friends in 

Baltimore for the same type of help. (1805, Account of the late meeting. 15-17; 1805, 

Proceedings. 276-287"^ Another problem that American Indians requested missionary help 

in dealing with was the increasing use of alcohol among community members. Alcohol was 

a concern of the Oneidas, as it was of Miami chief Little Turtle who, in 1802, also asked 

that Baltimore Quakers back elimination of the whiskey trade from Miami communities. 

(17) 

Trends in missionary reports: 

Between 1817 and 1842, missionaries reported various problems with alcohol, 

conversion attempts, removal, sickness, and a lack of "industriousness" among the 

Cherokees, Choctaws, Stockbridges, Chippewas, and Pawnees. Reverend T. Archibald 

reported that many Choctaws had resorted to alcohol and "its consequent evils" due to 

University. Six other major universities in the United States hold significant collections 
of materials relative to Jesuit or other Catholic missions to American Indians (2001, Feb. 
23, Catholic) and forty two web-sites contain references to other Catholic mission 
papers. The papers of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions 
consist of2,579 roils of microfilm which are held in at least 27 major institutions. (2002, 
Feb. 23, Papers) 
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internal divisiveness and dissatisfaction with treaty provisions. (1831, Choctaw Indians, 161) 

Previous missionaries to the Choctaws noted their own ill health and that establishing 

churches among the Choctaws "will be very arduous." (1818, Oct., 474-477) 

Effects of Indian removal on American Indian missions: 

Removal of American Indians provided Protestant mission organizations with a special 

focus for increased efforts for some years. Stockbridge Indians who were "detained... by 

sickness over the Sabbath" managed to join a prayer service in Ohio during removal to 

White River, IN. Seeking Christian community, the Stockbridges found a minister who 

reported that he "felt the hand of God is visible in their removal." (1818, Oct. 477) After 

informing his readers that the Stockbridges all owned Bibles and were literate, the minister 

requested a missionary be assigned to them at once. Though the Stockbridges may have 

received their missionary, it had become apparent by 1840 that Indian removal had disrupted 

mission work and Christian conversion among the Stockbridges. (Lykins, 1840, Jan. 4,41) 

In a similar situation, editors in the Missionarv Magazine reported that re-settlement of the 

"southeastern" tribes in Indian Territory was still felt to be an "impetus toward civilized 

behavior." (1840, Jan. 4,53) hi effect, government pmlicies and missionary organizations 

may have had the same ostensible goals but were actually working against each other during 

Indian removal. 

Proposed benefits of removal included advances in agriculture, increased comforts in 

"mode[s] of living," "cessation of war," and the "prevention of smallpox by vaccination." 

(1840, Jan. 4,64) The Missionarv Magayinft also mentioned that removal had occasioned 
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hundreds of Christian conversions. Later that year, a correspondent to the Baptist Missionary 

Vfa^Tine requested that a large donation of Christian books be sent to the Cherokees 

because the author felt that "Christian knowledge [was] the healthful kind." (1840, March, 

57) Two years later, Congregationalist missionaries felt that the "causes of civilization'^ 

among Cherokees, Choctaws and Creeks were gaining as Indians made a "great effort to 

throw off the Indian life." (1842, Present condition. 136-137) Indicative of the context in 

which many people viewed the welfare of American Indians, is the article in the same 

magazine that reported on lead, tin, iron ore and other resources available in the new 

American Indian territories that were being emptied of Native Americans. 

Missionaries; introduction, access and interaction with Pawnee communities: 

Missionary efforts were not limited to American Indian communities being relocated as 

part of Indian removal. Reports from the Pawnee mission indicate that John Dunbar and 

Samuel Allis were responding to community requests to join Pawnee communities. The 

Loup Pawnees requested a teacher for their children, and in response, Samuel Allis joined 

them in their village during the summer of 1835. Allis lived with the Loups throughout that 

summer and the following winter and felt that missionaries should not keep themselves 

separated from the community in which they served. Similarly, the Reverend John Dunbar 

joined the Grand Pawnees at the same time, and both men traveled extensively with the 

Pawnees on their summer buffalo hunts. (Dunbar and Allis in Wedel, 700, 701) Allis 

reported that the Loup Pawnees did not use alcohol and practiced polygamous marriage, of 

which he disapproved. (Allis, in Wedel, 700-701) Allis also reported to the A. B. C. F. M. 
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that missionaries "going among wondering [sic] tribes would... be more useful to Many one 

of there [sic] women than to live a single life." (Allis, in Wedel, 701) Allis did not, however, 

as a single man, consider the practice for himself 

Smallpox: 

By May, 1836 John Dunbar had requested that the A. B. C. F. M. send additional 

''pious" laborers, missionaries, "catechists... and a physician" to the mission. (Dunbar, in 

Wedel, 621) In 1838, the A. B. C. F. M. was notified by John Dunbar that the Pawnees, in 

poor physical condition after a bad winter hunt, had been devastated by smallpox. (In Wedel, 

631) "Their conditions [are] extremely wretched." (Dunbar, in Wedel, 631-632) Sounding 

somewhat distanced from the suffering, Dunbar noted that 'i believe the greater part of them 

died with it." (In Wedel, 631) Dunbar did not report missionary attempts to ameliorate 

conditions or efforts to vaccinate in the Pawnee villages. 

Samuel Allis leaves the Pawnee Mission: 

Dunbar's lack luster reporting could have been related to the rather strained conditions 

that existed between himself and Allis; Dunbar seemed reticent to complain too stringently 

about Allis and the situation at the Pawnee mission. By 1838, however, Samuel Allis had 

become a thorn in the sides of the A. B. C. F. M. and of John Dunbar. Allis appeared to have 

alienated himself from his fellow missionaries, government agents and treaty-sponsored 

farmers with his constant criticisms of their efforts voiced to the A. B. C. F. M. over a period 

of seven years. Allis's letters also reflect his almost continual efforts to gain employment 

as either a treaty-sponsored government farmer or teacher. After the A. B. C. F. M. 
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eventually made it clear that Allis's association with the mission ended with federal 

employment, Allis turned his attention to mission pursuits. Allis repeatedly informed the A. 

B. C. F. M. that he had not accepted government employment and that he was a mission 

man. (Allis, in Wedel, 717, 721-722) 

John Dunbar's letters to the A. B. C. F. M. express his increasing displeasure with Allis, 

and with his professed continued performances as a missionary. "I mentioned to you. . . Mr. 

Allis offered his services to the agent to become a Pawnee farmer under patronage of the 

government. Since that time I have not enjoyed his cordial cooperation as a missionary..." 

(Dunbar, in Wedel, 629) 

April 18, 1842, Samuel Allis's "pecuniary assistance" from the A. B. C. F. M. was 

formally terminated. (Dunbar, in Wedel, 649) Until that time, Allis remained a missionary, 

under the sponsorship of the A. B. C. F. M. When the Pawnee agent offered paid teaching 

positions to both Dunbar and Allis, however, Allis accepted and finally left the mission. 

(Dunbar, in Wedel, 649) 

Allis did not, however, sever all of his connections to the A. B. C. F. M., remaining in 

mission housing for some time. When asked to leave the housing, Allis did not leave without 

protest. "Since I have moved here I have laboured hard to get comfortably situated, and 

then to be turned out of doors when I have payed 140 dollars of my own... I think it unjust 

and I shall not consent to it willingly." (Allis, in Wedel, 736) 

Dunbar's feeling about Allis's lack of education and his abilities as a teacher, were 

evident throughout Allis's correspondence with the A. B. C. F. M. Spelling, grammar, and 
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content indicate that Samuel Allis was probably better suited for farming than for teaching. 

Dunbar's reports to the A. B. C. F. M. reflect his concerns over Samuel Allis's abilities, even 

after Allis had left the mission. 

"I hope my duty will be made plain in regard to this thing. Mr. Allis's education is 

not what it should be in order to his becoming a teacher... he might do well enough, 

perhaps, for a time, but a man of better education would do better ... the less you, 

or the Board, have to do with Mr. Allis and his family... the better... his course 

while connected with the mission has been an exceedingly crooked one." (Dunbar, 

in Wedel, 645,688-689) 

Mr. Allis returns to the federal payroll: 

By 1857, the persistent Mr. Allis was once again on the federal payroll. Having left 

government employment to become an independent farmer, Allis gained situational 

government employment as an interpreter at the Pawnee treaty council held at Table Creek, 

Nebraska Territory in 1857. Treaty provisions indicate that Allis recouped the losses he felt 

he had incuned as a Pawnee missionary during the 1837 smallpox epidemic. (Kappler, v. 

2,576) According to Article 10 of the 1857 treaty, Samuel Allis was repaid $2000.00 for his 

charitable efforts as a missionary. 

"Samuel Allis ... the firm fnend of the Pawnees [who] in years gone by ... 

administered to their wants and necessities ... when in distress, and in a state of 

starvation, they took his property and used it for themselves, and when the small-pox 

was destroying them, he vaccinated more than two thousand of them...for all these 
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things the Pawnees desire that he shall be paid..." (Kappler, V. 2, 579) 

According to the treaty, the government and the Pawnees agreed to split the bill, with each 

entity paying the former missionary $1000.00. 

Samuel Allis holds a unique position in the history of the medical benefit treaties. He is 

the only individual mentioned in 45 federal treaties who managed to obtain pay for previous 

individual acts of charity. Mr. Allis was reimbursed for acts of charity that were conducted 

while he was an employee of the A. B. C. F. M. and that had included vaccine matters that 

had been donated to the Pawnees. (Harris, 1838, April 16; Fansher, 1838) As for the 

"property" taken from Mr. Allis by starving Pawnees, one suspects that Mr. Allis had not 

willingly shared the efforts of his personal labors. In the end, Samuel Allis was paid several 

times over for his charitable work. First, Allis was paid as a missionary, who also raised his 

own crops on mission time and Pawnee soil and then he was paid as a "medical missionary" 

employed by the A. B. C. F. M. who vaccinated Pawnees with donated materials. Last, Mr. 

Allis was paid as a federal interpreter who sought additional financial gains from treaty 

processes. 

According to historian George Hyde (and to Article 10 of the treaty) Samuel Allis, "that 

devoted man" did vaccinate Pawnees in 1837. Allis, according to Hyde, left his farm at 

Bellevue and "hurried to pest-hole villages with vaccine obtained from the Indian agent who 

was afraid to go near the Pawnees ... in all he treated about 2000 Pawnees." (144) As for 

leaving his farm at Bellevue, Mr. Allis was a mission employee living on a rather nice farm 

located on ^^t was, technically. Pawnee property. 
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The Indian agent Hyde referred to was John Dougherty, who may, or may not, have gone 

near the Pawnee villages in 1837. Dougherty had certainly gone into the villages during an 

earlier smallpox epidemic in 1831. In fact, he had been one of the Indian agents who had 

lobbied hardest for the Indian Vaccination Act (1832, May 5). Dougherty had also 

participated most strenuously in admim'stering vaccinations under the Act and it was 

Dougherty who later thanked Dr. Sylvanus Fansher for the free vaccine matter he had sent 

for the Pawnees. (Dougherty, 1831, Oct 29, 1832, Feb. 8 & Dec. 6; Fansher, 1838) 

Other missionary medical services provided to American Indians: 

Other missionaries also provided medical services to American Indians. Jesuits 

established infirmaries at their Reductions in Oregon Territory. (Bums, SO) In addition to 

making daily rounds of treatments, Jesuit priests apparently took treatments to outlying 

villages or camps. Father Joseph Joset vaccinated San Poils, Pend 0-Reilles and Kalispels 

in this manner, and he did this so thoroughly that by 1853, smallpox was considered rare 

among those groups in Oregon. (Bums, SO) In fact, Robert Bums maintains that Jesuits were 

selected for their abilities as medical practitioners as well as for their talents as linguists and 

musicians. (50) 

Understanding indigenous medical practices: 

Not all missionaries serving in American Indian communities, however, practiced 

medicine on their indigenous constituencies. Marcus Whitman, a graduate M.D. who served 

the American Board of Commissioners of Foreign Missions as a Presbyterian missionary 

until his death in 1847, treated Native Americans. Whitman appeared, however, to have 
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considered his duties as a fanner and a teacher more important than those of a medical 

missionary. Clifford Drury, who seems to have thoroughly researched the papers ofWhitman 

and his wife Narcissa, found very few references to Dr. Whitman's medical efforts, (v. I, 

250) Drury found more evidence that Whitman had limited his medical activities among the 

Cayuses at Waiilatpu because he feared the consequences of failure. (1958,342; 1973,250-

251) The Cayuses held that the death of a patient could result in the death of the medicine 

man and that the family of the victim had the right to terminate the life of the 

practitioner.(Drury, v. 2, 132-133) Consequently, both Whitman and his wife Narcissa 

worried that the doctor's life would be forfeit if any treatments offered by Whitman to the 

Cayuses failed. Whitman apparently limited his medical practice among the Native 

Americans, and only stepped in with treatments when he felt comfortable with the situation 

and the expected results. £)rury claims, however, that Whitman's failure to stop a disastrous 

measles epidemic was one of the main reasons that the Whitmans were icilled in 1847. 

(Drury, v. 2,210) According to Drury, Whitman tried to treat Cayuses for measles with little 

success, and that they in turn became suspicious of him when many more Cayuses than 

whites died during the epidemic, (v. 2,210) 

The idea that indigenous medical practitioners were involved in their practices to the 

point of their lives was not uncommon among American Indians. The life of the medical 

practitioner often hung in the balance, as surviving families, or communities, had the right 

to terminate the doctor's life in case treatments failed. (Martin, 1832, Nov. 28) Death of the 

practitioner was not the only possible outcome, however, when treatments failed. 
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Negotiation, as United States Army surgeon Glisan reported of the Rogue River tribes in 

Oregon, was often used to implement a satisfactory resolution to the problem. (Glisan, 253) 

Practitioners, who had been paid for their treatments, often agreed to compensate families 

for their losses. (Glisan, 253) Compensation could consist of in-kind payments, return of the 

original payment, or services that were provided to the bereaved family in lieu of those 

performed by the deceased. 

In some cases, when epidemics were killing many people in a community, councils met 

to "determine who it was that had been causing them to die." (Glisan, 380) In the case that 

no conclusion was possible, the councils determined which indigenous practitioner(s) may 

have been responsible for the death. (Glisan, 380) For example, when an Umpqua doctor 

was shot shortly after one such council meeting, he fought back, seriously wounding the 

person sent to kill him. (Glisan, 380) Dr. Glisan reported that the death, in this manner, had 

caused a great deal of excitement in the community and that he feared further bloodshed. 

(380) It seems that £)r. Glisan recognized the dynamics of the Umpqua medical society and 

that he also realized the importance of proper procedures and decisions to the community 

at large. Glisan also seemed to have realized that he had no role in the council's decision or 

in the aftermath of that decision and its affect on the Rogue River community. 

Missionaries and physicians entering American Indian communities were woefully un

prepared to understand Native cultures and medical practices. As a consequence, few tried 

to comprehend the relationship between indigenous practitioners and their patients. Narcissa 

Whitman expressed a desire that as older war chiefs died, the idea that doctors could forfeit 
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their lives as part of their medical practices would end. She hoped that as younger people 

adopted "the manners and customs of civilized life" the danger to physicians would end. 

(Whitman, in Drury, 1973, v. 1,251) 

Dr. Glisan seemed to understand that the manner of the medicine person's death and the 

impact on the community went beyond his understanding. (380) Dr. M. Martin, a civilian 

doctor who vaccinated Sioux, Otoes, and lowas in 1832, as part of the federal Indian 

Vaccination Act program, also recognized that he was the foreigner who was practicing 

invasive medicine.( 1832, Nov. 28) Dr. Martin, as he had noted to Indian agent Dougherty, 

had conducted himself accordingly and accepted the fact that it was he who was out of the 

cultural portrait, not his patients. (1832, Nov. 28) Doctors Glisan and Martin were somewhat 

rare in their attitudes toward indigenous practices because few western biomedical 

practitioners granted any degree of validity to other medical practices or beliefs. 

Beside a preoccupation with concepts of sin, grace and redemption (Berkhofer, 57; 

Goddard, 220), missionaries often witnessed, in their ignorance, medical practices they 

labeled as "superstitious" or credited to the work of Satan. (Point, 38-42) Missionaries not 

only overlooked the fact that medicine men could do "marvelous things... which worked," 

(Deloria, 23) they were part of a paradigm where recognition of these "marvelous things" 

was not even a possibility. Since Christian conversion was to lead to civilization (Morse, 11, 

320, Parker, 48) converts had to leave all old beliefs and practices behind. (Berkhofer, 55) 

Old sacred medical practices, as parts of old belief systems, became for converts part of a 

new package of Christian sins that were left behind to be practiced by the "uncivilized." 
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Protestants and Catholics differed little in their approaches to American Indian medicine. 

The Reverend Asa Smith as noted in his 1838 diary, felt that the Nez Perce's medical 

practices were "superstitions" and that their medical healers pretended to have supernatural 

powers. (In Druiy, 1958,108) Smith also recorded that he had made some inroads in the Nez 

Perce medical community; "Some have denounced this delusion and have come out in 

opposition to it" (Smith, in Drury, 1958,108) Others, Smiths warned, were silent or went 

on with their practices in spite of him. Medical practices were described as "posturing, 

screaming... kicking... [making] hideous noises ...[and consisted of the] most horrid yells." 

(Smith, in Drury, 1958,108) Like so many others. Smith saw only the outward signs of the 

event. When doxology and liturgy differed from that of the viewer, the real purpose of the 

service was either denied or misconstrued. 

The Whitmans found Cayuse beliefs and practices dangerous to themselves. (In Drury, 

V. 2, 132) John Dunbar reported that Pawnee medicine men "uttered something ... while 

smoking [and making] horrible gestures." Dunbar also sneered at Pawnee treatments for 

malaria that consisted of "that celebrated bark." Dunbar missed the fact that the "bark" was 

probably the only reliable treatment for malaria. The "bark" Dunbar referred to was 

cinchona bark, long known as an effective treatment for malaria because of the quinine it 

contains. Dunbar also recorded that Pawnee women treated bums, tended the sick with food 

and water, and removed the sick to fresh air twice daily. (In Wedel, 591, 595) Regardless 

of what sounded like rather good care, Samuel Allis ascertained that Pawnees suffered 

"considerable from the ill treatment they receive from there fisicians [sic]." (In Wedel, 704) 
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After a year of living with the Loup Pawnees, Allis reported that he had not "atten. any 

of there [sic] religious feast ... they hold them by themselves." (In Wedel, 703) Allis 

considered that the "Pawnees have many superstitions... making medicine... war... make 

warm and cold wether [sic], conversing with the dead, wildbeasts [sic] etc." (In Wedel, 703, 

704) Both Dunbar and Allis ascribed the work of the medicine conununity to their 

"fiendish" actions and dismissed any other reasons for healing ceremonies or cures. 

Jesuit Pierre-Jean £)eSmet was somewhat kinder in his assessment of American Indian 

medical practitioners. He tended to ignore them though he considered the "Black Robes' (i. 

e., Jesuits) positive replacements for indigenous practitioners. Of the Blackfeet, DeSmet 

noted that after conversion, "attention is paid to the wants of the sick" by the priests, (v. 1, 

573) DeSmet was also quick to baptize while treating the dying, as he did for Yankton 

children suffering smallpox in 1851, (v. 1, 649) Conversion or last minute baptism, 

according to DeSmet, resulted in improved spiritual and temporal health for American 

Indians, (v. 3,1235) "While Spokans and other uncoverted Indians... said [the] medicine 

of the fathers [vaccination] was poison ... they were swept away [in the epidemic]... the 

contrast, of course, had the effect of increasing the influence of the missionaries." (DeSmet, 

V. 3, 1235) 

Among the most eloquent records left by a missionary are the diaries of Jesuit priest 

Nicholas Point A founder of the St Mary's reduction in 1840, Point spent the next seven 

years working with the Flatheads, Blackfeet and Couer d'Alenes. Point left a record where 

he admits to having seen the "marvelous things" later descnbed by Vine Deloria. (Deloria, 
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23; Point, 41-42) Sadly, even with the degree of understanding he exhibited. Point credited 

all that he saw to the powers of Satan. (42-43) 

Point understood that to be "strong in medicine" was to be a "prophet, miracle worker 

... a kind of pontiff... a recipient of revelations." (41) Point compared the acquisition of 

medical powers to those of the Catholic pope because he recognized that indigenous 

medicine was a practice of the sacred as well as of the mundane. He also realized that a 

medicine person who became a spiritual power, or leader, was expected to commune with 

greater powers as part of healing and curing processes. Point admitted that the Native 

practitioner accomplished "prodigious feats"(42) because he saw cures he could not attribute 

to western medical practices. Unfortunately, the Jesuit felt that indigenous practitioners 

entered a state of temptation that exempted them from Christian comity or community and 

the priest's diary digresses to the mildly sarcastic after admitting to the "prodigious feats." 

The clergyman was also careful to counteract what he saw in the indigenous medical 

community with acts of "grace" and miracles occurring in the new Christian community. 

Points' diary, in spite of the sarcasm, describes a religious stand-off that leaves the reader 

with a sense of awe and of having missed an intensely interesting period when faith played 

an accepted part in medical procedures. It seems that Point was surrounded by the 

miraculous and that he accepted what he understood in accordance with his own ideologies. 

Missionaries and priests did not limit their activities to the religious in American Indian 

conmiunities. Many religious leaders, and priests became enmeshed in the federal political 

processes. The Reverend Jedidiah Morse assembled a lengthy report for the Secretary of 
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War that addressed the civilization "needs" of the American Indian. The Reverend Isaac 

McCoy was an active proponent of Indian removal, land loss and of family entrepreneurship. 

Jesuit priests exercised positions of influence in American Indian treaty negotiations, and 

in subsequent American Indian wars of resistance. 

The Reverend Jedidiah Smith: 

In 1822, the Reverend Jedidiah Morse produced a five hundred page document for the 

Secretary of War. Morse's goal was to devise a "suitable application" to "advance the 

civilization" of the American Indian in compliance with the Civilization Act. (1822,11) The 

Civilization Act provided $10,000.00 a year that was to be expended for the "civilization" 

of American Indians living on the American frontier. (1819, March 13) Since definitions 

of "civilization" or "frontier" did not remain constant, Morse's report was commissioned 

to serve as a guide for federal expenditures of the $10,000.00. 

The Morse report was composed of eight basic areas, all of which were underscored by 

Morse's thesis that Christianity and civilization were intertwined. (320) Morse noted as 

background that 191,998,776 acres of American Indian land had been gained since 1784 

and that further purchases were recommended. (383) Morse argued that Indians held 

"imperfect" titles to their land, and that the United States was empowered to dispose of it 

in accordance with the law of nations. (67) Partial "independence and sovereignty" of 

American Indians was recognized, though Indians had no voice or representation in the 

government, no right of freemen, and no participation in the "privileges" and "blessings" of 

civilized society. (67) 
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Next Morse discussed American Indian morals and life-styies that he felt were 

undergoing a revolution ... [is] among the Indians ... [including the] the general 

improvement and welfare... chiefs, others [have supported the elimination] of hunting and 

gathering." (Morse, 84) This revolution was to be encouraged. (84)Polygamy was to be 

eliminated (73) and Indian women were to be encouraged to inter-marry with "white people" 

due to the proposed civilizing influences of mixed, or half-bloods. (74) Morse did not advise 

that Indian men marry non-Native women. 

Morse also produced a blueprint for civilization in which numbers of schools, positions, 

and teachers, plans of educations, success of schools and response to the civilizing 

influences of education were addressed.( 11) Education of American Indian women, (74) and 

establishment of an American Indian teachers college '^endowed by the sale of public lands" 

was recommended. (Morse,74,77) Morse also recommended the destruction of American 

Indian languages as precursors to civilization, however, he felt this was critical; "As fast as 

possible, let Indians forget their own languages, in which nothing is written ... and learn 

ours, which will at once open to them the whole field of useful knowledge." (Morse, in 

1823, Jan., North American Review. 39) 

The Morse report concentrated on smallpox epidemics and the impact of diseases on 

American Indians. Relying on federal, military, and individual reports, Morse disclosed that 

federal Indian vaccination programs "might be introduced... at a trifling expense ... [and 

that] such a course is dictated by humam'ty." (260) Morse recommended that physicians be 

included in missionary ^milies sent to serve American Indian communities. This 
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recommendation included those groups located west of the Mississippi River. (260, 319) 

To "secure success in civilizing the Indians ... one effectual way of doing this is to make 

them feel good... [and] to make them feel the benefits of our medical knowledge." (Morse, 

91) According to Morse, civilization was equated with good health that could be insured by 

the practices of western biomedicine. Indigenous practitioners were not a particular focus 

of the Morse report, but he did admit that New York Indian practitioners had "astonishing 

cures" for flesh wounds. (103) 

Morse recognized that American Indians had their own governments, leaders, laws, 

customs and religions, and that they were also able to declare war and make peace, and to 

regulate civil, religious and social affairs. Having no representation in the government, no 

right of freemen, and no participation in the "privileges" and "blessings" of civilized 

society," however, Morse recommended a bureaucratic substitute for this lack of 

governmental representation. (67) The substitute was to be a "Society for promoting the 

general welfare of the Indian tribes within the United States" that was constituted in each 

state or territory. (75) This organization was to consist of members from all Christian 

denominations under the patronage of the "principle officers" of the United States 

government. (75) The proposed organization was to be funded by Congress, was to meet 

annually at the "seat of government" and was to keep Congress fully informed of its business 

and affairs. (76) This organization was to be, in effect, an advisory group composed of 

influential religious leaders who sought to influence development of American Indian policy 

in the United States. Morse made no mention of Native American participation in the 
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organization. 

Morse held that trade controlled the moral conditions of American Indian tribes, and that 

the system of trade and intercourse with American Indians should be overhauled. (61) He 

proposed that trade should be conducted by licensed and regulated traders who were 

members of federally chartered companies. (61) Morse recommended a "reciprocal 

approach" to policing the system in which traders, education (missionary) families and the 

military "checked each other." These checks would relieve the government of their ''present 

responsibilities to the Indians." (62) The costs of charters, paid to the federal government, 

(estimated at $55,000.00 armually) were to be used to underwrite American Indian 

civilization programs. (62) 

The Morse report's ethnological data was seriously flawed at the time it was assembled 

and little use was made of the information. Materials had been gathered by hear-say from 

missionaries, ministers, traders, politicians, travelers, and various persons who may, or may 

not, have had actual experience with American Indian communities. Themes of "extinction" 

and of the "savage, barbarous" other were common, and it was generally reported that 

American Indians would disappear without the beneficial aids of civilization and 

Christianity. Population counts were cited from the Henry Schoolcraft reports, government 

reports and any number of individuals with no data to back them up. No data was obtained 

from American Indian communities or groups. (1823, Jan., 30-41) 

Reverend Morse recommended that "education" missionary families be composed of 

Christian ^milies, carpenters, farmers, physicians, clerks, bakers, clothiers, tanners. 
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shoemakers, and others who would live in American Indian communities while guiding 

American Indians to Christianity and civilization.(319) Members were to be pious 

individuals of good character who would serve as role models of "civilization" to American 

Indians. 

Though federal officials were not overly pleased with the Morse report, indications of 

future programs and efforts were embedded in the recommendations. These include forth

coming changes in trade and intercourse acts and the increased involvement of missionaries 

as agents of "civilization." Federal vaccination of American Indians, and resident physicians 

provided by treaties were only a decade away. Efforts to eliminate polygamous marriages 

were promoted by military physicians, treaty physicians, and missionaries who entered 

American Indian communities. Foreshadows of Supreme Court cases resounded throughout 

the report, as did popular conceptions of land tenure and gain while American Indians were 

to struggle to retain their languages. 

With Morse's recommendations that physicians become part of mission communities, 

he capitalized on American Indian disease episodes to advance federal civilization programs. 

He also proposed the use of medical missionaries to advance Protestant proselytization in 

an effort to win a larger share of the Civilization fund. Forging a tighter web of networks, 

money and federal and religious policy makers into an ex officio governing body such as his 

suggested policy making organization, Morse recommended more powerful relationships 

between church, state and Indian policy. 

The Reverend baac McCoy: 
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The Reverend Jedidiah Morse was not the only Christian leader playing dual roles in the 

bureaucratization of American Indian health care. The Reverend Isaac McCoy advanced the 

idea of incorporation of land loss, disease, and federal policies after becoming a political 

lobbyist and professional sycophant McCoy also exploited federal removal programs to 

further the financial interests of himself and those of his family. Having all but deserted his 

Shawnee, Kansas mission by 1828 McCoy was deeply involved in federal Indian removal 

programs. (1828, July 22) Using the auspices of the Baptist Board of Missions (Berkhofer, 

102), McCoy ingratiated himself with Secretary of War Lewis Cass and the Commissioner 

of Indian Affairs. As a result, McCoy was hired by the federal government to facilitate 

removal of the Potawatomies, Delawares, Weas, Piankeshaws, Peorias, Kaskaskias, 

Shawnees, Cherokees, the Indians of Ohio, Senecas and Creeks. (Clark, 1833, Dec. 17; 

Eaton, 1830, June 3; Hamilton, 1830, 160-153; McKenny, 1828, July 22; McCoy, 1830, 

Dec.; 1832, Feb. 1; 1832, June 6; 1833, July 9; 1833, Nov. 30) In addition, McCoy 

recommended removal and land cessions for Pawnees, Omahas, and other American Indians 

located in the northern parts of Indian Territory. (1832, March 6) Removal, land loss and 

federal ward-ship for Pawnees and Omahas was suggested to Lewis Cass in the wake of the 

disastrous smallpox epidemic of 1831-1832. (1832, March 6) 

McCoy is often remembered for his efforts to institute the Indian Vaccination Act (1832, 

May S) and his lobbying efforts to gain smallpox vaccinations for American Indians. (1832, 

Mar. 6,239,240-241) In a brief interlude in Washington, DC, McCoy was one of the men 

who brought the issue of epidemic smallpox among the frontier tribes to the attention of 
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Secretary of War Lewis Cass and Commissioner of Indian Affairs Elbert Herring. Once the 

issue of smallpox vaccination for American Indians had become law, however, McCoy's 

activities were again focused on Indian removal. 

McCoy not only accepted federal employment during Indian removal, he actively sought 

such employment for himself and for his sons. (McCoy, 1833, Nov. 30) Leaving others to 

care for the Shawnee mission (Berkhofer, 102), he became a devotee of public patronage 

projects connected with Indian removal. McCoy was treasurer and guide for the expedition 

seeking western lands for Potawatomies being evicted in accordance with the Georgia 

compact. (McKenney, 1828, July 22) In 1830, McCoy was engaged by the Secretary of War 

to survey Delaware treaty cessions effected in the treaty of Oct. 3,1818. (Hamilton, 1830, 

Nov. 26,162) McCoy and three of his sons were also utilized between July and Dec., 1830 

to survey Indian removal lands located west of the state of Missouri and in Arkansas 

Territory. (McCoy, 1830, Dec.) 

By the end of 1833, McCoy had been reimbursed for surveying lands assigned to 

Piankeshaws, Weas, Kaskaskias, Peorias, and Shawnees. (Clark, 1833, Dec. 17) McCoy 

had also filed surveys of Cherokee, Creek, and Delaware lands by March 16, 1832. Two 

comprehensive mineralogical, resource and topographical reports of Cherokee, Creek, 

Delaware and other removal territories were filed, by McCoy, with the Secretary of War on 

March 16,1832. In addition to the reports of the new territories, McCoy suggested to the 

Secretary of War that Indians had been assigned too much land. He advised that this 

overabundance of land would impede the processes of civilization. (1832, March 16,237) 
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McCoy also reiterated that "extinguishment of the title of the Pawnees, Omahas, and others 

... could be effected with ease to us, and with profit to them" in the wake of the 1831 

smallpox epidemic. (1832, March 16,239) 

The McCoys made a good living from Indian removal; certainly better than what they 

would have earned as missionaries in Kansas. Reimbursements for salaries, living expenses, 

travel "to and from the job," expense paid trips to Washington, DC, and a number of other 

places, abound in the records. McCoy's bills to survey Indian lands averaged about $ 1100.00 

per quarter for himself; employment for his sons was paid in addition to McCoy's salaries. 

Between July, 1830 and Nov., 1833, the McCoys received $7791.34, thirty percent of the 

total federal removal survey costs. (McCoy, 1833, Nov.) 

Considering the scope of McCoy's activities, and the numbers of people he helped evict 

from their homes, American Indian reactions to McCoy are few. Washington Irving, 

however, left a fairly astute Cherokee appraisal of McCoy. Irving, having met with a group 

of Cherokees, discovered that they did not like the missionary .(Irving, 104) The Cherokees 

resented McCoy and his activities. They positively did not like McCoy having his son 

appointed as a tribal physician nor did they care for the fact that McCoy had gotten another 

son an appointment as an Indian agent Realizing that McCoy was feathering his nest at the 

Indian's expense, Irving was told "This man is not for God, but for himself... he wants to 

grasp everything." (Cherokee participant, in Irving, 104) To a Cherokee nation that had 

recently celebrated "with such jubilation" the Worcester decision (McCoy, 1832, March 6, 

381-382), McCoy must have been a nightmare. (McCoy, 1832, March 6,383) 
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Jesuits and the political arena: 

The political arena was not the exclusive province of the Protestants. Jesuits were called 

by Governor Isaac Stevens to assist treaty negotiations with Washington and Oregon 

American Indians. (Bums, 152-154) According to Jesuit historian Robert Bums, Joset and 

Congiato worked as peacemakers during the northwestern "Indian wars" (ca. 1855-1857). 

(152-154, 244) Catholic historians Adolph Suess (1943, 16) and Margaret Helene (1940, 

2170219) observed that Jesuit Pierre-Jean DeSmet was actively involved in the 1851 Fort 

Laramie treaty councils. Similarly, Father Charles Pandosy served during the "Yakima war" 

(Turner, 1856, July 28) while Jesuit Christian Hoecken was actively involved with treaty 

councils held with the Blackfeet (Bums, 152) The general role ascribed to the Catholic 

missionaries was that of peacemaker. (Bums, 152) Priests did, however, seek benefits 

through the treaty processes for American Indian groups with whom they were involved, 

often counseling American Indians to settle on reservations. The peacemakers hoped that 

peaceful groups that settled on reservations would retain larger land bases. Priests, however, 

could not curtail land cessions nor were they able to protect the groups they represented 

from being confined to limited reservations. 

Summary: 

Religious organizations and individuals played various roles in the development of the 

practices of imperial medicine and the American Indian. A core goal of Christian conversion 

was the destruction of indigenous health care beliefs and practices. Replacement of belief 

systems in which medical care was founded in both the sacred and the secular were 
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axiomatic to Christian conversion. 

Missionaries, who were sent or called into American Indian communities, always sought 

to substitute Christianity for indigenous belief systems. As a result, missionaries and 

religious leaders were responsible for much of the denigration, destruction, and/or attempted 

eradication of indigenous health care systems. The personnel at Jesuit Reductions and at 

Protestant missions, as well as medical missionaries and lay practitioners, all presumed the 

superiority of non-Native health care systems. Regardless of what they thought, medical 

missionaries and other practitioners of western health care were not prepared to practice in 

American Indian communities. Relationships between patients and the ultimate 

responsibility of the indigenous practitioner were especially difficult for western 

practitioners to understand. Indigenous practices were labeled superstitious, disgusting, and 

Satanic in preference to doxology, liturgy, or behaviors that non-Native participants could 

fit into their own belief systems. 

Good health became a hallmark of Christianity as indigenous health care practices were 

denigrated and subverted. Missionaries treated American Indians with western medical 

techniques, and medicines, with the presumptions of superiority inherent to the imperial 

medical model. Missionaries were also involved in a variety of measures that included 

indigenous health care, development of political power, and personal gain. Indian removal, 

access to the Civilization fund, participation in treaties and other political agendas provided 

religious leaders and missionaries increased access to power and political, personal or group 

gains. Regardless of effort, the presumptions of Christianity included destruction of 



indigenous health care systems and practices. 
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Chapter 11 

Physicians and surgeons: Federal incursions into tribal life 

By 1871, the Secretary of War, the United States Army and the Office of Indian Affairs 

had placed a number of doctors in American Indian communities. Controlled by the federal 

government, medical practitioners were part of the westward expansion of the United States. 

As such, they participated in the "civilization," removal, reservation, or restriction processes 

imposed on American Indians and promoted the idea that good health was synonymous with 

"civilization." Doctors reported their practices with prejudices, perceptions, biases and 

misperceptions about American Indians to a variety of officials while understanding very 

few of the actual issues affecting American Indian conmiunities. 

Physicians and surgeons were introduced into American Indian communities during 

times of extreme duress occasioned by federal Indian policies. Reflecting no real 

understanding of these political issues and their effects, doctors found what they had been 

trained to see; disease, filth, and poverty. Blaming the victim for this situation was common 

to the physicians who held American Indians at fault because of their supposed poor diets, 

poor sanitation and loose morals. Physicians and surgeons also expressed gender biases 

against American Indian women who they labeled as prostitutes and harlots in the wake of 

epidemic venereal diseases. Physicians were also racist, they supported experiments on 

American Indians and, at times, intruded on political processes involving federal treaty 

rights and agreements. 

Doctors served in the military and worked for the federal government for a variety of 
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reasons, in a variety of places, and with a range of attitudes about American Indians. Doctors 

were paid according to military pay scales or treaty provisions, at the whim of Indian Agents 

or treaty conmiissioners, or at the pleasure of the Secretary of War. Physicians and surgeons 

came from diverse backgrounds and enjoyed both good and bad relationships with Indian 

communities. For some physicians, American Indians were stepping stones to career 

advancement while for others, American Indians became beloved and influential spouses. 

Regardless of who the physicians were, however, this is a story of male doctors because 

female physicians were not employed to work with American Indian tribes before 1871. 

Practitioner profiles: 

Between 1832 and 1868, at least thirty seven civilian doctors were placed in American 

Indian communities. Hired on annual contracts, these treaty doctors were provided to 

selected American Indian communities for five to twenty seven years. (Appendix 9.1) 

Annual treaty physicians' salaries ranged from $100.00 to S600.00 per year in 1832 and 

1837, but rose to $1500.00 per year by 1867. The earlier salaries were also used by the 

physicians to buy all necessary medicines, vaccine matters and other supplies. Adjustment 

for lower salaries was not evident in treaty negotiations, however, by 1867, medical supplies 

were provided to physicians in addition to their salaries, and federal housing had also been 

made available for the doctors as a benefit. (See Appendix 9.1 for information relative to 

salaries and benefits provided in American Indian medical benefits treaties.) 

A few treaties limited physicians' services to the provision of smallpox vaccinations, 

although the majority provided for full-service physicians. Treaty physicians were provided 
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to accompany Cherokee removal parties, and to serve the Northern Cheyennes and Arapahos 

af^er removal to reservations. Other reservations included Brules, Oglalas, Miniconjous, 

Yanktonais, Hunkpapas, Blackfeet, Cut Heads, Two Kettles, Sans Arcs, Santees, Arapahos, 

Kiowas, Comanches, Cheyennes, Arapahos and Crows. (Appendix 9.1) 

Physicians participating in removal parties provided under the Cherokee treaty of New 

Echota were assigned to accompany each detachment of "emigrants" for which they were 

paid SS.OO per day. These doctors were paid on a per diem basis during the actual 

"emigration" and for two weeks prior to removal at "rendezvous" points. Physicians were 

reimbursed $15.00 for every one hundred miles of their return journeys. (1838, Annual 

report Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 464 ; Harris, 1838, May 25) Physicians provided 

medical care for American Indians, and for contract or Army personnel if they became ill 

and recorded the deaths of those who died during removal. Continuous service for these 

temporary physicians was banned by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 

Hiring of the physicians involved in federal programs and treaties was done by the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs or the Secretary of War. £)octors were also reconunended 

by removal groups to Indian agents, by removal contractors, or were referred to the Secretary 

of War or Conmiissioner of Indian Affairs by members of Congress. Many physicians 

responded to advertising "circulars" (i. e., help wanted advertisements) that were posted in 

Washington, DC and at various places where the doctors' services were to be required. The 

circulars defined the available position, the salary to be paid, and notified applicants who 

to contact (Cass, 1836, March 2; Harris, 1837, June 30) Physicians from Tennessee, 
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Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi and other southern states were primarily employed for 

removal journeys of the Cherokees, Chickasaws, Creeks and other southeastern groups. 

(Cass, 1836, March 2; Harris, 1837, June 30; 1838, May 25) 

Working in Indian Country: 

Military physicians and surgeons serving at numerous posts in "Indian Country" had a 

strange relationship with American Indians. Their first duty was to serve American troops 

who regarded Indians as the enemy, (Wier, in Corbusier, 1) government employees, and 

their families. (Olch, 36) Military doctors also treated American Indians and were at times 

heavily involved in their welfare. Following the Indian Vaccination Act, for example, 

military physicians' participation in the program was mandatory. It appears, however, that 

the choice to treat American Indians was usually left to the discretion of the individual 

physician or post commander and tended to be situation specific. 

An early example of military medical personnel's duties was United States Army 

Surgeon's Mate Joseph Gardiner Andrews who treated American Indians, and their families, 

preparatory to negotiations for the treaty of Greenville. (1795, April, p. 85) Assistant United 

States Army Surgeon J. Thurston, stationed at Cantonment Gibson 35 years later, reporied 

that he had successfully treated an injured Delaware ally. This man, Ne-Coming, had 

received a poisoned arrow wound while protecting American troops that left him sick, and 

blinded in both eyes. When Ne-Coming emerged from Dr. Thurston's care, he was reported 

to have had only partial restoration of his vision, which is not surprising given the lack of 

knowledge about ophthalmology at the time. 
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Mandatory medical care: 

One of the largest mandatory Army involvements with American Indian health care was 

required by the 1832 Indian Vaccination Act. Army physicians were assigned to vaccinate 

thirteen of twenty nine American Indian populations included in the federal vaccination 

program. (1832, Dec. 3) Congress ordered that military physicians vaccinate American 

Indians in lieu of hiring more costly private practitioners. (1832, May S; 1832, Gales and 

Seaton, H. R. 2384-2386) As noted previously, civilian physicians were paid $6.00 per day, 

or $6.00 per 100 vaccinations while Army surgeons received no additional stipends, only 

their regular salaries of about $50.00 a month, plus eight rations and forage for three horses. 

Civilian contract physicians earned between $40.00 and $20.00 per month, depending on the 

size of the Army unit they served. (Gillett, 1987,30-31) 

Military doctors: 

Military surgeons continued to work with American Indians after the vaccination 

program. Nathan S. Jarvis, serving at Fort Snelling between 1833 and 1848, supplemented 

his Army pay with a contract to treat local Indians. (Jarvis, 132) Indian agent Lawrence 

Taliaferro paid Jarvis an annual fee of $100.00 to provide medical aid for Sioux or 

Chippewa Indians located within the agency. (Jarvis, 132) Similarly, Assistant Surgeon 

Captain Michael Hillary was assigned to the Navajo Indian Hospital at Fort Sunmer Navajo 

during the Civil War. (1866, Sept 6) Hillary, an hrish immigrant who had been breveted to 

the rank of Captain during Union Army service, (Brown, 296) was highly outspoken about 

the nightmarish conditions at the Fort Sunmer Navajo Hospital. (1866) Making 
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recommendations to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for sweeping improvements in the 

hospital, its services and employees, Hillary may have irritated someone a great deal with 

his complaints about the Indian Hospital facilities. He was dismissed from the Army 

November 11,1867. (Brown, 296) 

Military historian Albert Brackett has reported that Assistant Surgeon Aquila T. Ridgley 

(Brown, 294) attached to the 2"^ Dragoons, treated all injured survivors of a battle with the 

Sioux on Blue Water Creek in September of 1855. (Brown, 157,294) According to Bracket, 

Ridgley had been "indefatigable in his attentions to the suffering wounded, both of our 

troops and of the enemy." (157) Ridgley's patients must have included some of the seventy 

women and children who had been captured. (155) 

When the Army assumed control of Indian reservations in the late 1860's, civilians were 

replaced by Army personnel. In 1871, after civilians had regained control of the reservations, 

Indian agents in the Washington Superintendency complained bitterly about the. 

"regression"of American Indians under Army tutelage. American Indians had "been 

allowed," they contended, to resort to polygamy, slavery, flattening of heads and to the 

influences of the Ta-Man-A-Mus. Such a supposedly "rapid" reversion to indigenous 

practices, including those of the medicine people, the Ta-Man-A-Mus, suggests that many 

of the practices the doctors thought they were eliminating had been continued out of their 

line of vision(1872, Armual report Conmiissionerof Indian Affairs. 271) 

Few military physicians made their tours of duty in Indian Country the positive 

experiences enjoyed by Dr. William Corbusier. (28-30) While stationed at the Rio Verde 
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Agency in Arizona, Corbusier expanded his military practice to include the Yavapais and 

joined with their medicine community, rather than flatly reject the Yavapais. His family 

grew up with members of the Yavapai community, and his sons became acquainted with 

many of the scouts and other American Indian employees at the post. Thirty years after his 

tour of duty at Rio Verde, Corbusier, and his sons, continued to speak in a positive manner 

of their earlier experiences at Rio Verde. 

The Apache Pass fight; Dr. B. J. D. Irwin: 

Physicians also used their service in Indian Country to gain promotion and honor. [)r. 

B. J. D. Irwin, serving with the Infantry as a staff medical officer, convinced junior line 

officer Lt. Bascom to execute Chiricahua Apache prisoners taken at Apache Pass, February 

of 1861. (Irwin, 203) According to Irwin, who was the medical officer with the detail, the 

Army had been correct when it started a flrefight with the unsuspecting Chiricahua Apaches 

who were at the pass to discuss repatriation of a captive child. The doctor maintained that 

he did not believe Chiricahua Chief Cochise when he told them that he did not have the 

child. Neither did Irwin believe the Chief when he promised that he would try to find the 

child. 

Rather than allow the Chiricahuas time to locate the child, members of the group were 

taken prisoner. Instead of a peaceful conference, a firefight erupted, Cochise and some of 

the Chiricahuas escaped, and the fight exploded into warfare. In retaliation for the Army's 

actions, the Apaches killed a party of wagoners near Fort Apache. In the wake of these 

deaths, E>r. Irwin admitted that it was he who had convinced Lt. Bascom to execute the 
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Chiricahua prisoners. 

In the end, after the Apaches prisoners were executed, war broke out with the 

Chiricahuas in Arizona.' The doctor who made the line decision to execute the prisoners 

received the Congressional Medal of Honor for his part in the Apache Pass fight, and 

eventually retired from the Army with the rank of Brigadier General. 

Leonard Wood: 

Leonard Wood was another staff officer who acted as a line officer and fighting man 

rather than as a healer. As a contract physician awaiting a permanent Army appointment. 

Wood spent his time in Arizona primarily fighting Chiricahua Apaches. Apparently enjoying 

the dangers of field duty. Wood was instrumental in the final sunender of the Chiricahua 

Apaches. (Gillett, 1995, 78, 80) He was also a recipient of the Congressional Medal of 

Honor after which it was hoped, according to historian W. T. Porter, that he would become 

"our next citizen Soldier President." (2) 

Dr. H. R. Porter at the Little Big Horn: 

W. T. Porter, in the interests of telling a good story about one of his ancestors, concluded 

that not all military physicians stood and fought. Some, such as Acting Assistant Surgeon 

I 

Cochise did not have the child, who was already living with another group of Apaches at 
San Carlos. I know that the child was not with Cochise because a friend, who wishes to 
remain anonymous, has told me that Mickey Free was already living with his family at 
San Carlos. The child, known as Mickey Free, became a United States Army scout who 
remained with the Apaches for most of his life. As always, I thank my friend for sharing 
his knowledge with me. 
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H. R. Porter, knew when it was time to ride hard in the opposite direction. Porter, assigned 

to Custer's command at the Little Big Horn, was left with Reno's troops when Custer 

divided the command. (Porter, I) While tending a dying trooper, the doctor became separated 

from Reno's command by several hundred yards and many angry Indians. After the trooper 

died, the unarmed doctor, out of sight of the charging Indians, wrestled his ft-enzied horse 

down a semi-protected embankment where 

"The horse, mad with excitement [was] rearing and plunging... [while the doctor] 

held to the rein with all his strength, making firantic efforts to gain his saddle ... 

[where with] a desperate leap ... half-seated in the saddle, and clinging with all his 

might... he [ran] a race of life and death... [with no control of] his fnmtic horse... 

he at last reached the river... and in a few moments had forded the stream, scaled 

the bank, and was on the bluff, where Reno was entrenching himself... in every 

direction, the plains were black with Sioux." (Porter, I) 

Having survived a tide of bullets, arrows and a wild ride. Dr. Porter resimied his duties as 

physician to Reno's troops until relieved by General Terry's command. (Porter, 1-2) Field 

medical ofBcers of Dr. Porter's generation were paid about $100.00 a month, plus an 

additional $13.83 for field duty. Contract civilian surgeons, such as Dr. Porter, were paid 

on a scale relative to the size of the command they served. (Coates, 1867) Dr. Porter, 

according to his memorial, remained in the Dakota territories and died an old man many 

years after the battle at the Little Big Horn. 

Civilum doctors: 
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Not all physicians' duties were as arduous or as exciting as Dr. Porter's. Some doctors, 

such as Dr. William M. Gwin of Vicksburg, Mississippi, were hired by the Commissioner 

of Indian Affairs to serve American Indians participating in federal programs. In 1832, Dr. 

Gwin was employed by the government to vaccinate Choctaws slated for removal through 

Vicksburg. Four years later, the doctor was hired to accompany Choctaw parties west of the 

Mississippi River as they searched for exchange reservation properties. (Cass, 1832, May 

21; 1836, March 2) Civilian physicians served the Office of Indian Affairs, and other parts 

of the federal government in many ways. 

Treaty council physicians: 

Civilian physicians also attended American Indians at treaty councils, but federal 

payments were not always forthcoming. Dr. Lewis Thompson spent three weeks tending 

cholera victims at Miami treaty negotiations held during the fall of 1832. Thompson, who 

supplied his own medications, spent considerably more time and effort at the council 

grounds than originally anticipated. After he billed the government for his additional 

services, he spent the next nine months wrangling with the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 

over the additional expenses. Thompson supplied affidavits from interpreters, suppliers, and 

other people in attendance at the councils, but to no avail. The government did not pay the 

additional fees. (Herring, 1833, Jan. 24, March 18, June 27) Records indicate that Dr. 

Thompson served no other treaty councils and that by 1837 he preferred real-estate 

investments to the practice of medicine. (Drury, 1-18) 

A Dr. Finley, hired to vaccinate Indians in the Detroit Superintendency, had similar 
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problems when he billed the Office of Indian Affairs an extra $5.00 for services provided 

to a sick Indian during the federal smallpox vaccination program. Since the $5.00 service 

was not included under the Indian Vaccination Act, the Governor of Michigan contacted 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Elbert Herring, on Dr. Finley's behalf The Conwnissioner 

responded to the Governor's request, and all of Dr. Finley's expenses were audited. Af^er 

the audit, the Conmiissioner finally authorized payment of the $5.00 as both the Governor 

and the doctor were advised at that time. (Herring, 1833, March 18) 

Dr. Thompson was not paid for his additional expenses because, as the Conmiissioner 

of Indian Affairs eventually informed him, he had made a bad bargain when he was hired 

by the treaty conmiissioners and he was expected to suffer the consequences. Dr. Finley was 

reimbursed for his $5.00 because he had been employed under a government contract that 

had set no fees for the type of service the doctor performed. Dr. Finley was not bound by 

contract to absorb the $5.00. 

Salaries and the quality of health care offered to American Indians: 

By the end of the treaty making era, low salaries paid to physicians were affecting the 

quality of federal health care provided to American Indians. According to the Commissioner 

of Indian Affairs' 1867 annual report, the low wages paid to treaty physicians in the 

Washington Superintendency made it almost impossible to attract competent physicians to 

reservation communities. (1867, Annual report Conmiissioner of Indian Affairs. 

Washington Superintendency, I) Fees charged by physicians engaged in private, non-Native 

practices, however, had increased dramatically between 1829 and 1865. According to Dr. 
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Samuel Gross, the average annual income for private physicians between 1829 and 1837 was 

an estimated $ 1,270.00 per year, a figure that was five to six times greater than the salaries 

paid to treaty physicians. By 1870, Dr. Gross reported that he had been able to accumulate 

an excess of $3,000.00 as a practitioner, and that he earned considerably more money after 

that time as a professor of medicine. (Gross, 153-154, 157) By 1868, physicians' salaries 

paid by the Office of Indian Affairs had finally been increased to a minimum of $1200.00 

which was still considerably lower than those fees earned by physicians involved in private 

practice. (Appendix 9.1) 

The quality of American Indian health care: 

Dr. A. V. Coffin, Director of the Office of the Physician for the Southern Refugee 

Indians, also complained of a lack of qualified medical practitioners. (1864, August 25) Dr. 

Coffin reported that physicians of limited talents, multiple levels of experience and a lack 

of standardized medical techniques were the problem in Kansas. Coffin suggested that it 

would be cheaper, and more effective, to fire half of the physicians employed in the 

Southern Refugee Office, and that the remaining physicians should compound a series of 

basic medical mixes that Indian agents could dispense. Dr. Coffin felt that the agents and 

their interpreters were better suited to examine individual complaints, which in turn could 

be forwarded to physicians if "surgical care or chemical cures" were required. (Coffin, 

1864, August 25) 

The American Civil War was undoubtedly another contributor to the problem of quality 

health care for American Indians. By the end of the war, filling the ranks of the Union Army 
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Medical Corps was problematic and the drain on physicians was evident in the number of 

foreign physicians serving in the Army Medical Corps. Physicians from Mexico, England, 

Scotland, Prussia, Canada, Germany and Ireland augmented the ranks of the Army Medical 

Corps; by 1866, these foreign physicians, such as Michael Hillary, were also serving at 

western medical posts. (Brown, 295-300; Hillary, 1866) According to military historian 

Harvey Brown, the Civil War had caused an immense drain on the American medical 

community, and competent doctors had been brought to the United States to fill that void. 

(295-300) Between the low salaries paid by the Office of Indian Affairs, and the drain on the 

medical community caused by the Civil War, the quality of medical care provided to 

American Indians was adversely affected. 

Why doctors served American Indians: 

Service with the military, and involvement with American Indian health care, attracted 

men from a variety of places for several reasons. Many physicians sought patronage 

positions through Congressmen and other influential persons. Removal physicians and 

Indian vaccination physicians were recruited from areas near their places of employment 

while military physicians and surgeons were recruited and assigned to military posts and 

installations, and everyone served for a variety of reasons. 

Why men served: 

Some men, like Dr. James P. Kimball, sought to "uplift the poor savages." (Kimball, 50-

51) Dr. Kimball also sought the romance of the Army, glorying "in every 

difRculty'^presented by Army life and service. (Kimball, 32) Travel was also important. Dr. 
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R. Glisan did not plan an Army career, but wanted to travel on a guaranteed salary while 

still a young man. Dr. Glisan also hoped to practice on American Indians to gain experience 

before starting his own civilian practice. (Glisan, 1, 3) Dr. James Ord was talked into the 

military by his brother, who encouraged him to go to California as a government contract 

physician. Once Dr. Ord's Army contract was completed, he became a traveling merchant 

selling a variety of goods to miners in the California gold fields. (Warren, 23) E)r. Joseph 

J. Burr Wright who served at various posts in Indian Country, was convinced to join the 

Army medical service by his brother who was an Army paymaster. 

Nathan Jarvis served in the military, treated Indians and also built a private practice 

while employed by the Army. (131) Military physicians commonly used local populations 

to build private practices, a custom that was both banned and ignored by the Army. (Wier, 

in Corbusier, 3) Dr. William Corbusier made the military a career, woricing with American 

Indians at various frontier posts and with various Indian communities. Men who joined the 

Army Medical Corps, according to General James Wier, enjoyed a life of freedom although 

some were drunks or misfits. (In Corbusier, 2) Between the mid- to late-1800's, many men 

who had passed their Army entrance exams, served as contract Army physicians while 

waiting for appointments as regular Army surgeons and physicians. Civilian physicians filled 

the ranks of the Army Medical Corps until Congressional budget cuts were eased and 

appointment rosters were re-opened. (Wier, in Corbusier, 2) Adventure, love of the 

outdoors, fishing, hunting and the '^danger and excitement of frontier posts" were other 

reasons physicians served in the Medical Corps. (Wier, in Corbusier, 2) 
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Physicians who sought other employment in Indian Country: 

Physicians worked with American Indian communities in a number of non-medical 

capacities as federal Indian programs and Indian policies offered a number of well paid 

positions to anyone with a decent education. Physicians served as Indian Agents, and sub-

Agents as Dr. F. W. Miller served as sub-Agent for the Delaware Agency in Missouri (Robb, 

1833, July 5) and Dr. Edwin James served as sub-Agent at the Osage Agency, even though 

Conunissioner of Indian Affairs Harris had a few problems convincing him that he was 

required to live at his post. (Harris, 1836, June 26) The Commissioner was eventually forced 

to suggest rather strongly that the doctor repair to his Agency and remain there. (Harris, 

1836, June 26) When finally convinced to remain at his Osage post. Dr. James was later 

reminded that though he bad been authorized to build a substantial home at the Agency, 

there had been limits imposed on his spending. (Harris, 1838, April S). 

Indian removal: 

Indian removal meant economic advancement for a great many people, and physicians 

were not exempt from the process. In addition to Dr. Gwin who helped Choctaws select new 

land west of the Mississippi River physicians were hired to accompany Chickasaws, Creeks 

and Seminoles in their efforts to locate western replacement lands.(1831, Oct. 29, Indian 

removals, v. 2,634; Barbour, 1827, Nov. 26; Coleman, Indian removals, v. 5,324) Some of 

these men served as enrolling agents, disbursing agents, and removal conductors and held 

no positions relative to their medical profession. (1831, Indian removals, v. 2,638; Foreman, 

1932, 160; Hamilton, 1830, Nov. 13; Harris, 1837, March 13) In the wake of removal 
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treaties. Doctors Robert McHenry and Charles S. Lucas were appointed to investigate 

firaudulent sales of federal Creek lands, and Doctor Thomas Rigden was hired to investigate 

fraudulent Wyandot land claims. (Cass, 1833, Nov. 30; Cass, 1834, June 5; Herring, 1832, 

Oct. 23) 

Physicians who served outside of their medical professions found many types of federal 

employment during Indian removal. Dr. David Reese of McMinneville, Tennessee, hired by 

the Commissioner of Indian Affairs as an enrolling agent for Cherokee removal, was 

surprised when he reached the Cherokee nation. (Cass, 1831, Sept. 8) He found so many 

other people performing the same Job that there was no need for him. Four months after 

beginning his employment. Dr. Reese resigned and returned to Tennessee. (Newman, 1832, 

Feb. 23) Similarly, Dr. Edward James was also disappointed in his efforts to become a 

federal Indian removal employee. Dr. James, however, was offered alternate employment 

as a teacher in the Choctaw nation when told that positions for removal physicians had been 

filled. (Cass, 1833, Dec. 2) 

Physicians and surgeons; education, civilization, sanitation, and good health: 

Once doctors were assigned to American Indian conmiunities, they found a good many 

areas of concern. Most were overwhelmingly concerned with how civilization could be tied 

to good health, elimination of disease, and improved sanitation. Following the lead of Dr. 

J. D. Himter (1822) and Reverend Jedidiah Morse (1822) treaty commissioners M Stokes, 

Henry L. Ellsworth, and J. T. Schermerhom (1834) finally reconunended to Congress that 

physicians should be first among the agents of civilization placed in American Indian 
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communities because of their supposed positive influences. (1834, Feb. 10,99) Dr. Hunter 

had earlier noted that the habits and diseases of civilization were, in effect, causing the 

demise of the "Noble Savage"(1822, 177) and Reverend Morse had recommended that 

physicians serve as the primary agents of civilization. (Morse, 11,320) 

Physicians who served in American Indian communities felt that their educations 

qualified them to "civilize," to "sanitize," and to save communities from themselves. A 

majority of the physicians' reports examined reflect concerns that were grounded in their 

educations, in increasingly popular concerns with sanitation, and in concepts of barbarism 

popularly attributed to American Indians during the mid-19th century. 

Medical educations: 

According to medical historian Sheldon Watts (1997) physicians "act[ed] in accord with 

what they learned during their formal education... rather than on information discovered 10-

1S years later on." (170) Civilian and military physicians saw what they had been trained to 

expect in American Indian communities. They defined what they saw as filth and savagery, 

and attributed these conditions to a lack of civilization. Operating within a paradigm defined 

by medical historian J. N. Hays, physicians supposed that "personal and community 

cleanliness... was a symbol of civilization and their absence represented barbarism." (148-

149) 

Medical training between 1800 and 1871, according to Or. Thomas L. Nichols (1864) 

consisted of a variety of practices that produced no standards of "real scientific medicine." 

Very few effective cures or medicines were at the disposal of physicians; smallpox 
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vaccination was the only known preventative for a contagious disease. Training that 

consisted of apprenticeships combined with minimal course work or laboratory practice was 

common. Apprentice physicians could "read" three years with a physician, plus take two 

courses or attend medical lectures. Training could involve a great deal of work, very little 

work, or an extended internship with another practitioner. According to Dr. Nichols, medical 

practitioners and educators agreed on nothing. Dr. Nichols noted that medical educations, 

in general, ignored public sanitation and health conditions. The medical education could also 

consist of bribing your way out of exams and diplomas were for sale at reasonable prices. 

Few states, however, required either a diploma or a license to practice medicine within their 

boundaries (Nichols, 364,368) 

Army doctors: 

Military historian Harvey Brown (1873) noted that Army physicians were trained in the 

ideas of sanitation and public health, and that the Army Medical Corps required that 

physicians and surgeons meet a higher standard of excellence than civilian doctors. By 1840, 

applicants to the Army Medical Corps were required to pass a rigorous three day 

examination that was made more exacting after the war with Mexico (ca. 1848). 

Administered by an Examining Board that offered the exams once a year, applicants were 

tested in Physics ("natural philosophy"), practical anatomy by dissection, and Latin. (Brown, 

198-200) Applicants were also expected to have had at least a year of practical experience, 

residency or clinical attendance at hospitals or in private practice. (Brown, 200) Those who 

passed the exams were eligible for permanent appointments, if they became available, for 
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two years. At the end of the two years applicants either took the exams again or were 

dropped fi-om the list of applicants. (Brown, 166) Both Army and Navy Medical Board 

exams were considered advanced over those of medical schools because they wanted to 

produce a superior medical officer. (Brown, 200) Many applicants, such as United States 

Army Surgeon Leonard Wood, worked as military contract surgeons while awaiting 

appointment to permanent positions. (Brown, 83-90, 187,200,234,237) 

SanitatioD reforms; the United States Army leads the way: 

Sanitation improvements occurred in the United States Army in the wake of every major 

conflict between 1812 and 1864. Unlike concerns with public sanitation that did not emerge 

until the cholera epidemics of the 1830's, 18S0's and 1860's, the Army addressed conditions 

of''extreme" filth in their medical facilities after the War of 1812. In 1846, quarters, water, 

and the personal cleanliness of soldiers became focal points of sanitation reforms that were 

exacerbated, yet again, by the American Civil War. By 1862, members of the Army Medical 

Corps were collecting data concerning morale, sanitation, and physical conditions of troops, 

and the effects of exposure to wet, cold, and heat on the soldiers. (Brown, 83-90,187,234) 

Sanitation reforms of the 18S0's were based on the idea that civilization had the power 

to eradicate disease and to "solve hygienic problems and public health." (Hays, 143) By the 

mid- 1800's, sanitation reform in the United States was based on what historian Ruth Eng 

termed the Jacksonian American model of clean living. Eng's model proposed that health 

and a healthy lifestyle were good and that disease and unhealthy life styles were bad, or 

inmioral. (Eng,7,9) 
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American Indian communities under fire; sanitation, health and civilization: 

Physicians and surgeons employed in American Indian communities report nearly the 

same disease profiles as those of contemporary non-Native communities. (Table 11.1) 

When compared with diseases reported from American Indian communities for the 19"* 

century (see Table 4.4), it is evident that Native and non-Native populations were affected 

by the same diseases. As representative disease profiles, neither profile indicates the severity 

of the diseases, nor the number of cases present at any time in any particular community. 

What the profiles do represent is Dr. Thomas L. Nichols'1864 statement that "America is 

a country of many and violent diseases." (363) 

Table 11.1 Non-Native Disease Profile; 19^ Century United States 

Alcohol (Ellis, 25) Typhoid fevers (Johnson, 157-162) 

Bowel Disorders (Johnson, 157-162) Measles (Johnson, 157-162) 

Smallpox (Wall, 1) Malaria (Wall, 1) 

Cholera (StofHe, Jones & Dobyns, Tuberculosis (Stoffle, Jones & Dobyns, 

181(23) 181(23) 

Whooping Cough (Stoffle,etal, 181(23) Mumps (Stoffle, et al, 181(23) 

Mumps (Stofne,etal, 181(23) Scarlet Fever (Stoffle, etal, 181(23) 

Diarrhea (Bearss & Oibson, 83) Dropsy (Bearss & Gibson, 83) 

Fevers (Bearss & Gibson, 83) Diphtheria (Bearss & Gibson, 83) 

Pneumonia (Bearss & Gibson, 83) Rheumatism (Nichols, 363) 

Yellow Fever (Nichols, 363) Gonorrhea & Syphilis (Rosebury, 85) 

Physicians' and surgeons' reports indicate few differences in the types of medical care 
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offered to Native Americans and to non-Natives. What did differ were the practices 

employed by individual doctors, regardless of which populations they served. As both Dr. 

Nichols (1864,363) and Dr. Coffin (1864, Aug. 25) stated, doctors agreed on nothing and 

everyone practiced a different type of medicine with diverse chemical compounds regardless 

of who they practiced on. 

Civilization and disease: 

A shift from reporting clinical diseases to a focus on civilization and disease occurred 

after 1857. J. B. Robertson, agent at the Omaha Agency thought the general health of the 

Omahas had improved during his last year at the agency. (1857, Oct. 17) The Omahas, 

appearing to be healthier, inspired the agenct to report that 'they are advancing toward the 

goals of civilization." (1857, Oct. 17) While good health was reported to exert a beneficial 

effect on "civilization," venereal diseases were reported as barriers to the "civilizing" 

processes. 

According to Indian agent J. W. Lynde, syphilis was "retarding" civilization at the 

Chippewa Agency (1859, Sept.), while at the Grand Ronde Agency in Oregon, the 

"untutored mind"of the Indian was incapable of understanding concepts of "physical law" 

and venereal diseases. Though Dr. W. Miller, the agency physician, did not explain the 

"physical laws," he did infer that those who could not understand these concepts were 

responsible for their own illnesses. (Miller, 1861, July 14) Potawattomies at St. Mary's 

Mission were deemed slow in their progress toward civilization because they did not readily 

accept the services offered by the agency physician. (Angle, 1864, 377) Dr. Angle 
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nevertheless held that his services, and improved health, would result in an increase of 

"virtue, knowledge and social status" for the Potawattomies. (1864,377) 

Better food, housing, health, and suppression of the liquor trade were considered by Dr. 

V. Smith to be the paths to civilization for the Chippewas of Lake Superior. (1864, Nov. 10) 

"Proper dwellings" were necessary to bring the people at Neah Bay closer to civilization 

(Webster, 1867,41) while another doctor hoped that the Papagos would adopt "Christianity 

and the customs of civilized life." (Wilbur, 1871,350-351) Dr. Wilbur hoped that in addition 

to Christianity and civilization, his treatments would stop the spread of syphilis among the 

Papagos. 

Dr. A. V. Coffin, at the Southern Refugee Office finally halted his efforts to practice the 

arts and sciences of western medicine on the 5,000 refugee Indians under his care. 

Conditions were so bad in the refugee camps that Dr. Coffin realized that imposition of any 

new measures would only compound the problems of the many sick refugees. "For the 

present... we must acconmiodate to them." (1863, Sept. 25,190) Dr. Coffin would probably 

not have believed Dr. R. Glisan a few years later when he insisted that the "stages of 

civilization are accompanied by war, pestilence and famine ... Indians must change or be 

annihilated." (1874, 5,252) 

Sanitation and disease: 

Sanitation reports, with a focus on filth in reservation communities, began in the late 

1850's. United States Army Assistant Surgeon Jonathan Letterman [Leatherman] noted in 

his publication to the Smithsonian that Navajos, with few exceptions, were dirty. (1856, 
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290) Dr. Kimball, at the Squaksin Island Reservation reported that improved sanitary 

conditions would elevate morals and intelligence that would, in turn, improve health. 

Improved health would then eliminate prostitution and low birth rates. (1858, June 30) Filthy 

living, exposure, bad diets, syphilis and sanitation were all considered components of a 

single problem to physicians serving at the Siletz Agency, the Winnebago Reservation, and 

at the Chippewa of the Mississippi Reservation. (Bayley, 1863; Coleman, 1860, Sept. 25; 

Wren, 1860, Oct. 1) People at the Siletz Agency were accused of being "filthy in the 

extreme" and that their dwellings continued to contribute to contamination from disease. 

(Bayley, 1863) Dr. Coleman noted that Winnebagos suffered tuberculosis due to either poor 

housing and exposure, bad diets, or from inherent tendencies to the disease. (1860, Sept. 25) 

The doctor also reported that a lack of sanitation made it impossible for him to treat the 

disease. Doctors John Wren, reporting from a Chippewa Agency (1860, Oct. 1), and 

Nathaniel Hudson, reporting from the Grand Ronde Agency in Oregon( 1864, Aug. 1), both 

attributed syphilis to a lack of sanitation, and to a general rejection of their treatments for 

the disease. Dr. Hudson did, however, advocate that ''superior government health care" 

would eradicate the problem of syphilis at the Grand Ronde Agency. (1864, Aug. I) 

Substandard housing, poor sanitary conditions, personal degradation, primitive 

standards of living, poor diet, tuberculosis and venereal diseases were reported by physicians 

working at the Hoopa, Yakima, and Omaha Reservations. (Force, 1871, July 20; Paxson, 

1869, Sept. 25; Smith, 1861) Women were banned from the military installation near the 

Hoopa Reservation because the commander would not quarantine syphilitic soldiers. (Force, 
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1871, July 20) According to Dr. Force, people at the Hoopa Reservation were becoming 

"aroused by the state of their own denigration." (Force, 1871, July 20) Force implied that the 

attendant miserable sanitary conditions, venereal diseases and other problems were slightly 

improving because of this increased awareness, though he failed to mention how the women 

had responded to the restrictions of their movements. At the Yakima Reservation, children 

suffered the "attendant evils"of congenital syphilis caused by poor sanitary conditions and 

their mothers' exposures to Hudson's Bay traders and frontiersmen. (Smith, 1870,32) 

Race and disease: 

In general, western medical practitioners were racist. Dr. A. W. Daniels remarked that 

venereal diseases introduced into Sioux populations were causing them to raise "a race of 

weaklings."(185S, Sept. 21) Though Daniels did not define 'Sveaklings," it is a safe to 

assume that he was referring to the symptoms of either venereal or congenital syphilis. 

Either form of the disease crippled, blinded, maimed, and deformed adults or children. 

Dr. Jonathan Letterman, serving at Fort Sumner, NM reported that Navajo half-breeds 

were representatives of "brute creation" and were therefore inferior to fiill-bloods. (288) Dr. 

William H. Gardiner at Fort Abercrombie, Dakota Territory felt that soldiers at the fort were 

remarkably free of venereal diseases "especially considering the nature of half-breeds and 

Indians [living in] proximity to the military post." (14) Gardiner presumed that people of 

"mixed-blood" descent were morally and physically degenerate and that their ancestry 

somehow increased the spread of venereal disease. In addition to the weaklings, half-bloods, 

and moral degenerates, Kickapoo Indians were accused ofbeing "ignorant people who don't 
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know science" when they failed to appreciate Dr. Glisan's efforts to predict an eclipse of the 

sun. (Glisan, 1874, 141) 

Segregation of American Indians from infected non-Native populations during epidemic 

diseases was another racist practice. One physician in particular made a habit of suggesting 

treaty changes that included the isolation of Indian populations. Dr. William C. McKay, 

treaty physician at the Warm Springs Agency, excluded Indians from their fishing grounds 

at the Dalles because non-Natives living near there had smallpox. The next summer, McKay 

suggested permanent abrogation of fishing rights due to syphilis in the same area. (1864, 

July 12, Nov., 15; 186S, Nov. 1S) Even though McKay had vaccinated all of the Indians at 

the Agency, he appears to have continued to keep them away from the fisheries, perhaps 

with good intentions, though he did abrogate their legal rights to the fisheries. Fishing, 

protected by treaty, was the main source of income and subsistence for the people at Warm 

Springs and this request must have contributed to conditions of hunger and poverty on the 

reservation. Isolation of the Warm Springs people could have been considered a type of 

quarantine, however, it was a racist practice because the movements of those who actually 

had the diseases were not restricted. Non-Natives, regardless of whether they carried 

smallpox or syphilis, were granted special privileges of movement and continued access to 

important economic resources while non-Natives were denied their civil and legal rights. 

Segregation of American Indians was not based on a prescribed set of medical standards; 

American Indians were isolated by a system that was applied situationally. Chippewas were 

banned from a fort where soldiers were sufifering smallpox because the commander of the 
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fort refused to quarantine the troops. (Townsend, 1864, Octl) Dr. Michael Hillary, in an 

attempt to reduce syphilis and to eliminate temptation, suggested banning Navajo women 

from Fort Sumner where the troops were infected with syphilis. (Hillary, 150) Dr. Hillary 

proposed that the women "had no idea of virtue" and that they should be kept from the men, 

not the other way around. Alcohol, and its effects, was another reason American Indian 

communities were isolated. Agent C. J. King (1869), for example, proposed that all 

S'Klallams be confined on a reduced reservation as a means of eliminating access to 

alcohol. (566) Regardless of who caused the medical problems, segregation of the victims 

from the colonizers was considered a viable solution to the problems of health and disease 

in American Indian communities. 

Giving up the old ways: 

American Indians were able to reject western medical practices in a number of ways that 

were perceived by doctors as challenges ti their authority. Indian Agent C. J. King (1869), 

suggested that the largest disease related problem on the S'Klallam reservation was that the 

S'Klallams absolutely refused to give up their Native doctors. (566) Agents at the Yakima 

Agency considered rejection of western medicines and treatments as a return to "sorcery" 

and Dr. McKay at the Warm Springs Agency complained for years that people refused to 

follow his directions or to take his medications. (1871, Washington Superintendencv. 271; 

McKay, 1864, July 12, Nov. 15) Accepting surgery from an Army doctor was not what one 

Wahpeton Sioux had in mind either. Dr. William H. Gardiner's offer to repair the 

Wahpeton's hair lip was firmly rejected. (Gardiner, 1862,74) 
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Not ail refusals to participate in western medicine were as natural as not taking 

medications or avoiding surgery. Apaches refused to go near the physician at Fort Bowie, 

leaving him with nothing to record regarding their physical conditions in his armual report. 

(1870, Fort Bowie. 16) The post medical report contains a section for ethnographic data that 

was left blank as well. The physician who authored the report did, however, notify his 

superiors that the Apaches never came near either him or the fort. That was all he could say, 

though Dr. John D. Wall, reporting from another Arizona location, had to admit that 

Apaches understood malarial conditions than did the United States Army. 

Apaches at Camp Grant, Arizona Territory out-smarted the United States Army when 

they refused to build their camps on the river bottom. Dr. Wall reported (1870) that Camp 

Grant was plagued with malaria because of its location on the river bottom. In a rare 

instance of reverse-racism. Dr. Wall also recorded that the Apaches did not have the illness 

because they refused to live on the lowland. (7S) Dr. Wall recognized good medicine when 

he saw it, "we who claim to know so much should [not] choose our places [that] Apaches 

might laugh at." (75) 

Western medicine, experiments, and American Indian crania: 

In addition to civilization, sanitation, and segregation, 19"* century American Indians 

were subject to a set of unique "medical" experiments, the collection and comparative 

analysis of American Indian crania. Civilian and military physicians, removal authorities, 

Indian Agents and a number of other people took part in what Reginald Horsman labeled 

"scientific racism." (168) Spurred by phrenologists, powerful politicians, physicians and 
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military medical authorities, American Indian skulls were collected in an effort to prove 

Indians inferior to other races. The United States Army also collected American Indian 

crania, by order of the Surgeon General, to facilitate research into head wounds and other 

trauma. 

Founded on concepts of Caucasian racial superiority, American Indian crania were 

measured by size and filled with shot, weighted and compared to the skulls of Caucasians, 

"Mongolians,"  "Negroes,"  "Mixed Races,"  "Lunatics ,"  and "Idiots ."  (Morton,  1849,  v,  vi)  

Findings published in 1844 and 1849 by the leading proponent of crania studies, Samuel G. 

Morton, indicated that American Indians were found inferior to whites and superior to 

blacks and the aborigines in the South Pacific, due to the size of their heads. (1849, v, vi) 

As Reginald Horsman explained, the crania studies provided "the people of the United 

States [with] scientific reasons to account for Indian failures and to explain and justify 

American expansion." (168) Since Horsman has explained the basic evolutionary 

philosophical underpinnings of scientific racism, and Steven Jay Gould (1981) has proven 

that Morton's methods were erroneous, the who of the crania studies becomes more 

interesting than the why. The why was obvious; American Indians were to be relegated io 

the bottom of the racial and evolutionary heap by Caucasian based science. 

Samuel G. Morton is the most well known of those who studied crania, though there 

were a number of lesser known individuals involved in the crania studies. Part of the science 

of anthropometry, Morton was supported by politicians, military men, missionaries and 

friends around the world who supplied him with over 700 skulls. 
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Crania studies as experiments performed on American Indian remains, were part of the 

implementation of imperial medicine and the American Indian. As such, the experiments 

were gruesome scientific enterprises that dehumanized every race. Skulls, regardless of how 

one attempts to depersonalize the experience, consist of heads that have been taken from 

bodies. Faces, features, ears, noses, eyelashes and lips have been destroyed before being 

turned into a scientific vessel referred to as a ''crania.." 

Bodies were always exhumed or decapitated without American Indian permission. 

Civilian physicians, Indian agents, removal officials, missionaries and physicians all 

submitted American Indian skulls to Morton for his collections. Military physicians 

exhumed American Indian bodies, or plundered their heads, for submission to the Army 

Medical Museum for its collections which later housed the collections of Dr. Morton. 

Samuel Morton identified each skull submitted to his collection by donor and skull 

number after which they measured, weighed, recorded and measured against each other. A 

list of the Morton's donors reads like a Who's Who in 19"' century America. Physicians fi-om 

Missouri, Indiana, North Carolina, Tennessee, Ohio, Michigan, Louisiana, and the United 

States Army and Navy contributed to Morton's collections. Other notables such as explorer 

Capt. John Fremont, naturalist John J. Audubon, and traveler Joseph N. Nicollet were also 

among the contributors of American Indian cram'a to Morton's collections. Indian Agent 

Heniy Schoolcraft contributed two crania to Morton's collections, one of which may have 

been a Chippewa man named Etowigezhir. (Schoolcraft, 1851, S94) Schoolcraft, who 

mentions Etowigezhir in his autobiography, claims that his skull was given to a phrenologist 
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in Boston named J. T. Smith, who probably, in turn, gave the skull to Morton. (616) 

Schoolcraft was credited by Morton with directly supplying him two Chippewa crania. 

(1849, 683, 684) Schoolcraft could have supplied Morton with the two additional crania 

during his visit to Morton's collections in the Academy of Natural Science, indicating that 

the other man's skull remained, for the time, in someone else's possession. (Schoolcraft, 

626) Either way, the Indian Agent was deeply involved in the phrenology experiments, as 

a "field" collector. 

United States Army Surgeon Eugene Abadie who was involved in Indian removal, 

contributed the crania of eight Seminoles and one Micco-sukie to Morton's collections. 

(Morton, 1849, 707-708, 726-733) After accompanying Creek migrants during July and 

August of 1836, Dr. Abadie was re-assigned to Fort Brooke, Florida by August, 1837 

(Gillett, 1987, 54-55), where it appears that the doctor collected his "specimens" for 

Morton's collections. Colonel J. J. Abert, who served as a federal conductor for Ottawa 

removal, contributed one Seminole skull (698) and one Potawattomie skull (737) to Morton. 

(Abert, 1832, Nov. 17) Captain John Fremont sent Morton two Shoshone skulls, (1447, 

1449), one female not identified by tribe (1448) and one Trucky woman (1446). Joseph N. 

Nicollet gave Morton two Mandan skulls (738, 739) and two Ottawa skulls (1008, 1009), 

ostensibly collected during his trip up the Missouri River. John J. Audubon, presumably 

after his western trips, donated to Morton the skull of a Blackfoot chief named Bloody Hand 

(1227), two Crow men (1228,1229) and two Assiniboin women (1230, 1231). 

Medical missionaries were also involved in the crania experiments. Dr. [Benedict] 
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Saterlee, physician and teacher serving with the American Board of Commissioners of 

Foreign Missions (Cass, 1836, March 2) also donated a crania to Morton's collection. 

According to Morton's records, Dr. Saterlee supplied him with one Menomice crania (454) 

of unspecified gender. 

Many other American Indian crania were identified by donor, tribal affiliation, and some 

such as a chief or a warrior. When the skulls were identified so clearly, it seems to indicate 

that the donor must have been acquainted with the person, or persons, whose heads they 

submitted to Morton. It is certain that one Dr. Powell collecting Osage skulls near Fort 

Gibson in 1841 could identify his victims. After "proudly" displaying a bag of Osage skulls 

to Major General Ethan Allan Hitchcock, the doctor told Hitchcock that one head was that 

of "an Osage chief" (Hitchcock, 1930,33) General Hitchcock's diary indicates that though 

he was opposed to the crania research, he listened to the doctor's "zealous" defenses of his 

work and then went about his own business. The general's laissez faire attitude may have 

been influenced by the fact that the crania collectors carried federal permits to operate in 

Indian country. (Herring, 1836, March 2) 

Army orders: 

Dr. William Corbusier, on orders issued by Surgeon General of the Army William 

Alexander Hamilton (1862) disinterred and decapitated four American Indian crania that 

were sent to the Army Medical Museum. (Corbusier, 278) According to Corbusier, these 

"specimens"were to be ones that contained projectiles and foreign bodies "and other 

materials that might prove of interest in the study of military medicine and surgery." 
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(Corbusier, 7) Two years later, a circular from the Surgeon General's Office requested even 

more specimens for the Army Medical Museum and noted that the curator would do the 

dissecting. (Brown, 1864) Transportation of the intact "specimens" from the field to the 

curator of the museum must have been a gruesome procedure that was on a par with Dr. 

Powell's sack of Osage heads. 

The recent repatriation of six Pawnee crania from the Smithsonian Institution has been 

well documented by James Riding In (101-137), as has been the loss of Apache chief 

Mangus Coloradus's skull at an earlier date. (Barrett, 129) The Pawnee crania belonged to 

Pawnee Army scouts, and the Apache chief was murdered while attending a peace 

conference with the United States Army. After his murder, Mangus Coloradus was buried, 

then disinterred and his head was "processed" as a "crania." Mangus Coloradus's skull, 

supposedly prized for its great size, was displayed by the Natural History Museum for some 

time before it disappeared. The Pawnee scouts' crania were only recently recovered and 

returned to the Pawnees for proper burial.. 

Repatriation of American Indian skeletal remains is not always possible because many 

of these remains have not been held by museums, the Army, or by medical institutions. The 

remains of Sauk and Fox chiefBlack Hawk, for example, were exhumed by a physician who 

prepared the skeleton and presented it to Governor Lucas of Ohio in the spring of 1840. 

(Thwaites, v. 7,262-263) Black Hawk's skeletal remains were then taken to an attorney's 

office in a box, where "it [the box] remained until the night of January 16,18S3 ... [when 

the] building was destroyed by fire." (Thwaites, 263) According to Thwaites, Black Hawk 
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had remained buried only nine months before his body was stolen. 

Gender bias; American Indian women under attack: 

In 1854, Dr. Thomas Nichols published a comparative analysis of white women and 

women of color in which he extolled the virtues of Caucasian women and denigrated women 

of color. White women were clear eyed, rosy cheeked, fine boned creatures who represented 

the zenith of civilization, (xii, 36-37) Caucasian women wore fine silks, prided themselves 

on avoidance of physical labor, and made the world a more beautiful place. In contrast, 

black women represented the ultimate "savage" and the "American races," (i. e., American 

Indians) were considered somewhere in between, (xii) Nicholas held that because of this 

intermediate position, American Indian women, unlike black women, could improve their 

lot and their race in a number of ways. They could marry whites, give up ihc ' stxong, 

industrious Iife,"exchange their leather garments for silks, and forego polygamous 

marriages, (xii, xii, 56) (55-56) 

The Doolittle Report: 

Nichols's attack on women was echoed by the E)oolittle Commission report and by other 

agency specific reports filtering in to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs from reservation 

physicians. The Doolittle Conunission served under a joint resolution enacted by Congress 

March 4, 1865 that entitled Commission members to make reconunendations regarding 

placement and control of the Indian Bureau within the federal bureaucracy. The War 

Department sought to regain control of the Indian Bureau that had been transferred, in 1849, 

to the Department of the Interior. Commissioners traveled to various locations in the United 
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States, interviewed a number of'"experts," made sweeping statements concerning the health 

and welfare of American Indians, increased segregation of American Indians on 

reservations, and recommended that the Indian Bureau remain housed in the Department of 

the Interior. (1, 7) 

The Commission took verbal and written statements from military men who had spent 

their careers among 'the Indians." Written statements were accepted from missionaries. 

Superintendents of different agencies, and a number of other men active in Indian Affairs, 

Commission members did not interview American Indians and had no contact with 

American Indian women. 

The Doolittle Report and American Indian women: 

Presented to Congress in 186S, the Doolittle Report was a biased, highly influential 

assessment of American Indian policies and American Indian health and welfare that was 

particularly critical of American Indian women. American Indian women were labeled as 

prostitutes, credited with the spread of venereal diseases, castigated for polygamous 

marriages, and blamed forthe decline ofthe American Indian. I^ostitution, and the supposed 

degraded state of American Indian women, was used to justify the increased segregation of 

Indians from the general population by removal to reservations. 

Weakness of the Doolittle Report: 

The Doolittle Report contains a number of weaknesses and biases that render the 

information of questionable value. There is little evidence that any meaningful Held work 

was conducted by the Commission. Communications attached to the report are ambiguous 
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and generalize over long spans of time about unspecified populations. Personal interviews 

with American Indians are non-existent, and key concepts of the report are not defined. 

Prostitution, a leitmotif of the report, is not defined, nor are culturally specific marital or 

sexual practices recognized. There is no evidence that either patients or their records were 

physically examined, nor is there evidence that contributors' statements were cross-checked 

for accuracy. 

Venereal diseases, prostitution, American Indian women and the Doolittle Report: 

Reports from Washington, Oregon, St. Louis, New Mexico, the Dakotas, Kansas, 

Wyoming, and Wisconsin all attribute venereal diseases to prostitution and women. The 

reports cover such a wide geographical and cultural range of people that the persons filing 

the reports could not possibly have seen many of the subject groups. The Washington state 

report, for example, covers the Siletz Agency in Oregon and the Skokomish reservation in 

Washington. (Doolittle, 3) Another report filed fi'om St. Louis involves reminisces by 

Colonel John T. Sprague about Chippewas, Winnebagos, Ottawas, Creeks, Seminoles, 

Tallahassees, Choctaws, and the Indians of Texas and New Mexico. (Doolittle, 428) 

Similarly, a report filed from New Mexico consists of "observations" ofNavajos, Maricopas, 

Yumas, Pimas, Apaches, Delawares, Kickapoos, Shawnees, Creeks, Comanches and Creeks, 

a remarkable feat. (E)oolittle, 432-433) Contradictory accounts abound without any attempts 

to reconcile the data. From New Mexico, General Carleton indicated that Pawnees, Kiowas, 

Arapahos, Sioux, and Cheyennes practiced prostitution, while Major General John Pope 

reported that the same groups did not. (in Doolittle, 433,425) Meanwhile, Brigadier General 
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G. Wright, reporting from California, commented on Indians located on the upper Missiouri 

and Mississippi Rivers, Florida, Oregon and Washington Territories. Authentication of data 

did not seem to be a problem for Commission reporters, especially since stereotype ruled the 

day. Reporters also claimed authority, as General Carleton prefaced his report, "All the 

experience that I have had with Indians' affairs ... allow me to observe all [of those i have 

alluded to] for twenty years."(in I>oolittle, 432) General Pope echoed Carleton's sentiments, 

authorizing his diverse information based on forty years in the military, (in Doolittle, 440) 

Other reports were submitted with the same authority. 

Prostitution: 

Prostitution was given special attention, although what constituted prostitution was 

assumed, using American Protestant categories. It was never defined by culture, so we do 

not know to what respondents actually referred. General Alfred Sully reported that 

prostitution was prevalent in many tribes, "some ... disgustingly loose in their habits ... 

others ... remarkable for their virtue." (In Doolittle, 466) According to the general, who 

reported from Iowa, the Arikaras practiced prostitution, but the Teton Sioux did not. (in 

Doolittle, 466) Sully felt the Arikaras faced extinction because of venereal diseases spread 

by prostitution, while Sioux women "of the wilder bands" were as virtuous as "any white 

civilized nation." (in Doolittle, 466) Colonel J. T. Sprague identified prostitution as early 

sexual practice among both males and females. He also predicted that "fear, punishment... 

restraint and removal" were the only ways to eliminate the problem, (in E)oolittle, 428) The 

problem with Colonel Sprague's report was that it covered groups in Wisconsin, Florida, 
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Texas, New Mexico, Kansas and the Cherokee and Creek nations. 

Another "questionable" practice singled out for special discussion was polygamy. 

Polygamy, or a woman's right to multiple partners, was also defined as prostitution by 

members of the Doolittie Commission. The reasoning correspondents used was truly 

remarkable in its flawed logic. J. Harlan, agent at the Cherokee Nation Agency was not sure 

he could identify venereal diseases or prostitution, but felt that since Cherokees had not 

outlawed polygamy, it was probably prostitution, (in Doolittie, 443) Dr. Albert Wiley at the 

Sac and Fox Agency reported that "domestic relations foster prostitution" when men took 

more than one wife, (in Doolittie, 451) M. M. Davis, Indian agent at the Menominee 

Reservation in Appleton, Wisconsin labeled Oneida women under the age of 50, who 

enjoyed a great deal of sexual independence, prostitutes, (in Doolittie, 463) One general 

reporting from Washington, DC, likewise noted that among the "semi-civilized tribes" living 

on the borders of the northern states, prostitution was common. Prostitution was not 

considered common, however, among plains Indians who had a right to sexual freedom after 

they married. (Doolittie, 464-465) Commissioners and their informants obviously did not 

agree on what constituted prostitution, but that did not stop them from concluding that all 

women were prostitutes. 

Not only was prostitution misinterpreted, but American Indian women were blamed for 

the spread of venereal diseases. Sac and Fox women were accused of giving birth to children 

who bore the demonizing "Mark of the Beast." (Doolittie, 457) Universal prostitution among 

Pawnee women was credited for the rapidly diminishing numbers of Pawnees (Doolittie, 
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481) and Navajos. (Morse, J., D. D. (1822). Maricopa, and Yuma women were accused of 

giving birth to "feeble" children because of venereal diseases (Doolittle, 43) while early 

Kaw marriages were also blamed for high infant mortalities. Missionary Mahlon Stubbs 

blamed Kaw girls for marrying too young and giving birth to "puny" infants who died in 

infancy, (in Doolittle, 485) Kickapoo Land Agent Abraham Bennett blamed Kickapoo girls 

for the same thing, (in Doolittle, 475) At least Bennett realized that there was a shortage of 

Kickapoo men and that girls were marrying younger because of the problem. Everyone failed 

to appreciate that infant mortality may have been due to other problems. 

The commissioners were relying on long established paradigms with their assessments; 

prostitution and the spread of venereal diseases have been credited to women for a long 

time. Prostitutes in ancient Rome, 13"* century France, Scotland, and Derunark were 

considered the carriers of venereal diseases, and were treated accordingly. (Rosebury, 252-

253) The major emphasis on the control of venereal diseases has nearly always involved 

punitive measures against female prostitutes. (Rosebury, 255) Women have been 

incarcerated, quarantined in hospitals or banned from various locations and American Indian 

women were treated no differently in the Doolittle Report. 

**A harlot is despised:'* 

Blaming women as prostitutes for the spread of venereal diseases in American Indian 

communities was certainly not a new idea in North America. Thirty two years before the 

Doolittle Report was issued, the idea that women conveyed venereal diseases was too strong 

for federal treaty commissioner Henry Ellsworth. Approached by Delaware and Shawnee 
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men requesting treatments for syphilis during a treaty conference in 1833, Ellsworth, before 

allowing the men access to treatment, told them that their women were harlots (i. e., 

whores or prostitutes) who had given the disease to them. As such, according to Ellsworth, 

the Delaware and Shawnee men should understand that "among white men, a harlot is 

despised ... often diseased and never respected." (Ellsworth, 1833, Oct. 9) Treaty council 

minutes give no indication that Ellsworth questioned the ailing men about where they had 

contracted the disease before he lambasted their women. 

Positive impressions of American Indian women: 

Not all medical reports about American Indian women were derogatory. Reading 

between the historical lines leaves us with some positive impressions of women, such as the 

Cherokee medicine woman who tended sick Cherokees during removal. (Lillybridge, in 

Foreman, 1932,276) As Dr. Lillybridge reported, Sally Raincrow, a "conjeuress," took care 

of Cherokees suffering influenza, consumption, measles, and the other diseases of removal, 

(in Foreman, 276) Dr. George M. Townsend's report (1861, Sept. 23) filed years after 

Cherokee removal, may have been indicative of how many American Indian women 

responded to the pokes and prods of strangers. Townsend reported that his attempts to treat 

Chippewa men for syphilis were slowly gaining ground, but that the Chippewa women 

would have nothing to do with him. 

Taking care of each other: 

American Indian women also took care of each other. Dr. John Hunter (1822) submitted 

a series of letters that were published in the New York Medical and Phvsical Journal 
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concerning some of the American Indian women he had met, and their medical practices. 

The doctor did not specify which tribes the women belonged to, only that they lived west of 

the Mississippi River. Regardless, some of their practices continue to sound like fairly good 

medicine. Menstrual cramps were treated by hot steam baths, warm stones and herbs while 

excessive "flooding" (i. e., bleeding) was treated with ice packs. (Hunter, 310, 311) Ice 

packs made of fine moss or wool were applied while the body was elevated higher than the 

head. (311) Hunter also reported that women used herbs, bitters and teas to help deliver 

babies, and that lactating women, showing signs of infection, discontinued sexual 

intercourse with their husbands. (309) 

Love and marriage: 

As for husbands, American Indian women married non-Natives, including doctors or 

those who reported on their cares and conditions. The story of one such marriage is, or 

course, a rescue story that has a good ending. United States Army Surgeon Muir, while 

working as a trader among the Winnebagos in 1814 was informed that someone planned to 

kill him. A young Sauk woman heard of the plan, warned the doctor, hid him in a cave, fed 

him, and even married him when the threat was over. (Shaw, 1855, 224) Dr. Muir and his 

wife settled in the area, ran a successful trading business and raised a family. After the 

doctor's death, Mrs. Muir took herself and her children home to her family. 

Another young Iowa woman so charmed Swiss artist Rudolph Kurz that, desperate to 

marry her, Kurz made the necessary and proper arrangements with her mother. Love-struck, 

Kurz never realized that his mother-in-laws' annual visits were re-negotiations of the 
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marriage. Kurz failed to realize that Witthae, his wife, had the right to leave him at any time. 

(Kurz, 1936,51) A year after their marriage, Witthae did leave Kurz to return to her family, 

land Kurz was heartbroken; 'i loved her... in good sincerity ... [and] treated her well and 

hoped she would come back." Two weeks after Witthae left, the mother paid Kurz a visit, 

without her daughter. Witthae did not return to her groom, who later heard that she had 

married an Oto man. (52,62) As Kurz said, "all at once St. Joseph was spoiled for me." (52) 

Summary: 

In the end, physicians and surgeons of varying educations and capacities worked with 

differing degrees of success among American Indian communities. Doctors were employed 

as agents of federal civilization programs, participated in experimental programs and sought 

federal employment among American Indians in many capacities. Physicians, politicians and 

government agencies left a legacy of reports that indicate health, sanitation, and the lack of 

disease were considered the road maps of the civilization of the American Indian. Sanitation 

and civilization movements reinforced Darwinist ideas of savagery, barbarism and 

civilization applied to American Indians, regardless that American Indian disease profiles 

reflected those of the dominant society. 

Medical care offered American Indians was no better or worse than that offered to other 

Americans, but the attitudes toward Native Americans were worse. Women were degraded, 

labeled as harlots and prostitutes, while cultural sexual and marital practices and American 

Indian women were credited with the spread of venereal diseases. Disease, women, and 

prostitution were used as federal justification for removal of Indians to segregated 
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reservations or for the denial of civil liberties. American Indian women, in spite of the mis-

perceptions and gender biases, continued to care for themselves and for others, lived happy 

productive lives, and exercised a great deal of control over their own lives. 
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Conclusion 

American Indian health care, grounded in the tenets of scientific medicine and an 

imperial medical model, was an essential component rationalizing the expansion of the 

United States between 1797 and 1871. Federal health care programs rationalized the need 

for removal, restriction and segregation of populations to reservations. It was also a 

component of treaty processes, land loss, economic development, attempts at civilizing and 

assimilation, and Christian proselytization of the American Indian. The foundations of 

American Indian health care were politicized and recognized as important economic factors 

in westward expansion. They involved the American military, and they were racial in nature. 

Politically and socially powerful physicians were deeply involved in the development 

of federal American Indian health care. These physicians included a signatory of the 

Declaration of Independence, a Chaplain of Congress, one Secretary of War, one Acting 

Secretary of War, the Territorial Governor of Indiana, treaty physicians, and physicians who 

influenced the powerful Doolittle Conmiission. Physicians, such as the Directing Physician 

for the Southern Refugee Indians Dr. A. V. Coftin, and Indian Vaccination Act physician 

Dr. M. Martin, served as political points of contact where communications could, and did, 

break down. 

Smallpox vaccinations enabled colonial ventures throughout the world and in the 

western hemisphere. Vaccinations of American Indians were used as tools of diplomacy by 

the United States as early as 1802, and continued to be used until the end of the treaty 

making era (ca. 1871). No fee hospitals and other health care measures also served to 
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legitimize the federal presence among American Indian conununities; these "benefits of 

civilization" were outlined in a series of forty five "medical benefits treaties." Smallpox 

vaccinations for American Indians were also part of westward exploratory forces as early 

as 1803, were supplied in the wake of Omaha treaty negotiations (ca. 181S) and were used 

to enable American Indian removal (ca. 1830) and reservation policies (ca 1832 - 1868). 

The United States utilized health care benefits, especially smallpox vaccinations, to 

convince American Indians that the govenunent held the power to control, or eliminate an 

especially dread disease. Other health care benefits, such as provision of doctors and the 

treatment of sick American Indians during removal processes, proved the power of the 

United States to people who were situationally dependant upon the government. Even when 

the United States did not have the power to cure the diseases associated with removal, such 

as cholera, the government provided medicines, doctors and treatments in lieu of exercising 

the ultimate power that would have been to stop removal. 

Treaties containing "medical benefits" masked federal objectives to obtain American 

Indian land, segregation of American Indians onto reservations, and the isolation of sick 

American Indians from incoming settler-American populations. As American Indians were 

placed on reservations that consolidated disparate groups of people on ever-shrinking land 

bases, doctors, and medical services were provided as agents of civilization that contributed 

to the bureaucratization of the American Indian. 

Reporting on the colonized "other" was an essential feature of imperial medicine as it 

provided Congress with information about American Indians that was used, by the federal 
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govenunent, to legitimize and promote government programs. Typified by the list of 

questions Doctors Rush and Wistar compiled for members of the Lewis and Clark 

expedition, these reports included information about the health and circumstances of 

American Indian lives; they were voluminous and potentially influential. Physicians' reports 

supporting federal policy goals of civilizing Native peoples and isolating them on 

reservations became part of the Congressional record. Congress, by including doctors' 

reports in the federal record, also mandated extra-Constitutional powers granted to the 

medical community when the doctors changed, or abrogated, American Indian treaties. 

Christian missionaries played an integral role in the development of imperial medicine 

as it was implemented in American Indian communities. Missionaries sought to eradicate 

American Indian religious beliefs, placing indigenous health care practices under almost 

constant attack. Missionaries attributed the sacred aspects of American Indian health care 

practices to the influences of Satan and tried to replace these practices, whenever possible, 

with those of "scientific" medicine. The role of those concerned with American Indian 

health care services was always dual in nature. The health and well-being of American 

Indians was a secondary concern that was linked to federal goals of land acquisition and 

expansion, economic development, expenditures of the Civilization Fund, and the general 

civilization and assimilation of American Indians. 

Power differentials were highlighted during vaccination programs, Indian removal, 

treaty processes and development of American Indian health care programs. Development 

of health care programs such as the Indian Vaccination Act (1832) did not include American 
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Indians in the decision making processes. Outside of treaty negotiations, and in limited 

removal circumstances, American Indians' only agency of control was located at the point 

of service delivery. Treaty negotiations provided a few American Indians with limited input 

into decision making processes. Leaders of a few groups slated for removal expressed their 

preferences for the types of medical treatments they would accept, or for changed removal 

plans in accordance with contemporary disease knowledge. In no case, however, did 

American Indian requests substantially change treaty processes and land cessions, nor did 

they stop Indian removal. Point of service decisions involved either acceptance or denial 

of the medical service offered unless a federal program was adversely impacted. If that 

became the case, vaccination (or treatments) were ordered regardless of individual 

preferences. 

Controlling diseases did increase economical growth of the United States. Smallpox 

vaccinations enabled traders to protect important American Indian trading parmers from the 

dread disease. Provision of smallpox vaccinations to American Indians during limited 

periods of contact with incoming non-Native settlers protected the settlers from sick Indians, 

especially when the other's medical benefits were terminated. 

Epidemic smallpox so depleted American Indian populations that fur traders encouraged 

importing tribes into recently de-populated areas to continue the fiir and hide harvest. 

Diseases threatened both the exploitation of wealth, and the available work-force required 

to continue development of the western fiir trade. The political economy of the United 

States, and the spread of deadly diseases to American Indians, was developed through key 
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port cities such as St. Louis, St. Joseph, New Orleans, Vicksburg and other cities on the 

rivers and lakes of America. 

The American military was often in control of the implementation of western medicine 

in American Indian communities. The Secretary of War had control of all American Indian 

medical programs until the Department of Interior assumed control of the Indian Bureau in 

1849 The United States military remained heavily involved ii American Indian health care 

throughout the end of the treaty making era (1871) and later. Military physicians were 

ordered to facilitate Indian vaccinations in 1832, and over time, treated American Indians 

as part of personal or professional interests while serving at frontier military posts. The 

Secretary of War was empowered by Congress to deny medical services to American 

Indians, which he did in 1832 by banning Indian nations viewed as aggressors from the 

federal smallpox vaccination program. 

Military physicians and surgeons whose primary duties were the protection of American 

troops and their allies did assume the "neutral role" of physicians. Military doctors did treat 

wounded enemies as well as wounded allies, or used their experiences and skills at frontier 

military installations to assuage personal desires for glory, battle, and rank. Indigenous civil 

rights were not an overriding concern of military doctors with few physicians and surgeons 

granting any degree of validity to indigenous health care practitioners or practices. Military 

doctors chose to treat American Indians for additional pay, to enhance their technical skills, 

to broaden their experiences with various diseases, or were ordered to participate in federal 

Indian health care programs. As the United States military waged war on American Indians, 
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physicians also waged war on diseases, sanitation, and indigenous health care practices. 

Presumption of the superiority of scientific medical pi inciples over all indigenous forms 

of health care practices and practitioners was a vital component of imperial medicine. 

Indigenous health care practices and practitioners were denigrated, ridiculed, banned, and 

excluded from the developing American Indian health care system. Indigenous practitioners 

were under almost continual attack by politicians, federal officials, military physicians and 

surgeons, treaty physicians and surgeons and missionaries who chose not to see beyond 

doxologies and liturgies they neither understood nor accepted. Unfortunately, few scientific 

doctors chose to participate in shared medical knowledge with indigenous practitioners. The 

few who did participate learned that there were many successful attributes to indigenous 

health care practices and beliefs, in spite of what their original prejudices had lead them to 

believe. Racist terms applied to indigenous practices included "disgusting" "filthy" and 

"barbarous" as good health became equated with "civilization." 

Native Americans were considered to have suffered the diseases of contact because of 

inherent deficits, or genetic deficiencies. The lack of acquired immunities was not often 

considered the reason for heavy American Indian losses due to diseases. It was generally 

assumed that American Indians, adapted to "old" disease environments could be relocated 

into "new" disease environments through the practice of western medicine and vaccinations. 

Provision of new protective measures against smallpox was used to introduce American 

Indians into new disease environments while reducing attendant loss of lives. 

Blaming the victims of diseases was a commonality of the imperial medical model and 
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was evidenced by germ warfare stories repeated in Congressional records, missionary 

records, and physicians' records. American Indians were segregated and removed behind 

cordonnes sanitaire that through vaccination programs, treatments for cholera and other 

diseases, enabled Indian removal and attempted to avoid contamination of non-Native 

populations. Once tribes were removed west of the Mississippi River, vaccinations were not 

continued until epidemics became so intense that the loss of life brought forth the "heroic" 

measures endemic to imperial medicine. Very little was done to protect American Indians 

from the diseases inherent to the westward expansion of the United States. The few 

exceptions to this included the vaccination surgeons who were sent into infected Indian 

conmiunities on the order of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. On the one hand, 

employees of the Department of the Interior, who legitimized a federal presence in 

American Indian communities, were charged with protecting American Indian lives, while 

state militias were charged with exterminating the same groups. 

The tenets of scientific medicine were grounded in no sacred beliefs, unlike American 

Indian health care practices and practitioners who were grounded in both the sacred and the 

mundane. As such, believers in the superiority of western medicine refused to acknowledge 

that medical practices tied to the sacred were of any value. In addition, western medicine 

was experimental, and the subjects of the experiments were American Indians. American 

Indian remains were desecrated and utilized to forward "scientific" advances in which 

physicians, missionaries, military men, Indian agents, adventurers and "explorers" all took 

an active part. Scientific racism justified and excused incursions into Indian territories and 
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communities, while military studies of American Indian remains were performed in the 

interests of advancing military science. 

Gender bias was inherent to scientific medicine practiced on American Indians. As 

physicians and surgeons reflected their training and philosophies, American Indian women 

were ill-treated. Indian women were blamed for the spread of venereal diseases, credited 

with the demise of the American Indian, labeled as prostitutes and accused of breeding a 

race of syphilitic weaklings. Little thought was given to the influences of current living 

conditions or to cultural practices that had been affected by military and federal programs. 

Women who were involved in polygamous relationships were accused of prostitution, as 

were women who had retained their rights to sexual freedoms. Prostitution, however, was 

never clearly defined in reports or studies. 

American Indians did accept western medical practices when they were understood and 

when they were proven efficacious. Acceptance of western medical practices because they 

were "culturally relevant" as purported by the global colonial model should be amended to 

include integration of medical practices that were found to be life-saving. American Indians 

made efficacious health care practices, such as smallpox vaccination, their own, without 

surrendering other health care systems. In the same manner, delegates to Washington, OC 

and to treaty councils requested treatments for venereal diseases and cholera in the hope that 

scientific knowledge could augment indigenous practices, not eliminate them. 

Misperceptions about indigenous health care practices and responses to epidemic 

diseases endemic to western scientific medical models have biased recorded American 
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Indian histories. The medical histories of American Indians as reported by physicians, 

politicians, ethnographers and any number of others, have glossed over the intimate 

involvement of indigenous health care practitioners with the communities they served. The 

sacrifices of medical communities have been misinterpreted, while individual sacrifices of 

self and family during times of epidemic disease have been relegated to the fantasies of 

Wagnerian opera. Common sense cures and methods of disease control inherent to oral 

tradition have been ignored, as have been the roles of medicine people who protected their 

conmiunities. Recorded American Indian histories, such as the Kiowa calendars, indicate 

that American Indians knew the extent of the diseases with which they struggled to the same 

degree as other medical practitioners of the time. History also indicates that American Indian 

women and men were the real heroines and heroes during epidemic diseases. The Assiniboin 

and Mandan women who tended smallpox victims, suffered the deaths of their loved ones, 

and adopted the survivors, practiced good medicine in 1837. Twelve years later, the Kiowa 

and Comanche medicine men who warned people away from treaty negotiations during 

cholera epidemics also practiced good medicine. These people are the real heroines and 

heroes of the survival of the American Indian. 
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Appendix 9.1 Medical Benefits Treaties, Citations and Provisions 

Miami: "Poor & Infirm" 
10/23/1826; 7 Stat., 300 
Art. 6: U. S. pays $2000. annually, support 
of poor, infirm, education. Congressional 
discretion. 
11/6/1838; 7 Stat., 569 
Art. 15: U. S. pays $2000. annually, 
support infirm and education. 
Congressional discretion. 
6/5/1854; 10 Stat., 1093 
Art. 12: U. S. to pay $14,223.50 poor, 
infirm fund accumulated. President opts 
to apply to education. 
Tribe to pay in future. 

Winnebago: 
9/15/1832; 7 Stat., 370 
Art. 5: U.S. pays for 27 years; services 
and physicians; at Forts Winnebago and 
Crawford; $200. ea. per annum. 
11/1/1837; 7 Stat., 544 
Art. 4, Section 9: U. S. pays $600., per 
annum, medical services and medicines; 
22 years. President's discretion. 
3/8/1865; 14 Stat., 671 
Art. 4: U. S. to erect on said reservation... 
suitable buildings for the physician. 

Chippewa: 
Chippewa, Ottawa and Pottawatomies 
9/26/1833; 7 Stat, 431 
Art. 3: U. S. to pay $150,000. includes 
mills, farms, shops, agricultural 
implements, and support of such 
physicians, et al, as the President "shall 
think proper to appoint." 

Ottawa and Chippewa nations 

3/28/1836; 7. Stat, 491 
Art. 4, Section 5: U. S. to pay $300. 
annually for Vaccine matter; medicine, 
services of physicians ... must remain on 
reservations. 

Chippewa, Saginaw tribe, Detroit: 
1/14/1837; 7 Stat., 528 
Art. 4: Tribe to pay $ 100. aimually for five 
years. Vaccine matter and services of 
physician. 

Chippewa of the Mississippi; Pillager & 
L4ike Winnibigoshish bands: 
3/11/1863; 12. Stat, 1249 
Art. 5: U. S. to furnish one physician, two 
carpenters, et al, not to exceed $1,000. in 
aggregate. 
5/7/1864; 13 Stat, 693 
Art. 5; U. S. to furnish for 10 years... and 
one physician. 

Red Lake and Pembina bands 
Chippewa: 
4/12/1864; 13 Stat, 689 
Art. 4: U. S. to furnish for 15 years... one 
physician. 

Chippewa of Mississippi: 
3/19/1867; 16 Stat, 719 
Art. 3: U. S. to pay $1200. per year for 10 
years for support of a physician, plus 
$300. per year for 10 years for necessary 
medicines. 

Cherokee; New Echota: 
12/29/1835; 7 Stat, 478 
Art. 8: Services of physician en route. 
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medicines for each emigrant detachment. 

Sauk and Foxes in Territory of Iowa: 
10/11/1842; 7 Stat., 596 
Art. 5; $30,000. to be withheld from 
aimual payments; to include such as 
"employ physician for the sick" & [burial 
of the dead, support of the poor, etc.] 

Sauk and Foxes of the Mississippi: 
2/18/1867; 15 Stat., 495 
Art. 7; U. S. to erect dwelling for a 
physician 
Art. 10; U. S. to pay for 5 years after 
removal, $1500. annually, support of a 
physician and purchase medicines. 

Sioux: 
9/29/1837; 7 State., 538 
Art. 10: U. S. to pay $8250. annually, for 
20 years. To include medicine and support 
of a physician. 

Brule, Oglalla, Miniconjou, Yanktonai, 
Huukpapa, Blackfeet, Cut Head, Two 
Kettle, Sans Arcs, Santees, and 
Arapahos: 
4/29/1868; 15 Stat., 635 
Art. 4: U. S. to pay $3000. house for 
physician, center of reservation. 
Art. 9; U. S. can withdraw provision 
anytime within ten years. If so, will 
provide additional $10,000. for 
carpenters, education of Indians, etc. 
Confined to reservation except to hunt. 

Omaha: 
3/16/1854; 10 Stat, 1043 
Art. 4, Section 4: Tribe to expend portion 
of annuities 12 years and next successive 
5 years to medical purposes. 

Oto and Missouri: 
3/15/1854; 10 Stat., 1038 
Art. 4, Section 4: Medical benefits to be 
deducted from monies paid to 
confederated tribes; for their benefit and 
use and for medical purposes for 12 years, 
and next 15 years [$4500. total from 
which agricultural, etc. also deducted]. 

Osage: 
9/29/1865; 14 Stat., 687 
Art. 2: Tribe to pay, annual employment 
of physician, includes buildings, 
agricultural implements, animals, etc. 

Kiowa and Comanche: 
10/21/1867; 15 Stat., 581 
Art. 4; U. S. to pay $3,000. for physician's 
house, at center of reservation. 
Art. 9; U. S. to pay physician 10 years; 
may withdraw and replace with education 
any time during this ten years. 
May only leave reservation to hunt. 

Cheyenne and Arapaho: 
10/28/1867; 15 Stat, 593 
Art. 4; U. S. to pay $3000. for physician's 
house. 
Art. 9: U. S. to pay physician, 10 years. 
May withdraw at any time, pay $10000. 
for education. 
May only leave reservation to hunt. 

Crow: 
5/7/1868; 15 Stat, 649 
Art. 3; U. S. to pay $3000. for physician's 
house; furnish physician annually. 
Art. 10: U. S. to furnish physician, 
teachers, etc. annually; at Secretary of 
Interior's discretion. 
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May only leave reservation to hunt. 

Northern Cheyenne and Arapaho: 
5/10/1868; 15 Stat, 655 
Art. 7; U. S. to furnish annually physician, 
teachers, et al on removal to reservation. 
Secretary of Interior's discretion. 

Rogue Rivers: 
11/15/1854; 10 Stat., 1119 
Art. 2: U. S. to furnish hospital, 
medicines, physician to be shared equally 
with other treaty tribes. 

Chastas, Quilsieton, Nahieton bands: 
11/18/1854; 10 Stat, 1122 
Art. 5: U. S. to erect hospital, "proper 
provisions for medical purposes" and care 
of the sick for 10 years. 

Umpqua and Catapooiahs: 
11/29/1854; 10 Stat, 1125 
Art. 2: Tribe to provide for medical 
purposes. 
Art. 6; U. S. to erect suitable building for 
hospital, supply medicines, experiences 
physician 15 years. To deduct costs from 
annuities paid to tribes. 

Catapooiahs, et al: 
1/22/1855; 10 Stat, 1855 
Art. 2: U. S. money to be [partially] 
expended for medical purposes. Pay 
additional $50,000. upon signing [to 

Art. 4: U. S. to pay entire expenses of 
removal, "as well as medical attendant on 
the sick." 

Tribes of Middle Oregon: 
6/25/1855; 12 Stat., 963 
Art. 4: U. S. to pay... at suitable points on 
reservation, hospital buildings ... for 
physician, medicines, and hospital stores. 
Art. 2: U. S. to pay "moral improvements" 
etc., including for medical purposes. 

Klamaths, et al: 
10/14/1864; 16 Stat, 707 
Art. 4; U. S. further agree ... erect at 
suitable points, etc., necessary hospital 
buildings. 
Art 5: U. S. to pay for physician for 20 
following years. 

Snakes: 
8/12/1865; 14 Stat, 683 
Art. 8; U. S. shall pay ... physician [and 
others] after removal to reservation. 

Nisqually and Puyallup, et al: 
12/26/1854; 10 Stat, 1132 
Art. 10: U. S. to pay, 20 years to employ 
resident physician; vaccinate and supply 
necessary medicines. 

Duwamish, Suquamista, et al: 
1/22/1855; 12 Stat, 927 
Art. 14: U. S. to pay, 20 years to employ 
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Appendix 12.1 Biography of Characters 

Abert, John James, Col. 
Superintendent, Ottawa Indian removal, 1832. 
Appointed treaty land contract certification agent. (Creek treaty; 3/24/1832) 

Adair, James 
Trader who lived and traveled among the Chickasaws and Cherokees in the colonial 
Carolinas between 1735 and 1744. 

Allen, J. 
United States Army Lieutenant, assigned to accompany Henry R. Schoolcraft on 
topographical and vaccination mission to Indians located in the northwestern United 
States, 1832. 

Andrews, E., MD 
United States Army Surgeon, served in Arizona Territory in battles with Apache 
Indians, ca. 1869-1873. 

Andrews, Joseph G. 
Surgeon's Mate, United States Army, stationed at Fort Defiance [Indiana], was well 
acquainted with Delaware and Miami Indians whu attended negotiations for the 
Treaty of Greenville, 1795. Acquainted with Miami Chief Little Turtle, other 
signatories of the Treaty of Greenville. 

Angle, S. P., MD 
Civilian physician employed to serve at the St. Mary's Pottawatomie Mission, 1865.. 

Armstrong, William 
Superintendent for Choctaw removal; F. W. Armstrong's brother, 1832. 

Armstrong, F.W. 
Contractor, Choctaw removal, 1833. William Armstrong's brother. 

Barbour, James 
United States Senator, 1815-1825; Secretary of War, 1825 - 1828. 

Bayley, James A, MD 
Federal treaty physician, Siletz Indian Agency, Oregon, 1863. 

Baylor, Jonathan W.,MD 
Assistant Surgeon, United States Army, assigned to Creek removal, also 
appointed to verify land claims in Creek country located between the Canadian and 
Verdigris Rivers, 1831. 

Black Hoof (Catahecassa) 
Shawnee chief who participated in the Battle of Fallen Timbers and took part in St. 
Claire's and Harmar's defeats. Black Hawk was vaccinated for smallpox by the 
Federal government while on a diplomatic mission to Washington, DC., 1802; died 
ca. 1831. 

Boyle, W.H. 
First Lieutenant, United States Army, Indian Agent, Umatilla Indian Agency, 
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Oregon, 1870. 
Breckenridge, Henri M. 

Explorer on the Northern plains, 1804-1876. 
Calhoun, John C. 

Career politician who served as a United States Congressman, Secretary of War, 
Vice President, United States Senator and Secretary of State. 

Cass, Lewis 
Published paper, "Indians of North America" supporting Indian removal, 1826. 
Governor of Michigan Territory; Ex-OflRcio Superintendent of Indian Affairs, 1813-
1831 
Secretary of War, 1831 -1836. 

Catlin, George 
Artist who visited, and painted. North American Indian Nations, 1832-1839. 

Chardon, Francis A. 
Fur trader. Fort Clark, Missouri River., 1834-1839. His diaries, translated from the 
French by historian Annie H. Abel provide an eyewitness account of the smallpox 
epidemic of 1837 in the Mandan, Arikara and Hidatsa communities. 

Chouteau, Pierre 
Fur trader on the Missouri River (ca. 1805) who bought out John Jacob Astor from 
the American Fur Co. in 1834. Wealthy, powerful, influential financier, died in 1865. 

Clark, Joseph C. R., MD 
Civilian doctor employed by Charles E. Mix, Commissioner of Indian Affairs as a 
vaccinating surgeon. Vaccinated American Indians located in the upper Platte River 
Agency and reported directly to Commissioner of Indian Affairs Mix, 1859. 

Clark, William, General 
Member of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, 1803-1806. In 1821, Clark lost a bid 
to be elected Governor of the state of Missouri, but received an appointment a year 
later as Superintendent of Indian Affairs, St. Louis, MO. Clark remained in this 
position until his death in 1838. 

Coffin, A. v., MD 
Directing Physician for over 5,000 southern refiigee Indians located in Kansas during 
the Civil War. Responsible for all doctors, medical, surgical and social services 
supplied to refugee Indians, Dr. Coffin reported to the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, 1864. 

Coleman, A., MD 
Federal treaty physician, Winnebago Agency, 1860. 

Cooke, P. S. G., Lt Col. 
United States Army ofBcer who recorded his impressions of diseases, reactions to 
diseases, and American Indian medications, 1856. 

Corbusier, William, MD 
United States Army Surgeon, Camp Verde, AT, 1879. 
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Crawford, T. Hartley 
Commissioner oflndian Affairs responsible for completion of vaccinations under the 
Indian Vaccination Act of 1832 and vaccination appropriations of 1838. Served as 
Commissioner oflndian Affairs, 1834-1843. 

Culbertson, T. A. 
Fur trader on the upper Missouri River, ca. 1837. Left diaries and letters relating to 
American Indians on the upper Missouri River, and also left a detailed journal of his 
voyage to the Bad Lands in 1850. 

Davis, David H., MD 
Civilian physician hired by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs who vaccinated 
Otoes, Omahas and Pawnees under the Indian Vaccination Act, 1832. 

Denig, Edwin T. 
Trader at Fort Union (ca. 1849) on the upper Missouri River. 

DeSmet, Pierre J., SJ 
Jesuit priest bom Termond, Belgium, 1801, died, St. Louis, MO. 1838, founded St. 
Joseph's mission at Council Bluffs, for the Potawattomies, 1840 founded mission 
among the Flatheads. 1851, participated in the Fort Laramie treaties as a quasi-
official ambassador of goodwill to American Indian nations participating in the 
treaty councils. 1868, federal officials sent to confer with Sitting Bull, in an effort 
to convince Sitting Bull to attend treaty conferences. The crucifix Sitting Bull wears 
in many of his popular photographs was supposedly given to him by de Smet. 

Dole, W. P. 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1861-1863. 

Doolittle, J. R. 
United States Senator, chairman of the Joint Special Committee to report the 
condition of the Indian Tribes in the United States (1865-1867). Doolittle, as head 
of the commission, advised that control of the Indian Bureau remain with the 
Department of the Interior, in spite of the Army's desire to have the Indian Bureau 
returned to their control. 

Dougherty, John, Maj. 
In 1831, the former fiir trader who became a long-term Indian Agent on the upper 
Missouri River, Bellevue Agency, lobbied Congress and Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs for vaccination of American Indians during smallpox epidemics of 1832. 
Dougherty accompanied vaccinating physicians during provision of vaccination 
benefits to American Indians in 1832, and was active in acquiring vaccination 
protection for the Indians in his agency during the epidemic of 1837-1838. 
Dougherty moved to Clay County, MO (ca. 1856), ran his plantation, "Multnomah" 
(named for the Oregon falls) and served as a Congressman firom the state of 
Missouri. 

Dunifaue, Daniel R. 
Assistant conductor, Indian removal, Seneca and Shawnee Lewistown (Ohio) 
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Indians, 1833. 
Durrand, Henry K., MD 

Civilian contract physician serving as United States Army Acting Assistant Surgeon, 
Camp Lowell, AT, 1869. 

DuvalUW.T. 
Governor of the State of Florida, ex-officio Superintendent of Indian Affairs 
involved in the Seminole removals, 1833. 

Eaton, John H. 
Involved in Choctaw Indian removal, 1830. 

Ellsworth, Henry L. 
President of Aetna Insurance Co., served as a federal treaty commissioner appointed 
to meet with Delawares, Shawnees and Pawnees 1832-1833 west of Arkansas. 
Served as Commissioner of Patents, 1835-184S. 

Fansher, Sylvanus, MD 
Manufacturer of Jennerian-type smallpox vaccines in Baltimore, MD who suggested 
to Congress that the United States establish permanent vaccination institutions and 
programs to protect Army, Navy, and Indian [Department personnel and American 
Indians. Fansher donated free smallpox vaccine materials to the United States for 
delivery to American Indians during the smallpox epidemic of 1837-1838. 

Force, MD 
Federal treaty physician, Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation, California, 1871. 

Fulkerson, William N. 
United States Indian Agent, upper Missouri River sub-agency who was castigated by 
Superintendent of Indian Affairs (St. Louis) William Clark for not being at his post 
on the upper Missouri River during the smallpox epidemic of 1837. Clailc 
maintained that the United States did not know of the smallpox epidemic because 
Fulkerson filed no reports of the epidemic with his supervisor, William Clark, until 
the epidemic had already gone through the upper Missouri River populations. Rather 
than submit to termination of his services, Fulkerson resigned ftom Federal Indian 
service in 1838. 

Gaines, Edward General 
Member of the United States Army's mission to attack Ankara Indians on the upper 
Missouri River, 1823. Attained the rank of general, served with the Union Army 
during the Civil War. Gainesville, FL named for General Gaines. 

Gaines, George S. 
Superintendent, Removal and Subsistence of Indians during during Choctaw 
removal, 1831. 

Gardiner, James B. 
Treaty commissioner, treaty ofWapaghkonetta, C^o with the Shawnees (8/18/1831) 
that arranged for removal of the Shawnees &om Ohio. Special Agent and 
Superintendent of Indian Removal for the Senecas and Shawnees of Lewistown, 
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Ohio, 1832. 
Gardiner, W.Hm MD 

Brevet Major, Assistant Surgeon, United States Army, served at Fort Abercrombie, 
Dakota Territory, 1862. 

Gibbs, George 
Land surveyor who reported on Washington area tribes to Governor Isaac Stevens 
prior to the Washington and Oregon territory treaty councils of 18S4-18S5. Gibbs 
surveyed land sessions that resulted from the Stevens' treaties, and in the case of 
Puyallup treaty, changed survey lines to accommodate settlers already located within 
Puyallup territories. 

Glisan, rI, MD 
United States Army Surgeon, 1874. 

Gosnell, Wesley B. 
United States Indian Sub-agent, Nisqually and Squaksin Island Reservations, 
Washington, 1860. 

Bamiltoo, John, MD 
Surgeon hired to vaccinate Seminole Indians subject to removal during the Indian 
vaccination program mandated by the Indian Vaccination Act of 1832. 

HamUton, Samuel S. 1830; Superintendent of Indian Affairs, Indiana. 
Harris, C^. 

Conunissioneroflndian Affairs, 1836-1838. 
Herring, Elbert 

First Conmiissioner of Indian Affairs. Appointed by the President, initially 
responsible for administration of federal vaccinations provided by the Indian 
Vaccination Act of 1832. Served under the direct supervision of Secretary of War, 
Lewis Cass. 

Hillary, Michael, MD 
Brevet Captain and Assistant United States Army Surgeon in charge of the Indian 
Hospital at Fort Sunmer, NM. Bom in Ireland Dr. Hillary came to the United States 
and served with the Union forces during the Civil War. Dr. Hillary, highly critical 
of conditions and employees, was in charge of the Navajo Indian Hospital at Fort 
Sumner, NM Territory, 1866. 

Houghton, Douglas 
Professor of nuning and metallurgy hired to vaccinate American Indians on Henry 
R. Schoolcraft's vaccination and topographical expedition, 1831. 

Hudson, Nathaniel, MD 
Federal treaty physician. Grand Ronde Indian Agency, Oregon, 1863, 1865. 

Hunter, John D. 
Civilian physician who filed comprehensive reports regarding American Indian 
health care practices with editors of The New York Medical and Physical Journal. 
One ofDr. Hunter's reports was especially concerned with American Indian women 
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and their health care practices, 1822. 
Hunter, J.W., MD 

Editor. The New York Medical and Physical Journal. 1822. 
Irwin, J.D., MD 

Brigadier General, United States Army, was an Irish immigrant who served as a 
United States Army Surgeon at western military posts. Claims to have instructed 
United States Army Lt. Bascom to execute Chiricahua Apache prisoners held at 
Apachc Pass in 1861. 

Irving, Washington 
Naturalist, who as part of a group of visiting dignitaries, was allowed to visit Sauk 
and Fox chief Black Hawk as a prisoner in Jefferson Barracks, near St. Louis, 
Missouri, 1832. In 1837, Irving lead a federal expedition to the Pawnees and later 
visited Cherokees who had been removed west of the Mississippi River. 

James, Edwin, MD 
Botanist who recorded activities of the S.H. Long Expedition from Pittsburgh to the 
Rocky Mountains, 1820. 

Jarvis, Nathan S., MD 
Captain, United States Army and a United States Army Surgeon who left 
comprehensive journals of his assignments in Indian Country, 1833-1848. 

Jessup, Thomas General 
United States Army officer who participated in the mission to remove the Arikara 
Indians from the upper Missouri River in 1824. In 1837, conmianded United States 
forces in Florida during the "Seminole War." 

Kennard, Thomas T., MD 
Civilian physician whose reports regarding American Indian health care beliefs and 
practices t were published in the St. Louis Medical Surgical Journal. 1858. 

Ketcham, H. T., MD 
Employed by the Conmiissioner of Indian Affairs to vaccinate Arapahos, Kiowas, 
Comanches and Apaches located along the Arkansas River in 1863-1864.C)n 
completion of the vaccination assignment Dr. Ketcham was reassigned to Dr. A.V. 
Coffin and served as physician to southern refugee Indians in Kansas during the Civil 
War. Dr. Ketcham resigned fiiom the Indian Service after accompanying refugee 
Indians home to Tallaquah because of excessive violence in the area. 

Kimball, B.W.,MD 
Federal treaty physician, Squaksin Indian Reservation, Washington Territory, 1858, 
1860. 

Kimball, M. MD 
United States Army Surgeon who became Assistant Surgeon General of the United 
States after his active duty in bidian Country, 1917. 

Kneeland, J., MD 
Civilian physician who published his perceptions of American Indian "extinction" 
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in the Transactions of the American Medical Association. 1865. 
Kurz, Rudolph F.. 

Swiss artist who was employed by various fiir trading companies on the upper 
Missouri River. Kurz who left a well organized diary of his experiences in which he 
often mentioned American Indians, their disease experiences and many of their 
treatments, ca. 1851-1852. 

Lane, J.F. 
Lieutenant, United States, Disbursing Agent to Seneca and Shawnee Indians being 
removed from Ohio, 1832. 

Langham, A.S. 
Assistant Superintendent, Choctaw Indian removal, 1832. 

Lea, Luke 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1851,1852. 

Letterman [Leathennan], Jonathan, MD 
Assistant Surgeon, United States Army reported on the condition of the Navajo 
Indians, NM Territory to the Smithsonian Institution, 1856. 

Lewis, W.B. 
Second Auditor of the Federal Treasury who was responsible for Indian Affairs' 
fmancial reports to Congress, 1831-1841. 

Lillybridge, C, IVO) 
Employed by the Federal government as physician to the first party of Cherokees 
removed under the treaty of New Echota, 1837. 

Little Turtle, (Meshikinquah/Michikinikwa) 
Miami Chief who lead the confederated Indians who defeated General Arthur 
Sinclair, Nov. 3, 1791. Bom to a Mahican mother, and a Miami father, ca. 1752, 
Little Turtle became a delegate to Washington, DC before, and after, signing the 
Treaty of Greenville. Little Turtle died in 1812, and is buried near Fort Wayne, IN. 

Lynde, J.W. 
Indian Agent, Chippewa Agency, Minnesota, 1859,1860. 

Mackay, J. 
Captain, United States Army whose diaries included references to American Indians 
located along the upper Missouri River prior to the Lewis and Clark Expedition, 
1785-1804.. 

Manypenny, George W. 
Conunissioner of Indian Affairs, 1856. 

Martin, M., MD 
Civilian physician hired by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, under the Indian 
Vaccination Act of 1832, to vaccinate American Indians located within John W. 
Dougherty's Agency, located at Bellevue, on the Missouri River. 

McCoy, Isaac, Rev. 
Baptist missionary serving in Kansas in the 1830's. Politically active and influential 
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in Washington, E)C, McCoy lobbied Congressmen and the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs for vaccination of American Indians and enactment of the Indian Vaccination 
Act, 1832. McCoy was hired by the Secretary of War to survey Indian lands 
appropriated during Indian removal processes and treaties, McCoy also surveyed 
In^an lands west of the Mississippi River. An active proponent of Indian Removal, 
Washington Irving later noted that the Cherokees did not like Mr. McCoy and 
disapproved of his nepotism and federal connections that provided jobs for him and 
his large family at Indan expense. 

McKay, R. H., MD 1918; 
United States Army Acting Assistant Surgeon who served at Fort Sill, Oklahoma 
Territory. In 1918, Dr. McKay wrote of his adventures as an Army doctor, and noted 
that he had been the doctor who treated the wounded soldiers after the Kiowa chief, 
Satank had forced them to kill him. Dr. McKay, who admitted to having had no 
interests in American Indian medical practices, noted that his wife was visited by 
Kiowa chief Satanta who enjoyed watching her use her treadle sewing machine. 

McKay, William MD 
Federal treaty physician. Warm Springs Reservation, Oregon Territory, 1865. 

Miller, William, MD 
Treaty physician. Grand Ronde Agency in Oregon, 1861. 

Mitchell, David Dawson 
Fur trader who joined the Upper Missouri Outfit and served in various positions at 
upper Missouri River fur trading posts. Mitchell filed reports with Pratt and 
Chouteau, traders in St. Louis, MO detailing the horrors of the smallpox epidemic 
that struck American Indians during the summer of 1837 at Fort Union, and trading 
posts farther north. Between 1841 and 18S2, Mitchell served intermittently as 
Superintendent of bidian Affairs, St. Louis, MO after William Clark's death. 

Mix,C.E. 
Commissioner of Indian Affair who instigated and controlled the traveling 
vaccination surgeon program that dispatched doctors to vaccinate American Indians. 
Mix hired doctors in the Washington, DC area who were then sent, on his orders and 
at the request of the United States Army, or United States Indian Agents, to 
vaccinate American Indians for smallpox. This program initially served American 
Indians living within the area of the upper Platte River Agency and was expanded, 
under the direction of successive Commissioners of Indian Affairs to include 
American Indians in Colorado Territory and Kansas Territory, 18S8. 

Mofratt,P^M 
Federal treaty physician, Hoopa Valley Reservation, California, 1865. 

Morse, Jedidiah, DD 
Minister appointed by the President of the United States to provide to survey 
American Indian conununities located within the United States, 1820-1822. 
Revenend Morse filed a compendium cf materials collected over two years, traveled 
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to various tribal groups, and made recommendations for appropriation of the 
$10,000.00 Civilization Fund established in 1819. Reverend Morse recommended 
that physicians and surgeons be included as agents sent to American Indian tribes, 
and recommended mass vaccination of American Indians ten years prior to passage 
of the Indian Vaccination Act of 1832. Reverend Morse's report was fairly criticized 
for its poor organization, that it relied heavily on'popular knowledge about American 
Indians, and that Reverend Morse had not actually visited many of the American 
Indian groups in his report. By 1832 and enactment of the Indian Vaccination Act, 
Reverend Morse's suggestions, ignored for a decade, were incorporated into the 
vaccination Act, and treaty provisions began to place doctors on reservations as 
agents of civilization. 

Morton, Samuel G., MD 
Doctor who conducted the largest crania experimentation program on American 
Indian remains, 1844-1849. Many of his writings are housed at The Academy of 
Natural Science, Philadelphia, PA. 

Morton, S.M., MD 
United States Army Surgeon; Fort Omaha, Nebraska, 1869. 

Palmer, Z.C. 
Captain, United States Army 6"' Infantry, Shawnee and Ottawa Indian removal, 1833. 

Parker, Samuel, Rev. 
Missionary appointed by the American Board Commissioners of Foreign Missions 
to survey western American Indian conmiunities (1835-1837) in an effort to plan 
locations of new western missionary communities. Marcus Whitman, Presbyterian 
medical missionary hopeful, accompanied Parker on this survey mission while he 
sought a location for his missionary efforts. 

Parker, W.B. 
Served with the United States Army to locate Indian Reservations in Texas, 1856. 

Phillips, J. A. 
United States Disbursing Officer, Choctaw Indian removal, 1832. 

Pilcher, Joshua 
Fur trader, appointed Indian Agent in 1835 for upper Missouri River Sioux, 
Miniconjou, Hunkpapa, Otoe and Missouri Indians. 1841, appointed Superintendent 
of Indian Affairs, St. Louis superintendency. 

Poinsett, Joel R. 
Secretary of War, 1837. The familiar poinsettia flower was named for Poinsett. 

Point, Nicolas, SJ 
Jesuit priest who established missions among the Flathead, Coeur d'Alene and 
Blackfeet American Indian nations, 1840-1847. 

Prefontaine, d. J.R., MD 
Civilian physician hired by United States Indian Agent Joshua Pilcher, on the order 
of the Commissioner of liidian Affairs, to vaccinate Otoe, Missouri, and various 
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bands of the Sioux, including the Miniconjous and Bruies during the smallpox 
epidemic of 1838. 

Randolph, L.G., MD 
Acting Secretary of War who authorized United States Indian Agents to hire 
physicians and surgeons as needed to treat American Indians at Federal Indian 
Agencies, 1830. 

Robb, John 
Acting Secretary of War, 1832. 

Rush, Benjamin, MD 
Signer of the Declaration of Independence; Surgeon of the Continental Army; 
member of the American Philosophical Societ>'; advisor to President Thomas 
Jefferson. Inoculated Miami chiefLittle Turtle with live smallpox matter at his home 
in Philadelphia in 1797. 

Schull, H.S. 
United States Army Assistant Surgeon, Fort Laramie, WY, 1883. 

Schoolcraft, Henry R. 
1822, appointed Indian Agent for Sault Ste. Marie Chippewas; Schoolcraft's Agency 
eventually included Chippewas at Mackinac. In 1841, lost his Indian Agency and 
moved east where he continued his Indian studies, and various studies and 
publications relative to American Indians. In 1841, Schoolcraft suggested to the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs that smallpox vaccinations should be used as 
effective diplomatic devices by the United States in American Indian conmiunities. 

Simonton, J.P. 
Lieutenant and Disbursing Agent, United States Army, Choctaw Indian removal, 
1833. 

Smith, MD 
Federal treaty physician. Red Cliff, Lake Superior Chippewa Reservation, 1861. 
Federal treaty physician. Bad River, Lake Superior Chippewa Reservation, 1864. 

Spinning, E. H., MD 
Federal treaty physician, Puyallup Reservation, Washington Territory, 1865. 

Stevens, Isaac 
Governor of Washington Territory, ex«of}icio Superintendent of Indian Affairs, 
Washington Territory, 1855. 

Taliaferro, Lawrence 
Major, Um'ted States Indian Agent, Fort Snelling, Minnesota. Served over thirty 
years as United States Indian Agent to Chippewa and Sioux communities, ca. 1831. 

Thompson, Lewis G., MD 
Civilian physician hired to treat Miami Indians, at their request, during treaty 
councils held in Indian during the cholera epidemic of 1832. Miami Chief 
Richardville requested that Thompson be brought to the treaty grounds to treat 
himself, members of his family, and the Miami interpreter 
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Thurston, J., MD 
Assistant Surgeon, United States Army assigned to Delaware Indian removal, 1830. 

Townsend, G.Fm MD 
Federal treaty physician, Chippewa Agency, 1861,1864.. 

von Wied, Maximillian 
European prince and explorer who visited American Indian tribes located along the 
upper Missouri River the year after George Catlin had visited many of the same 
groups (1832-1834). von Wied's diaries provide fairly detailed records of his visits 
to many American Indian communities, von Wied was accompanied on this journey 
by Swiss watercolorist Karl Bodmer whose paintings of American Indians survive 
in collections around the world, von Wied's journals, published uy Reuben Gold 
Thwaites, and Bodmer's watercolors provide excellent early ethnographies and 
visual representationsofOmahas, Mandans, Minitarie (Ifidatsa), Blackfeetand other 
American Indians. Bodmer also sketched and painted Cherokees and Choctaws 
situated in New Orleans and Natchez during Indian removal. 

WaU,J.D.,MD 
Assistant Surgeon, United States Army, Camp Grant, Arizona Territory, 1870. 

Warren, W. MD 
Federal treaty physician. Grand Ronde Agency, Oregon Territory, 1865. 

Waters, W.E., MD 
Assistant Surgeon, United States Army, Fort Bridger, UT, 1868. 
Assistant Surgeon, United States Army, Fort Benton, UT, 1873. 

Waterhouse, Benjamin, MD 
E)r. Waterhouse served as in intermediary between Edward Jenner and President 
Thomas Jefferson when he arranged to import Jenner's new cow-pox vaccine matter 
for the President to test and propagate on his slaves and family (1800-1802). 
Waterhouse and Jefferson were also involved in the development of hospitals for 
United States merchant seamen as part of the Federal public health movement. 

Webster, Henry A. 
United States Indian Agem; Makah Agency, Neah Bay, Washington Territory, 1867. 

Whitman, Marcus 
Presbyterian medical missionary licensed by Conmiissioner of Indian Affairs Elbert 
Herring (1836) to live among the Nez Perce Indians. 
In 1847, Whitman, his wife, and twelve other mission employees were killed as 
possible retaliation by Cayuse Indians for a deadly measles epidemic that killed 
many Cayuses and than it did white people. 

Wharton, W. L., MD 
Assistant Surgeon, United States Army. Dr. Wharton, and one assistant were sent 
to vaccinate American hidians at Fort Mitchell and in more than twenty surrounding 
Creek towns during a deadly smallpox epidemic, between August 21, 1831 and 
December S, 1831. Dr. Wh^on's American Indian vaccinations were included 
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under the Indian Vaccination Act of 1832, where it was reported he had been 
responsible for vaccinating over 7,000 Creek Indians. 

Wilbur, R. MD 
Temporary United States Indian Agent, Papago Indians, Arizona Superintendency, 
Tucson, AZ, 1871. 

Wren, John MD 
Federal treaty physician, Chippewas of the Mississippi and the Pillagers (Chippewas) 
of Leech Lake, 1860. 


